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Foreword 

By Dr. Hasnain Walji 

Z 
In the Name of All{h, the  

Most Gracious, the Most Merciful 

Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat    alalalal----ÝÀÝÀÝÀÝÀshshshsh}}}}rrrr{{{{: A potent antidote to reawaken our hearts.: A potent antidote to reawaken our hearts.: A potent antidote to reawaken our hearts.: A potent antidote to reawaken our hearts.    

This is an age where the very purpose of our existence has been obscured 

by the glut of materialism. We seem to be engulfed in a quagmire that 

deflects our energy away from his divinely intended purpose. Our true 

fulfillment can only come through inner light, when the heart is 

awakened to seek it’s divinely intended purpose. 

This seminal work on Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{, aptly named The Sacred 

Effusion, by Shaykh Muhammad Khalfan, is a beacon for the seeker to 

seek the Sacred and the Divine. With his characteristic insight, the 

venerable Shaykh guides us to understand how Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{ can be a 

potent antidote to reawaken our hearts to the real purpose of our 

existence and not remain a mere habitual or ritual recitation. 

As one reads the words so passionately penned by the author, one 
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cannot help but visualize and ponder upon the origin of the very word 

Ziy{rat, which originates from the word zawr, which means to deflect or 

turn away. The context becomes all the more evident when we read that 

the Arabic word z}r refers to a lie - because it deflects from the path of 

truth. This sets the scene for the reader to contextualize the very essence 

of the spiritual and moral aspects of the Ziy{rat - that when visiting the 

shrines of the MaÝ‚}m|n, or reciting the Ziy{rat we momentarily ‘turn 

away’ from our worldly existence and gravitate towards an inner state of 

seeking none other than All{h. The essence of the Ziy{rat, as elucidated 

by the author is that the zair who recites the Ziy{rat must imbibe the 

spirit and attain the cognizance of the sublimity of Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{ to 

enable him to align himself with the spirit of the visited one. 

The author eloquently elucidates that the crux of the Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{ 

are the concepts of al-Tawall| and al-Tabarr|. He writes: 

Besides its ample merits, it is a program of 

revolution for the sleeping masses. The crux of the 

Ziy{rat is al-tabarr|Þ and al-tawall|, which can 

correctly be translated as ‘fleeing from imperfection’ 

and ‘seeking perfection’, or in beautiful words of 

every Muslim: L{ il{haillall{h - Besides All{h - the 

Only Beloved, there is no other il{h (beloved). The 

name All{h exemplifies all the perfect attributes of 

the Divine Essence, which the human being has been 

molded to appreciate and naturally seek. The Holy 

QurÞ{n says: ‘...the innate nature of All{h, upon 

which the human beings were molded.’ (30:30). 

Therefore the Ziy{rat in reality is a call to the 

unsullied innate disposition (fi„ra) of the human 

being. 

The oft-repeated salutation of Ass{lamu ÝAlayka Y{ Ab{ ‘Abdill{h, 

assumes an everlasting impression upon our minds when we read how 

we must manifest our intentions to unite with his lofty ideals, and in 
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cursing his opponents how we must demonstrate our revulsion at the 

worldly desires of his enemies. If we truly make that salutation with that 

understanding, it helps us align ourselves with the spirit of Im{m al-

Íusayn � and we have fulfilled and are true to the words we recite in 

the Ziy{rat: 

So I ask All{h, who ennobled me by knowing you 

and knowing your friends, and enabled me to seek 

remoteness from your enemies, to place me in your 

company in this world and the Hereafter. 

This allows us to seek nearness to All{h through the Ziy{rat rather than 

to be only motivated to gain personal benefits. Unquestionably, many 

traditions of the AÞimma � promise us that by the recitation of 

Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{ our needs would be fulfilled. For example Im{m JaÝfar 

as-Ñ{diq � guided Safw{n thus:  

When you are confronted with some adversity, then 

seek redress of your grievances from Im{m al-

Íusayn � with this Ziy{rat and All{h never 

reneges on His word. 

However, the real question that we are encouraged to ponder upon is 

“What is our real need that we should ask for?” It helps us create an 

awareness of our own selves so that we can assess the true value of our 

neediness. Cited is an inspiring example of asking for one’s real need is 

of Shaykh ÝAbd al-Karim Í{ir|, the founder of the Íawza of Qum. It is 

said that during the Ziy{rat at the Íaram of Im{m al-Íusayn � he 

was seen weeping and telling the Im{m �: “O dear master, I have 

become a mujtahid but I want to become a human being.” 

Thus the Ziy{rat, must go beyond the seeking of mundane material 

benefits and rise to the lofty sublimities of cognition and self awareness 

to awaken us from the sluggishness caused by the excesses of hubbe-

duniya. To do so is to realize the ultimate purpose of Ziy{rat. After all 

who can be a better symbol than Im{m al-Íusayn � whose supreme 
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sacrifice on the day of ÝÀsh}r{, symbolized the highest manifestation of 

Tawheed - that Besides All{h- the Only Beloved, there is no other il{h 

(beloved).  

 
Hasnain Walji 
Plano Texas, March 2009 



 

Preface 

By Shaykh Muhammad M Khalfan 

All praises belong exclusively to All{h, and may His peace and 

benedictions be on Muƒammad, the most perfect epitome of Divine 

Attributes and his infallible progeny, the Ahl al-Bayt, who are rightfully 

known as the ships of salvation, whosoever boards their ship, earns 

eternal felicity, and whosoever lags behind and is indifferent drowns 

and attains eternal damnation.  

Al-Qand}z|, the Hanafite narrator of traditions, in his radiant 

collection Yan{b|’ al-Mawadda (lit. Fountains of Constant Love) 

narrates a tradition from Ab} Dharr al-Ghiff{r| who narrates from the 

Holy Prophet �: 

�cĆá<ÿÚ{{ÿnØ<ÿ<ş_<{{łâ�Ø<ÿełé{{Žj<{{ŽÊ<ê₣ÓéłÜ<ÿÚ<{{ÿnŁØ<{{ÿ‰ŽËłéÿßŽí<<{{ŁÞłç<{{ÿÚ<H|łà<
ÿ…ŽÒÿfÿãÿÞ<^ÿrÿæ<^ÿÚłà<ÿiÿ~+×ÿÌ<ÿÂłßÿãÿâ<^ş×şÔ< 

The similitude of my progeny among you is that of 

the ship of Noah �; whosoever boards it is saved, 

and whosoever lags behind would perish1  

The ship of al-Íusayn �, however, according to another tradition is 

more rapid: Once a companion of Im{m al-Ñ{diq � asked him about 

the prophetic tradition “Surely al-Íusayn is the lamp of guidance and 

the ship of salvation” saying: “Aren’t you [the Ahl al-Bayt �] ships of 

salvation [too]?” The Im{m � replied:  

                                                 
1 Al-Qand}z|, Yan{b|’ al-Mawadda, v.2, p.90 
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�c<Žì^{{{ÿrĆßÖ]<Łà₣Ë{{{Ł‰<^{{{ÿß3×₣Òş_<+÷�àłé{{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<şíÿßłéŽË{{{ÿ‰<Ćá<ş_ş_ş_ş_ŁÄ{{{ÿ‰ÿæŁÄ{{{ÿ‰ÿæŁÄ{{{ÿ‰ÿæŁÄ{{{ÿ‰ÿæ<<<<
ŁÅÿ†ł‰ş_ÿæŁÅÿ†ł‰ş_ÿæŁÅÿ†ł‰ş_ÿæŁÅÿ†ł‰ş_ÿæ< <

All of us are ships of salvation, save that the ship of 

al-Íusayn � is more spacious and fastermore spacious and fastermore spacious and fastermore spacious and faster.2 

This tradition is also endorsed by great mystic scholars who can 

appreciate the sublime secrets of religion. The late mystic-scholar 

Àyatull{h M|rz{ Tabriz| in his monumental prayer manual al-

Mur{qab{t says: 

It should be known that the door of al-Íusayn � 

is the door of comprehensive mercy, rapid response 

and approval. And he [the Im{m] would say during 

his life time: ‘The similitude of doing good is rain 

water which covers both the virtuous as well as the 

sinful.’3 

Sayyid Íadd{d al-M}saw| a great Sh|Ýite saint and a contemporary of 

ÝAll{mah al-Óab{„ab{Þ|, is reported to have quoted their mentor in 

practical gnosis, Àyatull{h Q{~| al-Óab{„ab{Þ| as having said: 

My teacher, Marƒ}m Q{~| (may his spirit be 

sanctified) said to me that it is impossible for a 

human being to attain the station of tawƒ|d 

[proximity to God] without the path of Sayyid al-

Shuhad{’.4 

And ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þ| is reported to have said: 

That Ía~rat [i.e. Im{m al-Íusayn �] has great 

                                                 
2 Sayyid ÝÀdil al-ÝAlaw|, Ris{l{t Isl{miyya, v.6 p. 183 

3 Àyatull{h al-Tabr|z|, al-Mur{qib{t, p.286 

4 Sayyid ÝAl| al-M}saw| al-Íadd{d,ÝÀrifun f| al-Riƒ{b al-Qudsiyya, p.47 
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attention towards the wayfarers of the path of God 

in removing the veil and impediments of the ‘path 

of God’.5 

One of the excellent ways of establishing contact with Im{m al-Íusayn 

� is through offering salutations to his exalted personality (Ziy{rat). 

This can be achieved either in front of his radiant tomb in Karbal{, or 

in the environs of one’s house observing some specific etiquettes.  

The secret however is that the z{’ir, one who performs the Ziy{rat, must 

yearn to the attain the apex of the meaning of what he recites and unite 

with the spirit of the maz}r (the visited one). The grand Àyatull{h 

Jaw{d| Àmul| in his masterpiece ‘Adabe Fin{ye Muqarrab{n’ says: 

Ziy{rat is the mystical presence of the fervent lover 

(Ý{shiq) in the dwelling of the Beloved; it is the 

visitor’s passionate encounter of the abode of the 

visited one; it is the lover’s expression of intense love 

and consideration for the beloved; it is when the 

enamored one sincerely gives his heart in the alley of 

the possessor of the heart...6 

The present commentary tries to examine and reflect on one of the well-

known ziy{r{t that many of the Muslims recite with great zeal and 

devotion. Most of the Sh|Ýa Muslims express their veneration and 

sorrow when they recite this sublime Ziy{rat on the day of ÝÀshur{Þ. 

However, the Infallible Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � have taught us to 

recite it very often. Besides its ample merits, it is a program of 

revolution for the sleeping masses. The crux of the Ziy{rat is al-tabarr|’ 

and al-tawall|, which can correctly be translated as ‘fleeing from 

imperfection’ and ‘seeking perfection’, or in the beautiful words of 

every Muslim L{ il{ha illa All{h -Besides All{h- the Only Beloved, there 

                                                 
5 H{d| H{shimiy{n, Dary{ye ÝIrf{n, p.97 

6 Àyatull{h Jaw{d| Àmul|, Adab-e-Fin{ye Muqarrib{n, v.1, p. 17 
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is no other il{h (beloved). The Name All{h exemplifies all the perfect 

attributes of the Divine Essence, which the human being has been 

molded to appreciate and naturally seek. The Holy QurÞ{n says:’...the 

innate nature of All{h, upon which the human beings were 

molded...’(30:30). Therefore the Ziy{rat in reality is a call to the 

unsullied innate disposition (fi„ra) of the human being.  

In expressing veneration and seeking the higher levels of peace for 

Im{m al-Íusayn � we are trying to unite with his ideas, thoughts and 

towering volition, and in cursing his opponents, who overtly declared 

themselves to be Muslims and believers, but were extensions of the 

hypocrites, we are trying to flee from all their ideas, thoughts and 

actions. Hence this recital trains the reciter to overhaul himself and 

unite with the spirit of the sacred Im{m �. In fact, as we shall come 

to observe in this Ziy{rat later, one of the beautiful supplications taught 

to us when expressing our greetings to the Im{m is to seek spiritual 

harmony with the Im{m � in both this world as well as the Hereafter. 

We say later in this Ziy{rat 

ş�]<ŁÙş̀ {{ł‰ş̀ şÊŽ„{{+Ö]<<<<Ží{{şÊ�†łÃÿÚÿæ<łÜ₣ÓŽjşÊ�†{{łÃÿÛŽe<ê{{ŽßÿÚÿ†ĞÒş_<ë
<<<<<łÜ₣ÓŽñ]ÿ‚{{{{łÂş_<łà{{{{ŽÚ<şìÿð]ÿ†{{{{ÿfĞÖ]<ê{{{{ŽßşÎÿ‡ÿ…ÿæ<łÜ₣ÓŽñ^{{{{ÿéŽÖłæş_<łáş_

û]ÿæ<^ÿéłÞć‚Ö]<êŽÊ<łÜ₣ÓÿÃÿÚ<êŽßş×ÿÃłrÿèŽìÿ†Ž} 

So I ask All{h, who ennobled me by knowing you 

and knowing your friends, and enabled me to seek 

remoteness from your enemies, to place me in your 

company in this world and the Hereafter. 

Understanding the aforementioned obliges every high-spirited seeker of 

truth to aim for the achievement of the crux of the Ziy{rat rather than 

be selfishly motivated to gain personal benefits. The rewards of the 

Ziy{rat which are both sacred and sublime should not be the only 

factor to lead us to recite it. It is the natural love for the Im{m � who 

exemplifies the Divine Attributes in himself that should transport us to 
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recite this humble presentation. In fact some traditions, as we shall 

soon consider, clearly state that whosoever visits Im{m al-Íusayn � 

in Karb{l{ is as if he has visited All{h at His Throne.7  

Another very important point to bear in mind is that because the reciter 

of this Ziy{rat has been guaranteed by the Im{ms � that his needs 

would be fulfilled, he must be very careful in distinguishing ‘that which 

is really a need’ from ‘that which is not really a need’. The great saint 

Àyatull{h Íadd{d al-M}saw|, a contemporary of ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þ|, 

would see people clinging onto the radiant enclosure where Im{m al-

Íusayn � is buried, and instead of seeking their real needs, asking for 

those things that would increase the burden that they had already 

accumulated. He is reported to have said: 

�cĆá<<<<<<<Žl^{ÿfÿjÿÃÖ]<Žìÿ…^{ÿè�‡<±�c<ÿáłçŁfÿâł„{ÿè<^{ÿÛÿßłéŽu<Œ^{ĆßÖ]<ÿ†ÿnĞÒş_
<<<ÿáłç₣×{{{Ć‰ÿçÿjÿéşÊ<�xłè�†{{{Ć–Ö]<êŽÓ{{{Ž‰^ÿÚ<ÿáłç{{{₣ËŽÏÿè<Ží{{{ÿ‰Ć‚şÏŁÛĞÖ]

�Ý^ÿÚ�ý^Že� <<î×ÿÂ<ğøĞÏŽm<ÿáłç₣×ŽÛłvÿéşÊ<ŽíĆèñ�^ÿÛĞÖ]<łÜ�ãŽrŽñ]ÿçÿvŽÖ
ÿÝ^ÿÚ�ý]<]ç₣×ÿòłŠÿè<łÜşÖÿæ<łÜ�ãŽ×ĞÏŽm�<<<łÜ{Łãş×ĞÏŽm<łÜŁãłßŽÚ<ÿ„Ł}Ğ̀ Ćè<łáş̀ Že

<łÃŁè<łáş̂{Že<ŁäÿÞłç₣×ÿòłŠÿè<łØÿeH^ÿéłÞć‚ÖŽ̂e<ŁÐ3×ÿÃĆjÖ]<ÿçŁâÿæ<{Ş<<łæş]<ğ̂{jłéÿe<łÜŁãÿé
<<<<<<ÿØ{ÿ}ÿ�<ž‚{ÿuş]<łà{ÿÂ<^ÿßłÃŽÛ{ÿ‰<^{ÿÚÿæ<Hğìÿ…^Ćéÿ‰<łæş]<ğ̂qłæÿ‡<łæş]<ğ]‚şÖÿæ

]ÿ„şÒÿæ<]ÿ„şÒ<łêflŽßŽÚ<ł„Ł}<ŁäşÖ<ÿÙ^şÎÿæ<ŽäŽjÿÚł‚Ž~Že 

When most of the people visit the holy shrines, they 

stand holding fast onto the enclosures of the graves 

and ask the Im{m � to mediate on their behalf, so 

that their material needs are fulfilled. Consequently, 

they add a burden over their burden. They do not 

ask the Im{m � to remove their burden which is 

‘attachment to the world’; rather they ask for a 

                                                 
7 Ibn Q}lawayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, p. 147 
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house, an off spring, a wife or a car; and never have 

we heard from anyone who entered in his service, 

and asked him: ‘Relieve me from such and such a 

thing.’8 

In one of his lessons on practical ethics (akhl{q), Àyatull{h Mujtahid| 

(may All{h elevate his status) narrates the following incident: 

دند كـه  يد  �  را در حرم امام) ره(م حائري يعبدالكر خ يحاج ش

ام، ولـي   آقا جان من مجتهد شده: ديگو يكند و به امام م مي ه يگر

  . بشوم خواهم آدم  مي

Í{j Shaykh ÝAbd al-Kar|m Í{Þir| [the founder of 

the Islamic Seminary of Qum] was seen in the ƒaram 

of Im{m al-Íusayn � weeping and telling the 

Im{m �: O dear master, I have become a 

juristconsult (mujtahid), but I want to become a 

[perfect] human being.9  

Some traditions clearly teach us about the ultimate purpose of Ziy{rat. 

Observe the following: 

1. Ñafw{n bin Mihr{n is reported to have said: 

{{ÿÂłà<ş]{{Žełê<ÿÂ{{łfŽ‚<Ž�]<�ÿ<{{şÎÿÙ^<V{{ÿÚłà<ÿ‡ÿ…]<şÎ{{łfÿ†<ĞÖ]Łv{{ÿŠłéÿà<
�<ÿæ<{{{{Łâÿç<Łè�†<{{{{łèŁ‚<ş�]<<{{{{ÿÂĆ̂<ÿæ<{{{{ÿqĆØ<<{{{{ÿ�ĆéÿÃŁä<ÿqłfÿ†Žñ{{{{{łéŁØ<
ÿæŽÚłéşÓŽñ^łéŁØ<ÿæŽ]ł‰ÿ†ŽÊ]łéŁØ<ÿuĆjÿè<î�†ÿ�<�cÿÚ<±łß�̂ŽŽÖŽäJ 

Im{m al-Ñ{diq � said: ‘Whosoever visits the grave 

of al-Íusayn � while he seeks All{hhe seeks All{hhe seeks All{hhe seeks All{h, the Invincible 

                                                 
8 Sayyid Al| al-M}saw| al-Íadd{d,ÝÀrifun f| al-Riƒ{b al-Qudsiyyah, p. 146 

9 See the following website:  

http://www.tebyan.net/Religion_Thoughts/TheLearned/Contemporary/2008/1/29/5985

0.html 
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and Exalted, Jibr{Þ|l, M|k{Þ|l, and I‚r{f|l accompany 

him until he returns back to his house.’10 

2. MuÞammar is reported to have said: I heard Zayd bin ÝAl| � saying: 

ÿÚłà<ÿ‡ÿ…]<şÎłfÿ†<ĞÖ]ŁvÿŠłé�à<łe�à<ÿÂŽ×eê<�<ş÷<Łè�†łèŁ‚<ŽeŽä<Ž]Ž]Ž]Ž]+÷+÷+÷+÷<<<<ş�]ş�]ş�]ş�]<
ÿi{{ÿÃ₣Æ<±^{{ŽËÿ†<{{şÖŁä<ÿqŽŽÛŁÄ{{é<ŁƒŁÞłç{{ŽeŽä<ÿæ{{şÖłç<şÒ{{ÿÞ^łk<ŽÚ{{łnŁØ<ÿ‡{{ÿeŽ‚<
ĞÖ]ÿf{{łv�†şÊ<H{{ł‰^ÿjĞÓŽnŁ†łæ{{ŽÚ<]łà<�‡ÿèÿ…^{{ŽiŽä<ÿèłÇ{{ŽËŁ†<₣�]<şÖ{{₣ÓłÜ<
ŁƒŁÞłçÿe₣ÓłÜJ< 

Whosoever visits the grave of al-Íusayn bin ÝAl| � 

while he does not seek thereby save All{hdoes not seek thereby save All{hdoes not seek thereby save All{hdoes not seek thereby save All{h, All{h 

would forgive all his sins even if they be like the 

foam of the ocean; therefore, visit him often, and 

All{h would forgive your sins.11 

Seeking ‘All{h’ as mentioned in the abovementioned narrations refers 

to yearning for All{h’s proximity, which in reality is perfecting oneself 

to attain the attributes of Almighty All{h. If this is the purpose behind 

Ziy{rat, the visitor would naturally struggle for a complete unity with 

religion and divine values.  

Before we begin the commentary of this radiant Ziy{rat, which is also 

reckoned to be among the sacred traditions12 (aƒ{d|th qudsiyya), and 

understand both its particular as well as its universal import, it is 

imperative to generally know the significance of Ziy{rat, and its exalted 

purpose. 

Meaning of Meaning of Meaning of Meaning of Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat    

The word ‘Ziy{rat’ is derived from the word “zawr” which means to 
                                                 
10 Ibn Q}lawayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, p. 274 

11 Ibid. 

12 Ibid., p.333 
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deflect or draw away from something. A lie is called z}r because it 

deflects from the path of truth. The z{’ir is known to be so, because he 

deflects from other than “the one he intends to visit”. That is why some 

lexicographers translate “Ziy{rat” to mean intention (qa‚d), for the one 

who deflects from other than a certain entity intends the entity. Al-

Fay}m|, a well-known lexicographer in his authoritative lexicon al-

Mi‚b{ƒ al-Mun|r says:  

æE]₣ìÿ…^{{ÿèñ̂ Ö<D<<<<Łä{{şÖ<^{{⁄Ú]ÿ†ĞÒŽ]<�…łæŁ̂ {{ÿÛĞÖ]<Ł‚{{ł’şÎ<ŽÍł†{{ŁÃĞÖ]<ê{{ŽÊ
ŽäŽe<^⁄‰^ÿßłòŽjł‰]ÿæ 

The conventional meaning of al-Ziy{rat is to intend 

the one to be visited, for his veneration and 

intimacy.13  

And it is said that the reason why Ziy{rat is referred to as visiting the 

saintly human beings, is because it is to deflect from the material 

routine and draw away from the corporeal world and incline towards 

the world of spirit, while one is present in the corporeal environment 

and maintains one’s bodily form.14 

Sometimes Ziy{rat is translated as ‘ittiƒ{d al-z{Þir bi-al maz}r’ (the 

unity of the visitor with the visited one). In simpler words: ‘to color 

oneself with the attributes of the visited one’. This definition does not 

contradict the former definitions, for ‘seeking and uniting with the 

attributes of the maz}r (visited one)’ is nothing but ‘deflecting and 

drawing away from attributes contrary to the maz}r’. In a subtler 

expression, we can say ‘Ziy{rat is to flee from imperfection while 

struggling for perfection’.15 

Allusions of this reality can also be gotten from the QurÞ{nic verse: 

                                                 
13 Aƒmad al-Fay}m|, al-Mi‚b{ƒ al-Mun|r, p. 136 

14 Àyatullah Jaw{d| Amul|, Adabe Fin{ye Muqarrib{n, v.1, p. 23 

15 It is important to note that fleeing from imperfection is the same as fleeing towards 

perfection. 
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‘And flee towards All{h’ (51:50). Im{m al-Ñ{diq � is reported16 to have 

commented on this verse saying “ay ƒujj}” (It means ‘perform ƒajj’). 

And the literal meaning of ƒajj is qa‚d (intention). In a conversation he 

had with his son Zayd bin ÝAl|, Im{m Zayn al-ÝÀbid|n � says: 

ÿæÿÚłÃ{{{ÿßşÎ<îłç{{{ŽÖŽä<ÿÂfl̂ÿæ{{{ÿqflØ<V�şÊ{{{ŽËć†łæ�c<]{{{şÖŽ�]<î	<ÿèłÃ{{{Žß<ê
Łu{{ćrłç�c<]ÿe<±{{łéŽk<Ž�]{{ÿè<HŁe<^{{ÿßflê<�cĆá<ĞÖ]şÓłÃ{{ÿfÿ<íÿe{{łéŁk<Ž�]<
şÊÿÛłà<ÿufls<ÿełéÿk<Ž�]<şÊşÏł‚<şÎÿ’ÿ‚<�cŽ�]<±JJJ< <

And the meaning of All{h’s speech “And flee to 

All{h...” is Íujj} il{ baytill{h (Intend the house of 

All{h); O my dear young son, surely the Ka’ba is the 

house of All{h; therefore, whosoever intends the 

house of All{h, has surely intended All{h...17 

Therefore ƒajj, as it is correctly conveyed, is not only ‘ƒajju bayt All{h 

al-Íar{m’ (intending the sacred House of All{h), but ƒajj All{h 

(intending All{h) as the verse explicitly conveys: fa firr} ila All{h (so 

escape towards All{h). And escaping towards All{h is seeking His noble 

attributes and fleeing from the contrary. And ƒajj if perfomed with its 

proper etiquettes, as the experts of the kernel of Islamic law mention, 

enables one to attain such noble attributes. 

Some narrations explicitly say that doing Ziy{rat of the Holy Prophet 

� and the infallible Im{ms � is like doing the Ziy{rat of All{h. 

Consider the following traditions: 

ÿ‡<łàÿÂ<ÿÙ^{şÎ<ŁÝ^ĆvĆ�Ö]<‚łè<V<<<Ž�]<Ž‚{łfÿÂ<ê{Žeş÷<Łk{Ğ×₣Î�<V<<^{ÿÚ
<Ž�]<ÿÙłç{{{{Ł‰ÿ…<ÿ…]ÿ‡<łà{{{{ÿÛŽÖ�ÿÙ^{{{{şÎ<[<V<�]<ÿ…]ÿ‡<łà{{{{ÿÛşÒ

                                                 
16 ÝAll{ma al-Óabras|, Tafs|r Majma’ al-Bay{n, v.9, p. 268 

17 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.3, p. 321 
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ŽäŽ�ł†ÿÂ<ÿÑłçşÊ<ĆØÿqÿæĆ̂ ÿÂÿJJJ 

Zayd al-Shaƒƒ{m is reported to have said: I asked 

Ab} ‘Abdil{h (al-Ñ{diq �): What is the reward for 

one who visits the Messenger of All{h? The Im{m 

� said: ‘It is like one who has visited All{h at His 

throne (Ýarsh).’18 

Ž�]<Ž‚{{łfÿÂ<łê{{Žeş]<łàÿÂHÝ^Ćv{{Ć�Ö]<‚{{łèÿ‡<łà{{ÿÂ<�<ÿÙ^{{şÎ<V<łà{{ÿÚ
<flê{{Ž×ÿÂ<�à{{e<�àłé{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ÿ†{{łfşÎ<ÿ…]ÿ‡�<ä{{sÏÿvŽe<^{{ğÊ�…^ÿÂ<<ÿá^{{şÒ
äŽ�ł†ÿÂ<łêŽÊ<ş�]<ÿ…]ÿ‡<łàÿÛşÒJJJ 

Zayd al-Shaƒƒ{m is reported to have said: Ab} 

ÝAbdill{h (al-Ñ{diq �) said: Whosoever visits the 

grave of al-Íusayn � with the knowledge of his 

status is like one who visits All{h at His Throne.19 

łà{{ÿÂ<<<ÿÙ^{{şÎ<Hê{{ŽËłÃŁrĞÖş]<†Že^{{ÿq<V<<<�à{{e<†{{şËłÃÿq<î{{×ÿÂ<Łk{{Ğ×ÿ}ÿ�
‚{{{flÛÿvŁÚ�<łê{{{ŽÖ<ÿÙ^şÏşÊHðaÿ…łç{{{Ł�^ÿÂ<�Ýłç{{{ÿè<łê{{{ŽÊ<V<Žðş÷Łö{{{ÿâ

ÿ†Žñ]Ć̂ Ö]<ÿÝ�†ĞÓŁè<łáş]<�…łæŁ̂ ÿÛĞÖ]<î×ÿÂ<ćÐÿuÿæ<Ž�]<Ł…]ĆæŁ‡JJJ 

J{bir al-JuÝf| is reported to have said: I came to JaÝfar 

bin Muƒammad (al-Ñ{diq �) on the day of 

ÝÀshur{Þ, and he said to me: ‘These people are the 

visitors of All{h (zuww{r All{h), and it is the right 

of the maz}r to honor the z{’ir...20 

The above traditons confer the implication that because the Im{ms � 

                                                 
18 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.4, p. 585. It should be noted here that ‘throne’ does not 
refer to the material throne for Almighty All{h is greater than such limitations. 

19 Ibn Q}lwayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, p. 324 

20 Ibid. 
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are manifestations of All{h’s sublime names,21 visiting them and seeking 

their proximity is the same as seeking the proximity of Almighty All{h. 

Proximity here, we should understand, does not refer to any kind of 

physical closeness. Rather, it refers to spiritual proximity. In other 

words, as the z{’ir (one who deflects from other than the attributes of 

the maz}r) draws spiritually closer to the Im{m � he in reality 

embellishes himself with the attributes of Almighty All{h which the 

Im{m � exemplifies according to his limitations. The Im{ms �, 

however, are sheer manifestations (ma…{hir) of All{h’s names and thus 

no attribute independently belongs to other than All{h. The Holy 

QurÞ{n says: 

�îßłŠ₣£]<ðbÛł‰ù]<ŁäşÖ<çŁâ<+÷c<ÿäşÖc<ş÷<₣�ş]	< <
All{h, other than Him there is no God; and to Him 

alone belong the Beautiful Names...(20:8) 

Notice here that instead of All{h saying ‘The Beautiful Names belong to 

All{h’ He says ‘To Him alone belong the Beautiful Names’. In 

grammatical terminology, the predicate is brought before the subject. 

And whenever this happens, it signifies restriction. In other words ‘To 

Him alone [and no one else] belong the Beautiful Names’. 

Those who are able to appreciate the secrets of prayer tangibly 

comprehend this reality in the state of ruk}Ý when they vision that no 

one other than Almighty All{h has any perfection whatsoever. Im{m 

Khumayn| in his Etiquettes of Prayer says: 

Ž]łÂ{{{{{ş×łÜ<ş]Ćá<ŁÂ{{{{{łÛÿ‚şì<ş]{{{{{łuÿç�Ù]<{{{{{fl’Ö]şøŽì<ÿmşøÿmĐíÿæH{{{{{ÿ‰Žñ^Ł†<
ş÷]łÂ<{ÿÛ�Ù^<ÿæş÷]ĞÊ<{ÿÃ�Ù^<ŁÚ<{şÏñ‚ÿÚŁi^ÿãÿæ<^ŁÚÿãflé<{ÿòfil^<şÖ<{ÿãş÷]<H^ĆæŁÙ<V
ş]ĞÖŽÏÿéŁÝ^JÿæflnÖ]ŽÞ^łêV ÿć†Ö₣ÒłçÅJ<ÿflnÖ]ŽÖ^ŁoVćŠÖ]ŁrłçŁ�Jÿæş]<{łâŁØ<

                                                 
21 A reference to the tradition of Im{m al-Ñ{diq �: Naƒnu al-Asm{’ al-Íusn{’ We are 
the Most Beautiful Names of All{h.’ 
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ĞÖ]ÿÛłÃ�†{{şÊŽí<{{ÿèÿ†łæÿá<{{ÿâŽ„Žå<ÿnÖ]şø{{ÿmí<�c{{ÿ�^ÿ…ğì<�cĆjÖ]<±łçŽu{{łéÿ‚Žl]<
ĆnÖ]şøÿmíJJJÿæŽÊć†Ö]<ê<{₣Òłç�Å<<{ÿił†ĐÕ<ŽÖŁ†łõ<{ÿèŽí<<Ćß{Ö]ĞË�‹<ÿÂ<<î{×
ÿuÿŠŽg<ÿÚşÏ�Ý^<fl’Ö]şËŽl^<ÿæş÷]ł‰ÿÛŽð^<ÿæŁ…łõÿèŽÖ<íÿÛşÏ�Ý^<ş]ł‰ÿÛŽð^<
ĞÖ]ÿvflÐ<ÿæŽ‘şËŽi^Žä 

Beware that the main states of prayer are three, and 

the rest of the acts serve as introductory and 

preparatory phases: (1) qiy{m, (2) ruk}Ý, and (3) 

suj}d. And the men of gnosis reckon these three acts 

as the three kinds of unity...and in the state of ruk}’ 

one cannot behold himself in terms of attributes 

and names, and beholds God’s exclusive station of 

Names and Attributes. [In other words, he sees that 

every kind of attribute or name belongs only to 

God].22 

Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat    of Believersof Believersof Believersof Believers 

Islam highly encourages one to visit one’s Muslim brother or sister. 

However, it does not emphasize on any kind of Ziy{rat whatsoever. It 

encourages meaningful Ziy{rat - Ziy{rat with a purpose and aim. 

Observe the following traditions: 

Im{m al-Ñ{diq � is reported to have said: 

<<<łÜ₣ÓŽeç{{₣×₣ÏŽÖ<⁄ð^{{ÿéłu�c<łÜ₣ÓŽiÿ…^{{ÿè�‡<ê{{ŽÊ<Ćá�d{{şÊ<]æŁ…ÿæ]ÿ̂ {{ÿi<ÿÙ^{{şÎ
ÿÃŁi<^ÿßŁnèŽ�^ÿuş_ÿæ<^ÿßŽnèŽ�^ÿuù<ğ]†ĞÒŽƒÿæŞ<<<î{ş×ÿÂ<łÜ₣Ó{ÿ–łÃÿe<ŁÌ

<<<<łá�cÿæ<łÜŁiłç{{{{{ÿrÿÞÿæ<łÜŁił‚{{{{{ÿ�ÿ…<^{{{{{ÿãŽe<łÜŁił„{{{{{ÿ}ş_<łá�d{{{{{şÊ<�̃ {{{{{łÃÿe
<<^{{{{ÿÞş_ÿæ<^{{{{ÿãŽe<]æŁ„{{{{Ł~şÊ<łÜŁj{{{{ĞÓş×ÿâÿæ<łÜŁjĞ×ş×{{{{ÿ•<^{{{{ÿâçŁÛŁjĞÒÿ†ÿi

                                                 
22 Im{m Khumayn|, al-Àd{b al-MaÝnawiyya li al-Ñal{t, p. 523 
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<fiÜéŽÂÿ‡<łÜ₣ÓŽi^ÿrÿßŽe 

Visit one another, for verily in your visitation is the 

revival of your hearts, and a remembrance of our 

speeches; our speeches make you harbor affection for 

one another; and if you act according to them, you 

would be guided and saved, and if you shun them, 

you would go astray and perish; therefore follow 

them while I guarantee your salvation.23  

And Im{m al-B{qir � is reported to have said: 

 <<<<<<<<ÿÜ{Žuÿ…<^{ÿÞ�†łÚş÷<Đì^{ÿéÿu<şÔ{ŽÖÿƒ<Ćá�d{şÊ<łÜ₣ÓŽiç{ŁéŁe<ê{ŽÊ<]æŁ…ÿæ]ÿ̂ ÿi
ş�]<^ÿÞÿ†łÚş_<^ÿéłuş_<ğ]‚łfÿÂ 

Visit one another in your homes for surely in that is 

the revival of our affair; may All{h’s Mercy be upon 

one who revives our affair.24 

It should be noted that the revival of the affair discussed in the above 

traditions is nothing but the revival of Islamic values, for the Ahl al-

Bayt � are protectors of Islamic values and to remember them and 

their teachings is to elevate the human spirit in reality. One should not 

conjecture that there is any personal gain that these infallible leaders of 

truth derive from such gatherings. Rather it is their followers who 

benefit.  

Another important point to bear in mind is that ‘the revival of their 

affair’ cannot be merely achieved by thoughts and words. We must sow 

the seeds of resolution in our visitations in order to reap the fruits of 

applying the teachings of the Ahl al-Bayt �. 

So far Ziy{rat has been reduced to visitation in the earthly abode. The 

                                                 
23 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 17, p. 258 

24 Ibid., v. 17, p. 352 
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Islamic worldview, however, due its sharp and accurate cognition of 

reality, as taught by the Holy QurÞ{n, the Holy Prophet � and his 

infallible successors, does not limit Ziy{rat to the corporeal world. It 

rather believes that human beings can communicate with those who 

have transcended this limited world of matter and can listen to them as 

well. In our daily prayer, we address the Holy Prophet � as follows: 

ş_Ž�]<₣íÿÛłuÿ…ÿæ<ćêŽfĆßÖ]<^ÿãćèş_<şÔłéş×ÿÂ<ŁÝşøĆŠÖŁäŁi^şÒÿ†ÿeÿæ<< <
Peace be unto you O Prophet and may All{h’s mercy 

and blessings be on you.25 

This statement presumes the presence of the mukh{„ab (the addressee). 

And therefore we believe that the Prophet � is present and can behold 

our presence too.  

One of the important etiquettes of entering the shrine of the Holy 

Prophet � and the infallible Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � is to read 

the well-known idhn al-dukh}l (recital of permission to enter). The z{’ir 

(visitor) adopts a very humble attitude, and appreciating the presence of 

the Holy Prophet � seeks his permission to enter his sanctuary. In this 

well-known recital, we say: 

JJJ<şÔşÖçŁ‰ÿ…<Ćáş]<ŁÜş×łÂş]æ<şÔ{ÿñ^şËş×Ł}ÿæ<şÔ{ÿñ^şËş×Ł}ÿæ<şÔ{ÿñ^şËş×Ł}ÿæ<şÔ{ÿñ^şËş×Ł}ÿæ<�<<<<Õ‚{ßÂ<ðş̂{éłuş]
<<<<Hê{{{{ŽÚşøşÒ<ÿáłçŁÃÿÛ{{{{łŠÿèÿæ<êŽÚ^{{{{şÏÿÚ<ÿáæ†{{{{ÿè<Háç{{{{Îÿ‡†Łè

şøÿ‰<ÿáłæfl�Ł†ÿèÿæêŽÚJJJ 

...and I know that Your Apostle and vicegerents 

(upon whom be peace) are alive, receiving sustenance 

in Your proximity, they see where I stand presently, 

and hear my speech and respond to my 

                                                 
25 Ayatull{h al-S|st{n|, Minh{j al-Ñ{liƒ|n, v.1, p. 226 
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salutation...26 

Unlike those who consider the human being as an entity which perishes 

after the worldly death, Isl{m teaches mankind that death is a purgatory 

and bridge to the realm beyond. In fact, to be more accurate, death is 

“tearing of some veils” from the higher reality of every thing. Great 

people like Im{m ÝAl| �, due to their intense purity, could boldly 

claim that they can behold the ultimate form of the reality of this world 

while they still exist in this earthly abode. In one of his famous 

dictums, Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said: 

ÇÖ]<ÿÌŽ�₣Ò<łçşÖŞ^⁄ßéÏè<Łlł�ÿ�ł‡]<^ÿÚ<ð^ 

If the curtains were unveiled nothing would be 

added to my conviction.27 

The tearing of veils, however, should not be considered as being limited 

to the Prophets � and infallible Im{ms �. Those human beings who 

are entirely submissive to the laws of Almighty All{h and have purified 

their hearts can also relatively enjoy such exalted positions. In fact, 

Almighty All{h calls the human beings to appreciate the kernel of this 

world in the following verse: 

��šł…÷]ÿæ<Žl]æ^ÛĆŠÖ]<Žlç₣Óş×ÿÚ<êŽÊ<]æŁ†₣¿łßÿè<łÜşÖÿæ<ş_	 

And do they not look into the kernel of the heavens 

and the earth? (7:185) 

Hence there is an invitation to tear the veils that we have created for 

ourselves by sinning. In another interesting dictum of the Holy Prophet 

� we are told: 

                                                 
26 Shaykh ÝAbb{s Qumm|, Maf{t|ƒ al-Jin{n, new ed., p. 380 

27 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 40, p. 153 
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<<̂ ÿé{{Ć�Ö]<Ćáş_<÷łç{{şÖ�<<<ÿÝÿ�a<ê{{{Žßÿe<Žhç{{₣×₣Î<î{{ş×ÿÂ<ÿáç{{{ŁÚçŁvÿè<ÿ°
Žl]ÿæ^ÿÛĆŠÖ]<Žlç₣Óş×ÿÚ<îşÖ�c<]æŁ†ş¿ÿßşÖ< <

Was it not for the Satans circling around the hearts 

of the off-spring of Adam, they surely would have 

beheld the kernel of the heavens.28 

Therefore, the more purity we enjoy, the better we can communicate 

with those exalted spirits who have left this material world, are alive in 

the real sense of the word, and due to their exalted station of existential 

mediation (about which we shall soon discuss in detail) can influence 

the world of contingent existence and even benefit us in different ways. 

There have been ample narratives indicating how people visited the 

shrines of the Ahl al-Bayt � and solved very great problems in their 

lives. 

Our aim of Ziy{rat, however, must transcend seeking personal benefits. 

It is therefore important to first decipher the purpose of Ziy{rat, and 

the reason why our holy Im{ms � would teach us particular recitals 

for visiting the tomb of their grandfather Im{m al-Íusayn �. Of 

course this does not mean that one should not seek personal benefits 

from the great personalities, but one must at least have realized the 

ultimate purpose of Ziy{rat. It is through such realization, dear readers, 

that rain falls from the hearts and embraces every human being, rather 

every creature beyond time and place. Such realizations tear the veils of 

the past and future, and release the human being into the world of 

perpetual bliss and ecstasy. Soon the reader shall understand the words 

of this nondescript, for the world of Ahl al-Bayt � is a world yet 

unknown. Their followers have no share save appreciating the tip of the 

iceberg:  

Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said to Ab} Dharr: 

                                                 
28 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 6, p. 332 
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<î{{ş×ÿÂ<Łä{{ŁjşËéŽ×ÿ}ÿæ<ĆØ{{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {{ÿÂ<Žä{{+×Ö]<Ł‚{{łfÿÂ<^{{ÿÞş_<e…ÿƒ<^{{ÿeş_<^{{ÿè<łÜ{{ş×łÂ]
<<<<<<łÜŁjłò{Ž�<^{ÿÚ<^ÿßŽ×{ł–şÊ<ê{ŽÊ<]ç{₣Öç₣Îÿæ<ğ̂e^ÿeł…ş_<^ÿÞç₣×ÿÃłrÿi<÷<ŽåŽ�^ÿfŽÂ

Łäÿjÿè^ÿãŽÞ<÷ÿæ<^ÿßéŽÊ<^ÿÚ<ÿäłß₣Ò<ÿáçŁÇ₣×łfÿi<÷<łÜ₣ÓĆÞ�dşÊ 

Know O Ab} Dharr that I am [only] a slave of All{h 

and His vicegerent over His servants; do not 

consider us as lords and you may say whatever you 

want about our merits, for you cannot appreciate the 

essence of our perfection, nor its zenith...29 

And in another tradition he � is reported to have said: 

<ž‚ĆÛÿvŁÚ<�ÙbŽe<ŁŒ^şÏŁè<÷�<fi‚ÿuş_<ŽíĆÚù]<ŽåŽ„ÿâ<łàŽÚ< <
...None from this umma can be compared with the 

progeny of Muƒammad (upon whom be peace)...30 

The Purpose of The Purpose of The Purpose of The Purpose of Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat    

One of the fundamental requisites of understanding the purpose of 

Ziy{rat is to have a correct worldview. If we realize the purpose of 

human creation, and submit our volition to our intellectual decision, 

our deeds would be directed towards our eternal salvation. The purpose 

of human creation according to QurÞ{n and Sunna is to worship 

Almighty All{h: 

��áłæŁ‚ŁfłÃÿéŽÖ<+÷�c<ÿ‹łÞ�ý]ÿæ<ĆàŽrĞÖ]<ŁkĞÏş×ÿ}<^ÿÚÿæ	 

And I have not created the jinn and the men save 

that they worship me alone. (51:56) 

And worship without knowledge carries no meaning. This is because 

                                                 
29 Ibid., v. 62, p. 7 

30 Ibid., v. 32, p.11 7 
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worship is not a mere exercise without any sense of devotion. ‘Ib{dah in 

the literal sense is defined as: 

<<<<<<í{ĆéŽÒç₣×łÛĞ¹]<�Ý^{şÏÿÚ<ê{ŽÊ<Łä{ÿŠĞËÿÞ<Ž‚{łfÿÃĞÖ]<Łg’ÿÞ<ÿêŽâ<₣ìÿ�^ÿfŽÃÖ]
Žäfleÿ†ŽÖ 

ÝIb{da is when the servant places himself in the 

position of being a bondsman of his Lord.31 

And this cannot transpire without the knowledge of the Creator. It is by 

appreciating His real ownership32 of the entire world of creation, His 

knowledge over all things, His omnipotence and omnipresence that the 

human being is overtaken and humbles himself down before All{h. He 

also realizes that the true Lord and Master is none but his Creator, and 

thus he places himself in the station of being an obedient slave of 

Almighty All{h. Im{m al-Íusayn �, underlining the clear link 

between knowledge and worship is reported to have said: 

<<<<<<<<<]ÿƒ�d{şÊ<Łåç{₣Ê�†łÃÿéŽÖ<+÷�c<ÿ�^{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ÿÐ{ş×ÿ}<^{ÿÚ<ŁåŁ†{ĞÒŽƒ<ĆØ{ÿq<ÿä{+×Ö]<Ćá�c
<Žìÿ�^ÿfŽÂ<łàÿÂ<ŽäŽiÿ�^ÿfŽÃŽe<]łçÿßłÇÿjł‰]<ŁåæŁ‚ÿfÿÂ<]ÿƒ�dşÊ<ŁåæŁ‚ÿfÿÂ<Łåç₣Êÿ†ÿÂ

Łå]ÿçŽ‰<^ÿÚJJJ< <
Surely All{h i did not Create His servants except 

for knowing Him, and when they know him, they 

would worship Him, and when they worship Him, it 

would suffice them from worshipping other than 

Him...34 

                                                 
31 ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þ|, Tafs|r Al-M|z{n, v.1, p.24 

32 Readers must differentiate between real ownership in which the existence and 

subsistence of an entity is entirely dependent on the owner, and legal ownership in 

which the existence and subsistence of a property is independent of the owner. 

34 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.23, p.83 
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The worship that results from prior knowledge reaps knowledge itself. 

Knowledge before worship, however, is mostly intellectual (Ýaql|) and 

conceptual (ta‚awwur|). It is the result of rationally establishing the 

existence of God and His attributes as well as the utter poverty and 

dependence of the entire creation on His infinite existence. Having 

realized this the impartial servant worships with veneration and awe. If 

such worship was out of sincerity, then he is availed with a higher form 

of knowledge, which is beyond the realm of intellect. It is known in the 

language of traditions as ‘yaq|n (conviction)’ and ‘the vision of the 

heart’ which is knowledge by presence (al-Ýilm al-ƒu~}r|). Perhaps the 

following verse of the QurÞ{n alludes to the close link between worship 

and conviction: 

�Ł°ŽÏÿéĞÖ]<şÔÿéŽiĞ̀ ÿè<îĆjÿu<şÔĆeÿ…<ł‚ŁfłÂ]ÿæ	 

And worship your Lord so that conviction comes to 

you35 

In some of the ziy{r{t taught to us by the infallible Im{ms � we are 

taught to address the Im{ms declaring that they had attained the exalted 

station of yaq|n through sincere worship. Consider the following 

examples: 

1. In one of the ziy{r{t of the Holy Prophet � we are taught by Im{m 

ÝAl| � to address his noble being as follows: 

JJJÿæş_ş_<Ł‚ÿãł�<<<ÿkłv{ÿ’ÿÞ<ł‚{şÎ<şÔĆÞŁŽ÷<<{ÿâ^ÿqÿæ<HşÔ{ŽjĆÚ<�»<ÿlł‚
ñeÿ…<�ØłéŽfÿ‰ş_<îfljÿu<Łäÿił‚ÿfÿÂÿæ<HşÔÿiŽÏÿéĞÖ]<şÕ^ŁàłéJJJ 

...And I bear witness that you gave counsel to your 

nation and struggled in the way of your Lord, and 

worshipped Him until conviction (al-yaq|n) came to 

                                                 
35 Holy QurÞ{n, 15:99 
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you...36 

2. In another Ziy{rat we address Im{m al-Íusayn � as follows: 

JJJş_<^{{ÿè<ş_<Ž�]<Ž‚{{łfÿÂ<^{{ÿeş_<Ł‚ÿã{{ł�<<<<Ž�]<�à{{ÿÂ<ÿk{{łÇ+×ÿe<ł‚{{şÎ<şÔ{{ĆÞ
<ş_<ÿ�{{{{ł~ÿi<łÜ{{{{şÖÿæ<Žä{{{{Že<ÿlł†{{{{ŽÚ₣]<^{{{{ÿÚ<ĆØ{{{{ÿqÿæĆ̂ ÿÂ<Łåÿ†{{{{łéşÆ<]⁄‚{{{{ÿu

<ş_<î{{{fljÿu<^ğÎŽ�^{{{ÿ‘<Łä{{{ÿił‚ÿfÿÂÿæ<ŽäŽ×łéŽf{{{ÿ‰<łê{{{ŽÊ<ÿlł‚{{{ÿâ^ÿqÿæ<şÕ^{{{ÿi
ŁàłéŽÏÿéĞÖ]JJJ 

...O Ab{ ÝAbdill{h, I bear witness that surely you 

conveyed what you were ordered by All{h (the 

Invincible and Majestic) and other than Him you 

never feared anyone, and you struggled in His way, 

and worshipped Him truthfully until conviction (al-

yaq|n) came to you...37 

3. In one of the ziy{r{t of Im{m al-Ri~{ � we are taught to address 

him as follows: 

JJJ<<şì^{{şÒĆ̂ Ö]<ÿk{{łéÿiaÿæ<şìşø{{Ć’Ö]<ÿk{{łÛşÎş]<ł‚{{şÎ<şÔ{{ĆÞş]<Ł‚ÿã{{ł�ş]
<<<ÿlł‚{{ÿfÿÂÿæ<�†{{şÓłßŁÛĞÖ]<�à{{ÿÂ<ÿk{{łéÿãÿÞÿæ<ŽÍłæŁ†łÃÿÛĞÖ^{{Že<ÿlł†{{ÿÚş]ÿæ
<<<<^{ÿe_<^{ÿè<şÔ{łéş×ÿÂ<ŁÝşøĆŠÖ]<HŁàłéŽÏÿéĞÖ]<şÕ^ÿiş]<îfljÿu<^⁄’Ž×ł~ŁÚ<ş�]

�àÿŠÿvĞÖ]JJJ 

...I bear witness that you kept prayer upright and 

gave the poor tax and invited to what was good and 

forbade the evil and worshipped All{h sincerely 

until conviction (al-yaq|n) came to you; peace be 

                                                 
36 al-Íimyar| al-Qumm|, Qurb al-Isn{d, p. 382 

37 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, al-K{f|, v.4, p. 573 
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upon you O Ab{ al-Íasan...38 

There are stages of yaq|n. The yaq|n spoken about in the above 

traditions is beyond the comprehension of the likes of me and you. 

Obviously it is a level of knowledge by presence, but beyond our 

description. 

Having realized the fundamental role of sincere worship, our ziy{r{t, 

which also rank among acts of worship, should serve as catalysts to earn 

the exalted station of appreciating the truth by the vision of the heart. 

Such a state is only possible for a person who is utterly submissive to 

All{h. The Ziy{rat therefore should teach the z{’ir the lesson of utter 

submisssion to All{h. In other words, the Ziy{rat should be a means of 

uniting the z{’ir with Ab} ÝAbdill{h (an appellation depicting Im{m al-

Íusayn �’s utter submission to All{h). And this can easily be attained 

after we understand the meaning of the Ziy{rat and exemplify its 

teachings in ourselves. If we read the Ziy{rat for our lower ambitions in 

life, there would be no difference between us and the laity who have 

busied themselves with the world of matter. Therefore we should bear 

an exalted aspiration and aim for a great transformation in order to 

unite with the spirit of al-Íusayn �.  

Readers do appreciate that the reason why the allies of contemporary 

formalists hamper us from expressing our sorrow near the graves of the 

infallible leaders, is because they have realized the revolution it can 

create in the hearts. 

Im{m al-Íusayn � is a symbol of uprising against falsehood even at 

the cost of the sacrifice of every possession. Our Ziy{rat which is an 

endeavor of unity and harmony with his noble spirit, therefore, should 

be a declaration of readiness rather than a mere transaction or habitual 

recitation. 

                                                 
38 Shaykh al-Ñad}q, ‘Uy}n Akhb{r al-Ri~{ �, v.1, p. 302 





 

 

Introduction 

By Shaykh Abbas M H Ismail 

Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat: External Proof: External Proof: External Proof: External Proof    

The Holy QurÞ{n is clear in its explication of the reason for which the 

jinns and humans were created: to worship Allah1 i  which can only be 

done with any real quality after we come to know Him.2 Our 

fundamental aim is thus inextricably linked to gaining gnosis of Him. 

This task is by no means a simple one as the QurÞ{n clearly states that 

He is incomparable to any thing we may already know, and therefore 

unknowable in His entirety.3 

But far from being an oppressive ruler over His subjects and setting 

them a task doomed to failure, All{h i desires that humans fulfil their 

potential and attain salvation by achieving closeness to Him. He has 

therefore, through His undiminishing mercy, granted His servants 

access to numerous avenues to be able to reach at least some level of 

gnosis: 

�<^ÿãćèş_<^ÿè]]çŁßÿÚa<ÿàèŽ„+Ö<]]ç₣ÏĆi<]ş�<ÿæ]çŁÇÿjłeۤ]<<ŽäéşÖ�c]<şíş×éŽ‰ÿçĞÖ
]æŁ‚Žâ^ÿqÿæ<ÿáçŁvŽ×ĞËŁi<łÜ₣Ó+×ÿÃşÖ<ŽäŽ×éŽfÿ‰<îŽÊ<	< <

O you who believe! Be mindful (of your duty) to 

                                                 
1 Holy QurÞ{n, 51:56 
2 Al-Ñad}q, ÝIlal al-SharaÝi 
3 Holy QurÞ{n, 42:11 
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All{h and seek means of nearness to Him, and 

struggle in His way, so that you may be successful.4 

Of these avenues and means, the most effective is to seek the 

intercession and guidance of the Fourteen Infallibles and to obey them.5 

The QurÞ{n mentions that by obeying the Messenger, one would have 

thereby followed All{h i.6 The same applies when considering the 

family of the Prophet, the Ahl al-Bayt �, whose obedience may also be 

included in the category of being a valid act of servitude to All{h i.7 By 

this argument, the seemingly difficult duty upon the shoulders of 

humans at first consideration, i.e. the worship of All{h i through His 

gnosis, is made somewhat manageable by the adherence of humans to 

the obedience and love of the Prophet � and his holy family, the Ahl 

al-Bayt �; by loving and obeying the Prophet and his family, humans 

are fulfilling both a QurÞ{nic injunction of seeking a means to the 

nearness of All{h i, as well as correctly identifying this means as being 

none other than the Fourteen Infallibles. 

 
Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat: An Internal Inclination: An Internal Inclination: An Internal Inclination: An Internal Inclination    

All{h i has created the human with an innately ordained disposition 

towards goodness,8 known as fi„rah in Arabic.9 This fi„rah, even whilst 

confined to the realm of the corporeal world, continuously yearns and 

seeks goodness and is instinctively attracted and naturally inclined to 

honouring and respecting those instances of goodness it perceives, 

whether the acts are current and live, or have happened in the past and 

belong to legends of history, such as members of the Ahl al-Bayt �.10  

Therefore, through both external instruction via the QurÞ{n and the 

                                                 
4 Ibid. 5:35 
5 M. Óahr|r|, Simaye Mukhbitin, Mishkat, Tehran, 2000, pp.13-14 
6 Holy QurÞ{n, 4:80 
7 Ibid. 42:23, 33:33 
8 J. Amoli, Adab e Finaye Muqarraban, Isra, Qum, 2002, p.55 
9 Holy QurÞ{n, 30:30 
10 J. Amoli, Adab e Finaye Muqarraban, Isra, Qum, 2002, p.18 
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lives of the Infallibles, and through the internal proof, the fi„rah, the 

connection with the Ahl al-Bayt � is a fundamental part of human 

existence and assists to fulfil an inherent metaphysical need within us 

of seeking closeness to Allah through noble characteristics perceived in 

extra-ordinary personalities. 

Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat    and a Link to and a Link to and a Link to and a Link to ÍÍÍÍajjajjajjajj    

When describing the Islamic forms of worship two terms are often used: 

ÝIb{dah and Dhiy{fah. The term ÝIb{dah generally relates to the outer, 

jurisprudential nature of our acts of worship whilst Dhiy{fah can often 

refer to the inner, spiritual dimensions.11 As an example, our Rama~{n 

supplications, (our ÝIb{dah) seek for All{h i to grant us the chance to 

perform the Íajj pilgrimage, “… In this year and every year …”12 The 

Íajj, which is the resulting Dhiy{fah at All{h i’s house in Makkah, 

actually takes place three months later in the month of Dhu al-Íijjah. 

A close consideration of this will demonstrate that All{h i’s initial 

pleasure was for us to ask of Him in Rama~{n to grant us Íajj. In 

prescribing to us what our supplications should be in Rama~{n 

through set prayers, All{h i enables His to become aware of what his 

Master has to offer. The Wise Lord, in commanding His subjects to ask 

of Him, is able to show us the magnanimity of His banquet and the 

lofty aspirations we may have of Him. Thus, every subsequent 

supplication of the servant will improve as he is now aware of what the 

Host of hosts can grant to him and these two elements become 

inseparable – i.e. each instance of seeking is accompanied by a higher 

level of giving, and thus the circle continues between Master and slave. 

This may be the true meaning behind this excerpt of DuÝ{ al-Iftit{: 

ÿæ<ş÷<ÃÖ]<ì†nÒ<å‚èˆèŞ�c<ð^+÷<ÿæ<ğ]�çq<ğ̂Ú†Ò 

And His excessive giving does not increase in Him, 

                                                 
11 J. Amoli, Sahbaye Safa, Mashar, 2001, p.26 
12 A. Qumm|, Maf{t|ƒ al-Jin{n 
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except (from the point of view of) generosity and 

kindness.13 

When considering the Ziy{rat of the Infallibles, a similar conclusion 

seems to hold true. The Infallibles, through their positions as 

intermediaries and avenues between All{h i and His subjects, are able 

to encourage the elevation of people’s wants and desires beyond mere 

material wishes. Just as All{h i has a banquet He wishes to share, so 

too the Infallibles; their banquet is to assist humans to reach levels of 

divine proximity. 

The importance and weight of this is adequately portrayed in some of 

the legal opinions expressed by eminent Muslim jurists of previous 

generations. Both ÝAll{mah Íill| and Sheikh Ó}s| have been cited as 

having declared it to be compulsory for Íajj pilgrims to perform the 

Ziy{rat of the Holy Prophet in Medina, and have even permitted the 

Isl{mic ruler to force people to do so if they do not perform the Ziy{rat 

of their own volition.14 The Holy Prophet has declared: 

îÞ^Ëq<íßè‚¹]<±c<êÞ…ˆè<�<æ<ğ̂q^u<íÓÚ<îi_<àÚ 

Whoseover comes to Makkah as a Íajj pilgrim and 

does not visit me in Medina has shunned me.15 

Such is the importance placed upon Ziy{rat that even after performing 

the rites of Íajj and after seeking proximity to All{h i in Makkah, 

ÝArafah, Muzdalifa and Mina, the pilgrim is still expected to pay 

respects to the Holy Prophet. This is a view common in both Sh|Ýa and 

Sunni sources.16 

WalWalWalWal{{{{yahyahyahyah    and and and and Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat    

Al-Kulayn| reports in al-K{f| from Im{m al-B{qir �: 

                                                 
13 Ibid.  
14 J. Amoli, Adab e Finaye Muqarraban, Isra, Qum, 2002, p.32 
15 M. Najafi, Jawahir al-Kalam, volume 20 
16 See A. Amini, al-Ghad|r, volume 5 
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ÿq<êŽeş_< łàÿÂ�ý]< ÿêŽßŁe< ÿÙ^şÎ< †şËłÃ<îş×ÿÂ< �‹łÛÿ}<îş×ÿÂ< ŁÝøł‰
<łÜşÖ<ÿæ<Žíÿè÷ÿçĞÖ]<ÿæ<ñsÿvĞÖ]<ÿæ<�ÝłçĆ’Ö]<ÿæ<Žì^şÒĆ̂ Ö]<ÿæ<ŽìøĆ’Ö]

łêÿ�Že<ÿ�^ÿßŁè<Žíÿè÷ÿçĞÖ^Že<ÿëŽ�çŁÞ<^ÿÛşÒ<žð 

Islam has been founded upon five: Prayers, Alms-

giving, Fasting, Pilgrimage and Wal{yah. And 

nothing has been emphasised the way emphasis has 

been placed on Wal{yah.17 

The cited hadith suggests that of all the acts of worship, it is the 

Wal{yah of All{h i, and the Ahl al-Bayt �, that is the most 

important. Hence one of the most important etiquettes of the act of 

Ziy{rat is to establish a firm connection with the visited one. It is at 

this juncture that our acts may transform from mere ÝIb{dah to 

something similar to Dhiy{fah.  

Whilst recognising the host and his kindness it would be foolish not to 

be cautious of other false hosts and adversaries of the Infallibles. By 

distancing ourselves from these people, we engage in Tabarr|, a pre-

requisite to Tawall| – seeking closeness to the Infallibles. Tabarr| is a key 

theme among the reliable ziyar{t supplications. Ziy{rat al-ÝÀsh}r{Þ is 

emphatic upon this point, and urges the reader to seek distance from 

not only the direct adversaries of the Infallibles that confronted the 

Infallibles in their lifetimes, but even all previous usurpers and 

oppressors, spanning generations, and their supporters and partisans.18 

This demonstrates that for our visitation to truely carry the colour of 

Wal{yah, the Wal{yah we profess must be comprehensive and absolute. 

The folly of not adhering to this is eloquently portrayed by the Master 

of eloquence, Am|r al-MuÞmin|n, ÝAl|. Al-Majlis| quotes in Biƒ{r al-

Anw{r: 

                                                 
17 M. al-Kulayn|, al-K{f| 
18 J. Amoli, Adab e Finaye Muqarraban, Isra, Qum, 2002, p.62 
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< °ßÚö¹]�Ú]< î×Â< Ý‚Î< ğøq…< flác�<Ù^ÏÊ< V<^è
°ßÚö¹]�Ú]< =< ğ̂ÞøÊ< flgu₣]< æ<Ôflfu₣]<êflÞc–<<îÛŠè<æ
<äñ]‚Â_<˜Ãe–<ÝøŠÖ]< äé×Â<Ù^ÏÊ<V<kÞ`Ê<áû]< ^Ú_

<<<†’fi<á_<^Úc<æ<îÛÃi<á_<^ÚdÊ<…çÂ_< <
Indeed a man approached Am|r al-MuÞminin � 

and said: “Verily I have love for you and I also love 

so and so” – and he named one of his (the Im{m’s) 

adversaries – he (Im{m) replied: “At this moment 

you are as though you possess one eye (and your 

vision is incomplete). So either you should choose 

blindness or complete vision.”19 

In the Im{m’s words, such a person is incomplete and must address his 

course of action lest he were to become completely attached to 

falsehood, thereby becoming utterly lost. 

Sincerity and Sincerity and Sincerity and Sincerity and Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat    

Isl{mic ethical discourse stresses the importance of one’s intention and 

sincerity as a defining factor in the classification of the quality of any 

action. The purer the intention of the actor in performing the act, the 

more reward and benefit will be gained from that action. In this regard, 

people are of different grades and qualities. Whilst the outer action may 

actually seem identical and uniform, the inner realities and benefits 

may be tremendously different due to the difference in the purity and 

sincerity of the intention. It is only in the non-corporeal realm where 

such realities exist in their truest form. The ƒadith reports that 

comment upon this reality are manifold. We cite one such report to 

grant light to our discussion: 

                                                 
19 M. al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, volume 27 
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ÞˆfÖ]< àÂŞÙ^Î< ê< V<àŠ£]< êe_< h^jÒ< l_†Î
<^•†Ö]�<V<�]‚ßÂ<Ù‚Ãi<êi…^è‡<flá_<�Ãé�<È×e_

flru<ÌÖ_<flØq<æ<fl̂ Âí<JÙ^Î<V<†ËÃq<êeù<k×ÏÊ�<V
<Ù^Î<[íflru<ÌÖ_�<V<à¹<íflru<ÌÖ_<ÌÖ_<�]æ<ëc
äÏ�<ğ̂Ê…^Â<å…]‡< <

Al-Bazan„| narrates, “I read in the letter of Ab} al-

Íasan al-Ri~{ �: Tell my Sh|Ýas that verily the 

rewards of my Ziy{rat, according to All{h the 

Mighty and Glorious, is equal to one thousand Íajj 

pilgrimages. So I said to Ab} JaÝfar (Im{m al-Jaw{d) 

�: A thousand Íajj pilgrimages? He (as) said to 

me: Yes, by All{h! A thousand thousand (a million) 

Íajj pilgrimages for he who performs his Ziy{rat 

whilst understanding his rights.”20 

An Intellectual SparkAn Intellectual SparkAn Intellectual SparkAn Intellectual Spark    

The truly balanced servant must however realise the potential granted 

him by All{h i in being able to utilise all the divine bounties and be 

wary of satanic traps. It may be all too easy for one to assume that 

sincerity is sufficient; however, if one is simply unaware of the inner 

realities of wayfaring and its etiquette, then it is possible the intellect is 

under-utilised and mere sincerity, whilst praiseworthy, will lead to a 

lesser outcome. The QurÞ{n, when describing the Messenger’s mission, 

speaks of both Tazkiya (purification) as well as TaÝl|m (education).21 

Such accuracy in one’s intake of education will result in the realisation 

that each one of the noble acts, Ñal{t, Ñawm, Zak{t, Íajj, Wal{yah, has 

no outer, worldly existence, but rather these entities exist in their truest 

and most radiant form in the non-corporeal realm. If each of these were 

                                                 
20 M. Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, volume 99 
21 J. Amoli, Sahbaye Safa, Mashar, 2001, p.29 
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to be understood, considered and treated as living entities (albeit in the 

non-material realm), capable of speech, form and interaction, one’s 

approach to them would surely be of a particularly focused, respectful 

and determined nature.22 

Together with these realities, the true realities of the visited ones, i.e. the 

Infallibles that are the intermediaries for initial receipt and subsequent 

channeling of divine grace, can not err nor do they suffer any 

imperfection; and although they exist in their most majestic form as 

light-ordained celestial beings in another sphere, they are able to 

influence matters in the physical world through their specially ordained 

mastership granted by All{h i and dependent upon His permission. 

Following these principles, a wayfarer can coach and train himself to be 

mindful and intensely aware of such truths and when he is able to do so 

he will witness an active manifestation of the QurÞ{nic injunction: 

�ŽÖÿæ<Žä+×]ÿæ<ŁÑ�†ł�ÿÛĞÖ]ĞÖ]ç3ÖÿçŁi<^ÿÛÿßłèş̀ şÊ<Łh�†łÇÿÛ<<Łäłqÿæ<ĆÜÿnşÊ]Ž�<
<Ćá�c]ş�<fiÜéŽ×ÿÂ<fiÄŽ‰]ÿæ	< <

To All{h belongs the east and the west, so 

whithersoever way you turn there will be the face of 

All{h…23 

Such an outlook will be truly appreciative of the divine at all times and 

places. 

There is a possibility for the opposite to also become true. The QurÞ{n 

offers a stark warning: 

�îş×ÿe<łàÿÚ<^ÿuş_ÿæ< ğíÿòñéÿ‰< ÿgÿŠşÒ�ÿ}< ŽäŽe< łkŞ{éۤ<ŁäŁjÿñ
{şÖłæ₣̀ şÊۤş_<şÔŽñ<Łh^ÿvł‘]ÿáæŁ‚ŽÖ^ÿ}<^ÿãéŽÊ<łÜŁâ<�…^ĆßÖ	< <

                                                 
22 Ibid. p.30 
23 Holy QurÞ{n, 2:115 
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Indeed whoever does evil and his sins surround him 

on every side, such shall be the inmates of the fire, 

and they shall remain therein forever.24 

Such a person will no longer be able to perceive the divine and the ‘face 

of All{h’, rather his outlook will be satanic and evil: whithersoever this 

person may turn he would perceive the face of Shay„{n; evil would 

envelop him and he would descend into a spiral of negativity, blocked 

senses, narrow mindedness and a skewed sense of reality. It may be that 

he is accepting of all things he perceives as utmost truth, or even worse, 

he may deny all true things as utter falsehood.25 

Thus, the individual wayfarer, in seeking a companion, a means, and an 

avenue to the Absolute Truth, must be conscious of the choice of whom 

he visits and must approach the visitation with a true gnosis and 

recognition of the visited one, as well as a heart of sincerity, and thereby 

be completely balanced and guided. 

Marƒ}m Tustari declares: 

m`jÖ]< kiæ^Ëiæ<Ý^Ú÷]< Ð�< íÊ†Ã¹]< læ^Ëje< l]�
°Š£]�<<äÞçÓe<‚ééÏjÖ]<l^è]æ†Ö]<»<�…æ<‚ÏÊ

äé×Â<±^Ãi<�]<l]ç×‘<°Š£]<Ý^Ú÷]<Ð�<^Ê…^Â< <
And the difference in the benefits (of the Ziy{rat) is 

due to the difference in the levels of recognition (in 

the people reciting the Ziy{rat) of the rights of 

Im{m al-Íusayn �, as the narration mentions the 

condition (for benefiting from the Ziy{rat) is to be 

aware of the rights of Im{m al-Íusayn, blessings of 

All{h, the High, upon him.26 

                                                 
24 Ibid. 2:81 
25 J. Amoli, Sahbaye Safa, Mashar, 2001, p.31 
26 J. Tustari, al-Khasais al-Husayniyyah, p.164 
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A Mystical FirebrandA Mystical FirebrandA Mystical FirebrandA Mystical Firebrand    

Having now realized the intrinsic beneficial nature and the importance 

of ziyarah it befits the wayfarer and the slave of the visited one to reflect 

upon the inner meanings of the act of Ziy{rat. The etymology of the 

word stems from زور , originally meaning ‘to move away’ from a thing. 
Aƒmad Ibn F{ris comments that the term is used to refer to the act of 

Ziy{rat because when a person visits another, he has effectively moved 

his attention away from everyone and everything else to concentrate 

upon the visited one. Fayumi adds that Ziy{rat involves honouring the 

visited one and making a bond with them.27 Àyatull{h Jaw{d| Amol| 

suggests that the turning away may also be from the material world of 

bodies and quiddity towards the celestial realm of souls and spirits.28 

The Ziy{rat should therefore transport us into a higher level of 

consciousness and spiritual being. Freedom from the world of matter is 

essential if we are to reach the heights of our potential. An interesting 

narration quoted by Marƒ}m Tustari encapsulates this: 

ä�†Â<»<±^Ãi<�]<…]‡<àÛÒ<á^Ò<å…]‡<àÚ<flác 

Surely one who visits him (Im{m al-Íusayn) is like 

one who visits All{h at His throne.29 

Tustari’s own relfection on this hadith is to conclude that ‘visiting 

All{h’ is an allusion to the intense proximity with All{h i, in this 

instance achieved through the Ziy{rat. Whereas proximity to All{h i 

can only come about through a polished level of faith and cleanliness of 

the heart. Hence, the Ziy{rat of the Martyr of Kerbal{ assists and 

facilitates to complete one’s level of faith, and cleanse the heart, 

resulting ultimately in the intense closeness with All{h i. 

  پيروي رسول حق، دوستي حق آورد                                             

                                                 
27 J. Amoli, Adab e Finaye Muqarraban, Isra, Qum, 2002, p.23 
28 Ibid. 
29 J. Tustari, al-Khasais al-Husayniyyah, p.165 
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  لبطپيروي رسول كن، دوستي خدا 

  شرع، سفينة نجات، آل رسول، ناخداست                                        

  لبطساكن اين سفينه شو دامن ناخدا 

Following the Prophet of Truth, brings about the 

friendship of Truth; 

So follow the Prophet, thereby seek the friendship of 

Truth. 

The Shari’ah, is the ship of salvation, the Family of 

the Prophet, is its captain; 

Abide aboard the ship and seek to hold tight to the 

captain.30 

Through our closeness with the Ahl al-Bayt �, we are also able to 

benefit from some of the grace which they are granted. In S}ra al-

Aƒz{b, in one of the most well-known and oft-recited verses of the 

QurÞ{n, All{h i declares: 

�<Ćá�c]ş�<<îş×ÿÂ<ÿáç3×ÿ’Łè<Łäÿj{şÓŽñşøÿÚÿæ]<ñîŽfĆßÖÿè^<^ÿãćèş_]ÿàèŽ„+Ö<
]çŁßÿÚa<ğ̂ÛéŽ×łŠÿi<Ğ]çŁÛs×ÿ‰ÿæ<Žäłéş×ÿÂ<Ğ]ç3×ÿ‘	< <

Indeed All{h and Angels bless the Prophet; O you 

who believe! Invoke blessings upon him and and 

invoke salutations upon him with a worthy 

salutation.31 

Perhaps we miss too easily our own potential in reaching such a stage, 

where All{h i and His angels can bless us: 

�ÿè^< ^ÿãćèş_]]çŁßÿÚa< ÿàèŽ„+Ö<]]æŁ†₣Òłƒ<]ş�<ğ]�ŽnşÒ< ğ]†ĞÒŽƒ<
                                                 
30 M. F. Kashani, Diwan e Fayz Kashani, p.32. The word ‘d{man’ in Farsi has 
not been translated literally but rather its contextual meaning (au) 
31 Holy QurÞ{n, 33:56 
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ğøéŽ‘ş_ÿæ< ğìÿ†ĞÓŁe< ŁåçŁvñfÿ‰ÿæ<< ÿçŁâ]s×ÿ’Łè<ïŽ„+Ö<łÜ₣Ółéş×ÿÂ< î
< ÿàñÚ< łÜ₣Óÿq�†ł~ŁéŽÖ< ŁäŁjşÓŽñşøÿÚÿæ]< îşÖ�c< Žl^ÿÛ₣×3¿Ö]<�…çćßÖ

Že<ÿá^şÒÿæ^ğ̂ÛéŽuÿ…<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ<<fiÝşøÿ‰<ŁäÿÞłçşÏĞ×ÿè<ÿÝłçÿè<łÜŁãŁjĆéŽvÿi
ğ̂µ�†şÒ<ğ]†łqş_<łÜŁãşÖ<Ć‚ÿÂş_ÿæ	< <

O you who believe! Remember All{h with frequent 

remembrance, and glorify Him morning and 

evening. It is He who sends His blessings to you and 

so do His angels, that He may bring you out of the 

darkness into light, and He is Most Merciful to the 

believers. The day they encounter Him their greeting 

will be ‘Peace’, and He holds in store for them a 

noble reward.32 

Thus All{h i and His angels also bless certain fallible beings – those 

that have inculcated within themselves a plentiful remembrance. The 

result of this blessing is that All{h i is able to empower them to come 

forth from darkness into light. As we have seen, the very same effect is 

true when visiting the Infallibles, who assist in our spiritual migration 

towards All{h i and away from the material world. Because their 

source is ultimate purity, the Absolute Truth, in calling upon them to 

provide us with our spiritual guidance we are confident of the veracity 

and accuracy of the offerings we can obtain from them. Again this 

points towards Tabarr| and Tawall|: ensuring that our hosts are true 

hosts and truly able to offer us munificence: 

�şÊĞ×ÿéłß₣¿�†<]łÞ�ýÿŠŁá^<�cşÖ<î�ÿÃŽÚ^Žä	< <
So let man consider his food.33 

                                                 
32 Ibid. 33:41-44 
33 Ibid. 80:24 
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Regarding the verse above, Im{m al-Ñadiq � has declared that the 

allegorical meaning of the word food is ‘knowledge’. He states: 

ŽÂĞ×ŁÛŁä<+Ö]Ž„ÿè<ëĞ̀Ł}Ł„Łå<ÿÂĆÛłà<ÿèĞ̀Ł}Ł„Łå< <
It is his knowledge that he acquires – from whom 

does he acquire it?34 

By ensuring our source of information and spiritual nourishment is 

pure, we will be able to avoid spiritual stagnation and prove to be a true 

instance of leaving the darkness and entering the light. 

Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat: The Return Journey f: The Return Journey f: The Return Journey f: The Return Journey from Truth (alrom Truth (alrom Truth (alrom Truth (al----ÍÍÍÍaq) to Creation (alaq) to Creation (alaq) to Creation (alaq) to Creation (al----Khalq)Khalq)Khalq)Khalq)    

According to the commandments from the Holy Threshold )سةالناحية المقد(  

of the Ahl al-Bayt �, once this enlightenment is achieved, the journey 

of the new possessors of light continues onwards towards their fellow 

human beings. As a recipient and now a guardian of this light, the true 

servant of the Holy Threshold discharges the duties placed upon him by 

helping others to emerge from darkness. He becomes the true 

manifestation as described in S}ra al-AnÝ{m: 

�łàÿÚ< ÿæş_<<îŽ�łÛÿè< ğ]…çŁÞ< ŁäşÖ< ^ÿßĞ×ÿÃÿqÿæ< Łå^ÿßłéÿéłuş̀ şÊ< ğ̂jłéÿÚ< ÿá^şÒ
<îŽÊ<ŽäŽe]<îŽÊ<Łä₣×ÿnĆÚ<àÿÛşÒ<�Œ^ĆßÖ]<�t�…^ÿ~Že<ÿ‹łéşÖ<Žl^ÿÛ₣×3¿Ö
^ÿãłßñÚ	< <

Is he who was lifeless, then we granted him life, and 

granted him a light by which he walks among 

people, like one whose likeness is that of one who 

dwells in manifold darkness which he cannot 

escape?35 

                                                 
34 J. Amoli, Sahbaye Safa, Mashar, 2001, p.230 quoted from Safinah al-Bihar 
35 Holy QurÞ{n, 6:122 
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Hence the truly enlightened one seeks to offer the light and bounties he 

receives to others, to help them in their quest for enlightenment, and in 

this way may become worthy of the epithet of being a servant at the 

courtyard of the Holy Threshold. 

Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat: At the Master’s Service: At the Master’s Service: At the Master’s Service: At the Master’s Service    

Thus far we have indulged ourselves in seeking from the Infallibles of 

the Holy Family. There is however a level of servitude and obligation 

expected of us, which demonstrates the comprehensiveness of Isl{m – a 

religion of faith, belief, spirituality andandandand action. The Master of the 

believers describes this relationship in sermon 34 of the Nahj al-Bal{gha. 

He begins by outlining the rights that we enjoy over him which include: 

1. He should advise us with sincerity 

2. He should collect the monies for the public treasury and spend them 

according to our needs 

3. He should ensure our education so we do not remain ignorant 

4. He should nurture us into truly scholarly people 

The Im{m then mentions the rights he enjoys over us: 

1. Loyalty to his allegiance 

2. To do Na‚|ƒah to him in both his presence and absence 

3. To answer his call when he calls us 

4. To be obedient to his command 

The second item in this list is worthy of some deeper contemplation. 

The word Na‚|ƒah in this context should not be confused with the 

common usage of the word which translates to ‘advice’. In this instance 

we are considering the choicest Im{m and the truest leader, an 

Infallible, and the epitome of perfection; so how could advice be given 

from us to he who is guided by All{h i, himself being the Straight Path 

of salvation? 

A closer consideration of the term al-Na‚|ƒah will reveal that its true 

meaning is the opposite meaning of شغ, a term used to denote any type 
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of dilutedness or taintedness. For example milk that has been mixed 

with water is referred to as Maghshush )مغشوش( , from the same root as 

غش. According to this analysis, this would render the meaning of 
Na‚|ƒah in this context to its root: freedom from any type of 

dilutedness or taintedness. This meaning has also been used in the 

QurÞ{n where All{h i commands the believers to repent with sincerity. 

The word used, Nu‚}ƒan, stems from the same root as Na‚|ƒah: 

�ÿè<^ş_ćèÿã+Ö]<^Ž„ÿàè<ÿÚaŁßŁi<]çŁeç�c<]çşÖŽ�]<î<ÿiÿeçÿÞ<ğ̂jŁ’ğ̂uç	< <
O you who believe! Repent to All{h with sincere 

repentance!36 

The scholars of ethics have also elaborated the meaning of Na‚|ƒah to 

be the opposite of jealousy (Íasad). This would add a further 

dimension to the meaning of Na‚|ƒah to be that someone who truly 

possesses the trait of Na‚|ƒah will wish a bounty for his brother believer 

that will be in his brother’s benefit and something that he would wish 

for himself; and naturally such an act would also need to be free from 

any form of taintedness.37 Therefore, offering sincere advice that is 

open, honest and in the benefit of the one being advised, is only one 

manifestation of the trait of Na‚|ƒah and not the entire meaning of the 

term. 

Thus the Im{m in this context, by using the word Na‚|ƒah, regards one 

of his rights over us as complete sincerity without any form of 

taintedness. This will apply both in his presence, and equally in his 

absence. Our conduct in thought, belief and action, should be such that 

the master whom we are visiting attains confidence that we are truly his, 

sincerely for him, and utterly devoted to his cause. The following 

narration may clarify this further: 

                                                 
36 Ibid. 66:8 
37 J. Amoli, Adab e Finaye Muqarraban, Isra, Qum, 2002, p.52 
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<�]<Ùç‰…<Ù^Î�<V<äÖ<àÛ•_<ğ̂Š¸<êÖ<àÛ–è<àÚ
< íflß¢]< JJJ<ívé’ßÖ]æ< Øq< æ< ˆÂ< �< ívé’ßÖ]

<àè‚Ö< ívé’ßÖ]æ<�]< h^jÓÖ< ívé’ßÖ]æ< äÖç‰†Ö
°Û×Š¹]<íÂ^Û¢<ívé’ßÖ]æ<�]< <

The Holy Prophet � has said, “He who can 

guarantee me five things, I will guarantee for him 

Paradise … Na‚|ƒah for All{h The Mighty and The 

Glorious, and Na‚|ƒah for His Prophet, and 

Na‚|ƒah for the book of All{h, and Na‚|ƒah for the 

religion of All{h, and Na‚|ƒah to the Muslim 

nation.”38 

In the words of the Prophet, Paradise may be earned by someone who is 

pure, sincere and untainted in his conduct towards All{h i, His 

Prophet, His Book, His Religion and to the Muslim Ummah. 

Ziy{ratZiy{ratZiy{ratZiy{rat: A Structured Approach to the Meeting Place at the Two Seas: A Structured Approach to the Meeting Place at the Two Seas: A Structured Approach to the Meeting Place at the Two Seas: A Structured Approach to the Meeting Place at the Two Seas39393939    

Marƒ}m Tustari40 has elaborated on a series of special timings at which 

the benefits and rewards of the Ziy{rat of Im{m al-Íusayn � is 

particularly enhanced: 

1. Every Friday 

2. Every Month41 

3. Twice per year in person for those able to afford 

4. Thrice per year, to guarantee freedom from poverty 

5. On the happy occasions of Nowruz, MabÝath, Ghadir and others 

                                                 
38 M. Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, volume 2 
39 An allusion to Holy Qur’{n, 18:60 
40 J. Tustari, al-Khasais al-Husayniyyah, pp.166-168 
41 Tustari quotes Im{m al-Sadiq �, “Whosoever performs his Ziyarah (at 
least) one time per month, will earn the reward of one hundred thousand 
martyrs like those slain in Badr.” 
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6. In Rajab: 

a. On the night preceding the first day of Rajab 

b. On the first day of Rajab 

c. On the night preceding the fifteenth day of Rajab 

d. On the fifteenth day of Rajab 

7. In ShaÝb{n: 

a. On the third day of ShaÝb{n 

b. On the night preceding the fifteenth day of ShaÝb{n 

c. On the fifteenth day of ShaÝb{n 

8. In Rama~{n: 

a. At any time 

b. On the night preceding the first day of Rama~{n 

c. On the night preceding the fifteenth day of Rama~{n 

d. On the last night of Rama~{n 

e. On each of the nights of Qadr and the subsequent days 

9. In Dhu al-Íijjah: 

a. On the night preceding the day of ÝArafa 

b. On the day of ÝArafa 

c. On the night preceding ÝEid al-Adh{ 

d. On the day of ÝEid al-Adh{ 

e. On the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth days of Dhu al-Íijjah 

f. On the day of ÝEid al-Ghad|r 

10. In Muƒarram: 

a. On the night preceding ÝÀsh}r{ and on the day of ÝÀsh}r{ 

b. On the thirteenth day of Muharram 

11. In Safar: 

a. On the twentieth day of Safar 

These are some of the meritorious times mentioned for the Ziy{rat of 
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Im{m al-Íusayn �. However, such an action is praiseworthy and 

would yield benefits to an attentive and sincere heart at any time. 

We beseech the master of martyrs to allow us his visitation and 

remembrance as long as All{h i grants us life and as long as time 

subsists. 

 
Abbas Mohamed Husein Ismail 
London 
3 December 2008 
4 Dhu al-Hijjah 1429 



 

The Source of Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ 
and Its Authenticity 

Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ is a sacred tradition (ƒad|th quds|) which is authentic 

and veracious. Its main references are two fundamental works of 

authority: 

1. Mi‚b{h al-Mutahajjid by Shaykh al-Ó}s|  

2. K{mil al-Ziy{r{t by Ibn Q}lawayh 

All the traditions that narrate this ziy{r{ are proven by scholars of 

ƒad|th to be sound and veracious. In order to establish their 

authenticity, they have discussed all the chains of narration at length 

and proven the reliability of every narrator. Those interested in 

understanding the intricacies of the traditions may refer to works 

written in this regard.42 

The contemporary venerated jurisconsult, Àyatull{h Sayyid al-Shubayr| 

al-Zanj{n| (may Allah protect his noble spirit) was asked about the 

authenticity of Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ and he responded saying: 

e< ì�…]çÖ]< íéféÇÖ]< l]‚éè`jÖ]< àÂ< †¿ßÖ]< ˜ÇeŞ<Ñ†
<î×Â<ØéÖ�< ^ã‰_†e<�Ö]æ< ð]…ç�^Â< ì…^è‡<Ùçu< ì�jÃÚ
<»<…çÒ„¹]<‚ßŠÖ]<ĆádÊ<HíËè†�Ö]<ì…^èˆÖ]<å„â<…^fjÂ]

xév‘<‚ß‰<ì…^èˆÖ]<å„â<Øèƒ<»<‚rãj¹]<|^f’Ú. 

Disregarding what has been narrated from reliable 

                                                 
42 The contemporary scholar Àyatull{h JaÝfar Subƒ{n| has written a separate treatise on 
establishing the veracity of Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ 
[http://www.Im{msadeq.org/book/sub3/rasaeel-va-maghalat-j3/] 
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sources about its endorsement from the unseen 

realm (al-ta’y|d{t al-ghaybiyya), which in itself 

suffices as a proof of the authenticity of this sacred 

Ziy{rat, the chain of narration mentioned in Mi‚b{h 

al-Mutahajjid after this Ziy{rat is veracious.43 

Other Ways of Establishing AOther Ways of Establishing AOther Ways of Establishing AOther Ways of Establishing Authenticityuthenticityuthenticityuthenticity    

Apart from the aforesaid, the authenticity of this radiant Ziy{rat can be 

established through other methods considered in the science of ƒad|th. 

For example, there are many other ziy{r{t where expressions similar to 

those contained in Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ appear. This indirectly endorses the 

veracity of the Ziy{rat. Furthermore, much of the information 

contained in the Ziy{rat has come in so many of our traditions, some 

of which are copiously narrated and even rank among the traditions 

that are successively narrated (mutaw{tir) in terms of meaning at least. 

Shaykh Muƒammad al-Sanad, one of the contemporary Sh|Ýa scholars, 

when asked about the veracity of the different supplications and ziy{r{t, 

including Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ, says: 

<÷<Ù]öŠÖ]<»<íq…‚¹]<íéÂ�ù]æ<l]…^èˆÖ]<°Ú`–Ú<á]
<íéÂ�ù]æ<l]…^èˆÖ]<Ô×i<î×Â< ^ãÞçÛ–Ú< �æ…æ< †’jÏè
<ï†}ù]<íéÂ�ğ÷]æ<ï†}ù]<l]…^èˆÖ]<àÚ<‚è‚ÃÖ]<Õ^ßãÊ

ÏÖ< ğ̂¿ËÖæ< ⁄îßÃÚ<áçÛ–¹]< ífè†Î<ï†}₣]< ‚éÞ^‰`eŞ<l^Ã
<�…æ<‚Î< íéÂ�ù]æ<l]…^èˆÖ]< å„â<á_< ^ÛÒ<H±æ₣÷]<àÚ

< ^ãßéÚ^–Ú< àÚ< �nÒ<»< ì�…]çÖ]< l^è]æ†Ö]< »
< àÚ<�nÒ<»<êâæ< HÍ…^Ã¹]�<Øe< í–éËjŠÚ< ^ãËñ]ç

<]„â< î×Âæ< HêÖ^¶c< æ_< ëçßÃÚ< †i]çjÚ< ^ã–Ãe

                                                 
43 http://www.alhodacenter.com/ashora/details.php?id=2996 
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<]„â< æ_< Ô×i< æ_< ì…^èˆÖ]< å„â< ‚éÞ^‰_< »< íÆ‚Æ‚Ö^Ê
ßi< Õ]ƒæ< ð^Â‚Ö]Ş<íÏéÏ£]< å„ãe< Ý^¹]< Ý‚Â< î×Â< ëç

fi†¹]<íéÛ×ÃÖ]Şíè]æ†Ö]æ<oè‚£]<Ü×Ãe<í 

Indeed the contents of the ziy{r{t and supplications 

under question do not only appear in their 

respective places, but there are a number of other 

ziy{r{t and supplications with other chains of 

narration, that have similar contents both in word 

and meaning. Furthermore most of their contents 

have been narrated in other traditions on Divine 

Teachings, many of which have been copiously 

narrated. Rather some of them are also successively 

narrated (mutaw{tir) in their meaning and gist. 

Therefore being worried about the chains of 

narration of this Ziy{rat or that or this supplication 

or that, is because of disregarding this intellectual 

reality that pertains to the science of traditions and 

narrations.44 

Those, therefore, who persist in doubting the authenticity of the Ziy{rat 

overlook the other factors that strongly endorse the Ziy{rat. The great 

Sh|Ýa scholars have always lived with this Ziy{rat and many of them 

incessantly recite it with great zeal and humility. Some ignorant people, 

due to the expression of imprecation contained in the Ziy{rat try to 

doubt its authenticity. Such people feel that Isl{m is a religion of peace 

and hence such words must not be uttered. In response to them, we say 

that curse is not any kind of abusive expression. Its reality, as we shall 

come to learn in the commentary of the Ziy{rat is to seek the 

remoteness of the accursed. Such prayer for remoteness, considering its 

QurÞ{nic origin, is nothing but harmony with All{h’s Volition. We 

shall also learn that cursing those who established the foundation of 

                                                 
44 http://www.rafed.net/research/05/06.html 
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oppression and evil is also a kind of expression of one’s stance against 

evil. If one tries to reflect carefully, one would understand that the 

spirit of cursing evil and its epitomes it to flee from imperfection. It is 

important for us therefore to tear off the veils of the periphery of the 

Ziy{rat and touch the center and appreciate the universal message that 

it confers. 

LaÝn and invoking curse is not merely an emotional state of anger that 

is evanescent. It is a translation of the reality. Therefore whether we 

invoke curse on them, or not they will always be distanced from the 

mercy of All{h i, due to the seeds of mischief that they had sown in 

this world. 

Seeking the kernel of the curses, we would come to realize that we have 

parables of Yaz|d and MuÝ{wiya in our time and age too. If we cursed 

the Yaz|d of a thousand years ago, it was not because of himself per se, 

but his ideology and actions. The Yaz|d of today must be repelled the 

same way. This is the message of curse. 

May the Almighty enable us understand the spirit of the Ziy{rat, so that 

we avoid discussing trivial issues that distance us from a sacred effusion 

that rains down perpetually and requires receptive containers. 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

 

�^â�…ÿ‚şÏŽe<ĐíÿèŽ�łæş_<łkşÖ^ŠşÊ<⁄ð^Ú<Žð^ÛĆŠÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ÿÙÿ̂ łÞş_	< <
He sends down water from the sky whereat the 

valleys are flooded to [the extent of] their 

capacity…(13:17) 

 
All Praises Belong to All{h, the Lord of the Worlds 



 

CHAPTER 1 

    

َ لامَُ لسَّ أَ    عبَدِْ االلهِ  ابَ أَ  ا�لَيَكَْ ي
 

Peace be on you, O entirely obedient 
servant of All{h 

 
 
 





 

�ل � أ ل�يْك� ي� س�  ع� �م �  الا �  اب� أ � بْد� االله�   ع�
Peace be on You, O entirely obedient servant of 

All{h 

 
COMMENTARY 

�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

Peace be unto You 

�� 

Sal{m is an infinitive noun commonly translated as “peace”. Its literal 

import, however, is: 

^ÿfĞÖ]ÿæ<Žìÿ†Žâ^+¿Ö]<Žl^şÊû]<ÿàŽÚ<ëfl†ÿÃĆjÖ]�Žíÿß< <
“to be free from calamities, whether apparent or 

hidden.”1 

Therefore by saying “Al-sal{mu ‘alayka” in its invocative sense, we are 

seeking the state of freedom from every kind of calamity, whether 

apparent or hidden, for Im{m al-Íusayn �.  

It is clear that the Im{m � already enjoys the state of sal{m and is in 

fact one of the manifestations of All{h’s attribute al-Sal{m. In one of 

the ziy{r{t when addressing him we say: 

�ş_ĆŠÖşøŁÝ<ÿÂş×łéşÔ<ÿèłçÿÝ<ŁæŽÖł‚ÿl<ÿæÿèłçÿÝ<ÿiŁÛłçŁl<ÿæ<{ÿèłçÿÝ<Łiłf<{ÿÃŁo<
ÿufléş]<H^ł�ÿãŁ‚<ş]flÞşÔ<ÿuflê<ÿ��ãłéfi‚<Łił†ÿ‡ŁÑ<ŽÂłßÿ‚<ÿ…fleşÔJJJ	< <

                                                 
1 R{ghib al-I‚fah{n|, al-Mufrad{t, p. 421. 
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You were at peace the day you were born, and will be 

at peace the day you die, and the day you will be 

raised alive. Surely I bear witness that you are a 

living martyr receiving sustenance near Your Lord...3 

Here the phrase ‘Al-sal{mu ‘alayka’ is taken as a declarative statement, 

and thus the difference of translation. Therefore we bear witness that 

Im{m al-Íusayn � was and will always remain in the state of sal{m.  

In a tradition about the nocturnal ascent (al-miÝr{j) of the Holy 

Prophet � it is reported that when the Holy Prophet � encountered a 

group of Angels, Divine Apostles and Prophets, it was said to him:  

<Ł‚ĆÛÿvŁÚ<^ÿèłÜ�ãłéş×ÿÂ<łÜs×ÿ‰łÜ�ãłéş×ÿÂ<łÜs×ÿ‰łÜ�ãłéş×ÿÂ<łÜs×ÿ‰łÜ�ãłéş×ÿÂ<łÜs×ÿ‰< <
O Muƒammad, convey your salutations to them. 

So he � said:  

ş_øĆŠÖ<ŁÝŁäŁi^şÒÿ†ÿeÿæ<Žä+×Ö]<₣íÿÛłuÿ…ÿæ<łÜ₣Ółéş×ÿÂ 

May the peace of All{h, His mercy and His blessings 

be upon you 

Thereupon All{h revealed unto him:  

ş_øĆŠÖŁÿÝ<₣íĆéŽvĆjÖ]ÿæ<₣íÿÛłuĆ†Ö]ÿæ<Łl^şÒÿ†ÿfĞÖ]ÿæ<şÔŁjĆèñ…Łƒÿæ<ÿkłÞş_ 

“Peace, benedictions, mercy and blessings, are you 

and your progeny.4 

Here the Holy Prophet � and his progeny (dhurriyya) are introduced 

as “al-sal{m”. Hence, seeking sal{m for Im{m al-Íusayn �, would 

mean seeking higher degrees of the state of sal{m for him, since the 

                                                 
3 Ibn Q}lawayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, p. 391 

4 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, al-K{f|, v.3, p. 486 
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levels of sal{m in the plane of contingent existence have no end. The 

level of sal{m in which there is no kind of imperfection whatsoever is 

that of al-Sal{m al-Mu„laq (the Absolute Peace), which solely belongs to 

Almighty All{h. The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�Łâ÷�c<ÿäÖ�c<÷<ëŽ„+Ö]<Łä+×Ö]<ÿç<<ŁŒæć‚₣ÏĞÖ]<₣ÔŽ×ÿÛĞÖ]<ÿçŁâ<ŁÝø{ĆŠÖ]<ŁÝø{ĆŠÖ]<ŁÝø{ĆŠÖ]<ŁÝø{ĆŠÖ]<
ŁàŽÛłéÿãŁÛĞÖ]<ŁàŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]JJJ	< <

He is All{h, other than Whom there is no God, the 

Sovereign Lord, the Holy One, the Peace [Free from 

every kind of imperfection], the Securer, the 

Guardian...(59:23)  

Commenting on the Divine Name al-Sal{m, ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þ| in 

his Tafs|r al-M|z{n says: 

ÿæĆŠÖ]şøŁÝ<ŽÚłà<ş_ł‰ÿÛŽñ^Žä<ÿiÿÃşÖ^şù<îĆá<ÿƒ<{ÿi]Łä<ĞÖ]ŁÛÿjÿÃŽÖ^<{ÿéşí<ÿÞ<{ĞËŁ‹<
ĞÖ]ÿ~łé�†<+Ö]Ž„łë<ş÷<ÿ�Ć†<ŽÊłéŽä<JJJ< <

And al-Sal{m is among His Names, for His Exalted 

Essence is sheer goodness wherein there is no evil...5 

And in a tradition, Ía~rat F{„ima al-Zahr{’ � referring to this kind 

of sal{m says: 

Ćác<ş�]<ŁâŁâŁâŁâÿçÿçÿçÿç<<<<ĆŠÖ]ĆŠÖ]ĆŠÖ]ĆŠÖ]şøşøşøşøŁÝŁÝŁÝŁÝÿæ<HŽÚłßŁä<flŠÖ]şøŁÝÿæ<H�cşÖłéŽä<flŠÖ]şø<ÝJ 
Surely only All{h is the Absolute Peace and from 

Him alone comes peace and unto Him alone returns 

peace6 

The Holy Prophet � is reported to have once informed Ía~rat 

                                                 
5 ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þ|, al-Miz{n, v.10, p.39 

6 Shaykh al-Ó}s|, al-Am{l|, p. 175 
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Khad|ja � that Gabriel was nearby and he sent his sal{ms to her. 

Thereupon she said: 

ş]ş]ş]ş]₣�₣�₣�₣�<<<<flŠÖ]flŠÖ]flŠÖ]flŠÖ]şøşøşøşøŁÝŁÝŁÝŁÝ<ÿæŽÖ�×Žä<ĆŠÖ]şøŁÝ<ÿæÿÂÿî×<Žqłfÿ†Žñ]ĆŠÖ]<ØéşøŁÝ<J< <
All{h is the Absolute Peace, and to Him alone 

belongs peace and upon Gabriel be peace.7 

And since the Absolute Peace loves us, He always invites us to His 

abode of peace: 

�ł‚ÿè<Łä+×Ö]ÿæ±�c<çŁÂ<<<<<<<<�ÝøĆŠÖ]<�…]��ÝøĆŠÖ]<�…]��ÝøĆŠÖ]<�…]��ÝøĆŠÖ]<�…]�	< <
 And All{h invites to the abode of peace...(10:24) 

The indefinite verb yad’} in the above verse confers the sense of 

continuity, which means that All{h constantly invites us towards His 

abode of peace, which is Paradise. Some commentators however confer 

a subtler interpretation, and say that All{h is al-Sal{m, which means 

that He is free from every kind of imperfection whatsoever. And when 

He invites us to D{r al-Sal{m, He calls us to the state of freedom from 

every kind of imperfection whatsoever. His call will remain constant, 

for the stages of sal{m have no end. In his commentary on the above 

verse, al-Baƒr{ni narrates the following tradition: 

{{ÿÂ�à<ĞÖ]{{ÿÃşø{{łe<]<ðÿÂ<à{{łfŽ‚<ĞÖ]{{şÓ�†łè�Ü{{şÎ<HÿÙ^<V{{ÿ‰ŽÛłÃŁk<ş_{{ÿe<^
ÿqłÃ{{{şË<†�<ÿè{{{₣ÏłçŁÙ<{{{ŽÊłê<{{{şÎłç�Ù<Ž�]<{{{ÿÂĆ̂<ÿæ{{{ÿqĆØ<V<Łä{{{+×Ö]ÿæ

ÿ±�c<]çŁÂł‚ÿè<<şÊ<H�ÝøĆŠÖ]<�…]�<{şÏÿÙ^<V�c�c�c�cĆáĆáĆáĆá<<<<ĆŠÖ]ĆŠÖ]ĆŠÖ]ĆŠÖ]şøşøşøşøÿÝÿÝÿÝÿÝŁâ<HŁâ<HŁâ<HŁâ<Hÿçÿçÿçÿç<<<<₣�]₣�]₣�]₣�]<<<<
ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂÿæ<ˆÿæ<ˆÿæ<ˆÿæ<ˆÿqÿqÿqÿqĆØĆØĆØĆØÿæ<Hÿæ<Hÿæ<Hÿæ<Hÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ÿ�Ł…]Ł…]Ł…]Ł…]ŁåŁåŁåŁå<<<<+Ö]+Ö]+Ö]+Ö]ŽjŽjŽjŽjêêêê<<<<ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}ş×ş×ş×ş×şÏşÏşÏşÏÿãÿãÿãÿãşù<^şù<^şù<^şù<^łæłæłæłæŽÖŽÖŽÖŽÖÿéÿéÿéÿéŽñ^Žñ^Žñ^Žñ^ŽäŽäŽäŽä<<<<ş]ş]ş]ş]ĞÖĞÖĞÖĞÖÿrÿrÿrÿrĆßĆßĆßĆß₣í₣í₣í₣í. 

Al-ÝAl{Þ bin ÝAbd al-Kar|m reports: I heard Ab} 

JaÝfar al-B{qir � saying about the verse ‘And All{h 

                                                 
7 Al-Maghrib|, Sharƒ al-Akhb{r, v.3, p.21 
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calls towards the abode of peace’: Indeed al-Sal{m is 

All{h, the Invincible and Magnificent, and His 

abode that He created for His near ones is Paradise.8 

Al-janna in the above tradition is prefixed with the definite article ‘al’ 

which also confers the connotation of a specific kind of paradise. And 

since All{h i principally always calls towards the best, for his grace 

pours out infinitely, the loftiest paradise one can ever achieve is jannat 

al-liq{’ (the paradise of meeting All{h). Here the aspirant of paradise 

yearns for nothing but the proximity and vision of the All-Beloved. 

And scholars of insight have said that the journey to perfection never 

ends. Therefore it is very apt to constantly call every one to the abode of 

the Absolute Peace. 

�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

Peace be unto You 

�� 

The definite article ‘al’ in the abovementioned phrase conveys different 

meanings. It can be taken to allude to something known both to the 

adressor as well as his addressee.9 And because it is clear to all that no 

kind of perfection comes from anyone save All{h, for He alone is the 

Principal Cause of the universe, we are only permitted to seek 

perfection from Him in the independent sense. Therefore if we employ 

the phrase al-sal{mu Ýalayka in the invocative sense, we can translate it 

as ‘the peace from All{h be upon you’. This is when we take the article 

al to refer to the specific peace that comes from All{h, which is a Divine 

bestowal and creation. However if we translate al-sal{m in the phrase al-

sal{mu Ýalayka as “the specific peace that All{h possesses”, then we are 

                                                 
8 Al-B{ƒr{n|, Al-Burh{n f| Tafs|r al-QurÞ{n, v.3, p. 24 

9 In Arabic grammar terminology this kind of al is known as al li al-Ýahd al-dhihn| 
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seeking Absolute Peace for Im{m al-Íusayn �. In other words, we are 

seeking the ultimate state for the Im{m �. Seeking such kind of peace 

is not unprecedented. In the well-known supplication of al-Saƒar of the 

Holy month of Rama~{n we seek the Divine Names in their perfect 

form. In fact the innate nature of every human being has been 

faishioned to aspire for the Infinite.  

�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

You are at peace from my side 

�� 

If the z{’ir however were to consider ‘al’ to refer to himself, the above 

phrase can be taken as declarative. In other words, he is trying to say: 

سلاَمي كلَيع  Sal{m| Ýalayka (You are at peace from my side)10. 

Consequently, the z{’ir is trying to assure the maz}r (the visted one) 

that he is at peace with him and he would not do anything that would 

cause harm or disturb him. Instead, he would manifest in himself 

things that would be geared to seek the maz}r’s protective physical as 

well as spiritual life. This is one of the very important stations of the 

z{’ir, since he is in fact reasserting his covenant with Almighty All{h, by 

informing his beloved Im{m � that besides avoiding any thing that 

would cause harm to him �, he would do those things that would 

manifest the spirit of peace as well. 

One of the things that does not concur with the spirit of sal{m is to sin. 

If one utters the above statement and then engages in sin, he will not 

have maintained the spirit of the sal{m that he uttered. This is because 

the fourteen infallibles � have the ability to witness the actions of 

                                                 
10 In order to understand this particular kind of usage better, consider verse 19:47 where 

Prophet Ibr{h|m � assures Àzar that he would not harm him. He employs the phrase 

‘Sal{mun ‘alaikum….’ Exegetes of QurÞ{n well-grounded in the Arabic language, like 

Q{~| al-Bay~{w| in his Anw{r al-Tanz|l wa Asr{r al-Ta’w|l take this view into 
consideration. 
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their followers. And when they find them sinning, they get disturbed.  

Following are narrations that establish the infallible Im{m’s ability to 

vision the deeds of his followers: 

1. We humbly express in the well-known Ziy{rat al-J{mi’a al-K{b|ra: 

]ÿ†ñ’Ö]<ŁÜŁjłÞş_½<ş÷]<ŁÝÿçĞÎŽð^ÿßşËĞÖ]<�…]ÿ�<Łð]ÿ‚ÿãŁ�ÿæŽð^ÿßşËĞÖ]<�…]ÿ�<Łð]ÿ‚ÿãŁ�ÿæŽð^ÿßşËĞÖ]<�…]ÿ�<Łð]ÿ‚ÿãŁ�ÿæŽð^ÿßşËĞÖ]<�…]ÿ�<Łð]ÿ‚ÿãŁ�ÿæ 

...You are the upright path and the witnesses of the the witnesses of the the witnesses of the the witnesses of the 

abode of extabode of extabode of extabode of extinctioninctioninctioninction [i.e. the world...]11 

2. Im{m al-Ñ{diq � is reported to have said: 

<<Žä{{{+×Ö]<Ž‚{{{łfÿÂ<ê{{{Žeş_<łà{{{ÿÂ�<<<Žä{{{ŽÖłçşÎ<ê{{{ŽÊ�<<]ç{{{₣×ÿÛłÂ]<�Ø{{{₣Îÿæ<<]ç{{{₣×ÿÛłÂ]<�Ø{{{₣Îÿæ<<]ç{{{₣×ÿÛłÂ]<�Ø{{{₣Îÿæ<<]ç{{{₣×ÿÛłÂ]<�Ø{{{₣Îÿæ
<<<ÿáç{{{{ŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]ÿæ<Łä₣Öç{{{{Ł‰ÿ…ÿæ<łÜ{{{{₣Óş×ÿÛÿÂ<Łä{{{{+×Ö]<ïÿ†ÿé{{{{ÿŠşÊ<<<ÿáç{{{{ŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]ÿæ<Łä₣Öç{{{{Ł‰ÿ…ÿæ<łÜ{{{{₣Óş×ÿÛÿÂ<Łä{{{{+×Ö]<ïÿ†ÿé{{{{ÿŠşÊ<<<ÿáç{{{{ŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]ÿæ<Łä₣Öç{{{{Ł‰ÿ…ÿæ<łÜ{{{{₣Óş×ÿÛÿÂ<Łä{{{{+×Ö]<ïÿ†ÿé{{{{ÿŠşÊ<<<ÿáç{{{{ŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]ÿæ<Łä₣Öç{{{{Ł‰ÿ…ÿæ<łÜ{{{{₣Óş×ÿÛÿÂ<Łä{{{{+×Ö]<ïÿ†ÿé{{{{ÿŠşÊ	<

÷]<^ÿßŁâ^ÿâ<ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]Ö]<₣íĆÛŽñŞ₣ìÿ†Žâ^�< 
Believers referred to in the verse “And say, go on 

working: All{h will see your conduct, and His 

Apostle and the believers [as well]” (9:105) are the 

Immaculate Im{ms �.12 

Hence the Im{ms � can behold our mistakes and wrong deeds, and 

when they do so, they get upset: 

1. Thiqat al-Isl{m al-Kulayn| narrates the following tradition in his al-

K{f|: 

<Žä{+×Ö]<Ž‚łfÿÂ<êŽeş_<łàÿÂ<şíÿÂ^ÿÛÿ‰<łàÿÂ�<<<<<ŁÙç{₣Ïÿè<ŁäŁjłÃŽÛ{ÿ‰<ÿÙ^{şÎ
                                                 
11 Shaykh ÝAbb{s al-Qumm|, Maf{t|ƒ al-Jin{n, p. 622 

12 All{ma al-Majlisi, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.23, p. 339. It should be noted that Im{m al-Ñ{diq 
� mentions the most perfect extensions (atamm al-ma‚{d|q) of the believers as the 
Im{ms �. Otherwise the verse clearly tells us that one who has really achieved the 

expected state of belief can enjoy a station which would enable him to see the actions of 

others. 
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Žä+×Ö]<ÿÙçŁ‰ÿ…<ÿáæŁðçŁŠÿi<łÜ₣ÓşÖ<^ÿÚ<�<<<ÿÌ{łéşÒ<fiØŁqÿ…<ÿÙ^şÏşÊ
ŁåŁõçŁŠÿÞ<<<<Žä{łéş×ÿÂ<Łšÿ†{łÃŁi<łÜ₣ÓşÖ^ÿÛłÂş_<Ćáş_<ÿáçŁÛş×łÃÿi<^ÿÚş_<ÿÙ^şÏşÊ

şÊ<şÔŽÖÿƒ<Łåÿð^ÿ‰<ğíÿéŽ’łÃÿÚ<^ÿãéŽÊ<ïş_ÿ…<]ÿƒ�dşÊşø<<ÿÙçŁ‰ÿ…<]æŁðçŁŠÿi
Łåæć†Ł‰<ÿæ<Žä+×Ö] 

Sum{’a reports: I heard him (i.e. Im{m al-Ñ{diq �) 

say: What is the matter with you? Why do you 

displease the Messenger of All{h �? Thereupon a 

man asked him: And how do we displease him? The 

Im{m � said: Don’t you know that your actions 

are presented before him; and when he finds a sin in 

them, he is displeased; therefore do not displease the 

Messenger of All{h � but (rather) make him 

happy.13 

2. Al-Kulayn| also narrates the following tradition: 

<<<<ÿ‚{{łßŽÂ<ğ̂{{ßéŽÓÿÚ<ÿá^{şÒÿæ<Žl^{{ĆèĆ̂ Ö]<�á^{{ÿeş_<�à{łe<Žä{{+×Ö]<Ž‚{{łfÿÂ<łà{ÿÂ
^{{ÿ•ñ†Ö]<�<ÿÙ^{{şÎV<<̂ {{ÿ•ñ†×ŽÖ<Łk{{Ğ×₣Î<�V<<<ê{{ŽÖ<ÿä{{+×Ö]<ŁÅł�]

<<<łÜ₣ÓşÖ^{ÿÛłÂş_<Ćá�c<Žä{+×Ö]ÿæ<ŁØÿÃĞÊş_<ŁkłŠşÖÿæ<ş_<ÿÙ^şÏşÊ<êŽjłéÿe<�Øłâş̀ ŽÖÿæ
<<<<<{ş×łéşÖÿæ<�Ýłç{ÿè<ñØ{₣Ò<ê{ŽÊ<Ćê{ş×ÿÂ<Łšÿ†łÃŁjşÖ<<<ŁkłÛş¿łÃÿj{ł‰^şÊ<ÿÙ^{şÎ<ží

<<<<<<<�Ø{₣Î<ÿæ<ĆØ{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<Žä{+×Ö]<ÿh^{ÿjŽÒ<₣_ÿ†{ĞÏÿi<^ÿÚ<ş_<êŽÖ<ÿÙ^şÏşÊ<şÔŽÖÿƒ
<<<<<<ÿáç{ŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]ÿæ<Łä₣Öç{Ł‰ÿ…ÿæ<łÜ{₣Óş×ÿÛÿÂ<Łä{+×Ö]<ïÿ†ÿé{ÿŠşÊ<]ç₣×ÿÛłÂ]

<êŽeş_<Łàłe<ćêŽ×ÿÂ<Žä+×Ö]ÿæ<ÿçŁâ<ÿÙ^şÎ�žgŽÖ^<�< 
‘Abdull{h bin Ab{n al-Zayy{t, a distinguished 

personality near Im{m al-Ri~{ �, reports: I said to 

                                                 
13 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.1, p. 219 
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al-Ri~{ �: Pray to All{h for me and my family, 

and he said: Don’t I do that? I swear by All{h surely 

your actions are presented to me every day and 

night. “I was extremely amazed at that,” says al-

Zayy{t. Then the Im{m � said: Do you not read 

the Book of All{h, the Invincible and Exalted, who 

says: (And say, Go on working: All{h will see your 

conduct, and His Apostle and the faithful [as 

well])?(9:105) I swear by All{h ‘the faithful’ 

mentioned in this verse is ÝAl| bin Ab| Ó{lib.14 

Hence engaging in sin, and being inconsistent with the spirit of sal{m, 

makes us violate our covenant with the Im{m �. Those, therefore who 

recite their ziy{r{t without considering this vital point, are either 

hypocrites or weaklings who like to utter lies infront of the Im{m �. 

There is a group of sinful reciters, however, whom the self that 

excessively invites one to evil (al-nafs al-amm{ra) has weakened, but are 

nevetheless hopeful for change. Whenever such people recite the 

Ziy{rat, they should experience utter humiliation, and always seek 

change. They must realize that in order for one to prosper and change, 

one should perpetually seek Divine Succor and make a firm resolve to 

leave all those things that are forbidden, however minute they may seem 

to appear. 

�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

May peace from All{h be upon you 

�� 

Sometimes the article ‘al’ is employed as a substitute for the second 

particle (mu~{fun ilayhi) of a genetive construction. For example, when 

                                                 
14 Ibid. 
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referring to a book whose owner is known to be a certain Zayd, we can 

say al-kit{bu (the book) instead of saying ديز ابتك kit{bu Zaydin (Book 
of Zayd). Here the article ‘al’ is a substitute for Zayd. Likewise ‘al’ in ‘al-

sal{mu’ can be a substitute for a particular person. And bearing in mind 

that there is no perfection whatsoever but that it originates from All{h, 

and that the preposition  لىع Ýal{’ indicates that the origin of sal{m is 
from a higher plane of existence and we know that there is no 

Absolutely High save All{h, ‘al’ can be said to refer to All{h. In this case 

the statement al-sal{mu Ýalayka either means peace from All{h be upon 

you, or ‘peace of All{h’ be upon you.  

�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

I surrender all my affairs to you 

�� 

Another meaning of sal{m documented by lexicographers is ‘al-tasl|m’ 

(to surrender). Therefore the statement ‘Al-sal{mu Ýalayka’ would mean 

‘I surrender myself to you’. In other words, we are trying to tell Im{m 

al-Íusayn � that “I am your slave. Whatever you say, I shall obey. 

Your desire is mine. If you want me to reform myself and others, I shall 

do so.” If we look at the matter from an ontological (takw|n|) point of 

view, we come to realize that whether we declare our slavehood or not, 

the Im{m’s light, which according to different traditions, is an 

intermediary of grace (w{si„at al-fay~), dominates us. Nevertheless the 

Divine law has facilitated volitional action, and thus nothing is forced 

on anyone. When surrending ourself to the Im{m � let us secretly ask 

the Im{m � to assist us and make us serious and keep us steadfast in 

our commitment. 
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�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

Peace be unto You 

�� 

Sometimes, the article ‘al’ in al-sal{m conveys either of the following 

meanings: (1) All kinds of peace, (2) The most perfect kind of peace, or 

(3) The absolute peace. This is when the definite article ‘al’ denotes 

‘genus’ (al-jins) or ‘species’. Grammatically, whenever the definite article 

‘al’ is taken to denote genus, one of the following three implications can 

be gotten: 

• All the extensions (ma‚{d|q) of the genus (jins) are taken into 

consideration. For example, in chapter al-ÝA‚r we say: Inna al-ins{na 

laf| khusr, we mean ‘every human beingevery human beingevery human beingevery human being is in loss’ (103:2) because al 

in ‘al-ins{n’ denotes genus and all the extensions of genus are taken 

into consideration. In our case, when we say ‘al-sal{mu Ýalayka’ in 

the invocative sense, we mean “all kinds of peace be upon you” 

• All the extensions of the perfect attributes of the genus are taken 

into consideration. For example, when we say h{dha huwa al-rajul, 

we mean, ‘this is a perfect man’ because ‘al-rajul’ denotes ‘the man 

who has all the perfections of a man’. In our case, when we say al-

sal{mu Ýalayka in the invocative sense, we mean ‘perfect peace be 

upon you’. 

• The genus (jins) in its absolute sense. In other words no limitation 

is attributed to the genus. It denotes an absolute form. Therefore 

when we say: al-sal{mu Ýalayka, we can mean Absolute Peace without 

any limitations, be upon you. In this case, therefore, we are seeking 

the highest level of peace for Im{m al-Íusayn �. 
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�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

May peace from All{h envelop Youenvelop Youenvelop Youenvelop You    

�� 

A grammatical intricacy worthy of consideration is that the preposition 

ىلَع  Ýal{ in كلَيع لاَماَلس Al-sal{mu Ýalayka denotes the sense of 
envelopment15. In other words we are asking Almighty All{h to envelop 

and cover Im{m al-Íusayn � with the state of peace and freedom 

from every apparent and hidden calamity that is according to his noble 

essence. Therefore al-sal{mu Ýalayka would mean: “May All{h envelopenvelopenvelopenvelop 

you with the state of peace.” 

�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

Peace from All{h envelop    youyouyouyou    

�� 

Another important point to bear in mind is that the second person 

masculine pronoun ك ‘ka’ in <لَيعك Ýalayka presupposes the presence of 

the z{’ir’s addressee, and this obliges him to attain receptivity to 

comprehend and appreciate the same. We do not use the third person 

pronoun �ُ h} to indicate that our invocation of sal{m is for an absent 
maz}r (the visted one). Some of the great saints, due to their spiritual 

struggle, would attain levels of receptivity that would enable them to see 

the Im{m � or listen to the response that our Im{m � would give. 

It is narrated that the late Rajab ÝAl| al-Khayy{„, who was a tailor by 

occupation, due to his strict observation of Islamic laws and harmony 

with the teachings of the Ahl al-Bayt �, was endowed with a 

                                                 
15. M|rz{ Óehr{n|, Shif{ al-Ñud}r, p. 98; Tadhkirat al-Z{’ir|n [Ref: Persian collection 
‘Nig{h| be Ziy{rat-e ‘Àsh}r{’, p. 142 ] 
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penetrating vision and could appreciate what others cannot. Shaykh 

Muƒammad| Rayshahr| in his collection of the memoirs of this late 

saint narrates the following interesting account about him: 

One of Shaykh Rajab ÝAl| Khayy{„’s devotees said 

that the Shaykh had once held a session in the house 

of one of his friends. Before starting his talk, he felt 

somehow weak due to hunger and asked for some 

bread. Half a loaf of bread was brought for him to 

eat, and thereafter he began the meeting. The 

following night he said: “Last night I made 

salutations to the holy Im{ms � but I did not see 

them. I pleaded to find the reason. I was told 

intuitively: ‘You had half of that food and the 

hunger alleviated. Why then did you eat the other 

half?! Having some food that is enough for the 

body’s need is all right, but extra to that would cause 

veil and darkness.’”16 

Another interesting account is narrated by Àyatull{h M}ƒammad Taq| 

Bahjat, a well-known contemporary saint, who is quoted by one of his 

disciples to have said: 

One day Shaykh Bahjat (may All{h elevate his status) 

said to us: In the past people would travel to the city 

of Mashhad on camels and mules. Once some 

farmers of J{sib, a region of Qum, travelled to 

Mashhad for the Ziy{rat of Im{m al-Ri~{ �. On 

their return they saw a man from their village 

carrying a lot of fodder. So they reproved him 

saying: ‘O Shaykh, leave struggle for the world, for 

that would not benefit you and go to Mashhad at 

                                                 
16 Muƒammad al-Rayshahr|, K|my{ye Maƒabbat (Elixir of Love), p. 94 
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least once, and they started reproving and 

reprehending him. The old man said to them: 

‘Surely you went to the ziyara of the Im{m �, but 

did the Im{m � respond to your salutation 

(sal{m)? They said: What is this that you are saying? 

Is it possible for an Im{m who has died to respond 

to a salutation? The old man said: what do you mean 

by saying alive or dead? Indeed the Im{m � sees us 

and listens to our speech, and what is the benefit of 

Ziy{rat if it is one sided? They said: Is it possible for 

you to enable this to happen? He said: Yes; then he 

stood facing Mashhad and said: “Al-sal{mu Ýalayka 

ayyuha al-Im{m al-Th{min” (Peace be unto you, O 

the Eight Leader of Guidance), and he heard a call 

that said: ‘Wa Ýalaika al-Sal{m..’ (And upon you 

[too] be peace...’). Hearing this the farmers regretted 

about what they had said to the old man and felt 

ashamed of themselves.17 

Dear readers, these were occasions encountered by men who are not 

reported to have apparently immersed themselves in intellectual 

occupations throughout the day as is the case with Islamic scholars. But 

yet we see that they were able to attain receptivity that would qualify 

them to see or listen to the call of the Im{m �. Our endeavor 

therefore should be to eradicate the darkness that we have accumulated 

in our hearts and lift the veils, so that when we convey our humble 

salutations, we are privileged to listen to the sacred response of our 

Im{m �. 

 

 

                                                 
17 Maƒm}d al-Badr|, Uswat al-ÝÀrif|n, p. 215 
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�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

May All{h always envelop you with peace 

�� 

Another important allusion worthy of consideration is hidden in the 

kind of sentence we employ when seeking peace for the Im{m � or 

declaring the same. Observe that the above sentence is a nominal 

sentence (jumla ismiyya). It starts with a noun and not a verb. Therefore 

it signifies continuity and permanence. Hence we can either translate it 

as “May All{h always envelop you with peace” or “You will always be 

enveloped with peace from my side”18.  

�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

I am at peace with you 

�� 

Some authoritative lexicographers define sal{m as extreme coherence 

(al-muw{faqa al-shad|da).19 Considering this definition, if we take the 

phrase ‘Al-sal{mu Ýalayka as declarative then we are expressing our 

extreme harmony and unity with Im{m al-Íusayn �. It is the fear of 

such state of sal{m expressed by the revolutionary z{’ir that led tyrants 

like the the Abbasid al-Man‚}r al-Daw{niq|, H{r}n al-Rash|d and al-

Mutawakkil among other oppressors to hamper and even kill anyone 

who visited the shrine of Im{m al-Íusayn �.  

In his Maq{til al-Ó{libiyy|n, Abu al-Faraj al-Isfah{n| says: 

Al-Mutawakkil was very hostile towards the 

descendants of Ab} Ó{lib, cruel towards their group 

                                                 
18 J{r Allah al-Zamakhshar|, Tafs|r al-Kashsh{f, v.4, p. 401 

19 Al-Mu‚„afaw|, al-Taƒq|q, v.5, p. 188. 
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and suspicious of their activities...It occurred to him 

that ÝUbayd All{h ibn Yaƒy{ ibn Kh{q{n, his vizir, 

also used to think badly of them and the 

denunciation of their activity seemed good to him. 

He carried out actions against them that none of the 

ÝAbbasids before him had carried out. Among these, 

he ploughed up the grave of al-Husayn � and 

removed all trace of it. He put armed garrisons on 

the rest of the roads. Anyone they found making a 

pilgrimage to it, they brought to him. He killed or 

punished them severely.20 

Despite all these threats, the aspirants of al-Íusayn � flocked like 

love birds yearning to express their love before their beloved whose love 

had soaked their hearts and gave them no respite. Ab} al-Faraj narrates: 

Muƒammad ibn al-Íusayn al-Ashnan| reported to 

me: My promise to perform the pilgrimage seemed 

impossible in those days because of the terror. Then 

I decided to risk my life to do it. A perfume 

merchant helped me to do that. We set out to 

perform the pilgrimage, hiding by day and travelling 

by night until we came to the area of al-Gh{~iriyyah. 

From there we departed in the middle of the night 

and went into between two garrisons so that we came 

to the grave of al-Íusayn �. It was hidden from 

us. We began to sniff for signs of it and search for 

some aspect of it until we came upon it. The 

structure, which had been around it, had been torn 

down and burnt. Water had been made to flow over 

it and the place where bricks had been sunk down so 

                                                 
20 Shaykh Shams al-D|n, The Revolution of al-Íusayn �, http://www.al-

islam.org/revolution/2.htm 
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that it had become like a ditch. We performed the 

rituals of the pilgrimage to him. We threw ourselves 

down on the ground and smelled a fragrance from it 

which I have never smelled anything like. It was like 

some kind of perfume. I asked the perfume 

merchant, who was with me, ‘What fragrance is this?’ 

‘By God, I have never smelled any kind of perfume 

like it,’ he replied. We made our farewells and put 

marks around the grave in a number of places. When 

al-Mutawakkil was killed, we gathered with a group 

of the descendants of Ab} Ó{lib and the Sh|Ýah to 

go to the grave. We removed the marks and restored 

it to the state which it had been before.21  

In their astute and accurate directions, the Im{ms � would also 

encourage their followers to go to visit the shrine of Im{m al-Íusayn 

� even at the cost of death and martyrdom. They would inform them 

that the more the fear of being attacked the more the reward for visiting 

al-Íusayn �. ÝAll{ma Majlis| quotes Muƒammad bin Muslim saying: 

şÎÿÙ^<<{ŽÖłê<ş]<{Łeÿq<çłÃ<{şË�†<ŁÚÿv<{flÛŁ‚<<{łe�à<ÿÂ<{Ž×flê<<�<V<{ÿâłØ<<{ÿiĞ̂Žiłê<
şÎłfÿ†<ĞÖ]ŁvÿŠłé�à<<�<₣Î<[Ğ×Łk<VÿÞÿÃłÜ<ÿÂ<{ÿ}<î×łçžÍ<ÿæÿæ<{Žq�ØJ<<
şÊşÏÿÙ^<şÖŁä<VÿÚşÒ<^ÿá^<<{ŽÚłà<<{ÿâş]„<ş]<{ÿ�fl‚<<{şÊ<{şÊ<{şÊ<{şÊflnÖ^flnÖ^flnÖ^flnÖ^ÿçÿçÿçÿçŁh]Łh]Łh]Łh]<<<<ŽÊŽÊŽÊŽÊ<{łé<{łé<{łé<{łéŽäŽäŽäŽä<<<<ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂ<<î{×<<î{×<<î{×<<î{×
şÎşÎşÎşÎÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚�…�…�…�…<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ÿ~ÿ~ÿ~ÿ~łçłçłçłçŽÍŽÍŽÍŽÍ<ÿæ<{ÿÚłà<<{ÿ}ÿÍ^<<{ŽÊłê<�cłiÿé<{ŽÞ^Žä<<{ÿÚaÿà<₣�]<Ł…łæÿÂ<{ÿjŁä<
ÿèłçÿÝ<ÿè₣ÏłçŁÝ<ĆßÖ]ŁŒ^<ŽÖÿ†ñh<ĞÖ]ÿÃşÖ^ŽÛłéÿà<ÿæłÞ]ÿ’ÿ†ÿÍ<<{ŽeĞÖ^ÿÛłÇŽËÿ†Žì<
ÿæ{{{ÿ‰+×ÿÛłk<ÿÂş×{{{łéŽä<ĞÖ]ÿÛüŽñ{{{şÓ₣íÿæHÿ‡ÿ…]Łå<ĆßÖ]{{{Žfê<�<ÿæÿ�{{{ÿÂ<^
şÖŁäJJJ< <

                                                 
21 Shaykh Shams al-D|n, The Revolution of al-Íusayn �, http://www.al-

islam.org/revolution/2.htm 
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Im{m Ab} JaÝfar Muƒammad bin ÝAl| (al-B{qir) � 

said to me: Do you come to the grave of al-Íusayn 

�? I said: Yes, but in dread and fear. The Im{m 

� said: ‘If the situation is severe, its reward would 

be in proportion to the fear; and whosoever visits 

him in fear, All{h would protect his heart on the 

Day when the people would stand for the Lord of 

the Universe; and he would leave in the state of 

being forgiven, and the angels would send their 

salutations to him, and the Holy Prophet � would 

visit him and pray for him...22  

The Im{ms � likewise expressed their extreme attachment to Im{m al-

Íusayn �. Rather they would encourage others to pray for them near 

the radiant dome of Im{m al-Íusayn �. Consider the following 

traditions: 

1. ÝAll{ma Majlis| in vol. 101 of his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r quotes Ibn Ab| 

YaÝf}r to have said: 

₣Î{{Ğ×Łk<ş÷{{Žełê<ÿÂ{{łfŽ‚<Ž�]<<�<Vÿ�{{ÿÂŽÞ^łê<{{Ć�Ö]łçŁÑ<�cşÖ{{łéşÔ<ş]łá<
ÿiÿrĆ�łÛŁk<�cşÖłéşÔ<ÿÂ<ÿÚ<î{×<{ÿ�+Ïží<şÊ<{şÏÿÙ^<<{ŽÖłê<Vş÷<ÿi<{ł�₣Ô<ÿ…<{ĆeşÔ<
şÊ{{{ÿã+ø<ş]ÿi{{{łéÿk<{{{ÿÚłà<{{{şÒÿá^<ş]łÂ{{{ş¿ŁÜ<ÿu{{{�Ï<^Z<⁄Âğ×{{{łéşÔ<ŽÚ{{{ñßłê<[
şÊş̂Óÿ<áŽÚłà<şÎłçŽÖŽäV<ZşÊÿã+ø<ş]ÿiłéÿk<<{ÿÚłà<<{şÒÿá^<ş]łÂ<{ş¿ŁÜ<ÿu<{�Ï<^
ÿÂş×{{łéşÔ<ŽÚ{{ñßłê<ş]{{ÿ�ć‚<ÿÂ{{ş×Ćê<{{ŽÚłà<şÎłç{{ŽÖŽä<Z<ş÷<ÿi{{ł�₣Ô<ÿ…{{ĆeşÔ<Z<<J
₣Î<{Ğ×Łk<Vÿæ{{ÿÚłà<ş]łÂ<{ş¿ŁÜ<ÿÂ{{ş×Ćê<ÿu{{�Ï^<ŽÚ<{łßşÔ<{{şÎ<[ÿÙ^Vş]ĞÖŁv{{ÿŠłé�à<
{{{{łe�à<ÿÂ{{{{Ž×flê<ş]ş÷<ş]ÿi{{{{łéÿk<ĞÖ]Łv{{{{ÿŠłéÿà<{{{{şÊÿ‚ÿÂłçÿl<ş�]<ŽÂ{{{{łßÿ‚Łå<
ÿæÿ�şÓłçÿl<�cşÖłéŽä<ÿuÿçŽè]ÿrşÔ[< <

                                                 
22 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 101, p.11 
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I said to Ab} ÝAbdill{h [al-Ñ{diq � ]: My fervent 

desire to meet you called me to bear the difficulties 

to come to you. The Im{m � said: ‘Do not 

complain to your Lord; and why didn’t you come to 

one who has a greater right over you than me?’ Ibn 

Ab| YaÝf}r says: His statement ‘Why didn’t you go to 

one who has a greater right over you than me?’ made 

me feel more uneasy than his statement “Do not 

complain to your Lord”. So I said: ‘And who has a 

greater right over me than yourself?” The Im{m � 

said: “Al-Íusayn bin ÝAl| �; why didn’t you come 

to al-Íusayn � and pray to All{h near him, and 

raise your complaint to Him about your needs?23  

2. Ibn Q}lawayh reports in his K{mil al-Ziy{r{t that Ab} H{shim al-

JaÝfar|, one of the companions of Im{m al-H{d| � is reported to have 

said: 

ÿ�ÿ}Ğ×Łk<ÿÂ<ş]<î{×<{ŽeĞÖ]<êÿv<{ÿŠ�à<ÿÂ<{Ž×flê<<{łe�à<ŁÚÿv<{flÛ<‚�<ÿæ<{Łâÿç<
ÿÚłvŁÛłçfiÝ<ÿÂŽ×łéfiØşÊ<HşÏÿÙ^<<{ŽÖłê<V<{ÿèş]<^<{ÿeŽâ<^<{ÿ�^�Ü<Ž]łe<{ÿÃło<ÿ…<{Łqğø<
ŽÚłà<ÿÚÿçŽÖ]łéÿßŽ]<^ĞÖ]<±ÿvŽñ^�†<ÿèł‚ŁÂş�]<ç<ŽÖłêşÊ<Hÿ~ÿ†<{łqŁk<<{ŽÚłà<
ŽÂ{{łßŽ‚ŽåşÊ<H{{ł‰^ÿjĞÏÿfş×Žßłê<ÿÂ{{Ž×flê<{{łe�à<{{ŽeşøşÊ<Ùş̂łÂş×łÛ{{ŁjŁä<{{ÿÚ{{şÎ<^ÿÙ^<
ŽÖłêÿæ<H<{ÿ‰ş̂ĞÖŁjŁä<ş]łá<ÿè<{₣Ółçÿá<Ć†Ö]<{ŁqŁØ<<{+Ö]Ž„łë<ÿè<{ł~Ł†Łt<şÊ<{şÏÿÙ^V<
ş]{{ĆŠÖłÛŁÄ<ÿæÖ]Ş{{ÿÂ^₣íÿæ<HşÖŽÓĆß{{Žßłê<ş]{{₣ÎłçŁÙ<VŽ]{{ĆÞŁä<ş]ĞÊ{{ÿ–{{ŽÚ<Øÿà<
ĞÖ]{{ÿvŽñ^�†<�cłƒ<{{şÒÿá^<ŽeÿÛłß�̂{{şÖŽí<{{ÿÚłà<{{ŽÊĞÖ]<ê{{ÿvŽñ^�†ÿæ<HŁ�{{ÿÂŁõ^Łå<
ŽÖÿßĞËŽŠŽä<ş_ĞÊÿ–ŽÚ<Øłà<Ł�<{ÿÂŽñ^łê<<{şÖŁä<ŽeĞÖ^<{ÿvŽñ^�†şÊ<Hş̂łÂş×łÛ<{ŁjŁä<�<

                                                 
23 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 101, p. 46; Ibn Q}lawayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, p. 
315 
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{{ÿÚ{{şÎ<^ÿÙ^şÊ<H{{şÏÿÙ^<{{ŽÖłê<V{{₣ÎłØ<{{şÖŁä<V{{şÒÿá^<ÿ…{{Ł‰łçŁÙ<Ž�]<�ÿ<
ş_ĞÊÿ–ŽÚ<Øÿà<ĞÖ]ÿf<{łéŽk<ÿæĞÖ]ÿv<{ÿr�†ÿæ<H<{şÒÿá^<ÿè<{ŞłçŁÍ<ŽeĞÖ^ÿf<{łéŽk<
ÿæÿè<{{{łŠÿjŽ×ŁÜ<ĞÖ]ÿv{{{{ÿrÿ†ÿæ<HŽ]Ćá<ş�]<ÿi<{{{ÿÃŽe<±^şÏ{{{{⁄Â^Łè<^{{{{Žvćg<ş]łá<
Łèł‚ŽÊ<îÂłéÿãşÊ<^ÿéłŠÿjŽrłéŁg<ŽÖÿÛłà<ÿ�ÿÂŁå^ÿæ<HĞÖ]ÿvŽñ^Ł†<ŽÚłßÿã^ < <

I came to Ab} al-Íasan (Im{m ÝAl| al-Naq| �) 

while he had fever and was unwell. He said to me: ‘O 

Ab{ Hish{m, send one of our followers to the Í{’ir 

(the dome of Im{m al-Íusayn �) to pray to All{h 

for me. So I left him and met ÝAl| bin Bil{l. I told 

him what the Im{m � had said and requested him 

to carry out the duty, and he was at his service. 

‘However,’ said he, ‘indeed the Im{m � is greater 

than the Í{’ir, for he equals the station of the one 

who is buried in the Í{’ir, and his supplication for 

himself is better than my supplication for him in 

the Í{’ir.’ Ab} Hish{m says: I informed the Im{m 

� about what ÝAl| bin Bil{l said, whereupon he 

said: Tell him that the Apostle of All{h was better 

than the Bayt al-Íar{m and the Íajar al-Aswad, 

whereas he would circumambulate round the KaÝbah 

and touch the Íajar; and indeed All{h has places 

where He loves to be called, so that he may respond 

to the call of the caller, and the H{’ir is one among 

them.24 

 

 

 

                                                 
24 JaÝfar bin Muƒammad bin Q}lawayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, p. 460 
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�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

Peace be unto You 

�� 

Al-Sal{m, as we came to learn earlier, is one of the attributes of 

Almighty All{h, which some of his noble servants, like the infallible 

Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt �, due to their utter submission exemplify. 

The path for others too is left open. Every human being is invited to the 

abode of peace, and therefore he must strive to attain the same. But a 

true beliver has an all-embracing heart, and thus yearns for the 

betterment of others too. Perhaps that is why we are encouraged to greet 

others with al-sal{m. The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: 

flŠÖ]şøŁÝ<Ž]ł‰ŽÚ<Üłà<ş_ł‰ÿÛŽð^<Ž�]<ÿiÿÃşÊ<±^ĞÊ^Ł�Łåç<ÿełéÿß₣ÓłÜ< <
Al-Sal{m is a name from among the names of 

Almighty All{h. Therefore, spread the same between 

yourselves...25 

In fact the word muslim has originally been derived from All{h’s Name 

al-Sal{m. The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: 

ÿi{{ÿŠflÛ₣�]<î<Ž̂e{{ł‰ÿÛ�°<{{ÿ‰ĆÛŽe<î{{ÿÛã₣_<^flÚ{{Žj{{Łâ<îÿç<{{ĆŠÖ]şøŁÝ<
ÿæÿ‰ĆÛ₣_<îflÚŽj₣¹]<ê<{łŠŽ×ŽÛÿ°ÿæ<H<{Łâÿç<ĞÖ]<{ŁÛłöŽÚŁà<ÿæ<{ÿ‰ĆÛ₣_<îĆÚ<{Žj<î
ĞÖ]ŁÛłöŽÚŽßÿ° 

All{h named Himself with two names with which he 

[also] named my nation: He is al-Sal{m and He 

named my nation muslims, and He is al-Mu’min 

                                                 
25 Shaykh al-Óabras|, Mishk{t al-Anw{r, p.349 
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and He named my nation mu’mins.26   

Perhaps due to this reason, scholars like Sayyid al-Shubbar in his al-

Anw{r al-L{mi’a and ÝAll{ma Majlis| in his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r believe that 

one of the meanings of al-sal{m} Ýalayka is27: 

Ž]ł‰ŁÜ<ĆŠÖ]şø�Ý<şÔłéş×ÿÂ< <
May All{h always envelop you with His Name al-

Sal{m. 

Therefore, Almighty All{h not only requires each of us to be at peace, 

but teaches us to ask for our Muslim brothers and sisters to be availed 

of the same. It should be understood however that the levels of peace 

are infinite. Therefore invoking peace for others while we greet them 

should never cease. 

�� 
�ل � أ ل�يْك� س�  ع� �م   لا

I declare that Absolute Peace envelops you 

�� 

Scholars of insight mention one of the meanings of the phrase al-

salamu Ýalayka as “the Divine Name al-Sal{m envelops you, and you are 

his manifestation”. In this case the phrase is taken as declarative and al-

Sal{m is taken to mean the Divine Name al-Sal{m. In his Sharƒ al-

Asm{’, Mull{ H{d| Sabzaw³{ri when discussing about the Divine Name 

al-Sal{m says:  

JJJş_{{ÿuŁ‚<ÿÚ{{ÿÃŽÞ^şÎ<êłçŽÖ{{ÿß^<V<ş]<HÔ{{é×Â<Ýø{{‰şø{{flŠÖ]<fláÿÝ<
                                                 
26 Jal{l al-D|n al-Suy}„|, Tafs|r al-Durr al-Manth}r, v.4, p. 373 

27 This meaning has been narrated by both the Sh|’a as well as the Sunn| scholars in 

their commentaries of QurÞ{n and lexicons as well. 
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ĞÖ]ŁÛłöŽÚÿà<ĞÖ]ŁÛÿãłéŽÛÿà<ŁÚŽvłé¼<ÿÂş×łéşÔ<ÿæş_łÞÿk<ÿÚĞ¿ÿãŁ†Łå.< <
...one of the meanings of our statement ‘salamun 

‘alayk” is that the Peace, the Securer, the Guardian 

envelops you and you are His manifestation.28 

�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م   لا

Peace be unto you 

�� 

It is important to understand the remote distance between the sincerity 

of one who merely declares or verbally seeks peace for the maz}r (‘the 

visited one’) and one who personifies peace in every dimension of his 

being and actively struggles to ensure the same for the maz}r. In fact 

some of our traditions clearly emphasize the vital role of the practical 

application of al-sal{m. Look at the following traditions: 

1. ÝAll{ma Majlis| narrates the following in his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r: 

<�à{{ÿŠÿvĞ×ŽÖ<Đí{{ÿè�…^ÿq<łlÿð^{{ÿq�<Že{{Ş<<^{{ÿãşÖ<ÿÙ^{{şÏşÊ<�á^{{ÿvłèÿ…<�Ñ^
<<<<<Łä{+×Ö]<^{ÿßÿeĆ�ş_<ÿÙ^{şÏşÊ<şÔ{ŽÖÿƒ<êŽÊ<ŁäşÖ<ÿØéŽÏşÊ<Žä+×Ö]<ŽäłqÿçŽÖ<č†Łu<ÿkłÞş_

ÿÙ^{{{{şÏşÊ<îşÖ^{{{{ÿÃÿi�łÜŁj{{{{éñéŁu<]ƒ�c<şí{{{{ÿèbĞÖ]	<<<Łà{{{{ÿŠłuş_<ÿá^{{{{şÒÿæ
^ÿãłßŽÚ^ÿãşÎ^ÿjłÂ�c 

One of the slave women of Im{m al-Íasan � came 

to him with a boquet of aromatic plants, whereupon 

the Im{m � said to her: You are free for the sake 

of All{h. So the Im{m � was asked as to why did 

he free her, and he said: ‘Almighty All{h trained us 

and said: ‘And When you are greeted with a greeting, 

                                                 
28 Mull{ H{d| al-Sabzaw{r|, Sharƒ al-Asm{’, p. 324 
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greet with a better one than it, or return it... ‘(4:86). 

And to let her free is better return than her gift.29 

Therefore the taƒiyya (lit. seeking another’s life & well-being („alab al-

ƒay{t)) referred to in the above verse conventionally translated as 

‘greeting’ is not limited to a verbal expression of peace, but embraces 

other examples of its etymological definition too such as ‘doing virtue 

to another’. 

2. Im{m al-Ñ{diq � is reported to have said: 

ş]ĞÖŁÛÿ†Ł�]<ŽeĆjÖ^ŽvĆéŽí<ŽÊłê<şÎłçŽÖŽä<ŽiŽÃ±^<V�ÿæÿæÿæÿæ�c�c�c�cÿƒÿƒÿƒÿƒŁu<]Łu<]Łu<]Łu<]fléfléfléfléłéłéłéłéŁjŁjŁjŁjłÜłÜłÜłÜ<<<<ŽeŽeŽeŽeÿjÿjÿjÿjŽvŽvŽvŽvĆéĆéĆéĆéžížížíží	<
ĆŠÖ]şøŁÝ<ÿæşÆłéŁ†Łå<ŽÚÿà<ĞÖ]Žffl†<ÿæŽ÷]łuÿŠ�á^J 

Al-taƒiyyah (greeting) in the verse ‘And when you are 

greeted with a greeting...’ is to greet and perform 

other acts of virtue and good.30 

These are traditions that show how practical sal{m can be. Many of us 

do not realize this and conjecture that we have earned ample blessings 

and reward for our sal{ms as the holy QurÞ{n and the sacred traditions 

of the Holy Prophet � and his infallible progeny clearly exemplify. 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�<<łà{ñÚ<ğíĆéŽvÿi<łÜ₣ÓŽŠ₣ËÞş_<îş×ÿÂ<]çŁÛs×ÿŠşÊ<^⁄içŁéŁe<ÜŁjĞ×ÿ}ÿ�<]ÿƒ�dşÊ
<<<ğí{{şÒÿ…^ÿfŁÚ<Žä{{+×Ö]<Ž‚{{ßŽÂ�<<<<<ŁÜ{{₣ÓşÖ<Łä{{+×Ö]<Łàñé{{ÿfŁè<şÔŽÖÿ„{{şÒ<ğí{{ÿfñé

áç₣×ŽÏłÃÿi<łÜ₣Ó+×ÿÃşÖ<Žl^ÿèbĞÖ]	 
So when you enter houses, greet yourselves with a 

salutation from God, blessed and pleasant. Thus 

does God clarify His signs for you so that you may 

                                                 
29 All{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.81, p. 273 

30 Shaykh al-Huwayz|, Tafs|r N}r al-Thaqalayn, v.1, p. 524 
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apply reason. (24:61) 

The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: 

�cÿƒÿ�<]{{{{{ÿ}ÿØ<ş]{{{{{ÿuŁ‚₣ÒłÜ<ÿełé{{{{{ÿjŁä<şÊĞ×Łé{{{{{ÿŠs×łÜşÊ<H�d{{{{{ĆÞŁä<ÿèłß�̂{{{{{₣ÖŁä<
ĞÖ]ÿfÿ†şÒ₣íÿæ<HÿiłöŽÞŁŠŁä<ĞÖ]ÿÛüŽñşÓ₣í 

When one enters his house, he must say sal{m, for 

that makes blessings descend on the house and the 

angels become fond of it.31 

Should we restrict these luminant words of guidance to the realm of 

speech or do they portray the loftier aspects of the reality of al-sal{m? In 

fact if there is no coherence between what the tongue utters and what 

the heart and mind feel and what the actions portray, then how can we 

claim the honesty of the musallim (greeter)? 

�� 
�  اي�  �  اب� أ � بْد� االله�   ع�

O Ab{ ‘Abdill{h 

�� 

The word ‘y{’ is a vocative particle (ƒarfu nid{’) employed to call the 

mun{d{ (vocative). In simple terms it is a word used to call someone. 

However, grammarians hold that  اي ’y{’ is specifically employed for that 
vocative who is at a far distance32. For example, if we would like to call 

ÝAl| who is at a far distance, we say  ياعلي ‘Y{ ÝAl|!’. The distance 

considered here was physical and spatial. Rhetoricians however employ 

the same when they would like to praise an exalted personality even if 

                                                 
31 Muƒammad| al-Rayshahr|, al-Khayr wa al-Baraka fi al-Kit{b wa al-Sunna, p. 206 

32 Al-Ñabb{n in his glosses over Sham’}n|’s commentary over the Alfiyya of Ibn M{lik, 
says: ‘Indeed a far object is only called with particles that contain letters of protraction 

(ƒarf al-madd), because when a far object is called it requires one to prolong his voice, so 
that the vocative can hear. (Al-Ñabb{n, Í{shiyat al-Ñabb{n, v.3, p. 1145.) 
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he was very near. We address Almighty All{h, for example, who is closer 

to us than our jugular veins as  اللهااَي  Y{ All{h, because the Essence of 

All{h is Exalted. In the well-known verse of the Throne (Àyat al-Kurs|) 

we declare this reality of All{h’s Exalted Essence as: 

��ÜłéŽ¿ÿÃĞÖ]<ćêŽ×ÿÃĞÖ]<ÿçŁâÿæ	< <
And He Alone is always the Extremely High & Great 

(2:255)33 

In our present situation our vocative and addressee is Im{m al-Íusayn 

� who due to his freedom from the limitations of the material world 

and comprehensive being is intensely close to us and can see and listen 

to us too. Hence the reason we employ the vocative particle ‘y{ and say 

‘Y{ Ab{ ‘Abdill{h’ is to express his exaltedness and confess our 

lowliness. The people of heart, however, can well appreciate the 

implication manifested when the ‘the lover calls the beloved’. The 

implication is to get near to the Beloved. Hence when we call Ab{ 

‘Abdill{h (whose import, as we shall soon expound means ‘the utterly 

submissive slave of All{h’) we are seeking his closeness, or in other 

words ‘the attributes that personifies his exalted being’. 

�� 
 � � ب� أ � بْد� االله�   ا ع�

O Father of ‘Abdull{h 

�� 

                                                 
33 This is one phrase where the comprehensive beauty of the QurÞan can well be 

appreciated for all those who can appreciate the subtle issues of Arabic grammar and 

syntax. This small verse describes so many things at the same time: (1) It is a nominal 

sentence (al-jumla al-ismiyya) and thus it signifies permanence (2) the pronoun huw{ 
denotes ‘specificity’ and thus these two attributes that follow it are originally reserved 

for All{h. (3) The form ‘ali similar to ØéÃÊ ‘fa’|l’ is known as ‘al-‚ifa al-mushbiha’ in the 
Arabic, which denotes intensity and permanence. 
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The words Ab{ ‘Abdill{h literally mean ‘the father of the obedient slave 

of All{h’. Arabs honorify their fellow brothers by calling them with a 

teknonym (kunya) a name that mostly mentions the first or one of the 

offsprings of the ‘named one’.) Hence if a person had a son named 

‘Abdull{h, he is called Ab} ‘Abdill{h, which means ‘father of 

‘Abdull{h’. One of the reasons behind the Im{m � being called Ab} 

‘Abdill{h is that he had an offspring called ‘Abdull{h, famously known 

as الرضعي  al-ra~|’ (one who is still breastfeeding). He was mercilessly 

martyred by the enemies after Im{m al-Íusayn � read adh{n in his 

ear following his birth. In the well-known Ziy{rat al-N{ƒiya al-

Muqaddasa Im{m al-Zam{n � addresses this new born as: 

ş_Ö{{{{{{ĆŠŽ�]<Ž‚{{{{{{łfÿÂ<î{{{{{{×ÿÂ<ŁÝşø<Ö]<àłé{{{{{{ÿŠ₣£]<à{{{{{{eŞ<�Ø{{{{{{ĞË
�ÄłéŽ•Ć†Ö]JJJ 

Perpetual peace be unto ‘Abdill{h, the one who was 

still breastfeeding...34 

�� 
 � � ب� أ � بْد� االله�   ا ع�

Obedient Slave of All{h  

�� 

Sometimes however, someone is attributed with a teknonym (kunya) 

not because he is the father of so and so, but because he enjoys a certain 

quality. For example, one who is well known for his open-handedness 

and generosity is called Ab} Jaw{d. In our case, a number of 

commentators of this exalted Ziy{rat, opine that one of the reasons the 

holy Im{m � was given the kunya Ab} ‘Abdill{h was his extreme 

submissiveness to All{h. In other words, he was the true slave of All{h.  

Traditions indicate that Im{m al-Íusayn � was given the teknonym 

                                                 
34 al-Shah|d al-Awwal, al-Maz{r, p. 149 
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after his birth which subtly alludes to the submissive state of Im{m � 

ever since his childhood. In a tradition narrated in Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, 

Asm{’ is quoted to have said: 

şÊş×{{{ĆÛ{{{şÒ<^ÿá^<{{{ŽÊłê<{{{ÿèłç�Ý<{{{ÿ‰Že^ŽÃŽä<{{{ÿqÿð^ŽÞłê<ĆßÖ]{{{Žfflê<şÊ{{{şÏÿÙ^<V
ÿâ₣×<{ñÛŽ]<êłe<{Žßłê<şÊş̂ÿi<{łéŁk<<{ŽeŽäJJJ<<{ŁmĆÜ<ÿæ<{ÿ•ÿÃŁä<<{ŽÊłê<Žu<{łr�†Žå<<{ŁmĆÜ<
şÎÿÙ^<Vÿèÿèÿèÿè<^<^<^<^ş]ş]ş]ş]ÿeÿeÿeÿeÿÂ<^ÿÂ<^ÿÂ<^ÿÂ<^łfłfłfłfŽ‚Ž‚Ž‚Ž‚<<<<Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]<ÿÂ�̂łèfî<ÿÂş×Ćê<ŁmĆÜ<ÿeşÓîJJJ  

‘On the seventh day after his birth, the Prophet � 

came to me and said: ‘Bring me my son.’ So I 

brought Husayn to him...Then he kept him on his 

bossom and said: ‘O Ab{ O Ab{ O Ab{ O Ab{ ‘‘‘‘Abdill{hAbdill{hAbdill{hAbdill{h, it is indeed 

difficult for me...then he burst into tears...’35 

This tradition indicates that the Im{m � got the teknonym since his 

very early childhood and thus enjoyed an exalted status since then.  

�� 
 � ا أ � ب� ي� � بْد� االله�   ا ع�

O Utterly Submissive Servant of All{h 

�� 

It may be argued that if the z{’ir himself, due to his submissiveness to 

Almighty All{h is also an Ýabd of All{h, why should he still call the 

Im{m with the vocative particle ‘y{’? The answer to this is very simple: 

Ýub}diyya and submissiveness are of different levels. The distance 

between the stage of Ýub}diyya that the infallible Im{ms of the Ahl al-

Bayt � occupy and the stage their true followers enjoy is extremely 

vast. Consider the following narrations: 

1. ÝIb{d bin Ñuhayb is reported to have said: 

                                                 
35 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.44, pp. 250-251 
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₣Î<{Ğ×Łk<ŽÖ<{Ć’×Ž�^�Ñ<ÿqłÃ<{şË{{łe<†�à<ŁÚÿv<{ĆÛ<‚�<Vş]ł}Žfł†<{ŽÞłê<{{ÿÂłà<
ş]Žełê<ÿƒfl…<Hş]Łâÿç<ş]ĞÊ<{ÿ–ŁØ<ş]łÝ<ş]<{łÞŁjłÜ<ş]<{łâŁØ<ĞÖ]ÿf<{łéşÊ<[k<{şÏÿÙ^<V<{ÿè<^
{{łe]ÿà<{{Ł‘ÿãłé{{şÒ<głÜ<{{Ł�ŁãŁ…ç<{{ĆŠÖ]ÿßşÊ<í₣Ï{{Ğ×Łk<VŽ]łm{{ÿßÿÂ<^{{ÿ�ÿ†<
{{ÿ�łã⁄†şÊ<H]{{şÏÿÙ^<Vÿæ{{şÒ�Ü<ĞÖ]{{ŁvŁ†ŽÚ<Ýłß{{ÿã₣Î<[^{{Ğ×Łk<Vş]ł…ÿe{{ÿÃşí<
ş]ł�ŁãşÎ<H†ÿÙ^<VşÊÿ�łãŁ†<ÿ…ÿÚÿ–ŽÚ<á^łßÿã₣Î<[^<{Ğ×Łk<Vş÷<{şÎ<HÿÙ^<V
şÊ{{ÿ�łãŁ†<ÿ…ÿÚ{{ÿ–<á^ş]ĞÊ{{ÿ–ŁØ<ş]�Ý<ş÷]{{ł�Łã�†<{{₣£]Ł†şÊ<[Ý₣Ï{{Ğ×Łk<V
ÿełØ<ÿ�łãŁ†<ÿ…ÿÚÿ–<{şÎ<Há^ÿÙ^<VşÊ<{şÓÿ„ŽÖşÔ<ÿÞ<{łvŁà<ş]<{łâŁØ<ĞÖ]ÿf<{łé<k
ş÷<ŁèşÏŁŒ^<Žeÿß<^ş]ÿufi‚J  

I asked al-Ñ{diq �, JaÝfar bin Muƒammad (upon 

whom be peace): Inform me whether Abu Dharr is 

better than you the Ahl al-Bayt �? The Im{m � 

said: ‘O son of Ñuhayb, how many months are there 

in one year’? I said: ‘twelve months.’ Thereupon he 

� said: ‘And how many among them are sacred 

(ƒurum)?’ I said ‘Four months.’ He � said: ‘And is 

the month of Rama~{n among them?’ I said: ‘No.’ 

He � said: ‘Then is the month of Ramad{n greater 

or the four sacred months?’ I said: ‘Rather the Holy 

month of Rama~{n is greater.’ The Im{m � then 

said: ‘So is the case with us, the Ahl al-Bayt; none 

can be compared to us.’36 

2. J{bir al-Ju’f|, a companion of Im{m al-B{qir is reported to have 

narrated that Im{m al-B{qir � once said to him: 

Ž]<{ĆÞ{{ŽÚ<^ÿà<Ž�]<ŽeÿÛ{{şÓ�á^<ÿæÿÚłß�̂{{şÖží<ÿ…ŽÊłé<{ÿÃží<<=şÊ{{ş×łçş÷<ÿÞ{{łvŁà<{{ÿÚ<^

                                                 
36 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.22, p. 406 
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ÿ}<{ş×ÿÐ<₣�]<{{ÿÃi{{ÿ‰<±^ÿÛ⁄ð^ÿæ<]ş÷<ş]ł…<{⁄•H^<ÿæş÷ÿq{{Ćßğí<ÿæş÷{{ÿÞ⁄…^H]<
ÿæş÷<ÿ�łÛ⁄Šÿæ<^ş÷şÎÿÛ⁄†ÿæ<H]ş÷Žqñß<{Čéÿæ<^ş÷<�cłÞ<{ŽŠČé^<J<{ÿè<{ÿè<{ÿè<{ÿè<{ÿq<^<{ÿq<^<{ÿq<^<{ÿq<^Že^Že^Že^Že^<H†<H†<H†<H†
�c�c�c�cĆÞĆÞĆÞĆÞ<^<^<^<^ş]ş]ş]ş]łâłâłâłâŁØŁØŁØŁØ<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ÿfÿfÿfÿfłéłéłéłéŽkŽkŽkŽk<<<<ş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ŁèŁèŁèŁèşÏşÏşÏşÏŁŒ^ŁŒ^ŁŒ^ŁŒ^<<<<ŽeŽeŽeŽeÿßÿßÿßÿß<^<^<^<^ş]ş]ş]ş]ÿuÿuÿuÿufi‚fi‚fi‚fi‚ÿÚ<HÿÚ<HÿÚ<HÿÚ<Hłàłàłàłà<<<<şÎşÎşÎşÎÿŒ^ÿŒ^ÿŒ^ÿŒ^<<<<ŽeŽeŽeŽeÿßÿßÿßÿß<^<^<^<^]]]]<⁄‚{u<⁄‚{u<⁄‚{u<⁄‚{u<]<]<]<]
ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ÿfÿfÿfÿfÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ÿ��†�†�†�†<<<<şÊşÊşÊşÊşÏşÏşÏşÏł‚ł‚ł‚ł‚<<<<şÒşÒşÒşÒşËşËşËşËÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†<<<<<Jÿèÿq<^Že^Ł†Že<HÿßłÞ_<�]<^şÏÿ„₣ÒłÜ<H
ÿæŽe{{{{{{{{ÿß^<{{{{{{{{ÿâÿ‚₣Ò]łÜÿæHÿÞłvŁà<ÿæŽ�]<ÿ��ÖĞ×{{{{{{{{ÿß₣Ò^łÜ<ÿÂ<î{{{{{{{{×
ÿ…ñe₣ÓłÜJJJ 

Surely we have an exalted status near All{h! Were we 

not there, All{h would not have created any heaven 

nor earth, nor any Paradise nor Hell Fire, nor any 

sun or moon, or any Jinn| or human being. O J{bir! 

We are the Ahl alWe are the Ahl alWe are the Ahl alWe are the Ahl al----Bayt; none can be compared to us; Bayt; none can be compared to us; Bayt; none can be compared to us; Bayt; none can be compared to us; 

whosoever compares any human being with us, has whosoever compares any human being with us, has whosoever compares any human being with us, has whosoever compares any human being with us, has 

disbelieved (or covered (the truth)disbelieved (or covered (the truth)disbelieved (or covered (the truth)disbelieved (or covered (the truth)).).).). O J{bir! 

Through us All{h emancipated you, and through us 

He guided you; and, I swear by All{h we have guided 

you to your Lord...37 

3. Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said to Abu Dharr: 

Ž]łÂ{{ş×łÜ<{{ÿè<^ş]{{ÿeÿƒ^fl…<ş]{{ÿÞÿÂ<^{{łfŁ‚<Ž�]<ÿÂĆ̂ÿæ{{ÿqĆØ<ÿæÿ}Ž×łéşË{{ŁjŁä<ÿÂ<î{{×
ŽÂÿfŽ�^Žå<ş÷<ÿiłrÿÃ₣×łçÿÞ<^ş]ł…ÿe⁄e^ÿæ<^₣Îłç<{₣Öłç<{ŽÊ<]łê<şÊ<{ł–Ž×ÿß<{ÿÚ<^<{Ž�<^łòŁjłÜ<
şÊşÊşÊşÊŽ̂Ž̂Ž̂Ž̂ĆÞĆÞĆÞĆÞ₣Ó₣Ó₣Ó₣ÓłÜłÜłÜłÜ<<<<ş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ÿiÿiÿiÿiłfłfłfłf₣×₣×₣×₣×ŁÇŁÇŁÇŁÇłçłçłçłçÿáÿáÿáÿá<<<<₣Ò₣Ò₣Ò₣Òłßłßłßłßÿäÿäÿäÿä<<<<ÿÚÿÚÿÚÿÚŽÊ<^ŽÊ<^ŽÊ<^ŽÊ<^łéłéłéłéÿßÿßÿßÿßÿæ<^ÿæ<^ÿæ<^ÿæ<^ş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ŽÞŽÞŽÞŽÞÿãÿãÿãÿãÿè^ÿè^ÿè^ÿè^ÿjÿjÿjÿjŁäŁäŁäŁäşÊ<HŽ̂Ćá<ş�]<
ÿÂĆ̂ÿæ{{{ÿqĆØ<{{{şÎł‚<ş]łÂŞ{{{ÿÞ^<^ş]ĞÒ{{{ÿfŁ†<ÿæş]łÂ{{{ş¿ŁÜ<ŽÚ{{{ĆÛÿè<^{{{Ž’₣ËŁä<
ÿæ{{{{Ž‘]₣Ë₣ÓłÜ<ş]łæ<ÿèł~{{{{ŞŁ†<ÿÂşÎ<î{{{{×{{{{Ğ×Žg<ş]{{{{ÿuŽ‚₣ÒłÜ<{{{{şÊ�dÿƒ<]

                                                 
37 Muƒammad bin Jurayr al-Óabar| al-Sh|Ý|, Naw{dir al-Mu’jiz{t, p. 124 
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ÿÂÿ†ĞÊŁjŁÛłçÿÞÿâ<^şÓÿ„şÊ<]ş̂łÞŁjŁÜ<ĞÖ]ŁÛłöŽÚŁßłçá .  

Know, O Ab} Dharr, that I am an utterly submissive 

servant of All{h on the earth and His vicegerent over 

His other servants; do not consider us (the Ahl al-

Bayt �) to be Lords, and then say about our merits 

whatever you want, for certainly you would not for certainly you would not for certainly you would not for certainly you would not 

comprehend the essence of our station, nor its comprehend the essence of our station, nor its comprehend the essence of our station, nor its comprehend the essence of our station, nor its 

zenithzenithzenithzenith, for verily All{h bestowed on us better and 

greater than what describers among you describe or 

what has penetrated in the imagination of anyone; 

so when you know us in this way, you surely are the 

believers.38 

�� 
 � �لس� ل�يْك� أ  ع� �م ا لا � ي� � أ � بْد� االله� ا ع�   ب�

Peace be unto you O Ab{ ‘Abdill{h 

�� 

One of the areas where it is recommended for one to call his fellow 

Muslim brother with a teknonym is when he is present before him. In 

our case, therefore, because we know that Im{m al-Íusayn � is 

present before us, and we address him using the second person pronoun 

“k{f’, it is apt to begin our address with his teknonym. Im{m al-Ri~{ 

� is reported to have said: 

ÿƒcÿƒ<]şÒł†ÿl<Ć†Ö]ŁqÿØ<ÿæ<{Łâÿç<ÿu<{Ž•^fi†<şÊşÓ<Žä{flŽß<ÿæ�cÿƒ<{şÒ<]ÿá^<
ŽäñÛÿŠÊ<ğ̂fñ^Æ< <

If you mention a man in his presence, then do so 

using his teknonym (kunya), and if he were to be 

                                                 
38 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.26, p.2 
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absent, then call him by his name.39 

�� 
 � � أ � بْد� االله� ا ع�   ب�

O father of ‘Abdull{h 

  �� 

It is important to look at the root meaning of the word ‘ab’ in Ab{ 

‘Abdill{h which we normally translate as ‘father’. In the Arabic language 

the word اب ‘ab’ literally means: 

Łâÿç<₣ÒflØ<ÿÚłà<şÒÿá^<ÿ‰ÿf⁄fŽ]<îŽÊ<^łèÿrŽ�^<ÿ�łêžð<ş]łæ<Ž]<{ł‘şøŽuŽä<
ş]łæ<₣¾Łãłç�…Žå 

Whosoever is a cause in the existence of a thing or 

its reform or its manifestation is known as ‘ab’.40 

And since Im{m al-Íusayn � converges with the Muƒammadan Light 

(al-N}r al-Muƒammad|) which is the intermediary of Divine Grace, he 

is a sabab (cause) in the existence, reform and manifestation of the 

caravan of human beings. Therefore he is Ab} ‘Abdill{h. Whatever 

grace any servant of All{h receives is through the Muƒammadan Light. 

�� 
 � � أ � بْد� االله� ا ع�   ب�

O father of ‘Abdull{h 

�� 

In a well-known tradition, we read: 

                                                 
39 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.75, p. 335 

40 Sharƒ Kalim{t Am|r al-Mu’min|n �, p.15 
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�cĆÞ{{{{ÿÛû]<^ş̂{{{{eŁð<ÿmşø{{{{ÿmí<Vş]fih<şÕ‚{{{{�Öæ<ÿæş]fih<ÿÂ+×{{{{ÿÛşÔ<ÿæş]fih<
ÿ‡ĆæÿqşÔ 

Indeed there are only three fathersthree fathersthree fathersthree fathers: the father who 

was the reason for your birth, the father who taught 

you, and the father who married you (to his 

daughter).41 

And because Im{m al-Íusayn � was from among the infallible 

Im{ms � responsible to guide humanity and teach them the path of 

salvation, he is known as Ab} ‘Abdill{h meaning ‘father or tutor of a 

true servant of All{h’. In this case every human being enjoys from al-

Íusayn’s banquet of practical submission. The previous Prophets of 

All{h are no exception. Im{m al-Íusayn � also serves as a father to 

the Prophets of All{h before the Seal of the Prophets �, since they 

drew inspiration from him even before his birth. Consider the 

following narratives from ÝAll{ma Majlisi’s Biƒ{r al-Anw{r and 

Baƒr{ni’s al-ÝAw{lim: 

ÿÂłà<ş_ŽeÿÂ<êłfŽ‚<Ž�]<�şÎ<HÿÙ^<V�cĆá<�cł‰ÿÛŽÂ^łéÿØ<+Ö]Ž„łë<şÎÿÙ^<
₣�]<ÿi{{ÿÃ±^VVVV�<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæłƒ]łƒ]łƒ]łƒ]{{₣Ò{{₣Ò{{₣Ò{{₣Òł†ł†ł†ł†<<<<{{ŽÊ{{ŽÊ{{ŽÊ{{ŽÊĞÖ]<êĞÖ]<êĞÖ]<êĞÖ]<êŽÓŽÓŽÓŽÓ{{ÿj{{ÿj{{ÿj{{ÿjŽh^Žh^Žh^Žh^<<<<�c�c�c�c{{ł‰{{ł‰{{ł‰{{ł‰ÿÛÿÛÿÛÿÛŽÂ^ŽÂ^ŽÂ^ŽÂ^łéłéłéłéÿØÿØÿØÿØ<<<<Ž]Ž]Ž]Ž]{{ĆÞ{{ĆÞ{{ĆÞ{{ĆÞŁäŁäŁäŁä<<<<
şÒşÒşÒşÒÿá^ÿá^ÿá^ÿá^<<<<ÿ‘ÿ‘ÿ‘ÿ‘Ž�^Ž�^Ž�^Ž�^ÿÑÿÑÿÑÿÑ<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ÿçÿçÿçÿçłÂłÂłÂłÂŽ‚Ž‚Ž‚Ž‚<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæşÒşÒşÒşÒÿá^ÿá^ÿá^ÿá^<<<<ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…Ł‰Ł‰Ł‰Ł‰łçłçłçłçğ÷ğ÷ğ÷ğ÷<<<<ÿÞÿÞÿÞÿÞŽfŽfŽfŽf⁄é⁄é⁄é⁄é<^<^<^<^	<<{şÖłÜ<ÿè<{₣Ółà<
�c{{ł‰ÿÛŽÂ^łéŁØ<{{łe�à<Ž]{{łeÿ†Žâ]łéÿÜ<{{ÿełØ<{{şÒÿá^<ÿÞŽf{{Čé{{ŽÚ<^ÿà<ş÷]łÞŽf{{ÿéŽð^<H
ÿeÿÃÿnŁä<₣�]<ÿÂĆ̂ÿæ<{ÿqĆØ<�c±<şÎłç<{ŽÚŽä<şÊ<{ÿ}`Ł„łæŁå<şÊ<{ÿŠş×Ł~łç<{şÊ<]ł†ÿæşì<
ÿ…Ž‰_Žä<ÿæÿæłq�ãŽäşÊ<Hş̂ÿiŁå^<ÿÚş×ĐÔşÊ<HşÏÿÙ^<V�cĆá<ş�]<ÿqĆØ<ÿqşø<{₣ÖŁä<
ÿeÿÃÿnŽßłê<�cşÖłéşÔ<şÊŁÛł†ŽÞŽe<êÿÛŽ�<^łòÿkşÊ<HşÏÿÙ^<V<{ŽÖłê<₣]<{ł‰ÿçĐì<Že<{ÿÛ<^

                                                 
41 ‘Abd al-Wahh{b, Sharƒ Kalim{t Am|r al-Mu’min|n �, p. 15 
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Łèł’ÿßŁÄ<ŽeĞÖ^ŁvÿŠłé�à<�JJJ< <
It is reported from Ab| ‘Abdill{h (al-Ñ{diq �) who 

said: ‘Indeed the Ism{’|l that Almighty All{h talks 

about in the verse ‘‘‘‘And mention in the Book And mention in the Book And mention in the Book And mention in the Book 

Ism{Ism{Ism{Ism{’’’’|l. Indeed he was true to his promise, and an |l. Indeed he was true to his promise, and an |l. Indeed he was true to his promise, and an |l. Indeed he was true to his promise, and an 

apostle and a prophet.apostle and a prophet.apostle and a prophet.apostle and a prophet.’’’’(19:54)(19:54)(19:54)(19:54) was not Ism{’|l � the 

son of Ibr{h|m �, but was a prophet among 

prophets whom All{h, the Invincible and Sublime, 

sent to his people; and they killed him, and skinned 

his scalp and face; so an angel came to him, and 

said: ‘Surely All{h sent me to you; so order me to do 

what you want.’ He said: ‘I have model of emulation 

of what will happen to al-Íusayn (upon whom be 

peace)...42 

ÿæŁ…�æÿë<ş]Ćá<ŁÞłç{{⁄uşÖ<^{{ĆÛÿ…<^{{ŽÒÿg<{{ŽÊ{{ĆŠÖ]<êŽËłéÿßŽí<�{{şÊ^łk<{{ŽeŽä<
ÿqŽÛ{{łéÿÄ<ć‚{{Ö]łÞÿéşÊ<H^ş×{{ĆÛ{{ÿÚ<^Ć†łl<Že{{şÓł†ÿeşø<ş]ÿ}ÿ„{{łiŁä<ş÷]ł…Łš<
ÿæÿ}ÿÍ^<ŁÞłçş]<|ĞÖÿÇł†ÿÑH<<{şÊÿ‚ÿÂÿ…<^<{ĆeŁäÿæ<H<{şÎÿÙ^<V�cşÖ<{�ãłê<�<{ĞËŁk<
ÿqŽÛłéÿÄ<ć‚Ö]łÞÿéÿæ<^<{ÿÚ<^ş]<{ÿ‘ÿe^Žßłê<<{şÊÿ̂fiÅ<ŽÚ<{łnÿØ<<{ÿÚ<^ş]<{ÿ‘ÿe^Žßłê<<{ŽÊłê<
ÿâŽ„Žå<ş÷]ł…�šşÊ<Hÿßÿ̂ÿÙ<Žqłfÿ†ŽñłéŁØ<�ÿæ<HşÎÿÙ^<ÿè<{ŁÞ<^łçŁ|<<{ŽÊ<ê
ÿâÿ„ĞÖ]<]ÿÛłçŽ•�Ä<ŁèĞÏÿjŁØ<ĞÖ]ŁvÿŠłéŁà<�<Ž‰łf¼<ŁÚÿvĆÛž‚<<{ÿ}ÿi^�Ü<
ş÷]łÞŽfÿéŽð^ÿæ<Hłe]�à<ÿ}ÿi^�Ü<ş÷]łæ<{Ž‘ÿéŽð^şÊ<H<{şÏÿÙ^<Vÿæ<{ÿÚ�à<ĞÖ]şÏ<{Ži^ŁØ<
şÖŁä<ÿèÿq<^łfÿ†ŽñłéŁØşÎ<[ÿÙ^<VşÎŽi^₣×Łä<şÖ<{ŽÃłéŁà<ş]<{łâ�Ø<<{ÿ‰łf�Ä<<{ÿ‰ÿÛÿæ^<l]
ÿæÿ‰łf�Ä<ş]ÿ…Ž•łéÿàşÊ<Hş×ÿÃÿßŁä<ŁÞłç<|ş]ł…ÿeÿÄ<ÿÚĆ†žl]JJJ<< <

It is narrated that when N}ƒ � boarded the Ark, it 

                                                 
42 Shaykh ÝAbdull{h al-Baƒr{n|, al-ÝAw{lim- al-Im{m al-Íusayn �, p. 108 
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transported him throughout the world; and when he 

passed by Karbal{, the earth forced the ark towards 

itself, and N}ƒ � feared of drowning; so he prayed 

to his Lord: O my God, I went round the entire 

world, and nowhere was I afraid as I have been in 

this place; Thereupon Gabriel � descends, and 

tells N}ƒ �: “O N}ƒ this is the place where 

Íusayn �, the grandson of the Muƒammad, the 

Seal of the Prophets and the son of the Seal of the 

Divine Trustees would be killed. N}h asked him: 

And who would kill him, O Gabriel? Gabiriel said: 

His killer is one whom the inhabitants of seven 

heavens and the seven earths curse; so N}ƒ � 

curses him four times...43 

ÿæŁ…�æÿë<ş]Ćá<Ž]łeÿ†Žâ]łéÿÜ<�<<{ÿÚĆ†<<{ŽÊłê<ş]ł…�š<<{şÒł†ÿeşø<ÿæ<{Łâÿç<
ÿ…ŽÒ]fig<şÊÿ†⁄‰şÊ<^ÿÃÿnÿ†<ŽeŽä<ÿæÿ‰şÏ¼<�cłeÿ†Žâ]łéŁÜ<ÿæÿ�Ćs<ÿ…Ğ_<{Ł‰Łä<
ÿæÿ‰ÿÙ^<ÿ�<{ŁÚŁäşÊ<Hş̂<{ÿ}ÿ„<<{ŽÊłê<Ž÷]<{ł‰ŽjłÇşË�…^ÿæ<H<{şÎÿÙ^<V�c<{Ž�łê<ş]ćë<
ÿ�žðłê<ÿuÿ‚ÿp<ŽÚñßłêşÊ<[ÿßÿ̂ÿÙ<�cşÖłéŽä<ÿqłfÿ†ŽñłéŁØ<�<ÿæşÎÿÙ^<V<{ÿè<^
�c{{łeÿ†Žâ]łéŁÜ<{{ÿÚ{{ÿu<^ÿ‚ÿp<ŽÚ{{łßşÔ<ÿƒ{{łÞfigÿæ<H{{ŽÓÖŁè<àĞÏ{{ÿjŁØ<Łâ{{ÿß<^
Ž‰łf¼<<{ÿ}ÿi^�Ü<ş÷]łÞŽf<{ÿéŽð^ÿæ<H<{łe]Łà<<{ÿ}ÿi^�Ü<ş÷]łæ<{Ž‘ÿéŽð^şÊ<H<{ÿŠÿÙ^<
ÿ�ŁÚşÔ<ŁÚÿçşÊ]<{şÏğí<ŽÖÿ‚<{ŽÚŽä<J<{şÎÿÙ^<V<{ÿèÿq<^łfÿ†Žñ<{łéŁØ<ÿæ<{ÿÚłà<ÿè<{₣ÓłçŁá<
şÎŽi^{{₣×Łä]ÿæ<Žl]ÿæ^ÿÛ{{ĆŠÖ]<�Ø{{łâş_<Ł°{{ŽÃşÖ<[şùÿ…ÿ°{{Ž•JJJ<şÊÿ†{{şÊÿÄ<
�cłeÿ†Žâ]łéŁÜ<�<ÿèÿ‚łèŽä<ÿæşÖÿÃÿà<ÿè�̂łèÿ‚<şÖłÃ⁄ßşÒ<^Žnłé⁄†<]JJJ< <

It is narrated that [Prophet] Ibr{h|m � passed by 

the land of Karbal{ while he was riding his horse. 

                                                 
43 Shaykh ÝAbdull{h al-Baƒr{n|, al-ÝAw{lim- al-Im{m al-Íusayn �, p. 102 
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The horse made him stumble and Ibr{h|m � fell 

off and his head got wounded and blood started 

flowing out of him. Thereupon, he began seeking 

All{h’s forgiveness, and said: ‘O my God, what 

[wrong] have I done?’ Thereupon Gabriel descends 

on him and says: ‘O Ibr{h|m, you have not 

committed any sin; but this is the place where the 

grandson of the Seal of Prophets � and the son of 

the Seal of the Divine Trustees would be killed; thus 

your blood flowed in accordance with his blood. He 

asked Gabriel: ‘And who would be his killer?’ 

Gabriel said: ‘The one cursed by the inhabitants of 

the heavens and the earths...Ibr{h|m raised his hands 

and excessively sends curses on Yaz|d...44 

These narratives as well others which we have ommitted for the sake of 

brevity, clearly indicate that Im{m al-Íusayn � was an example for 

his predecessors too. In simpler words, ‘he serves as a timeless model’. 

The curses from the Prophets in all their particularity depict the 

universal stance against oppression. Hence, Im{m al-Íusayn � 

educated, educates and will always educate the human beings with the 

lesson of utter submission, even at the cost of sacrificing everything. 

Consequently, we rightfully address him as Ab} ÝAbdill{h (the father or 

tutor of a truly submissive servant of All{h.) 

�� 
�  د� بْ ع�  �   االله�

Servant of All{h 

�� 

The name ÝAbdull{h is of very great significance since it also implies 

                                                 
44 Ibid. 
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that ‘the named’ is a manifestation of all the attributes of Almighty 

All{h. This is because the name All{h which is sometimes referred to as 

al-ism al-aÝ…am (the greatest name of God) is also a name that 

comprehends in itself all the sublime attributes of the Divine Essence. 

Hence one who is a servant of such a Being, necessarily is submissive to 

His orders, all of which manifest His sublime attributes. Thus whatever 

a submissive servant of All{h does, he would do it according to what 

All{h wants, and what All{h wants clearly depicts His sublime 

attributes. In simple terms: If the king of a certain town possesses 

excellent traits, his totally obedient servants would carry the same traits, 

because whatever they do accord with what the king wants. 

All the prophets of All{h as well as the Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � are 

ÝIb{d All{h (totally submissive servants of All{h) and consequently 

manifestations of His Most Beautiful Attributes as well. It is for this 

reason perhaps that Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said: 

îßłŠŁvĞÖ]<ŁðbÿÛł‰ş÷]<ŁàłvÿÞ< <
We are the Most Beautiful Names of All{h45 

�� 
 � � أ ل�يْك� ي� لس�  ع� �م �  الا �  اب� أ � بْد� االله�  ع�

Peace be unto you, O obedient servant of All{h 

�� 

In the Arabic rhetoric there is a rule that says: 

ÿiłÃŽ×łéŁÐ<ĞÖ]ŁvĞÓ�Ü<ŽeĞÖ^ÿçł‘ŽÌ<ŁÚł�ŽÃfi†ŽeĞÖ^ŽÃs×ĆéŽí 
When a statement is qualified with a certain 

attribute the quality denotes the reason behind the 

statement. 

                                                 
45 Al-Sayyid H{shim al-Baƒr{n|, Mad|nat al-Ma’{jiz, v.1, p. 556 
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Bearing this in mind, if we consider the above verse to be a declarative 

statement, it would be clear for us that the reason why we declare that 

Im{m al-Íusayn � enjoys the state of sal{m (freedom from 

calamities) is that he is an ‘utterly submissive servant of All{h’. In other 

words the reason for “Assal{mu Ýalayka” is “Y{ Ab{ ‘Abdill{h”. In 

simpler words, ‘I declare that you are in the state of Sal{m, O utterly 

submissive servant of All{h’ [and the reason for you to be in that state 

is your characteristic of being utterly submissive to All{h]. 

Anecdotes of Reflection Anecdotes of Reflection Anecdotes of Reflection Anecdotes of Reflection     

1. Í{j Sayyid Ahmad Bah{ al-D|n|, an employee of the Office of the late 

Im{m Khumayni is reported to have said:  

Im{m Khumayn| would pay his respects to Sayyid 

al-Shuhad{ (Im{m al-Íusayn �) before and after 

every canonical prayer: he would for example pay his 

respects before the morning prayer, and then after 

the morning prayer, before the maghrib prayer, 

before the ‘|sh{’ prayer, and then after the ‘|sh{’ 

prayer, before the …uhr prayer, before the ‘a‚r prayer 

and then after the ‘asr prayer. In this way he would 

altogether pay his respects eight times a day to 

Sayyid al-Shuhad{’46. 

2. A friend of the late saint, Shaykh Rajab ÝAl| al-Khayy{„, narrates: 

‘Together with the Shaykh we went to K{sh{n. The 

Shaykh had the habit that wherever he traveled, he 

would visit the cemetery of that place. As we entered 

the cemetery in K{sh{n, he said: “Al-Sal{mu Ýalayka 

y{ Ab{ ‘Abd All{h �” (“Salutations be on you O 

                                                 
46 It is Im{m al-Íusayn who established prayer and ensured its perpetuity. In the well-

known ziy{rat al-w{rith we address the martyred Im{m � as follows: <kÛÎ]<‚Î<ÔÞ]<‚ã�]
ìø’Ö]...I bear witness that you established prayer. (Author) 
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Im{m Husayn �”) We walked a few steps further 

on, and then he said: “Do you not smell anything?” 

‘No, what smell?’ We asked. Then he asked: “Don’t 

you feel the smell (scent) of red apples?” Our answer 

was ‘no’ again. We went further on and met the man 

in charge of the cemetery. The Shaykh asked him: 

“Has anyone been buriedburiedburiedburied here today?” The man 

answered: ‘‘Just before you arrived someone was 

buried’, and then he took us to a newly covered 

tomb. There it was! We all smelled the scent of red 

apples. We asked the Shaykh about the scent, to 

which he answered: “When this person was buried 

here, the sacred person of Sayyid al- Shuhad{’ [Im{m 

Íusayn �] came here and for the sake of this 

person (and by the blessed visit of Sayyid al-

Shuhad{’ �) the punishment was removed from 

those buried in this cemetery.”47 

                                                 
47 Muƒammad al-Rayshahr|, K|my{ye Maƒabbat, p. 115 





 

CHAPTER 2 

  

 َ َ لامَُ لسَّ أ  بنَْ رَسُوْلِ االلهِ  ا�لَيَكَْ ي
 

Peace be on you, O son of the Messenger of All{h 

 





 

 � � أ وْل� االلهلس� س � بْن� ر� ل�يْك� يا  ع� �م   لا
Peace be on You, O son of the Messenger of of All{h 

 
COMMENTARY 

�� 
� بْ    االله�  ل� وْ س ر�  ن� يا

O son of the Messenger of All{h 

�� 

Ibnu Ras}lill{h is a patronym1. Im{m al-Íusayn � in this verse is 

introduced as the son of the Holy Prophet �. There has been a 

controversy in the past about this bond and relationship. The enemies 

of the Ahl al-Bayt � throughout history would try to denounce it and 

declare that the Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � are not from the progeny 

of the Holy Prophet � but rather only from the progeny of Am|r al-

Mu’min|n ÝAl| �. The Ahl al-Bayt �, however, would cogently prove 

to them the veracity of their relatioship with the Holy Prophet �. In 

fact the most cogent of all proofs is the well-known verse of mub{hala 

(imprecation), where Almighty All{h says to His Apostle �: 

�<<<<<<<<łØ{₣ÏşÊ<�Ü{Ğ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿà{ŽÚ<şÕÿð^{q<^{Ú<Ž‚{łÃÿe<łà{ŽÚ<ŽäéÊ<şÔĆq^ÿu<łàÿÛşÊ
<<<<<łÜ₣Òÿð^{{ŠŽÞÿæ<^Þÿð^{{ŠŽÞÿæ<łÜ₣Òÿð^{{ßłeş_ÿæ<^{{Þÿð^ßłeş_<ŁÅł‚{{ÿÞ<]łçşÖ^{{Ãÿi
<<î{ş×ÿÂ<Žä+×Ö]<ÿkÿßłÃşÖ<łØÿÃłrÿßşÊ<łØ�ãÿjłfÿÞ<ĆÜŁm<łÜ₣ÓÿŠ₣ËłÞş_ÿæ<^ßÿŠ₣ËłÞş_ÿæ

ÿ°eŽƒ^ÓĞÖ]	< <
Should anyone argue with you concerning him, after 

                                                 
1 A patronymic, or patronym, is a component of a personal name based on the name of 

one’s father. 
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the knowledge that has come to you, say, “Come! Let 

us call our sons and your sons, our women and your 

women, our souls and your souls, then let us pray 

earnestly and call down All{h’s curse upon the liars.” 

(3:61) 

This verse speaks of the Holy Prophet �’s confrontation with the 

Christians of Najr{n in the well-known incident of mub{hala 

(imprecation), when just beholding the brilliant faces of the Ahl al-Kis{ 

� overwhelmend the Christians and made their bishop say:  

�c<{ñÞłê<şùÿ…Łæ<ïŁqłç<{⁄â<{şÖ<^łç<<{ÿ‰ş̀₣Ö<ÿä{�×Ö]<]ç<ş_łá<Łè�̂<{łèÿØ<<{ÿqÿfğø<{{ŽÚłà<
ÿÚşÓ{{ŽÞ^Žä<ş÷ÿ‡{{şÖ]Łä<^{{ÿãŽe<{{şÊşø<Łi₣×Žâ^{{ÿfłçşÊ<]ŁjłãŽ×{{₣Ółçÿæ<]ş÷<ÿèłf{{şÏ<î
ÿÂÿî×<ÿæłqŽä<şù]ł…�š<ÿÞł’ÿ†ŽÞ]čê<�cÿè<±łç�Ý<ĞÖ]ŽÏÿéÿÚ^ŽíJ 

Indeed I am seeing faces, who if ask All{h to uproot 

a mountain from its place, He would surely do so. 

Therefore do not imprecate, for if you do so you will 

perish, and there would remain no Christian on the 

face of the earth until the Judgment Day.2 

In the aforementioned verse we clearly find the phrase “Let us call our 

sons (abn{’ana) and your sons (abn{’akum)...”. Muslim historians have 

unanimously narrated that the Holy Prophet � had brought Im{m al-

Íasan � and Im{m al-Íusayn � as his sons for this event3. 

Ía~rat F{„ima al-Zahr{’ � narrates from the Holy Prophet � that: 

<<+÷�c<łÜ�ãŽjÿf{{ÿ’ÿÂ<î{{şÖ�c<ÿáç{{ŁÛÿjłßÿè<eÝ₣_<ê{{Žßÿe<ćØ{{₣Ò<^şÊ<ÿ‚{{ĞÖŁæ�<şí{{ÿÛ
łÜŁãŁjÿfÿ’ÿÂÿæ<łÜŁâçŁeş_<^ÿÞş_<êñÞ�dşÊ 

                                                 
2 Fakhr al-D|n al-R{z|, Maf{t|ƒ al-Ghayb, v.8, p. 247 

3 J{r All{h al-Zamakhshar|, Al-Kashh{f ‘an Íaq{’iqi Ghaw{mi~ al-Tanz|l, v.1, p. 368 
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The son of every mother is [solely] attributed to his 

paternal relations, save the sons of F{„ima, for surely 

I am their father and paternal relation.4 

This tradition, which is found with slight variations in so many works 

of traditions, is vocal enough to specify the exceptional relationship 

between the Holy Prophet � and the sons of Ía~rat F{„ima �. 

Throughout the dark pages of history, however, the illegitimate rulers of 

the Muslim world, due to their jealousy and hatred, always debated this 

relationship but did not suceed. Following are some examples worthy of 

consideration: 

1. Al-Arbil| in his Kashf al-Ghumma narrates:  

{{{ÿÂłà<ÿƒ{{{ĞÒÿç{{{ÿÚ<á]łçşÖŁÚ<îÿÃ�æ^{{{ÿèÙ^{{{Î<í<{{{şÎÿÙ^<ŁÚÿÃ�æ^{{{ÿèí<Vş÷<
ş_łÂş×ÿÛş_<Ćàÿuÿ‰<ğ]‚ĆÛî<ÿâÿ„łè�à<ĞÖ]ŁÇşøÿÚłé�à<�cłeÿßłê<ÿ…<{Ł‰łç�Ù<Ž�]<
�<Jÿæ{{{{{{ŽÓÖłà<₣Îłç{{{{{{₣Ö]ç<VŽ]łe{{{{{{ÿßłê<ÿÂ{{{{{{Ž×ñê<�<J{{{{{{şÎÿÙ^<
ÿƒĞÒÿçá]<VşÊş×ĆÛ<{şÒ<^ÿá^<ÿe<{łÃÿ‚<ÿƒ<{ŽÖşÔş_<HÿÚÿ†<{ŽÞłê<ş_łá<ş_ĞÒ<{Łjÿg<
ÿeŽß{{łéŽä<{{ŽÊ{{Ć�Ö]<êÿ†ŽÍ<J{{şÎÿÙ^<VşÊşÓÿj{{łfŁk<ÿeŽß{{łéŽä<ÿæÿe{{Žßÿe<êŽß{{łéŽä<H
ÿæÿiÿ†{{ĞÒŁk<ÿe{{Žßłê<ÿeÿß{{Ži^Žä<JJ{{ŁmĆÜ<ş_ÿiłé{{ŁjŁä<ŽeĞÖ^ŽÓ{{ÿjŽh^şÊ<Hÿß{{ş¿ÿ†<
ŽÊłéŽäşÊ<HşÏÿÙ^<VÿæłèÿvşÖ<HÔşÏł‚<ş_ĞÆşËĞ×ÿk<ÿe<�₣ÒŽßflê<=şÊ₣ÏĞ×Łk<V
{{ÿÚłàşÊ<[{{şÏÿÙ^<Vş_ÿe<^{{Ú{{Łßłç<₣Êşø{{ÿÞ<<Ž÷<{< íłeÿß{{ŽjŽä<<<ş_<[Ć�{{ÿe<{{{ÿÚÿe<^{{Łßłç<
₣ÊşøÿÞ<Ž÷<{<íłeÿßŽjŽä<<ÿe<{Žß[flêJşÎÿÙ^<V₣ÎĞ×Łk<Vş]�<==ş_ÿè₣ÓłçŁá<ÿeŁßłç<
ÿeÿß{{Ži^şÔ<ÿeŽß{{łéşÔÿæ<Hş÷<ÿè{{₣ÓłçŁá<ÿe{{Łßłç<şÊ^�{{ÿÛÿe<í{{Žßÿ…<ê{{Ł‰łç�Ù<

Ž�]� [<={{şÎÿÙ^<V{{ÿÚ{{şÖ<^şÔşÎ<[ÿi^{{ş×şÔ<₣�]<<=ş÷<ÿè{{łŠÿÛÿÃ<Ćà

                                                 
4 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 43, p. 228 
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ÿâş]„<ş_ÿufi‚<ŽÚłßşÔ<[<= 
Dhakw{n, a slave of MuÝ{wiya, reports: MuÝ{wiya 

[once] said [to me]: Surely I do not know anyone call 

these two boys (Im{m al-Íasan and Im{m al-Íusayn 

�) the two sons of the Messenger of All{h �. 

Therefore say: “They are the sons of ÝAli �”. Later, 

MuÝ{wiya ordered me to write down the names of 

his sons in sequence of nobility. I wrote the names 

of his sons and the names of the sons of his sons, 

but did not write the names of the sons of his 

daughters. Then I came to him with the written 

script. He looked at it, and retorted: Woe be unto 

you! You have forgotten the elders from among my 

children! I said: Who are they? He said: Aren’t the 

sons of that daughter [of mine] my sons? Aren’t the 

sons of such and such daughter of mine my sons? 

Dhakw{n said: I remarked [in amazement]: God!! 

Are the sons of your daughters your sons, whereas 

the sons of F{„ima � not the sons of the 

Messenger of All{h �? He said: What is the matter 

with you? May All{h kill you! No one should hear 

this from you!5 

2. Fakhr al-D|n al-R{z| in his Tafs|r Maf{t|ƒ al-Ghayb narrates the 

following from ShuÝb|: 

₣ÒłßŁk<ŽÂłßÿ‚<ĞÖ]ÿv<{Ćr�t^<{şÊ<H₣̀Že<ÿêŽiÿéłv<{ÿé<{łe<îÿè<àłÃ<{ÿÛşÊ<H†ŽÏ<{łéŁä<
Ł}ÿ†{{{ÿ‰]{{{ŽÚ<Há^łà<ÿe{{{Ğ×ŁÚ<H�{{{şÓĆfŽŽe<ğøĞÖ^ÿvŽ‚{{{łèŽ‚<şÊ{{{şÏÿÙ^<{{{şÖŁä<
ĞÖ]ÿv{{Ćrt^<Vş_{{łÞÿk<ÿ‡ÿÂ{{łÛÿk<Vş_Ćá<ĞÖ]ÿv{{ÿŠÿà<ÿæĞÖ]Łv{{ÿŠłéÿà<{{ŽÚłà<

                                                 
5 Arbil|, Kashf al-Ghumma, v.2, p. 176 
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¨Łƒñ…ĆèŽí<ÿ…Ł‰łç�Ù<Ž�]<�şÊ<[şÏÿÙ^<Vÿeş×î<JşÊşÏĞÖ]<Ù^ÿvĆrŁt^<<V
şÖ{{{{ÿjĞ̀ŽiłéŽßŽe<ê{{{{ÿãÿæ<^{{{{Ž•]ÿvÿe<í{{{{ÿßflé{{{{ŽÚ<íłà<ŽÒ{{{{ÿjŽh^<Ž�]ş_<Hłæ<
şùĞÎŞÿÃşÔ{{{Ćß<ŁÂ{{{ł–ŁÂ<ğ]ç{{{ł–ğ]ç.<şÊ{{{şÏÿÙ^<VŽia{{{łéşÔ<Že{{{ÿãŽe<^{{{ÿßflé<í
ÿæ{{Ž•]ÿv{{ŽÚ<íłà<ŽÒ{{ÿjŽh^<Ž�]<{{ÿèÿu<^{{ĆrŁt^J{{şÎÿÙ^<VşÊÿjÿÃĆr{{łfŁk<
{{ŽÚłà<Łqł†ş_{{ŽiŽä<ŽeşÏłç{{ŽÖŽä<V{{ÿèÿu<^{{ĆrŁt^<JşÊ{{şÏÿÙ^<{{şÖŁä<Vÿæş÷<{{ÿiĞ̀Žiflß<ê
ŽeÿãŽ„Žå<<{ÿèû]Ží<V�<{ÿÞł‚ŁÅ<ş_łeÿßÿð^<{ÿÞÿæ<^ş_łe<{ÿßÿñ^₣ÓłÜ�JşÊ<{şÏÿÙ^<VaŽi<{łéşÔ<
Že{{{ÿãÿæ<í{{{ßflée<^{{{Ž•]ÿvŽí<{{{ŽÚłà<ŽÒ{{{ÿj^Žh<Ž�]ÿæ<H{{{Łâÿç<şÎłç{{{₣ÖŁä<V
�ÿæŁÞłç<{{{{{ÿâ<ğ̂{{{{{uÿ‚łèÿßŁå^<{{{{{ŽÚłà<şÎ{{{{{łfÿæ<HØ{{{{{ŽÚłà<Łƒñ…Ćè{{{{{ŽjŽä<ÿ�Łæ]<�
ÿæ{{{{{Ł‰ş×łéÿÛŁá^�<<JJ�cÿ±<şÎłç{{{{{ŽÖŽäV�ÿæÿ‡şÒ�†{{{{{Ćèÿæ<H^ÿèłv{{{{{ÿé<Hî
ÿæŽÂłéÿŠî�<JşÊÿÛłà<şÒÿá^<ş_Łełç<ŽÂłéÿŠÿæ<HîşÎł‚<₣_ĞÖŽvÿÐ<ŽeŁ„ñ…ĆèŽí<
ŁÞłçW|<[<J=şÎÿÙ^<<VşÊş̀�ÿ†ÿÑ<ĞÖ]ÿvĆr^Łt<ÿÚŽ×fléŁm<Hğ̂ĆÜ<ÿ…şÊÿÄ<ÿ…Ğ_<{ÿ‰Łä<
şÊ{{şÏÿÙ^<V{{şÒş̀ñÞłê<{{şÖłÜ<ş_{{ĞÎÿ†Ğ_<{{ÿâŽ„Žå<{{ÿèû]şí<{{ŽÚłà<ŽÒŽh^{{j<Ž�]<
Łu�æ<]ç×̂ÿmşÎ^Łä<<JJ<�c 

I was with Íajj{j [bin Y}suf al-Thaqaf|] and Y{ƒy{ 

bin Ya’mar, the jurisprudent of Khur{s{n, was 

brought from Balkh shackled with iron. Íajj{j said 

to him: You think that Íasan and Íusayn are from 

the progeny of the Holy Prophet �? He said: 

Ofcourse yes. Thereupon Íajj{j said: You must 

bring me a clear exposition for that from the Book 

of All{h or I surely will cut your body into parts. He 

said: I will bring for you a clear exposition from the 

Book of All{h, O Íajj{j. ShuÝb| says: I was surprised 

at his audacity in responding with the [concluding] 

words, “O Íajj{j!” Thereupon Íajj{j said to him: 
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But do not bring for me the verse “let us call our 

sons...” (3:61) He said: I will bring you a clear 

exposition from the Book of All{h, and that is 

All{h’s speech “...And Noah We had guided before, 

and from his offspring, David and Solomon up to 

the phrase [in the next verse] “...and Zechariah, 

John, Jesus...(84-85) Who then was the father of Jesus, 

while he is attached to the progeny of Noah? ShuÝbi 

says: Thereupon Hajjaj lowered his head for some 

time, and then raised it and said: It is as if I have not 

read this verse from the Book of All{h. Release him!6 

3. Thiqat al-Isl{m Muƒammad bin YaÝq}b al-Kulayn| narrates in his Al-

K{f|:  

�†{{şËłÃÿq<ê{{Žeş_<łà{{ÿÂ<Ž�æŁ…^{{ÿrĞÖ]<ê{{Žeş_<łà{{ÿÂ�<ê{{ŽÖ<ÿÙ^{{şÎ<ÿÙ^{{şÎ<<
†şËłÃÿq<çŁeş_�<<<<<<<ê{ŽÊ<łÜ{₣ÓşÖ<ÿáç{₣Öç₣Ïÿè<^{ÿÚ<Ž�æŁ…^{ÿrĞÖ]<^ÿeş_<^ÿè

�àłé{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]ÿæ<�à{{ÿŠÿvĞÖ]�<<^{{ÿÛŁãĆÞş_<^{{ÿßłéş×ÿÂ<ÿáæŁ†{{ŽÓłßŁè<Łk{{Ğ×₣Î
Ł‰ÿ…<^ÿßłe]<Žä+×Ö]<�Ùç�<<łê{ÿ�<Ćëş̀ şÊ<ÿÙ^şÎ<<<<łÜ�ãłé{ş×ÿÂ<łÜŁj{łrÿrÿjłu]<žð

<<î{ÿŠéŽÂ<êŽÊ<ĆØÿqÿæ<Ć̂ ÿÂ<Žä+×Ö]<�ÙłçşÏŽe<łÜ�ãłéş×ÿÂ<^ÿßłrÿrÿjłu]<ŁkĞ×₣Î
<<ÿÜÿèł†{ÿÚ<�à{łe]�<�<<<<<ÿhç{ćèş_ÿæ<ÿá^Ûłéş×{Ł‰ÿæ<ÿ�Łæ]�<Žä{ŽjĆèñ…Łƒ<łà{ŽÚÿæ

<î{{{{{‰çŁÚÿæ<ÿÌ{{{{{Ł‰çŁèÿæ<<<<ë�̂ {{{{{łrÿÞ<şÔŽÖ„{{{{{şÒÿæ<ÿáæŁ…^{{{{{âÿæ<
<î{{{{éłvÿè<ÿæ<^{{{{Ćè�†şÒÿ‡ÿæ<ÿ°Žß{{{{ŽŠłvŁÛĞÖ]<<î{{{{ŠéŽÂ<ÿæ	<<<ÿØ{{{{ÿÃÿrşÊ
<<<�|ç{ŁÞ<Ží{Ćèñ…Łƒ<łà{ŽÚ<ÿÜÿèł†ÿÚ<ÿàłe]<îÿŠéŽÂ�<<<<łê{ÿ�<Ćëş̀ {şÊ<ÿÙ^{şÎ<<žð

<<<ÿà{{ŽÚ<Ží{{ÿßłe^ŽÖ]<Ł‚{{şÖÿæ<Łáç{{₣Óÿè<ł‚{{şÎ<]ç₣Ö^{{şÎ<Łk{{Ğ×₣Î<łÜ{{₣ÓşÖ<]ç₣Ö^{{şÎ

                                                 
6 Fakhr al-D|n al-R{z|, Maf{t|ƒ al-Ghayb, V.2, p. 412 
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ÿæ<Ž‚{{{{şÖÿçĞÖ]ş÷<łê{{{{ÿ�<Ćëş̀ {{{{şÊ<ÿÙ^{{{{şÎ<ŽgĞ×{{{{ć’Ö]<ÿà{{{{ŽÚ<Łáç{{{{₣Óÿè<<žð
<<<Žä{{%×Ö]<&Ùłç{{şÏŽe<łÜ&ãłé{{ş×ÿÂ<^{{ÿßłrÿrÿjłu]<Łk{{Ğ×₣Î<łÜ&ãłé{{ş×ÿÂ<łÜŁj{{łrÿrÿjłu]

<ŽäŽÖç{{{{{Ł‰ÿ†ŽÖ<îşÖ^{{{{{ÿÃÿi�<�<<^{{{{{Þÿð^ßłeş_<ŁÅł‚{{{{{ÿÞ<]łçşÖ^{{{{{Ãÿi<łØ{{{{{₣ÏşÊ
<<<^ß{{{{{{{{{ÿŠ₣ËłÞş_ÿæ<łÜ₣Òÿð^{{{{{{{{{ŠŽÞÿæ<^Þÿð^{{{{{{{{{ŠŽÞÿæ<łÜ₣Òÿð^{{{{{{{{{ßłeş_ÿæ

łÜ₣Ó{{ÿŠ₣ËłÞş_ÿæ�<<łê{{ÿ�<Ćëş̀ {{şÊ<ÿÙ^{{şÎ<<ł‚{{şÎ<]ç₣Ö^{{şÎ<Łk{{Ğ×₣Î<]ç₣Ö^{{şÎ<žð<
<<{şÒ<ê{ŽÊ<Łáç₣Óÿèşø<<<<<<ŁÙç{₣Ïÿè<Ł†{ÿ}aÿæ<AØ{Łqÿ…<Łð^{ÿßłeş_<Žhÿ†{ÿÃĞÖ]<&Ý

<<<A†{{şËłÃÿq<ç{{{Łeş_<ÿÙ^{{şÏşÊ<ÿÙ^{{{şÎ<^{{ÿÞŁõ^ÿßłeş_�<<<Ž�æŁ…^{{{ÿrĞÖ]<^{{ÿeş_<^{{{ÿè
ş÷łÂŞ<<<<<łà{ŽÚ<^{ÿÛŁãĆÞş_<îşÖ^{ÿÃÿi<ÿæ<ĆØ{ÿq<Žä%×Ö]<Žh^ÿjŽÒ<łàŽÚ<^ÿãşÓĆßÿé

<<<Žä{%×Ö]<&Ùç{Ł‰ÿ…<ŽgĞ×Ł‘�<ş÷<Ł†ÿè<&c<^{ÿâć�ş÷<<<<ÿæ<Łk{Ğ×₣Î<Ł†ŽÊ^{şÓĞÖ]
<<<<îşÖ^{ÿÃÿi<Łä{%×Ö]<ÿÙ^{şÎ<Łołéÿu<łàŽÚ<ÿÙ^şÎ<şÕ]ÿ‚ŽÊ<ŁkĞ×ŽÃŁq<şÔŽÖÿƒ<ÿàłèş_

�<<<<<łÜ₣ÓŁi^{{{{{{{{{ßÿeÿæ<łÜ₣ÓŁi^{{{{{{{{{ãĆÚ₣_<łÜ₣Ółé{{{{{{{{{ş×ÿÂ<łk{{{{{{{{{ÿÚñ†Łu
łÜ₣ÓŁi]ç{{ÿ}ş_ÿæ�<<<<şÕÿ…^{{ÿfÿi<Žä{{ŽÖłçşÎ<î{{şÖ&c<î{{ÿãÿjłÞ]<&áş_<î{{şÖ&c<şí{{ÿèbĞÖ]

<<<{{ßłeş_<ŁØ{{Žñøÿuÿæ<îşÖ^{{ÿÃÿiÿæ<<<łÜ₣ÓŽeø{{{ł‘ş_<łà{{ŽÚ<ÿàèŽ„{{%Ö]<ŁÜ₣ÓŽñ^
<<<<<<<<<Žä{%×Ö]<&Ùç{Ł‰ÿ†ŽÖ<ćØ{Žvÿè<ÿá^{şÒ<łØ{ÿâ<Ž�æŁ…^{ÿrĞÖ]<^{ÿeş_<^{ÿè<łÜŁãĞ×ÿŠşÊ

�<<<<<<<ÿæ<]çŁeÿ„{{{şÒ<łÜ{{{ÿÃÿÞ<]ç₣Ö^{{{şÎ<łá&d{{{şÊ<^{{{ÿÛ&ãłéÿjş×éŽ×ÿu<Ł|^{{{şÓŽÞ
<]ç₣Ö^şÎ<łá&c<ÿæ<]æŁ†ÿrşÊş÷<ŽäŽfĞ×Ł’ŽÖ<Łå^ÿßłe]<^ÿÛŁãşÊJ< <

It is narrated from Ab} al-J{r}d: Ab} JaÝfar [al-B{qir 

�] said to me: O Aba al-J{r}d, what do they say 

about al-Íasan � and al-Íusayn �? I said: They 

are against our belief that they are the two sons of 

the Holy Prophet �. He � said: Then with what 

[proof] did you argue with them? I said: With the 

word of All{h about ÝIs{ bin Maryam “...And from 
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his [Noah’s] offspring, David and Solomon, Job, 

Joseph, Moses and Aaron thus do We reward the 

virtuous; and Zechariah, John, ÝIs{...” (6:84-85) 

Therefore He placed ÝIs{ in the progeny of Noah 

�. Im{m � said: So what did they say to you? I 

said: They said: It is possible for a son of a female to 

be a son, but he would not be from the loin. He � 

said: So with what [other proof] did you argue 

against them? I said: We argued against them with 

the word of All{h,”...Come! Let us call our sons and 

your sons...” (3:61) He � said: And what did they 

say to you? I said: They said that sometimes in 

Arabic rhetoric a person may call the sons of 

another man as “our sons”. Thereupon Ab} JaÝfar 

� said: O Aba al-J{r}d indeed I will give you a 

verse from the Book of All{h, the Sublime and 

Exalted [proving] that they (Im{m al-Íasan and 

Im{m al-Íusayn �) are from the loin of the Holy 

Prophet �, and none save the disbeliever would 

negate it. I said: And where is it, may I be made your 

ranson? He � said: From where All{h, the Exalted, 

says “Forbidden to you are your mothers, your 

daughters and your sisters, your paternal aunts and 

your maternal aunts, your brother’s daughters and 

your sister’s daughters, your] foster- who have 

suckled you and your sisters through fosterage, your 

wives” mothers, and your stepdaughters who are 

under your care] born [of the wives whom you have 

gone into but if you have not gone into them there 

is no sin upon you and the wives of your sons who 

are from your own loins..” (4:23) Ask them, O Aba 

al-J{r}d, was it permitted for the Messenger of All{h 

� to marry with the wives of al-Íasan and al-

Íusayn �? If they say ‘yes’, then surely they have 
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lied and voilated the bounds. And if they say “no”, 

then they [surely] are his two sons from his loin.7 

We wish to suffice with the aforesaid incidents. Otherwise there are so 

many other traditions where this relationship is clearly and explicitly 

mentioned. 

�� 
� بْ    االله�  ل� وْ س	 ر�  ن� يا

O product ofO product ofO product ofO product of the Messenger of All{h 

�� 

The word نبا ‘ibn’ etymologically means ‘the edifice of’ or the ‘product 
of’. Al-I‚fah{n| in his al-Mufrad{t says: 

<flá]<<ÿhş÷]<Ćá&d{{şÊ<HŽhşø{{ŽÖ<⁄ð^{{ÿßŽe<Žä{{ŽÞłçşÓŽÖ<^{{⁄ßłeŽ]<êflÛ{{Ł‰<à{{eý]
<<<<ŁÙ^{{şÏŁèÿæ<HŽåŽ�^{{ÿrłèŽ]<łê{{ŽÊ<⁄ð^{{flße<₣�]<Łä{{ş×ÿÃÿqÿæ<Łå^{{Ćßÿe<łë„{{%Ö]<ÿç{{Łâ
<<<<<łæş]<Žä{{{ŽjÿéŽeł†ÿi<łà{{ŽÚłæş]<ðê{{{�<í{{ãŽq<łà{{{ŽÚ<ŁØ{{Ł’łvÿè<^{{{ÿÚ<flØ{{₣ÓŽÖ
<<<<Žå&†łÚş̂{{Že<Žä{{{ŽÚ^ÿéŽÎ<łæş]<Łä{{şÖ<Žä{{{ŽjÿÚł‚Ž}<Žìÿ†{{łnşÒ<łæş]<ŽåŽ‚{{cÏşËÿjŽe<V<ÿç{{{Łâ

ŁäŁßłeŽ]<JJJ< <
Surely الابن  al-ibn was known to be so because it is a 
building (bin{’) of the father, for it is the father who 

built him and All{h made him to be the builder in 

his existence; and ibn is known to be anything that 

is attained because of another thing or training or 

guardianship or a lot of service or doing something 

on one’s behalf...8 

                                                 

7 Al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.8, p. 217 

8 Al-I‚fah{n|, al-Mufrad{t, p. 147 
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Therefore it is right to say that Im{m al-Íusayn � is the product or 

fruit of the Holy Prophet � in terms of spiritual upbringing. It is in 

the environment of the Holy Prophet � that Im{m al-Íusayn � 

grew and learnt so many important things. In some traditions the Holy 

Prophet � also addresses Im{m al-Íusayn � as thamarata fu’{d| (the 

fruit of my heart). For example, once ÝÀ’isha seeing the cordial 

encounter of the Prophet � with al-Íusayn � who was then a small 

baby on the laps of the Prophet �, asked him: 

ÿèÿ…<^Ł‰łçÿÙ<Ž�]<ÿÚ<^ş]ÿ�fl‚<Ž]łÂÿrŽe^şÔ<Žeÿãş]„<Ć’Ö]Žfflê< <
O Apostle of All{h, how attached are you to this 

child! 

And the Prophet � said:  

ÿæłè{{ş×ŽÔ<ÿæşÒ{{łéÿÌ<ş÷<₣]Žu{{ćfŁä<ÿæş÷<ş]łÂ{{ÿrŁg<{{ŽeŽä<Hÿæÿæÿæÿæ{{Łâ{{Łâ{{Łâ{{Łâÿçÿçÿçÿç<<<<ÿmÿmÿmÿm{{ÿÛ{{ÿÛ{{ÿÛ{{ÿÛÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†₣ì₣ì₣ì₣ì<<<<
₣Ê₣Ê₣Ê₣ÊÿöÿöÿöÿöŽ�]Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]łëłëłëłë<ÿæ₣ÎĆ†₣ì<ÿÂłéŽßłêJJJ< <

Woe be to you, and how should I not love him and 

not get attracted to him, while he is the fruit of my he is the fruit of my he is the fruit of my he is the fruit of my 

heartheartheartheart and the apple of my eyes?9 

�� 
وْل� االله�  س	 � بْن� ر�   يا

O product of the Messenger of All{hthe Messenger of All{hthe Messenger of All{hthe Messenger of All{h    

�� 

The genitive construction ‘Ras}lull{h’ alludes to a particular identity of 

the Holy Prophet � which is his apostleship (al-ris{la). Therefore Ibnu 

Ras}lill{h would mean the product of the Messenger of All{h. 

Specifying this patronym alludes to the reality that Im{m al-Íusayn 

                                                 

9 Ibnu Q}lawayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, p. 144 
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� was built to exemplify the attributes that a Divine Messenger must 

have. Obviously this does not mean that he � was a Divinely 

proclaimed Messenger, for the Holy Prophet � was the Seal of all the 

Apostles (kh{tam al-rusul), but alludes to the fact that he manifested the 

qualities of a Divine Messenger. In fact the word ‘ras}l’ when employed 

in the general sense refers to any kind of All{h’s messenger, such as the 

Angels. When Angel Jibra’|l � appears before Ía~rat Maryam � in 

the form of a handsome young man, and the latter seeks refuge in All{h 

and advises him to observe piety, Jibra’|l � responds saying: 

�&cĆÞÿÛÿÞ_<^<^ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…Ł‰Ł‰Ł‰Ł‰łçłçłçłçŁÙŁÙŁÙŁÙ<<<<ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ñeñeñeñeŽÔŽÔŽÔŽÔ<ŽÖ<ş̀ÿâÿg<şÖŽÔ<₣Æşø⁄Úÿ‡<^ŽÒČé^�< <
Surely I am only a messenger of your Lorda messenger of your Lorda messenger of your Lorda messenger of your Lord, so that I 

may gift you a pure male offspring. (19:19) 

And Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said: 

ş]ĞÖÿÛşøŽñ{{{şÓ₣í<{{{ŁâłÜ<Ł…Ł…Ł…Ł…{{{Ł‰{{{Ł‰{{{Ł‰{{{Ł‰ŁØŁØŁØŁØ<<<<Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]<şÒ{{{ÿŠ^Žè&†<ş]łÞŽf{{{ÿéŽð^<Ž�]<&c<±
Ğ]şÖĞ×~&Ð 

...The angels are the messengers of All{h to the 

creatures like the rest of the prophets of All{h...
10 

Sometimes the word ‘ras}l’ is also used for a destitute who is extremely 

poor. If he seeks help, then he is in reality spreading the message of 

being openhanded. Those therefore who shun such people are in reality 

shunning a messenger of All{h. Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said: 

ş]ş]ş]ş]ĞÖĞÖĞÖĞÖŽÛŽÛŽÛŽÛłŠłŠłŠłŠŽÓŽÓŽÓŽÓłéłéłéłéŁàŁàŁàŁà<<<<ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…Ł‰Ł‰Ł‰Ł‰łçłçłçłçŁÙŁÙŁÙŁÙ<<<<Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]<&cşÖłé₣ÓłÜ<şÊÿÛłà<ÿÚÿß<{ÿÃŁä<şÊ<{şÏł‚<ÿÚ<{ÿßÿÄ<
ş�]ÿæ<HÿÚłà<łÂ_ŞŁå^<şÊşÏł‚<łÂ_Şş�]<î . 

The extremely poor is a messenger of All{h unto 

                                                 

10 Al-Shaykh al-Óabras|, al-Iƒtij{j, v.2, p. 266 
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you; so whosoever refuses to help him, surely he has 

refused All{h, and whosoever gives him, then surely 

he has given to All{h.11  

�� 
� بْ   االله�  ل� وْ س	 ر�  ن� يا

O product of the Messenger of All{hof All{hof All{hof All{h    

�� 

The word ‘All{h’ here specifies the kind of message that the Holy 

Prophet � bears. As explained earlier, the name All{h exemplifies all 

the perfect attributes of God, and therefore the Holy Prophet is the 

bearer of the message of all the perfect attributes. The Holy QurÞ{n in 

fact is a written document that calls the human beings to embellish 

themselves with the attributes of Almighty All{h. And Im{m al-Íusayn 

� being the fruit and edifice of a messenger of All{h, qualifies as a 

caller to all the perfect Divine Attributes. In fact one of the 

characteristics of the Infallible Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � is that they 

are الدعاة إلى االله ‘al-du’{t il{ All{h’(callers to All{h). This call is not only in 
the realm of words. Their deeds and actions portray the Divine 

Atrributes. In the well-known Ziy{rat al-J{mi’a we read: 

ş]ĆŠÖşøŁÝ<ÿÂ<î×ć‚Ö]ć‚Ö]ć‚Ö]ć‚Ö]ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂŽì^Žì^Žì^Žì^<<<<&c&c&c&cŽ�]<±Ž�]<±Ž�]<±Ž�]<± 

Peace be on you callers unto All{h.12 

In another Ziy{rat of Im{m al-Íusayn � declaring our total 

commitment and harmony with his noble spirit, we repeat the 

following seven times: 

                                                 

11 Im{m ‘Al| (‘a), Nahj al-Bal{ghah, v.4, p. 74 

12 Al-Mashhad|, Al-Maz{r, p. 525 
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Žä%×Ö]<ÿêŽÂ]ÿ�<şÔłéĆfşÖŽä%×Ö]<ÿêŽÂ]ÿ�<şÔłéĆfşÖŽä%×Ö]<ÿêŽÂ]ÿ�<şÔłéĆfşÖŽä%×Ö]<ÿêŽÂ]ÿ�<şÔłéĆfşÖ<<şÔÿe^ÿqş_<ł‚şÏşÊ<êŽÞÿ‚ÿe<şÔłfŽrŁè<łÜşÖ<ÿá^şÒ<łá&c
<<&ÜéŽ×{łŠĆjÖ]<îş×ÿÂ<ÿë]ÿçÿâ<ÿæ<êŽèĞ_ÿ…ÿæ<ë&†ÿ�ÿe<ÿæ<ë&†łÃÿ�ÿæ<êŽfĞ×şÎ

ŁÛĞÖ]<ñêŽfĆßÖ]<ŽÌş×ÿ~ŽÖŁÛĞÖ]<ñêŽfĆßÖ]<ŽÌş×ÿ~ŽÖŁÛĞÖ]<ñêŽfĆßÖ]<ŽÌş×ÿ~ŽÖŁÛĞÖ]<ñêŽfĆßÖ]<ŽÌş×ÿ~ŽÖ&Øÿ‰ł†&Øÿ‰ł†&Øÿ‰ł†&Øÿ‰ł†<łfñŠÖ]ÿæ¼<<ŽgÿrÿjłßŁÛĞÖ] 

Here I am, O caller to All{h; if my body did not 

respond to your call [due to its absence during the 

tragedy of Karbal{], then surely my heart, hair, skin, 

opinion, and desire have responded in submission 

to the call of the successor of the Divinely sent 

Prophet � and his chosen gradson.13 

Here there is another allusion worthy of contemplation: notice the 

words “khalaf al-nab| al-mursal” which brilliantly manifest the kind of 

relationship we are trying to declare. In the Arabic, a khalaf is “a 

successor”. And when the adjective al-mursal follows al-nab|, there is a 

particular implication we are trying to convey. In short, we are delcaring 

that Im{m al-Íusayn � succeeds the role of shouldering the mission 

of the Apostle of Almighty All{h. 

There are other clear indications also that show that the Infallible 

Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � possessed attributes that qualified them to 

be bearers of All{h’s message and inviters of the same. In Ziy{rat al-

J{miÝa we read: 

şÊÿfş×ÿÈ<₣�] Že{{₣ÓłÜ<ÿ–ĞÊş]ÿØ<ÿ�ÿ†ŽÍ<ÿÚÿvñØ<
₣Ö]ÿÛşÓĆ†ŽÚłéÿàÿæHş]łÂÿÚ< î×ÿß&‡^&Ù<ĞÖ]ŁÛşÏĆ†Žełéÿà< Hÿæÿæÿæÿæş]ş]ş]ş]ł…ł…ł…ł…şÊşÊşÊşÊÿÄÿÄÿÄÿÄ<<<<
ÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿqÿqÿqÿqŽl^Žl^Žl^Žl^<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ŁÛŁÛŁÛŁÛł†ł†ł†ł†ÿ‰ÿ‰ÿ‰ÿ‰Ž×Ž×Ž×Ž×łéłéłéłéÿàÿàÿàÿàÿu< HłéŁo<ş÷<ÿèĞ×ÿv₣ÏŁä<ş÷ŽufiÐÿæ< Hş÷<
ÿè₣Ëłç₣ÎŁä<şÊŽñ^fiÐJJJ< <

And All{h made you attain the best sanctimonious 

                                                 

13 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.98, p. 168 
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station of the ennobled ones, and the highest 

stations of the near ones, and the most exalted the most exalted the most exalted the most exalted 

stations of the stations of the stations of the stations of the mursal|nmursal|nmursal|nmursal|n    (apostles)(apostles)(apostles)(apostles), where none can 

join or transcend...
14 

This clearly tells us that the Im{ms � had qualities to carry out the 

duty of passing on the message of All{h to the people. And by the 

phrase “arfa’a daraj{t al-mursal|n” we should appreciate the fact that 

they even transcended messengers of All{h preceding the Holy Prophet 

�. This is because they bore the message of Kh{tam al-Rusul (the Seal 

of the Messengers). 

In another Ziy{rat of Im{m al-Íusayn � we address him as: 

ĆŠÖ]şøŁÝ<ÿÂş×łéşÔ<ÿè<^ÿæÿæÿæÿæ&…]&…]&…]&…]ÿpÿpÿpÿp<<<<ŁÚŁÚŁÚŁÚÿvÿvÿvÿvĆÛĆÛĆÛĆÛž‚ž‚ž‚ž‚<<<<ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…Ł‰Ł‰Ł‰Ł‰łçłçłçłç&Ù&Ù&Ù&Ù<<<<Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]    

Peace be on you, O Inheritor of Muƒammad, the 

Messenger of All{h.15 

Those who can appreciate the subtle implications of the above 

statement, understand how vocal it is in revealing the distinction of 

Im{m al-Íusayn �. We confess that he inherited the Holy Prophet 

�’s duty of conveying the message of All{h. All the components of the 

above expression such as “al-sal{mu”, “alayka”, “y{”, “w{ritha 

Muƒammad”, “w{ritha Muƒammadin R{s}lill{h”, “R{s}l”, 

“Ras}lill{h”, “All{h”, etc. are worthy of reflection. Therefore, read and 

ascend! 

The Relation between The Relation between The Relation between The Relation between ÝÝÝÝAbd and Ras}lAbd and Ras}lAbd and Ras}lAbd and Ras}l    

An important point to bear in mind is that in order for Im{m al-

Íusayn � to really be a ras}l and a conveyer of All{h’s message to the 

people, it is incumbent on him to be an Ýabd (an utterly submissive 

servant of All{h). Hence it was apt to address him with the teknonym 

                                                 

14 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.99, p. 130 

15 Sayyid Ra~| al-D|n bin Ó{w}s, Iqb{l al-A’m{l, v.3, p.70 
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Ab} ‘Abdill{h in the first verse and thereafter with the patronym ibnu 

Ras}lill{h. We find a similar case when we recite our tashahhud in the 

cananonical prayer. We say: 

ş]ł�ÿãŁ‚<ş]łá<ş÷<&cşÖÿä<&c%÷<₣�]<ÿæłuÿ‚Łå<ş÷<ÿ�&†łèşÔ<<{şÖŁä<ÿæş]<{ł�ÿãŁ‚<ş]Ćá<
ŁÚÿvĆÛ⁄‚<]ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂłfłfłfłfŁ‚Ł‚Ł‚Ł‚ŁåŁåŁåŁå<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæŁ…Ł…Ł…Ł…ł‰ł‰ł‰ł‰łçłçłçłç₣Ö₣Ö₣Ö₣ÖŁäŁäŁäŁä< << << << <

I bear witness that other than All{h there is no god, 

and I bear witness that Muƒammad is    His utterly His utterly His utterly His utterly 

obedient servant and Apostleobedient servant and Apostleobedient servant and Apostleobedient servant and Apostle. 

Notice that the phrase “Ýabduh}” precedes “wa ras}luh”, which alludes 

to the sequence we are talking about. 

However, this station is even higher than being the servant of “All{h”. 

Here the third person pronoun “hu” affixed to Ýabd and ras}l refer to 

the Divine Essence. Discussing this intricacy here is beyond the scope of 

this commentary. 





 

CHAPTER 3 

    

 َ َ لامَُ لسَّ أ ْ  ا�لَيَكَْ ي ال   ـبنَْ امَِيرِْ  مُؤْمنِِينَْ

 وَابنَْ سَيدِِّ الوْصِيِّينَْ 
 
Peace be on you, O son of the Commander of the 

Faithful and the son of the leader of the 
successors 

 

 





 

د�  ي�� ابْن� س� ن�ينْ� و� ؤْم� المْ	 يرْ� � بْن� ا�م� ل�يْك� يا 	 ع� �م لا الس�
ينْ�  ي��   الْوص�

Peace be on You, O son of the the Commander of 
the Faithful and the son of the Leader of the 
Successors 

 
COMMENTARY 

�� 
ن�ينْ� اي�  ؤْم� المْ	 يرْ�  بْن� ا�م�

O son ofson ofson ofson of the Commander of the Faithful 

�� 

The apparent import of this verse signifies that Im{m al-Íusayn � is 

the son and offspring of Am|r al-Mu’min|n �. This is a historical fact 

and we would not like to go into details about the same. However to 

reveal how brilliant is the origin of Im{m al-Íusayn � verses 19-20 of 

S}rat al-Raƒm{n come to mind: 

�&á^éŽÏÿjĞ×ÿè<&àłèÿ†łvÿfĞÖ]<ÿtÿ†ÿÚJ<&á^éŽÇłfÿè<÷<fi?ÿ‡ł†ÿe<^ÛŁãÿßłéÿe� 

He merged the two seas, meeting each other. There is 

a barrier between them which they do not overstep. 

(55:19-20) 

Yaƒy{ bin SaÝ|d narrates: 

ÿ‰ŽÛłÃŁk<ş_ÿeÿÂ<^łfŽ‚<Ž�]<�<ÿè₣ÏłçŁÙ<<{ŽÊłê<şÎłç<{ŽÖŽä<<{ÿÂĆ̂<ÿæ<{ÿqĆØ<V
<<<÷<fi?ÿ‡ł†{ÿe<^{ÛŁãÿßłéÿe<&á^{éŽÏÿjĞ×ÿè<&àłèÿ†łvÿfĞÖ]<ÿtÿ†ÿÚ<<&á^{éŽÇłfÿè< <{şÎÿÙ^V<

ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂ{{Ž×{{Ž×{{Ž×{{Ž×čêčêčêčê<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæşÊşÊşÊşÊ^̂̂̂Ž�Ž�Ž�Ž�{{ÿÛ{{ÿÛ{{ÿÛ{{ÿÛ₣í₣í₣í₣í<<<<����ÿe<Hÿe<Hÿe<Hÿe<H{{łv{{łv{{łv{{łvÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†Łá]Łá]Łá]Łá]<<<<<&Ü{{Ğ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<&Ü{{Ğ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<&Ü{{Ğ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<&Ü{{Ğ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<<<<ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂŽÛŽÛŽÛŽÛłéłéłéłé{{şÏ{{şÏ{{şÏ{{şÏ&á^&á^&á^&á^<ş÷<
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ÿèłf{{{ŽÇş_<ê{{{ÿuŁ‚ŁâÿÛÿÂ<^ÿî{{{×<{{{ÿ‘Žu^ŽfŽä<<<Łö{{{₣Öłöc×Ö]<^{{{ÿÛŁãłßŽÚ<ŁtŁ†{{{ł~ÿè
ş]<HŁá^qł†ÿÛĞÖ]ÿæĞÖÿvÿŠŁà<ÿæĞÖ]ŁvÿŠłéŁà<����J 

I heard Ab{ ÝAbdill{h [al-Ñ{diq] � saying the 

following about the verse of All{h “He merged the 

two seas, meeting each other. There is a barrier 

between them which they do not overstep.”: ÝAl|ÝAl|ÝAl|ÝAl|    and and and and 

F{„ima are two deep seasF{„ima are two deep seasF{„ima are two deep seasF{„ima are two deep seas    of knowledgeof knowledgeof knowledgeof knowledge, none of who 

oversteps the other. From them emerge the pearl and 

the coral, who are al-Íasan and al-Í}sayn �.1 

The appellation Am|r al-Mu’min|n was conferred to Im{m ÝAl| � by 

All{h Himself in the higher levels of existence prior to this material 

world. Consider the following traditions: 

1. Shaykh Ñad}q narrates in his Al-Khi‚{l: 

 <&à{{{ÿÂ<flê{{{ŽfĆßÖ]�<ÿÙ^{{{şÎ<V{{{ŽÊ{{{%×Ö]<êłç&|<ĞÖ]ÿÛłv{{{₣ËłçŽ¾<ÿi{{{łvÿk<
ĞÖ]ÿÃł†&÷<ÿÂŽ×ćê<łeş_<àŽełê<�ŽÖ^žg<ş_ŽÚłéŁ†<ĞÖ]ŁÛłöŽÚŽßłéÿà 

The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: In the 

Guarded Tablet under the Divine Throne is [written] 

ÝAl| bin Ab| Ó{lib is Am|r al-mu’min|n 

(Commander of the faithful) �.2 

2. Al-Kulayn| in his Al-K{f| narrates with his chain of narrators: 

A†şËłÃÿq<êŽeş_<łàÿÂ<A†Že^ÿq<łàÿÂ�<<<<Łä{şÖ<Łk{Ğ×₣Î<ÿÙ^{şÎ<<<<ÿêñÛ{Ł‰<ÿÜ{ŽÖ
<<<<ê{{ŽÊ<ÿÙÿ̂ {{łÞş_<]ÿ„{{şÓÿâÿæ<Łå^ĆÛ{{ÿ‰<Łä{{%×Ö]<ÿÙ^{{şÎ<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłö{{ŁÛĞÖ]<ÿ�{{ŽÚş_
<<<<<<<łÜŽâ&…ç{{Łã₣¾<łà{{ŽÚ<ÿÝÿ�a<ê{{Žßÿe<łà{{ŽÚ<şÔ{{ćeÿ…<ÿ„{{ÿ}ş_<łƒ&cÿæ<Žä{{Že^ÿjŽÒ

                                                 

1 Shaykh Ñad}q, Al-Khi‚{l, v.1, p. 65 

2 Sayyid Ra~| al-D|n bin Ó{w}s, Al-Yaq|n, p. 152 
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<<î{{×ÿÂ<łÜŁâÿ‚ÿã{{ł�ş_ÿæ<łÜŁãÿj{{Ćèñ…Łƒ<<<<<łÜ₣Óñeÿ†{{Že<Łk{{łŠşÖ<ş_<łÜ&ã{{ŽŠ₣ËłÞş_
êŽÖçŁ‰ÿ…<ğ]‚ĆÛÿvŁÚ<Ćáş_ÿæ<<<<Ćáş_ÿæĆáş_ÿæĆáş_ÿæĆáş_ÿæ<<<<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Ł�ŽÚş_<ğ̂fléŽ×ÿÂÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Ł�ŽÚş_<ğ̂fléŽ×ÿÂÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Ł�ŽÚş_<ğ̂fléŽ×ÿÂÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Ł�ŽÚş_<ğ̂fléŽ×ÿÂJJJJ< << << << <

J{bir reports3: I said to Ab} JaÝfar [al-B{qir �]: 

Why was Im{m ÝAl| � named Am|r al-Mu’min|n? 

He � said: All{h is the One who named him, and 

this is how He revealed it in His Book: “When your 

Lord took from the children of Adam, from their 

loins, their descendants and made them bear witness 

over themselves, [He said to them,] Am I not your 

Lord (7:172) and isn’t Muƒammad My Messenger 

and    ÝAl|ÝAl|ÝAl|ÝAl|    Am|r alAm|r alAm|r alAm|r al----mumumumu’’’’min|n (the commander of the min|n (the commander of the min|n (the commander of the min|n (the commander of the 

faitfaitfaitfaithful)?hful)?hful)?hful)?.4 

3. F}r{t bin Ibr{h|m in his Tafs|r Fur{t al-K}f| narrates the following 

tradition: 

{{ÿÂłà<ş_{{Žełê<ÿqłÃ{{şË†�<{{şÎÿÙ^V<{{şÖłç<ş_Ćá<ĞÖ]Łr{{ĆãÿÙ^<{{ŽÚłà<{{ÿâŽ„Žå<
₣ù]{{ĆÚŽí<ÿèłÃş×{{ŁÛłçÿá<ÿÚ{{ÿj{{Ł‰<îñÛÿê<ÿÂ{{Ž×čê<ş_ŽÚ{{łéÿ†<ĞÖ]{{ŁÛłöŽÚŽßłéÿà<{{şÖłÜ<
Łèłß{{ŽÓŁ†łæ&æ<]ş÷ÿè{{ÿjŁä<ÿæ<�^ÿÂ{{ÿjŁä<{{şÎÿÙ^<şÊ{{ÿŠş̀ĞÖŁjŁä<ÿæÿÚ{{ÿj{{Ł‰<îñÛÿê<
ÿÂ{{Ž×čê<ş_ŽÚ{{łéÿ†<ĞÖ]{{ŁÛłöŽÚŽßłéÿà<[<{{şÎ{{şÎ{{şÎ{{şÎÿÙ^ÿÙ^ÿÙ^ÿÙ^<<<<ÿuÿuÿuÿu{{łé{{łé{{łé{{łéŁoŁoŁoŁo<<<<ş_ş_ş_ş_{{ÿ}{{ÿ}{{ÿ}{{ÿ}ÿ„ÿ„ÿ„ÿ„<<<<₣�]₣�]₣�]₣�]<<<<ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚłéłéłéłé{{ÿn{{ÿn{{ÿn{{ÿnÿÑ^ÿÑ^ÿÑ^ÿÑ^<<<<
ŁƒŁƒŁƒŁƒñ…ñ…ñ…ñ…ÿèÿèÿèÿèŽíŽíŽíŽí<<<<ÿ�aÿ�aÿ�aÿ�aÝÝÝÝJJJJJJJJJJJJ<< <

Im{m al-B{qir � is reported to have said: If the 

ignorant of this nation would know when Im{m 

ÝAl| � was named Am|r al-mu’min|n, they would 

                                                 

3 Al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.1, p. 412 

4 It should be noted that Im{m al-B{qir � wanted to inform J{bir about what is not 

apparently indicated in the verse, but is a reality that exists in the higher realm. 

Therefore one should not misconstrue and conjecture that the exposition of the Im{m 

� is a physical part of the QurÞ{n. 
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not reject his guardianship and obedience. The 

reporter said: I asked him �: And when was Im{m 

ÝAl| � named Am|r al-mu’min|n? He replied: It It It It 

was when was when was when was when All{hAll{hAll{hAll{h    took the covenanttook the covenanttook the covenanttook the covenant    with the progeny with the progeny with the progeny with the progeny 

of Adamof Adamof Adamof Adam.........5 

Some traditions clearly tell us that the Holy Prophet � called Im{m 

ÝAl| � Am|r al-mu’min|n � on different occasions during his life 

time. Consider the following: 

1. When Ía~rat F{„ima bint al-Asad, the noble mother of Im{m ÝAl| 

�, comes out of the Ka’ba with her exalted offspring ÝAl| �, the 

following is reported to have transpired: 

čê{{{Ž×ÿÂ<ÿÙ^{{{şÎ�<ş_şø{{{ĆŠÖ<ŁÝ<<Žä{{{%×Ö]<₣í{{{ÿÛłuÿ…ÿæ<łä{{{ÿeş_<^{{{ÿè<şÔ{{{łéş×ÿÂ
<ÿÙ^{{{şÎÿæ<ÿxÿß{{{łvÿßÿi<ĆÜ{{{Łm<Łä{{{Łi^şÒÿ†ÿeÿæ�<&àÛłuĆ†{{{Ö]<Žä{{{%×Ö]<&Ü{{{łŠŽe<&àÛłuĆ†{{{Ö]<Žä{{{%×Ö]<&Ü{{{łŠŽe<&àÛłuĆ†{{{Ö]<Žä{{{%×Ö]<&Ü{{{łŠŽe<&àÛłuĆ†{{{Ö]<Žä{{{%×Ö]<&Ü{{{łŠŽe
ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ÿxş×ĞÊş_<ł‚şÎ<&ÜéŽuĆ†Ö]ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ÿxş×ĞÊş_<ł‚şÎ<&ÜéŽuĆ†Ö]ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ÿxş×ĞÊş_<ł‚şÎ<&ÜéŽuĆ†Ö]ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ÿxş×ĞÊş_<ł‚şÎ<&ÜéŽuĆ†Ö]�<<<<JJJJJJJJJJJJ<<<<Žä{%×Ö]<ŁÙç{Ł‰ÿ…<ÿÙ^{şÏşÊ

�<<şÔŽe<]çŁvş×ĞÊş_<ł‚şÎ<<<łÜ{ŁâŁ�ŽÚş_<Žä{%×Ö]ÿæ<ÿk{łÞş_<<<łÜ{ŁâŁ�ŽÚş_<Žä{%×Ö]ÿæ<ÿk{łÞş_<<<łÜ{ŁâŁ�ŽÚş_<Žä{%×Ö]ÿæ<ÿk{łÞş_<<<łÜ{ŁâŁ�ŽÚş_<Žä{%×Ö]ÿæ<ÿk{łÞş_<<<<łà{ŽÚ<łÜ{ŁâŁ�ŽÛÿi
<<<Žä{{{%×Ö]ÿæ<şÔ{{{Žeÿæ<ŁÜŁã₣×é{{{ŽÖÿ�<Žä{{{%×Ö]ÿæ<ÿk{{{łÞş_ÿæ<ÿáæŁ…^{{{ÿjłÛÿéşÊ<şÔ{{{ŽÛĞ×ŽÂ

ÿáæŁ‚ÿjłãÿè 

Im{m ÝAl| � said: Peace be unto you, O father and 

may All{h’s mercy and blessings be upon you. 

Thereafter he coughed a little and recited [the 

following verses of S}rat al-Mu’min}n]: In the name In the name In the name In the name 

of All{h, the Allof All{h, the Allof All{h, the Allof All{h, the All----Beneficent, the AllBeneficent, the AllBeneficent, the AllBeneficent, the All----Merciful. Indeed Merciful. Indeed Merciful. Indeed Merciful. Indeed 

the believers have become victorious (23:1)the believers have become victorious (23:1)the believers have become victorious (23:1)the believers have become victorious (23:1)... 

Thereupon the Messenger of All{h said: Surely they 

have gained victory by you; You are, by You are, by You are, by You are, by All{hAll{hAll{hAll{h, their , their , their , their 

Am|r (commander)Am|r (commander)Am|r (commander)Am|r (commander), you provide them from your 

                                                 

5 Fur{t bin Ibr{h|m al-K}f|, Tafs|r F}r{t al-K}f|, p. 147 
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knowledge, and hence they gain knowledge; and I 

swear by All{h you are their Guide, and I swear by 

All{h they attain guidance through you.6 

This tradition has so many allusions worthy of contemplation. Not 

only does the Holy Prophet � call Im{m ÝAl| � as the commander of 

the faithful, but also informs us the close relationship between one’s 

commandership of the faithful and one’s vast knowledge. In clearer 

words, since Im{m ÝAl| � is the commander of the faithful he 

practically serves as the source and treasure trove of their knowledge. 

And that is why he provides them with the knowledge they require. 

Another allusion worthy of consideration is that Im{m � upon birth 

already manifested an ocean of knowledge. Perhaps it alludes to the 

Muƒammadan Light (al-N}r al-Muƒammad|) where he unites with the 

Holy Prophet �. For, any kind of grace, whether knowledge or 

otherwise, is conferred to the creation through this very reality. This 

truth is elicited from a tradition narrated from J{bir bin Abdill{h al-

An‚{r|: 

₣ÎĞ×Łk<ŽÖÿ†Ł‰łç&Ù<Ž�]<�Vş_ĆæŁÙ<ÿ�žðłê<ÿ}<{ş×ÿÐ<₣�]<ÿi<{ÿÃşÖ^<{ÿÚ<î<^
ŁâÿçşÊ<[<{şÏÿÙ^<�V<{ŁÞłçŁ…<ÿÞŽf<{ñéşÔ<<{ÿè<{ÿq<^Že^Ł†ÿ}<Hş×<{şÏŁä<₣�]<{Łm<HĆÜ<
ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}ş×ş×ş×ş×ÿÐÿÐÿÐÿÐ<<<<ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚłßłßłßłßŁäŁäŁäŁä<<<<₣Ò₣Ò₣Ò₣ÒĆØĆØĆØĆØ<<<<ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}łéłéłéłéA†A†A†A† 

I asked the Messenger of All{h �: What is the first 

thing that All{h created? He � said: The light of 

your prophet O J{bir. All{h created it; thereafter He thereafter He thereafter He thereafter He 

created from it every goodcreated from it every goodcreated from it every goodcreated from it every good.7 

2. ÝAmr bin Íu‚ayb, the brother of Burayda bin Íu‚ayb is reported to 

have said: 

                                                 

6 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.35, p.17 

7 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.25, p.21 
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<<<<<<<ñê{{ŽfĆßÖ]<ÿ‚{{łßŽÂ<₣ìÿ‚{{łèÿ†Łe<ê{{Ž}ş_ÿæ<^{{ÿÞş_<^{{ÿßłéÿe�<<<ç{{{Łeş_<ÿØ{{ÿ}ÿ�<łƒ&c
<<<<Žä{{%×Ö]<&Ùç{{Ł‰ÿ…<î{{ş×ÿÂ<ÿÜ%×{{ÿŠşÊ<A†{{ĞÓÿe�<<łÞ]<Łä{{şÖ<ÿÙ^{{şÏşÊŞ<łÐ{{Ž×

<<<<Žä{%×Ö]<ÿÙç{Ł‰ÿ…<^{ÿè<ÿÙ^şÏşÊ<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<&�ŽÚş_<îş×ÿÂ<łÜ�×ÿŠşÊ<<łà{ÿÚÿæ<<łà{ÿÚÿæ<<łà{ÿÚÿæ<<łà{ÿÚÿæ
ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Ł�ŽÚş_ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Ł�ŽÚş_ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Ł�ŽÚş_ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Ł�ŽÚş_[[[[<<<<ÿÙ^şÎÿÙ^şÎÿÙ^şÎÿÙ^şÎVVVV<<<<<êŽeş_<Łàłe<ćêŽ×ÿÂ<êŽeş_<Łàłe<ćêŽ×ÿÂ<êŽeş_<Łàłe<ćêŽ×ÿÂ<êŽeş_<Łàłe<ćêŽ×ÿÂ����^̂̂̂žgŽÖžgŽÖžgŽÖžgŽÖJJJJ<<łàÿÂ<ÿÙ^şÎ
&†{{łÚş_ÿæ<Žä{{%×Ö]<&†{{łÚş_<ŽäŽÖç{{Ł‰ÿ…[<ÿÙ^{{şÎV<łÜ{{ÿÃÿÞJ<<Ł†{{ÿÛŁÂ<ÿØ{{ÿ}ÿ�<ĆÜ{{Łm
łÞ]<ÿÙ^şÏşÊ<ÿÜ%×ÿŠşÊŞ<ÿÙ^{şÏşÊ<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<&�ŽÚş_<îş×ÿÂ<łÜ�×ÿŠşÊ<łÐŽ×V<

<<<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłö{ŁÛĞÖ]<Ł�{ŽÚş_<łà{ÿÚÿæ<Žä%×Ö]<ÿÙçŁ‰ÿ…<^ÿè<[<<ÿÙ^{şÎ�V<<<ćê{Ž×ÿÂ
<ê{{Žeş_<Łà{łe<�^žg{{ŽÖJ<ÿÙ^{{şÎV<ÿ…<&†{{łÚş_ÿæ<Žä{{%×Ö]<&†{{łÚş_<łà{{ÿÂŽäŽÖç{{Ł‰<[
ÿÙ^şÎV<łÜÿÃÿÞJ< <

While I and my brother Burayda were in the 

presence of the Prophet �, Ab} Bakr entered and 

greeted the Messenger of All{h �, and he � said: 

Go and greet Am|r al-mu’min|n. Ab} Bakr asked: O 

Messenger of All{h, and who is Am|r al-mu’min|n? 

The Prophet � said:ÝAl| bin Ab| Ó{lib �. Abu 

Bakr asked: Is this by the command of All{h and the 

Apostle of All{h? The Prophet � said: yes. 

Thereafter ‘Umar entered and greeted, and the 

Prophet � said to him: Go and greet Am|r al-

Mu’min|n �. ‘Umar said: O Messenger of All{h, 

and who is Am|r al-mu’min|n? The Prophet � said: 

ÝAl| bin Ab| Ó{lib �. Umar asked: Is this by the 

command of All{h and the Apostle of All{h? The 

Prophet � said: yes.8 

3. Im{m al-Ri~{ � is reported to have narrated from his fathers from 

                                                 

8 Shaykh al-Ó}s|, Al-Am{l|, p. 289 
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Im{m al-Íusayn bin ÝAl| �: 

₣ìÿ‚łèÿ†Łe<êŽÖ<ÿÙ^şÎV<<<<<Žä{%×Ö]<ŁÙç{Ł‰ÿ…<^{ÿÞÿ†ÿÚş_�<<<<î{ş×ÿÂ<ÿÜ�×{ÿŠŁÞ<łáş_
<şÔéŽeş_ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Žìÿ†łÚ&dŽeÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Žìÿ†łÚ&dŽeÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Žìÿ†łÚ&dŽeÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<Žìÿ†łÚ&dŽe J< <

Bur{yd{ said to me: The Messenger of All{h 

commanded us to greet your father with the name with the name with the name with the name 

Am|r alAm|r alAm|r alAm|r al----mumumumu’’’’min|nmin|nmin|nmin|n.9 

�� 
ن�ينْ�  ؤْم� المْ	 يرْ� ابْن� ا�م�  ي�

O son of the Commander of the FaithfulCommander of the FaithfulCommander of the FaithfulCommander of the Faithful 

�� 

The appellation Am|r al-mu’min|n, according to different traditions, 

has different meanings, all of which aptly befit the exalted personality 

of Im{m ÝAl| �. Therefore in reality there is no contradiction. The 

most well-known meaning of this appellation is ‘commander of the 

faithful’. The word am|r comes from the word amr (order, command). 

Im{m ÝAl| � manifesting faith in its utmost purity in all the 

dimensions of his being qualified to be the am|r of the faithful. One of 

the milestomes of history that brilliantly manifested this reality is the 

battle of Khandaq, when after having permitted Im{m ÝAl| � to fight 

against ‘Amr bin ‘Abd Wudd, the Holy Prophet � said: 

Łäc×₣Ò<Łá^ÿÛłèý]<ÿ‡ÿ†ÿeŁäc×₣Ò<Łá^ÿÛłèý]<ÿ‡ÿ†ÿeŁäc×₣Ò<Łá^ÿÛłèý]<ÿ‡ÿ†ÿeŁäc×₣Ò<Łá^ÿÛłèý]<ÿ‡ÿ†ÿe<Žä�×₣Ò<ŽÕł†ñ�Ö]<±&c< <
Faith in its totality has come out to fightFaith in its totality has come out to fightFaith in its totality has come out to fightFaith in its totality has come out to fight with 

polytheism in its totality...10 

The Holy Prophet � in calling Im{m ÝAl| � al-|m{n kulluh (faith in 
                                                 

9 Shaykh al-Ñad}q, ÝUy}n Akhb{r al-Ri~{ �, v.1, p. 73 

10 Sayyid Ra~| al-D|n bin Ó{w}s, Al-Óar{Ýif f| MaÝrifati Madh{hib al-Óaw{Ýif, p. 60 
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its totality) resonated a wealth of information, which only the 

comprehending ears (al-udhun al-w{Ýiyah) were able to appreciate. It is 

such epitomization of faith that makes the entity of ÝAl| emanate 

nothing but instructions of faith and makes him worthy of being the 

commander of the faithful. Unfortunately those who later branded 

themselves with this title were oblivious of the simple reality that ‘f{qid 

al-shay’ l{ yu’t|h” (one who lacks something cannot confer the same). 

One who clearly disobeys All{h and usurps the right of others becomes 

a laughing stock when he names himself Am|r al-mu’min|n. This is 

because only one who totally submits to All{h i and personifies faith 

can confer injunctions and directions of faith. In an interesting 

tradition narrated from ‘Umar bin al-Kha„„{b we are told: 

<<<Žä{%×Ö]<ÿÙç{Ł‰ÿ…<ŁkłÃŽÛÿ‰�<<<<<ÿÄłf{ĆŠÖ]<Žl]ÿæ^ÿÛ{ĆŠÖ]<Ćá&c<ŁÙç{₣Ïÿè
]ÿæşù<Łá^ÿµ&c<ÿÄŽ•Łæÿæ<ží%ËŽÒ<êŽÊ<łkÿÃŽ•Łæ<łçşÖ<ÿÄłfĆŠÖ]<ÿ°Ž•ÿ…
�êŽ×ÿÂ�<�êŽ×ÿÂ<Łá^ÿµ&c<ÿxÿqÿ†şÖ<ží%ËŽÒ<êŽÊ� 

I heard the Messenger of All{h � say: Surely if the 

seven heavens and the seven earths were placed in 

one of the palms of the scale, and the faith of ÝAl| 

bin Ab| Ó{lib placed on the other, the faith of ÝAl| 

would be heavier.11 

In another tradition the Holy Prophet � vocally informs us that the 

yardstick of the belief of the believers is the radiant being of ÝAl|. In one 

of his conversations with Im{m ÝAl| �, the Holy Prophet � says: 

ş÷<łçşÖş÷<łçşÖş÷<łçşÖş÷<łçşÖ<<<<ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ŽÍÿ†łÃŁè<łÜşÖ<ÿkłÞş_ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ŽÍÿ†łÃŁè<łÜşÖ<ÿkłÞş_ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ŽÍÿ†łÃŁè<łÜşÖ<ÿkłÞş_ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ŽÍÿ†łÃŁè<łÜşÖ<ÿkłÞş_<ëŽ‚łÃÿe<łàŽÚJJJ< <
If you were not there, the believers would not be 

                                                 

11 H{ji al-N}r|, Mustadrak al-Was{’il, V.15, p. 337 
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known after me...12 

Therefore Im{m ÝAl| � serves as the scale of faith (m|z{n al-|m{n). 

�� 
ن�ينْ�  ؤْم� المْ	 يرْ� � بْن� ا�م�  يا

O the edifthe edifthe edifthe edifice ofice ofice ofice of the Commander of the Faithful 

�� 

As explained in the previous verse, the word نبا ibn can either refer to 
the meaning ‘the son of’ or ‘the product of’. Hence, Im{m al-Íusayn 

� is both the physical edifice13 of his noble father as well as his 

spiritual artifact. And if we consider the genitive construction Am|r al-

mu’min|n to mean ‘commander of the faithful’ then he becomes an 

edifice of one who deserves to command the faithful, and consequently 

inherits and acquires the same qualities.  

Due to his infallibility in thought, speech, and action, and ability to 

bear the Divine Leadership (im{ma), Im{m al-Íusayn � is qualified 

to command the faithful. In the radiant salutational recital Ziy{rat al-

J{mi’a narrated from Im{m al-H{d| �, we address the Im{ms of the 

Ahl al-Bayt � as follows: 

�JJJÿæŽÂÿfŽ�^Žå<ĞÖ]ŁÛ<{ĞÓÿ†ŽÚÿ°<ş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ÿèÿèÿèÿè<{łŠ<{łŠ<{łŠ<{łŠŽfŽfŽfŽf₣Ï₣Ï₣Ï₣ÏłçłçłçłçÿÞÿÞÿÞÿÞŁäŁäŁäŁä<<<<<{Že<{Že<{Že<{ŽeĞÖ^ĞÖ^ĞÖ^ĞÖ^şÏşÏşÏşÏłçłçłçłç&Ù&Ù&Ù&Ù<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæ<{Łâ<{Łâ<{Łâ<{ŁâłÜłÜłÜłÜ<<<<
ŽeŽeŽeŽeş̂ş̂ş̂ş̂łÚłÚłÚłÚ&†&†&†&†ŽåŽåŽåŽå<<<<ÿèÿèÿèÿèłÃłÃłÃłÃÿÛÿÛÿÛÿÛ₣×₣×₣×₣×łçłçłçłçÿáÿáÿáÿá<<<<JJJ�< <

And His ennobled servants who do not advance 

                                                 

12 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.37, p. 272 

13 In his well-known Treatise of Rights, Im{m Zayn al-ÝÀbid|n � specifying the rights 

of the father alludes to his fundamental mediation of the existence of his offpring. He 

says: And as for the right(s) of your father, you should know that he is your source 

(faÝlam annahu a‚luk), and that was it not for him you would not have existed; so 
whatever you find in yourself that pleases you, then know that your father is the source 

of the blessing (faÝlam anna ab{ka a‚l al-niÝma), then praise and thank All{h. (Shaykh al-
Ñad}q, al-Am{l|, pp. 453-454) 
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Him in speech, and act according to His act according to His act according to His act according to His 

CoCoCoCommandmmandmmandmmand...
14 

And in another place of the same Ziy{rat we say: 

{{{şÊŽ̂flÞşÖ<ê{{{₣ÓłÜ<ŁÚŞ{{{łéfiÄ<H�{{{ÿÚ{{{ÿÚ{{{ÿÚ{{{ÿÚłàłàłàłà<<<<ş]ş]ş]ş]{{{�{{{�{{{�{{{�ÿÂ^ÿÂ^ÿÂ^ÿÂ^₣Ó₣Ó₣Ó₣ÓłÜłÜłÜłÜ<<<<şÊşÊşÊşÊ{{{şÏ{{{şÏ{{{şÏ{{{şÏł‚ł‚ł‚ł‚<<<<ş]ş]ş]ş]{{{�{{{�{{{�{{{�ÿÅ^ÿÅ^ÿÅ^ÿÅ^<<<<
ş�]ş�]ş�]ş�]�ÿæ<HÿÚłà<ÿÂÿ’₣Ò^łÜ<şÊşÏł‚<ÿÂÿ’ş�]<îJJJ< <

So indeed I am obedient to you; whosoever obeys whosoever obeys whosoever obeys whosoever obeys 

you has obeyed All{hyou has obeyed All{hyou has obeyed All{hyou has obeyed All{h, and whosoever disobeys you 

has indeed disobeyed All{h...
15 

There are other traditions too that clearly depict that the Im{ms of the 

Ahl al-Bayt � are the ul} al-amr (those worthy to command) 

mentioned in the following verse: 

�ÿè<]çŁßÿÚa<ÿàè„%Ö]<^ÿãćèş_<^ş_ş_ş_ş_����<ş_ÿæ<ÿä{%×Ö]<]çŁÃé<ş_ÿæ<ÿä{%×Ö]<]çŁÃé<ş_ÿæ<ÿä{%×Ö]<]çŁÃé<ş_ÿæ<ÿä{%×Ö]<]çŁÃé����<<<ÿÙç{Ł‰Ć†Ö]<]ç{ŁÃé<<<ÿÙç{Ł‰Ć†Ö]<]ç{ŁÃé<<<ÿÙç{Ł‰Ć†Ö]<]ç{ŁÃé<<<ÿÙç{Ł‰Ć†Ö]<]ç{ŁÃé
]<êŽÖæ₣_ÿæ]<êŽÖæ₣_ÿæ]<êŽÖæ₣_ÿæ]<êŽÖæ₣_ÿæÿşùÿşùÿşùÿşù<łÜ₣Ółß{ŽÚ<&†łÚ<łÜ₣Ółß{ŽÚ<&†łÚ<łÜ₣Ółß{ŽÚ<&†łÚ<łÜ₣Ółß{ŽÚ<&†łÚ<<<»<łÜŁjłÂÿ‡^{ßÿi<łá&d{şÊ<<<łê{ÿ�<<<Łåæć�Ł†{şÊ<žð

<<<&Ýłç{{ÿéĞÖ]ÿæ<Žä{{%×Ö^Že<ÿáç{{ŁßŽÚłöŁi<łÜŁj{łß₣Ò<łá&c<&Ùç{{Ł‰Ć†Ö]ÿæ<Žä{{%×Ö]<î{şÖ&c
]ûÿƒ<&†Ž}ğøèæĞ̀ ÿi<ŁàÿŠłuş_ÿæ<fi†łéÿ}<şÔŽÖ� 

O you who have faith! Obey All{h and obey the 

Apostle and those among you who hold commandand those among you who hold commandand those among you who hold commandand those among you who hold command. 

And if you dispute concerning anything, refer it to 

All{h and the Apostle, if you have faith in All{h and 

the Last Day. That is better and more favourable in 

outcome. (4:59) 

J{bir al-JuÝf| narrates: I heard J{bir bin ÝAbdill{h al-An‚{r| say: 

                                                 

14 Shaykh al-KafÝam|, Mi‚b{ƒ, p. 505 

15 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.99, p. 133 
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şÖĆÛş_<^łÞÿ̂ÿÙ<₣�]<ÿÂĆ̂<ÿæÿqĆØ<ÿÂÿî×<ÿÞŽfñéŽä<ÿÚÿvĆÛž‚<�<V�ÿè<<^{ÿãćèş_<^
ş_<]ç{{ŁßÿÚa<ÿàèŽ„{{%Ö]�ş_ÿæ<ÿä{{%×Ö]<]ç{{ŁÃéŽ�<ÿÙç{{Ł‰Ć†Ö]<]ç{{ŁÃé<ê{{ŽÖæ₣_ÿæ<ê{{ŽÖæ₣_ÿæ<ê{{ŽÖæ₣_ÿæ<ê{{ŽÖæ₣_ÿæ

]]]]şùşùşùşù<łÜ₣Ółß{{ŽÚ<&†{{łÚ<łÜ₣Ółß{{ŽÚ<&†{{łÚ<łÜ₣Ółß{{ŽÚ<&†{{łÚ<łÜ₣Ółß{{ŽÚ<&†{{łÚ����<₣Î{{Ğ×Łk<V{{ÿèÿ…<^{{Ł‰łçÿÙ<Ž�]ÿÂ<Hÿ†ĞÊ{{ÿßş�]<^<
ÿæÿ…Ł‰łçşÖŁäşÊ<HÿÛłà<₣Öæ_şù]<çłÚ&†<<{%Ö]Ž„łèÿà<<{şÎÿ†ÿá<₣�]<<{�ÿÂ^ÿjŁãłÜ<
ŽeŞÿÂ^{{ŽjşÔ[ şÊ{{şÏÿÙ^<�<V»{{Łâ{{Łâ{{Łâ{{ŁâłÜłÜłÜłÜ<<<<Ł}Ł}Ł}Ł}ş×ş×ş×ş×{{şË{{şË{{şË{{şËŽñ^Žñ^Žñ^Žñ^łêłêłêłêI<{{ÿè{{ÿq<^Že^Ł†I<
ÿæş_Žñ{{ĆÛ₣í<ĞÖ]ŁÛ{{łŠŽ×ŽÛłéÿà<{{ŽÚłà<ÿe{{łÃŽ‚łëğ_<HĆæ₣Ö{{ŁãłÜ<ÿÂ{{Ž×ćê<{{łeŁà<ş_{{Žełê<
�{{{ŽÖ^{{{Łm<HgĆÜ<ĞÖ]ÿv{{{ÿŠŁà{{{Łm<HĆÜ<ĞÖ]Łv{{{ÿŠłé{{{Łm<HàĆÜ<ÿÂ{{{Ž×ćê<{{{łeŁà<
ĞÖ]ŁvÿŠłéŁm<HàĆÜ<ŁÚÿvĆÛ<{łe<‚ÿÂ<à<{Ž×ĞÖ]<êÿÛ<{łÃŁ†łæ<{ŽÊ<Í<{ĆjÖ]<êłçÿ…Žì]<
ŽeĞÖ^{{ÿfŽÎ^&†{{ÿ‰<HŁjł‚&…₣ÒŁäI<{{ÿè{{ÿq<^Že^Ł†I<{{şÊ&dÿƒşÖ<]şÏłé{{ÿjŁä<{{şÊĞÎ^ÿ†Ğ_Łå<
ŽÚ{{ñß{{ĆŠÖ]<êşøÿÝ{{Łm<HĆÜ<{{Ć’Ö]Ž�^ŁÑ<ÿqłÃ{{şË{{łe<†ŁÚ<àÿv{{ĆÛ{{Łm<H‚ĆÜ<
ŁÚłçÿ‰łe<îÿq<àłÃşËŁm<H†⁄ĆÜ<ÿÂŽ×flê<łeŁÚ<àłçÿ‰Łm<HîĆÜ<ŁÚÿvĆÛłe<‚&à<
ÿÂŽ×flêŁm<HĆÜ<ÿÂŽ×flê<<{łeŁÚ<àÿv<{ĆÛ<{Łm<H‚ĆÜ<ĞÖ]ÿv<{ÿŠ<{łe<àÿÂ<à<{Ž×flê<{Łm<HĆÜ<
{{ÿ‰ŽÛñéÿæ<ê₣Òłß{{ÿéŁu<ê{{ĆrŽ�]<í<{{ŽÊş_<êł…{{Ž•Žäÿæ<HÿeŽÏĆé{{ŁjŁä<{{ŽÊ<ê
ŽÂ{{ÿfŽ�^Žå<{{łe]ĞÖ]<àÿv{{ÿŠÿÂ<à{{e<à{{Ž×ÿƒ<HêşÕ]<{{%Ö]Ž„łë<ÿè{{ĞËÿj₣�]<x<
ÿi{{{{{{{ÿÃşÖ^Žƒ<î<{{{{{{{ĞÒÿ†Łå<ÿÂÿî{{{{{{{×<ÿèÿ‚<{{{{{{{łèŽä<ÿÚ<{{{{{{{ÿ�&…^ÿÑ<şù]ł…&š<
ÿæÿÚÿÇ&…^ÿeÿã^JJJ 

When All{h revealed unto His Prophet Muƒammad 

� the verse “O you who have faith! Obey All{h and 

obey the Apostle and those among you who hold and those among you who hold and those among you who hold and those among you who hold 

commandcommandcommandcommand”(4:59). I asked [the Prophet �]: O 

Messenger of All{h, we know about All{h and His 

Messenger. But who are the Ul} al-Amr (those who 

hold command) whose obedience All{h placed in 
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line with your obedience? He � said: They are my 

successors, O J{bir, and the leaders of the Muslims 

after me. The first among them is ÝAl| bin Ab| Ó{lib 

�, then comes al-Íasan �, and then al-Íusayn 

�, then ÝAl| the son of al-Íusayn �, then 

Muƒammad the son of ÝAl| � who is well-known 

in the Torah as al-B{qir (the cleaver). Soon you will 

meet him, O J{bir! And when you meet him convey 

to him my sal{ms (greetings). Then comes al-Ñ{diq 

JaÝfar bin Muƒammad �, then M}s{ bin JaÝfar 

�, then ÝAl| bin M}s{ �, then Muƒammad bin 

ÝAl| �, then ÝAl| bin M}ƒammad �, then al-

Íasan bin ÝAl| �, then one whose name and 

teknonym (kunya) would be like mine, the proof of 

All{h on the earth and His remnant among His 

servants, the son of al-Íasan bin ÝAl| �. He is the 

one by whom All{h will conquer the easts and wests 

of the earth...
16 

Therefore all the Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � qualify in the universal 

sense to be Amir al-mu’min|n (commander of the faithful). 

�� 
ن�ينْ�  ؤْم� المْ	 يرْ� ابْن� ا�م�  ي�

O edifice of the Commander of all theall theall theall the Faithful 

�� 
 

A grammatical allusion worthy of consideration, can be understood by 

looking at the article ‘al’ prefixed in the plural “al-mu’m|n|n” (the 

faithful) above. One the well-known grammatical laws is that when the 

article ‘al’ precedes a plural, it signifies that all the extensions of the 

                                                 

16 Al-Baƒr{n|, Tafs|r al-Burh{n, v.2, p. 103 
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plural are taken into consideration. In our case, when we say al-

mu’min}n, we mean “all the faithful”. Therefore, the appellation Am|r 

al-mu’min|n signifies that Im{m ÝAl| � is the commander of all the 

faithful. In a tradition the Holy Prophet � after informing Im{m ÝAl| 

� how All{h Himself named him Am|r al-mu’min|n, says: 

JJJşÊş̀łÞÿk<<{ÿèÿÂ<^<{Ž×ćê<ş_ş_ş_ş_ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚ<{łé<{łé<{łé<{łéŁ†Ł†Ł†Ł†<<<<<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚłàłàłàłà<<<<<{ŽÊ<{ŽÊ<{ŽÊ<{ŽÊ<{ĆŠÖ]<ê<{ĆŠÖ]<ê<{ĆŠÖ]<ê<{ĆŠÖ]<êş̂Ûş̂Ûş̂Ûş̂ÛŽðŽðŽðŽð<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæş_ş_ş_ş_ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚ<{łé<{łé<{łé<{łéŁ†Ł†Ł†Ł†<<<<<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚłàłàłàłà<<<<
{{ŽÊ{{ŽÊ{{ŽÊ{{ŽÊşù]<êşù]<êşù]<êşù]<êł…ł…ł…ł…&š&š&š&š<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæş_ş_ş_ş_ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚ{{łé{{łé{{łé{{łéŁ†Ł†Ł†Ł†<<<<{{ÿÚ{{ÿÚ{{ÿÚ{{ÿÚłàłàłàłà<<<<ÿÚÿÚÿÚÿÚ{{ÿ–{{ÿ–{{ÿ–{{ÿ–ÿæ<îÿæ<îÿæ<îÿæ<îş_ş_ş_ş_ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚ{{łé{{łé{{łé{{łéŁ†Ł†Ł†Ł†<<<<{{ÿÚ{{ÿÚ{{ÿÚ{{ÿÚłàłàłàłà<<<<ÿeÿeÿeÿe{{ŽÏ{{ŽÏ{{ŽÏ{{ŽÏ{{şÊ<ê{{şÊ<ê{{şÊ<ê{{şÊ<êşøşøşøşø<<<<
ş_ş_ş_ş_ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚłéłéłéłéÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†<<<<şÎşÎşÎşÎłfłfłfłf<{ş×<{ş×<{ş×<{ş×şÔşÔşÔşÔ<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ş_ş_ş_ş_ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚ<{łé<{łé<{łé<{łéÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†<<<<ÿeÿeÿeÿe<{łÃ<{łÃ<{łÃ<{łÃÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚şÕşÕşÕşÕ<şù<{ĆÞŁä<ş÷<ÿè<{ŁrłçŁ‡<ş_łá<Łè<{ÿŠĆÛ<î
Žeÿãş]„<Ž÷]ł‰&Ü<ÿÚłà<şÖłÜ<ŁèÿŠñÛŽä<Ł<�]ÿÃiş̂ÿ±<ŽeŽä< 

...Therefore, you, O O O O ÝAl|ÝAl|ÝAl|ÝAl|, are the commander (am|r) , are the commander (am|r) , are the commander (am|r) , are the commander (am|r) 

of those in the heavens and the commanderof those in the heavens and the commanderof those in the heavens and the commanderof those in the heavens and the commander    (am|r) (am|r) (am|r) (am|r) 

of those in the earth, and the commander (am|r) of of those in the earth, and the commander (am|r) of of those in the earth, and the commander (am|r) of of those in the earth, and the commander (am|r) of 

those who have past, and the commander (am|r) of those who have past, and the commander (am|r) of those who have past, and the commander (am|r) of those who have past, and the commander (am|r) of 

those who remain. Hence there is no am|r prior to those who remain. Hence there is no am|r prior to those who remain. Hence there is no am|r prior to those who remain. Hence there is no am|r prior to 

you, nor is there any am|r after you.you, nor is there any am|r after you.you, nor is there any am|r after you.you, nor is there any am|r after you. For it is 

impermissible to name someone with this name 

whom All{h has not named.17 

Consequently his edifice, Im{m al-Íusayn �, who is ibnu Am|r al-

mu’min|n is also the am|r of all the believers. 

Am|r alAm|r alAm|r alAm|r al----MuMuMuMu’’’’min|n min|n min|n min|n ––––    An Exclusive ApellationAn Exclusive ApellationAn Exclusive ApellationAn Exclusive Apellation    

It should be known that the appellation ‘Am|r al-mu’min|n’ although 

widely employed by different people in history, is exclusively for Im{m 

ÝAl| �. The other Im{ms � would not allow their followers to use it 

for them. Observe the following narrations: 

1. Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said: 

                                                 

17 Muƒammad bin Aƒmad al-Qumm|, Mi’at Manqaba, pp. 52-53 
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<Žä{{{%×Ö]<ŁÙç{{{Ł‰ÿ…<ÿÙ^{{{şÎ�<<<Žð^ÿÛ{{{ĆŠÖ]<î{{{şÖ&c<ê{{{Že<ÿë&†{{{ł‰₣_<^{{{ĆÛşÖ
<<<î{{Þł�ş_<łæş_<&àłé{{ÿ‰łçşÎ<Žh^{{şÏşÒ<ê{{ñeÿ…<łà{{ŽÚ<Łk{{łß₣Ò<<<îÿułæş̀ {{şÊ

<<<<<<<<ñê{Ž×ÿÂ<î{ş×ÿÂ<Ğ_†{ĞÎ]<Ł‚{ĆÛÿvŁÚ<^{ÿè<ÿÙ^{şÎ<ĆÜ{Łm<îÿułæş_<^ÿÚ<êñeÿ…<ĆêşÖ&c
<ê{{{Žeş_<&à{{{łe�žg{{{ŽÖ^�<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłö{{{ŁÛĞÖ]<&�{{{ŽÚş_<<Ýø{{{ŠÖ]<^{{{ÿÛşÊ<^{{{ÿÛşÊ<^{{{ÿÛşÊ<^{{{ÿÛşÊ

ş÷ÿæ<Łäş×łfşÎ<ğ]‚ÿuş_<ŽäŽe<ŁkłéĆÛÿ‰ş÷ÿæ<Łäş×łfşÎ<ğ]‚ÿuş_<ŽäŽe<ŁkłéĆÛÿ‰ş÷ÿæ<Łäş×łfşÎ<ğ]‚ÿuş_<ŽäŽe<ŁkłéĆÛÿ‰ş÷ÿæ<Łäş×łfşÎ<ğ]‚ÿuş_<ŽäŽe<ŁkłéĆÛÿ‰<<<<Łåÿ‚łÃÿe<ğ]‚ÿuş_<]ÿ„ÿãŽe<êñÛÿ‰₣_Łåÿ‚łÃÿe<ğ]‚ÿuş_<]ÿ„ÿãŽe<êñÛÿ‰₣_Łåÿ‚łÃÿe<ğ]‚ÿuş_<]ÿ„ÿãŽe<êñÛÿ‰₣_Łåÿ‚łÃÿe<ğ]‚ÿuş_<]ÿ„ÿãŽe<êñÛÿ‰₣_ 

The Messenger of All{h � said: When I was made 

to ascend to the Heavens, I was at a distance from 

my Lord that was like the length of two bows or 

nearer. So my Lord Revealed unto me what He 

Revealed. Then He said: O Muƒammad send your 

greetings to ÝAl| bin Ab| Ó{lib, Am|r al-mu’min|n 

�. Indeed I have not named anyone with this 

appellation before him, and will never name anyone 

with it after him.18 

2. ÝAll{ma Majlis| in his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r narrates: 

&ÑŽŽŽŽ�^Ć’×Ö<fiØŁqÿ…<ÿÙ^şÎ�<VÿÙ^şÏşÊ<ÿ°ßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ÿ†łéŽÚş]<^ÿè<V<łäÿÚ
&dşÊŽe<îÿ•ł†ÿè<ş÷<ŁäĆÞş_<íÿéŽÛłŠfljÖ]<ŽåŽ„ÿã&c<fi‚ÿu%÷<<łêeş]<ðüÿfe<Łåşøÿjłe]
ØłãÿqJ 

A man called Im{m al-Ñ{diq � ‘O Commander of 

the faithful! whereupon the Im{m � said: Stop! 

For surely no one approves being named so, save 

that he is tried with the trial of Ab} Jahl.19 

3. Shaykh al-Kulayn| in his al-K{f| narrates the following tradition:  

                                                 

18 Shaykh al-Ó}s|, Al-Am{l|, p. 295 

19 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 37, p. 334 
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<<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłö{{ŁÛĞÖ]<Žìÿ†łÚ&d{{Že<Žä{{łéş×ÿÂ<ŁÜ%×{{ÿŠŁè<&ÜŽñ^{{şÏĞÖ]<&à{{ÿÂ<fiØ{{Łqÿ…<ŁäşÖş̀ {{ÿ‰
şÎş÷<ÿÙ^<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ÿ�ŽÚş_<ŽäŽe<Łä%×Ö]<îĆÛÿ‰<fiÜł‰]<şÕ]ÿƒ�<<łÜşÖ

<<<ş÷<ÿæ<Łä{{ş×łfşÎ<fi‚{{ÿuş_<Žä{{Že<ĆÜ{{ÿŠŁè<<<%÷&c<Łåÿ‚{{łÃÿe<Žä{{Že<îĆÛ{{ÿŠÿjÿè<<fi†ŽÊ^{{şÒ
<<<<<<<<ÿáç{₣Öç₣Ïÿè<ÿÙ^{şÎ<Žä{łéş×ÿÂ<ŁÜ%×{ÿŠŁè<ÿÌ{łéşÒ<şÕ]ÿ‚{ŽÊ<Łk{Ğ×ŽÃŁq<ŁkĞ×₣Î

{{ĆŠÖ]şø{{ĆéŽÏÿe<^{{ÿè<şÔ{{łéş×ÿÂ<ŁÝ<<fi†{{łéÿ}<Žä{{%×Ö]<Łk{{ĆéŽÏÿe<ş_ÿ†{{şÎ<ĆÜ{{Łm<Žä{{%×Ö]<şí
ÿ°ŽßŽÚłöŁÚ<łÜŁjłß₣Ò<łá&c<łÜ₣ÓşÖ 

A person asked Im{m al-Ñ{diq � about [Im{m] Al-

Q{’im �, whether it is proper to greet him with 

[the appellation] Am|r al-Mu’min|n, and he said: 

No. That is a name that All{h named Am|r al-

Mu’min|n with it, none before him was named with 

it, and none will name himself with it after him save 

a disbeliever. The person said: may I be made your 

ransom, how should one greet him? He � said: 

They should say: Peace be unto you, O remnant of 

All{h (Baqiyyat All{h). Thereafter he � read the 

verse of QurÞan, “What remains of All{h’s provision 

is better for you...”(11:86)20 

�� 
ن�ينْ�  ؤْم� المْ	 يرْ� ابْن� ا�م�  ي�

O the Edifice of the Provider of the Faithfulthe Provider of the Faithfulthe Provider of the Faithfulthe Provider of the Faithful    

�� 

Another meaning of ‘Am|r al-mu’min|n’ is the ‘one who provides 

knowledge to the believers’. This is when the word Am|r stems from the 

infinitive  يرم  ‘m|r’ which means ال لْبامِطجع  ‘jalb al-„a’{m’ (to draw food). 

                                                 

20 Al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.1, p. 411 
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Al-Óurayƒ| in his Ghar|b al-QurÞ{n says: 

ŁèşÏŁÙ^<<V₣Êşøfiá<ÿèŽŽÛłéŁ†<ş]łâ<{ş×Łä<Ž]ÿƒÿu<]<{ÿÛÿØ<&c<{şÖłé&ãłÜ<ş]<{ĞÎÿçÿi]ŁãłÜ<<{ŽÚ<à
şÆ{{łé&†<ÿe{{ş×Ž‚ŽâłÜ<{{ŽÚÿà<ĞÖ]ŽÛ{{łéÿ†Že<ìşÓ{{łŠ&†<ĞÖ]{{ŽÛłé&Ü<ÿæ{{Ł‰₣Ółç&á<
ĞÖ]ÿéŽð^<�ÿÃfiÝ^<ÿèłÛÿjŁ…^Łå<&ý]łÞÿŠŁá^<ş]łë<ÿèłr₣×ŁfŁä<ÿe<àÚş×ž‚<Ž]ÿe<±ş×ž‚J< <

It is said: Ful{n yam|ru ahlahu (So and so provides 

his family) when he carries to them their provisions 

from another town. It comes from al-m|ra which is 

food that a person obtains or takes from one town 

to another.21 

And food in this case does not only refer to ‘physical food’ that satisfies 

one’s stomach, but fundamentally to spiritual food that elevates the 

human being. Under the verse of the holy QurÞ{n that says ‘Then let 

man look at his food’(80:24). Im{m al-Ñ{diq � explains to Zayd al-

Shaƒƒ{m22, one of his companions that food here refers to knowledge, 

and that the human being is told to reflect on his knowledge and its 

origin. Likewise, as we shall soon see, the ‘m|r’ referred to in this case is 

interpreted by the infallible Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � to mean 

knowledge. Consider the following narrations: 

1. ÝAll{ma Majlis| in his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r reports :  

{{{ÿÂ<A†Že^{{{ÿq<łà{{{ÿÂA†{{{şËłÃÿq<ê{{{Žeş_<łà�<₣Î<ÿÙ^{{{şÎ{{{Ğ×Łk<ŁqŽÃ{{{Ğ×Łk<
<{ŽÊÿ‚şÕ]V<{{ŽÖÿÜ<{{Ł‰ñÛÿê<ş]ŽÚ{{łéŁ†<ĞÖ]{{ŁÛłöŽÚŽßłéÿà<ş]ŽÚ{{łéÿ†<ĞÖ]{{ŁÛłöŽÚŽßłéÿà<[
şÎÿÙ^<Vş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<{ĆÞ<{ĆÞ<{ĆÞ<{ĆÞŁäŁäŁäŁä<<<<ÿèÿèÿèÿèŽÛŽÛŽÛŽÛ<{łé<{łé<{łé<{łéŁ†Ł†Ł†Ł†ŁâŁâŁâŁâłÜłÜłÜłÜ<<<<ş]ş]ş]ş]ĞÖĞÖĞÖĞÖŽÃŽÃŽÃŽÃ<{Ğ×<{Ğ×<{Ğ×<{Ğ×ÿÜÿÜÿÜÿÜ<Hş]<{ÿÚ<{ÿ‰<^ŽÛłÃÿk<ŽÒ<{ÿjÿh^<Ž�]<
ÿÂĆ̂ÿæÿqĆØ<�^ß×â_<�´æ�[< 

                                                 

21 Al-Óurayƒ|, Ghar|b al-QurÞ{n, p. 279. Also check his Maj’maÝ al-Baƒrayn v.4, p. 253 

22 Shaykh al-Baƒr{n|, Al-Burh{n f| Tafs|r al-QurÞ{n, v.5, pp. 584-585 
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J{bir is reported to have said:I asked Ab| JaÝfar (al-

B{qir �): “May I be made your ranson; why was 

Am|r al-Mu’min|n (Im{m ÝAl| �) known as Am|r 

al-mu’min|n?” The Im{m � said: ‘It is because he 

provides them (yam|ruhum) with knowledge; 

haven’t you heard the Book of All{h ‘wa nam|ru 

ahlan{’ (...we will get provisions for our family... 

(12:65))?23 

2. ÝAll{ma Majlis| in his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r reports : 

<&ÑŽ�^{{{Ć’Ö]<&à{{{ÿÂ<ŽkĞ×{{{Ć’Ö]<Łà{{{łe<Łá^{{{ÿeş_�<V<&†{{{łéŽÚş]<ćêŽÛ{{{ÿ‰
<^ÿÛĆÞc<ÿàłéŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]&ÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ]Žìÿ†łéŽÚ<łàŽÚ<ÿçŁâ&ÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ]Žìÿ†łéŽÚ<łàŽÚ<ÿçŁâ&ÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ]Žìÿ†łéŽÚ<łàŽÚ<ÿçŁâ&ÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ]Žìÿ†łéŽÚ<łàŽÚ<ÿçŁâ<<ÿðb{ÿÛş×ŁÃĞÖ]<Ćáş]<şÔŽÖÿƒÿæ<H

<]łç₣×ÿÛłÃÿjł‰]<ŽäŽiÿ†łéŽÚ<łàŽÚ<ÿæ<]łæŁ…^ÿjłÚ]<ŽäŽÛĞ×ŽÂ<łàŽÚ< <
Ab{n bin al-Ñalt is reported to have said that Im{m 

al-Ñ{diq � said: Indeed naming Am|r al-mu’min|n 

is from ‘the provision of knowledge’; and that is 

because the knowledgeable ones took knowledge 

from him, and took advantage of his provision.24 

Some esteemed muƒaddith}n like the late ÝAll{ma Majlis| give the 

probability that the word Am|r instead of being a common noun 

meaning ‘commander’ is an indefinite verb (al-fi’l al-mu~{ri’) meaning 

‘I provide’ ( يرماًَ ) that later turned into a proper noun (‘alam). In other 
words, Im{m ÝAl| � said “Am|ru (I provide) al-mu’min|na (the 

believers)’ and thereafter the whole statement turned into a noun 

referring to Im{m ÝAl| �. They liken this with name اَباً طترش  (lit. he put 

evil beneath his armpit). The well-known poet Th{bit bin J{bir was 

called that because it is said that the sword never left him.25 According 
                                                 

23 ÝAll{ma Majl|s|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.37, p.293 

24 All{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 37, p. 334 

25 E.W.Lane, E.W.Lane Arabic-English Lexicon, see under the root word ‘aba„a’ 
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to a narration indicated in the Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, he was known to be so 

because: 

{{ÿiş̂Će¼<{{ÿ‰łéğËÿæ<^{{ÿ}ÿ†ÿt<şÊŽÏ{{łéÿØ<₣÷{{ñÚŽä<Vş]{{łèÿà<{{ŁâÿçşÊ<[şÏ{{şÖ^łk<V
ÿiĆe`¼<ÿ�Č†ÿæ<]ÿ}ÿ†ÿtJ< <

...he put a sword beneath his armpit (ta’abba„a 

sayfan) and went out; and when his mother was 

asked, ‘Where is he?’ she said: He put evil under his 

armpit (ta’abba„a sharran) and left.26 

In short, therefore, Am|r al-mu’min|n (I provide the faithful) could be a 

sentence which later turned into a proper noun. 

�� 
ن�ينْ�  ؤْم� المْ	 يرْ� ابْن� ا�م�  ي�

O son of the Commander oCommander oCommander oCommander of the Bestowers of Protectionf the Bestowers of Protectionf the Bestowers of Protectionf the Bestowers of Protection    

�� 

If we carefully consider the meaning of al-mu’min}n (plural of al-

mu’min) in the genetive construction Am|r al-mu’min|n we may be able 

to unravel and draw some of the secrets of this radiant verse. Following 

are some narratives that define the word mu’min: 

1. Im{m al-Ñ{diq � was asked why a believer was known as mu’min 

and he said: 

<<<<<<<Łå^ĆÛ{{ÿŠşÊ<îşÖ^{ÿÃÿi<ŽäŽñ^ÿÛ{ł‰ş_<łà{ŽÚ<ğ̂Û{{ł‰]<&àŽÚłö{ŁÛĞ×ŽÖ<ĆÐÿj{ł�]<Łä{ĆÞş̀ ŽÖ
^ßŽÚłöŁÚÿæ<H&cĆÞ<{ÿÛ<^<<<<<<<Žh]ÿ„{ÿÂ<łà{ŽÚ<ŁàÿÚłö{Łè<Łä{ĆÞş̀ ŽÖ<ŁàŽÚłö{ŁÛĞÖ]<ÿêñÛ{Ł‰

îşÖ^ÿÃÿi<Žä%×Ö]ÿæ<H<{ŁèłöŽÚŁà<ÿÂ<ÿî{×<Ž�]<<{ÿèłçÿÝ<ĞÖ]ŽÏÿé<{ÿÚ^Ží<şÊŁéŽr<{łéŁ̂<<{şÖŁä<

                                                 

26 Ibid,, v. 35, p. 133 
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ÿƒŽÖşÔJ< <
It is because He (All{h) derived for the believer a 

name from His Names, and named him mu’min. 

And he was named mu’min because he is protected 

from the punishment of All{h, the Exalted, and 

gives warrant to All{h [for others] on the Judgment 

Day, and All{h would approve that for him. 

2. Im{m al-Sadiq � when defining the meaning of the Divine Name 

al-Mu’min is reported to have said: 

Ł‰ñÛÿê<ĞÖ]ÿf&…^Ł<ôÿÂĆ̂<ÿæ<{ÿqĆØ<ŁÚłöŽÚ<{⁄ß<{ĆÞù<^Łä<<{ŁèłöŽÚŁà<<{ŽÚłà<ÿÂş]„<{ŽeŽä<
ÿÚłà<ş_�ÿÂ^Łä< <

The Maker, Invincible and Exalted, was named 

Mu’min because He protects (yu’minu) whosoever 

obeys Him from His punishment...27  

Notice carefully that the aforementioned traditions allude to the 

following important realities:  

(a) The believer is a manifestation of the Divine Name al-Mu’min.  

(b) He enjoys protection (am{n), and  

(c) He confers protection (yu’minu) by seeking the same for others from 

All{h. 

3. The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: 

ş_ş÷<₣]ÿÞñfŁò₣ÓłÜ<ŽÖÿÜ<Ł‰ñÛÿê<ĞÖ]ŁÛłöŽÚŁà<ŁÚłöŽÚ⁄ß<[^&ýłèÿÛŽÞ^Žä<ĆßÖ]ÿŒ^<
ÿÂÿî×<ş_łÞ₣ËŽŠ&ãłÜ<ÿæş_łÚÿçŽÖ]&ãłÜ 

Should I not inform you why a believer was named 

                                                 

27 Shaykh Saduq, Al-Tawhid, p. 205 
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mu’min? It is because he grants security to people in 

themselves and their wealth. 

4. The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: 

<<<<%÷&c<ğ̂{{ßŽÚłöŁÚ<ŁàŽÚłö{{ŁÛĞÖ]<ÿêñÛ{{Ł‰<^{{ÿÚ<Žä{{%×Ö]ÿæ<<<<&�ŽÚş̀ {{ŽÖ<ğí{{ÿÚ]ÿ†şÒ
°ŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ] 

“I swear by All{h, the believer was not named 

mu’min save in honor of Am|r al-Mu’min|n َ

If we study the various derivatives of the word mu’min as expounded in 

the above traditions, we would realize that all of them converge at one 

single attribute: protection (am{n). The reason why a believer is called 

mu’min is because he ‘enjoys protection’ and ‘confers the same’. The 

fourth tradition however requires deliberation to comprehend. Perhaps 

it would like to tell us that in order to bestow the honorable appellation 

Amir al-mu’minin to Im{m ÝAl| �, All{h named the believer as 

mu’min. For the appellation Am|r al-mu’min|n would have no meaning 

in the absence of people called ‘mu’minun’. Obviously this should not 

be considered a kind of superficial honorification. The Im{m � most 

brilliantly manifesting the Divine Attribute al-Mu’min, qualified to 

command the believers who manifest this attribute acording to their 

limitations. Therefore All{h bestowing honor to Him called the believer 

a mu’min and named Him Amir al-mu’minin.  

In conclusion, the genitive construction Am|r al-Mu’min|n means ‘The 

commander of those who confer protection’. Therefore Im{m ÝAl| � 

is the commander of one who enjoys and confers protection. 

Consequently, he is the professor and teacher of the lesson of 

protection (am{n). He is not merely a theoretical professor, but ‘a 

commander’ and thus ‘a practical mentor’. And the believers always 

benefit from his banquet. If we ponder over the abovementioned 

traditions we would realize that the protection that is spoken about is 

not always physical protection. A believer fundamentally seeks the 
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spiritual protection of others. 

The entire life of Amir al-mu’minin � serves as a lesson for those who 

would like to learn how to protect themselves and others. The yardstick 

of such a life, as mentioned in the aforementioned tradition of Im{m 

al-Ñ{diq �, is obedience to All{h. The Im{m’s thoughts, words, and 

deeds, all reflect utter submission to All{h’s will. 

The Holy Prophet � describing some of the phenomena of the Day of 

Judgment to Im{m ÝAl| � says: 

JJJ{{ŁmĆÜ<Łè{{ÿßŽ�^łë<ŁÚ{{ÿßž�^<{{ŽÚłà<ŽÎ{{ÿf&Ø<Ž�]<ÿi{{ÿÃ±^<Vş_ş÷<&cĆá<ÿÂŽ×{{Čé<^
ÿæŽ�łéÿÃÿjŁä<ŽÚû]Łßłçÿá<ÿèłçÿÝ<ĞÖ]ŽÏÿéÿÚ^Ží< <

...Thereafter a caller on behalf of All{h would call: 

Look! Surely ÝAl| and his followers are the protected 

ones (al-{min}n) on the Judgment Day.28 

And in another tradition, the Holy Prophet � says: 

{{ÿèÿÂ<^{{Ž×ćêş_<H{{łÞÿk<ÿæ{{Ž�łéÿÃŁjşÔ<ÿÂÿî{{×<ĞÖ]{{ÿvłç&š<ÿi{{łŠ₣Ïłçÿá<{{ÿÚłà<
ş_łuÿfłfŁjłÜÿæ<HÿiłÛÿßŁÃłçÿá<ÿÚłà<şÒ&†łâŁjłÜ<Hÿÿæÿÿæÿÿæÿÿæş_ş_ş_ş_łÞłÞłÞłÞŁjŁjŁjŁjłÜłÜłÜłÜ<<<<ŽÚû]ŽÚû]ŽÚû]ŽÚû]ŁßŁßŁßŁßłçłçłçłçÿáÿáÿáÿá<ÿèłçÿÝ<
ĞÖ]şËÿ̂&Å<şù]ĞÒÿf†JJJ< <

O ‘Ali, you and your followers would quench the 

thirst of whom you love at the Fountain, and 

hamper those whom you abhor. You are the You are the You are the You are the 

protected ones (alprotected ones (alprotected ones (alprotected ones (al----{minun){minun){minun){minun) on the Day of the great 

terror (See 21:103)...29 

Some of the verses of the Holy QurÞ{n also inform us that by 

maintaining pure faith and observing taqw{, ‘protection’ (am{n) is a 

                                                 

28 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 37, p. 75 

29 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 65, p. 45 
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guarantee: 

�<<AÜ{Ğ×₣¿Že<łÜŁãÿÞ^µc<]çŁŠŽfĞ×ÿè<łÜşÖÿæ<]çŁßÿÚa<ÿàè„%Ö]<<<ŁÜ{ŁãşÖ<şÔ{ŽòÖæ₣_<<<ŁÜ{ŁãşÖ<şÔ{ŽòÖæ₣_<<<ŁÜ{ŁãşÖ<şÔ{ŽòÖæ₣_<<<ŁÜ{ŁãşÖ<şÔ{ŽòÖæ₣_
]]]]şùşùşùşùŁàłÚŁàłÚŁàłÚŁàłÚ<ÿáæŁ‚ÿjłãŁÚ<łÜŁâÿæ� 

Those who have faith and do not taint their faith 

with wrongdoing for such there shall be safetyfor such there shall be safetyfor such there shall be safetyfor such there shall be safety, and 

they are the [rightly] guided.”(6:82) 

�ĞÖ]<Ćá&c<ÿ°ÏĆjŁÛ»»»»<<<<<<<<<A°Úş_<AÝ^ÏÿÚ<A°Úş_<AÝ^ÏÿÚ<A°Úş_<AÝ^ÏÿÚ<A°Úş_<AÝ^ÏÿÚ�    
Indeed the God wary are in a secure stationare in a secure stationare in a secure stationare in a secure station (44:51) 

Im{m al-Husayn � who is ibnu Amir al-mu’minin is in this sense 

“the product of the commander of those who confer protection”. 

Necessarily, then, he likewise enjoys the characteristics of his father. His 

entire life serves as a lesson of am{n and protection from Hell Fire. 

In one of the supplications of the Holy month of Sha’ban we express 

the following about the Ahl al-Bayt �: 

ş]%×ÖŁãĆÜ<ÿ‘ñ<ØÿÂÿî×<ŁÚÿvĆÛž‚<ĆæŽ<ÙaŁÚÿvĆÛş]<‚ĞÖ₣ËĞ×ŽÔ<ĞÖ]ÿr&…^ÿèŽí<ŽÊ<ê
c×Ö]ÿr&s<ĞÖ]ÿÇŽÚ^ÿ†Žì<ÿèÿèÿèÿèĞ̀Ğ̀Ğ̀Ğ̀ÿÚÿÚÿÚÿÚŁàŁàŁàŁà<<<<ÿÚÿÚÿÚÿÚłàłàłàłà<<<<ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ŽÒŽÒŽÒŽÒÿfÿfÿfÿfÿãÿãÿãÿã^̂̂̂<ÿæÿèłÇÿ†ŁÑ<ÿÚłà<ÿiÿ†şÒÿã^ 

O All{h bless Muhammad and his progeny, the 

moving ark in the covering depths [of the sea], 

whosoever boards in it is protected and whosoever 

leaves it drowns.30 

Recitation & RealizationRecitation & RealizationRecitation & RealizationRecitation & Realization 

Reciting this verse after having known its comprehensive meaning 

undoubtedly fills the heart of the loving z{’ir with awe and veneration 

for the maz}r. However, as we had mentioned in the very beginning of 

                                                 

30 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 87, p. 19 
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this commentary, the most important and fundamental purpose of our 

recitation must be unity and coherence with the maz}r. If we address 

Im{m al-Íusayn � with ibnu Am|r al-mu’min|n, and believe that he 

is fit to command the believers, then we must resolve to practically 

follow his commands. Believing someone to be am|r is practically 

realized when one follows him. And when we understand Am|r al-

mu’min|n � as the commander of those who confer am{n and safety, 

then we must practically seek and follow the lesson of confering safety 

from Im{m � and apply the same in our lifetimes. And if we 

comprehend the appellation Am|r al-mu’min|n as the provider of 

knowledge to the believers, then we must practically draw our 

fundamental knowledge from authorities like Im{m ÝAl| � and the 

Ahl al-Bayt �. And if we understand the meaning of Am|r al-

mu’min|n � as the Commander of those who have faith, then we 

should resolve in following his footsteps and drawing closer to him so 

that we are entitled to be the bearers of |m{n and faith. 

�� 
ن�ينْ�  ؤْم� المْ	 يرْ� ابْن� ا�م�  ي�

O Son Of The Commander Of Those Who Confer TranquCommander Of Those Who Confer TranquCommander Of Those Who Confer TranquCommander Of Those Who Confer Tranquilityilityilityility    

�� 

The word mu’min is conventionally translated as ‘faithful’ or ‘believer’. 

Its literal import however is worthy of consideration. It comes from the 

word ‘amn’ which according to leading lexicographers like al-Isfahani, 

means ‘tuma’ninat al-nafs’ (tranquility and contentment of the heart). 

And the word |man which we translate as faith actually means ‘to place 

in oneself or another [the state of] amn (tranquility). And when we say 

 mana bilLahi’ which we conventionally translate as ‘he believed}‘ آمن باالله
in All{h’ we literally mean ‘he attained contentment and tranquility by 

All{h’. Principally when we speak of |m{n bill{h we mean to agree and 

have tranquility that God exists, He is the overwhelming One, and to 

Him belong the Attributes of Beauty and Majesty. However, such 
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tranquility which is limited to the belief in the existence of God is 

substantially different from the tranquility and serenity attained in 

All{h. Perhaps the most apt example of tranquility one can cite in the 

life of the commander of the tranquil ones (Amir al-mu’minin) is what 

transpired on the well-known laylat al-mab|t when Im{m ‘Ali � rests 

with utter peace and tranquility on the blessed bed of the Holy Prophet 

� while the Prophet � sets for his well-known migration to Madina. 

Indeed I feel it is only the Holy QurÞan that can properly narrate the 

nature of this historic incident. Almighty All{h says: 

�&Œ^ĆßÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ÿæ<<<<<<Žä{%×Ö]<Žl^{•ł†ÿÚ<ÿð^{ÇŽjłe]<Łä{ÿŠĞËÿÞ<ë†ł�ÿè<łàÿÚ
Łõÿ…<Łä%×Ö]ÿæłæŽ�^fŽÃĞÖ^Že<fiÍ�< <

And among the people is he who sells his soul 

seeking the pleasure of All{h, and All{h is most kind 

to [His] servants.(2:207) 

Im{m Zayn al-’Abid|n � is reported to have said: 

ÿÞÿ̂şÖłk<<{ŽÊłê<ÿÂ<{Ž×�ê<�<<{Žułéÿà<<{ÿeÿl^<ÿÂ<ÿî{×<<{ŽÊÿ†&÷]<ÿ…<{Ł‰łç&Ù<
Ž�]<�< <

This verse was revealed about ÝAl| � when he slept 

on the bed of the Messenger of All{h �.31 

In another tradition which shows the extent of i„mi’n{n and tranquility 

of ÝAl| �, we are told: 

JJJşÊş̂fÿl<ÿÂŽ×čê<�<ŁÚÿç�⁄ßÿÞ<^ĞËÿŠŁä<ÿÂÿî×<ĞÖ]şÏłj&Ø< <
So Im{m ‘Ali � slept while he stationed his soul to 

                                                 

31 Al-Bahrayni, Al-Burhan fi Tafsir al-QurÞan, v.1, p. 442 
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be killed...
32 

The phrase ‘muwa„„inan nafsahu Ýal{ al-qatl’ reveals so much. It shows 

the Im{m’s readiness to be martyred in the way of All{h. The word 

‘muwa„„inan’ literally connotes that Im{m ÝAl| � had stationed his 

spirit in the wa„an (hometown) of martyrdom. 

Ayatull{h al-Rayshahr| quoting al-Óabaq{t al-Kubr{ among other 

historical texts writes in his Maws}’at al-Im{m ÝAl| bin Ab| Ó{lib �: 

JJJşÊĞÎ^ÿjÿ†ÿ|<�<ÿÂÿÂ<î×Ž×�ê<�<ş_łá<ÿèŽfłéÿk<<{ŽÊłê<ŽÊÿ†<{Ž�]Žä<
Ži<{Ğ×şÔ<%×Ö]łé<{ş×şÊ<Hí{{ÿŠş̀şÖŁä<Vş_ÿæ<Łi<{łŠş×łÜ<{{ÿèÿ…<^<{Ł‰łçÿÙ<Ž�]{{şÎ<[ÿÙ^<V
ÿÞ{{{ÿÃłÜ<JşÊÿ†{{{Ćuÿg<&ý]{{{ÿÚŁÝ^<�<Že{{{ÿãş]„<Ž÷]ĞÎ{{{Žjÿ†&|]<ŁÚÿç�{{{⁄ß<^
ÿÞĞË{{{ÿŠŁä<ŽÖĞ×şÏ{{{łj&Ø<ŽÂ{{{łßÿ‚<ŁÚÿçÿq]{{{ÿãŽí<ĞÖ]ŁÛ{{{ł�&†ŽÒłéÿà<{{{ÿ‘ÿf⁄u^<H^
ÿæÿ‰ÿrÿ‚<ÿ‰łrÿ‚şì<ć�Ö]ĞÓ&†<ÿÂÿî×<<{ÿâŽ„Žå<ĞÖ]ÿÛłçŽâ<{ÿfŽí<ĞÖ]ÿÃŽ¿łé<{ÿÛŽí<
ÿæĞÖ]ÿj{{{{ÿvÿÌ<{{{{ŽeĞÖ^Łfł†Ž�<ĞÖ]ÿé{{{{ÿÛŽÞ^şù]<êł}{{{{ÿ–&†<{{{{%Ö]Ž„łë<{{{{şÒÿá^<
ÿèĞ×ÿj{{ŽvŁÌ<{{ŽeŽä<ĆßÖ]{{Žfćê<�<ŽÂ{{łßÿ‚<ÿÞłç{{ŽÚŽäÿ<H{{ÿÞæÿÝ^<ŁÚŞÿÛŽò{{Čß{{ŽÊ<^łê<
ŽÊÿ†Ž�]Žä<�< <

...So the Prophet � suggested to ÝAl| � that he 

sleeps that night in his bed, and ÝAl| � asked him: 

Would you be protected thereby O Messenger of 

All{h? He � said: Yes. So the Im{m � welcomed 

this suggestion while stationing himself to be 

martyred when he confronts the polytheists in the 

morning, and he prostrated in thanks to All{h for 

this great gift, and wrapped himself with the green 

Yemenite cloak that the Messenger of All{h would 

cover himself with when he slept, and he slept in the 
                                                 

32 Ibid., v.1, pp. 442-443 
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state of tranquility...33 

The phrase ‘wa n{ma mu„ma’innan f| fir{shihi’ (and he slept in the state 

of tranquility in the Prophet’s bed) is worthy of reflection. It shows how 

Am|r al-mu’min|n having sold his soul to the only beloved is 

overwhelmed and overtaken with utmost composure and tranquility. 

Bearing the aforesaid understanding of the appellation Amir al-

mu’minin in mind, the meaning of ibnu Amir al-mu’minin confers the 

implication that Im{m al-Husayn � who is the edifice of the 

commander of the tranquil spirits also exemplifies the same attribute of 

tranquility. 

Both his words as well as his deeds reveal this reality. In his well-known 

supplication of ÝArafa, Im{m al-Íusayn � is narrated to have said: 

ÿÚÿƒ<^]ÿ‚ÿqÿæ<ÿÚłà<<şÕÿ‚şÏşÊÿæÿÚ<^ÿ‚şÏşÊ<łëŽ„%Ö]<<àÚÿæÿqÿ‚şÕ[< <
What has he who has lost You found? And what has 

he who has found You lost?34 

And Im{m al-Ñ{diq � is reported to have said: 

<<<<<HłÜ₣ÓŽ×ŽÊ]ÿç{ÿÞÿæ<łÜ₣Ó{Ž–Žñ]ÿ†şÊ<łêŽÊ<&†łrşËĞÖ]<şìÿ…łçŁ‰<]æŁõÿ†ĞÎŽ]
<^{{ãÞ&dşÊ₣ìÿ…łç{{Ł‰<<<�]<ŁÜ{{ÓÿÛŽuÿ…<^{{ÿãłéŽÊ<]ç{{fşÆł…]ÿæ<&àłé{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<
şÊşÏÿÙ^<şÖŁä<Łe_₣_<çÿ‰ÿÚ^ÿæ<íşÒÿá^<ÿuŽ•^ÿ†<ĞÖ]ÿÛłrŽ×‹<VşÒ<{łéÿÌ<
ÿ‘ÿ…^łl<ÿâŽ„Žå<<{ćŠÖ]łçÿ…₣ì<ŽÖĞ×Łv<{ÿŠłé&à<�<ÿ}<{Ć‘^ğíşÊ<[<{şÏÿÙ^<V
ş_ş÷<ÿi{{{{łŠÿÛŁÄ<&c{{{{şÖşÎ<îłç{{{{ŽÖŽä<ÿi{{{{ÿÃşÖ^î<V�{{{{ÿèş_<^ĆèŁj{{{{ÿã<^Ćß{{{{Ö]ĞËŁ‹<
ĞÖ]ŁÛŞÿÛŽòĆßŽ]<íł…ŽqŽÃłê<&cşÖÿ…<îñeŽÔ<ÿ…Ž•]ÿéğí<ÿÚł†<{Ž•Ćé<{şÊ<íł�^Ł}Ž×łê<

                                                 

33 Al-Rayshahr|, Maws}’at Im{m ÝAl| bin Ab| Ó{lib, v.1, pp. 158-159 

34Al-Rayshahr|, M|z{n al-Íikma, v.1, p. 502 
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ŽÊłê<ŽÂ<{ÿfŽ�^ÿæ<ëł�]Ł}<{Ž×łê<ÿqĆß<{Žjłê�<&cĆÞ<{ÿÛÿè<^łÃ<{ŽßĞÖ]<êŁv<{ÿŠłé<{łe<à&à<
ÿÂŽ×flê<ÿ‘ş×ÿçŁl]<Ž�]<ÿÂş×łé&ãÿÛşÊ<H^Łãÿç<Łƒłæ<ĆßÖ]ĞË&‹<ĞÖ]ŁÛŞÿÛŽòĆß<í
Ć†Ö]ŽŽ•]ÿéŽí<ĞÖ]ÿÛł†Ž•ĆéŽíJJJ< <

Read S}rat al-Fajr in your obligatory and 

supererogatory prayers, for indeed it is the chapter 

of al-Husayn �, and have a liking to it, may All{h 

have mercy on you. Thereupon Ab} Us{ma, who 

was present in the gathering asked him �: How 

did this s}ra become specifically for al-Husayn �? 

The Im{m � said: Do you not listen to All{h’s 

word “O contented spirit (y{ ayyatuha al-nafs al-

m}tma’inna), return to your Lord, while you are 

pleased with Him, and He is pleased with you, and 

enter the company of My servants, and enter My 

paradise”. It refers to Im{m al-Husayn bin ‘Ali �, 

for he is the contented spirit who is pleased with his 

Lord and his Lord is pleased with him...
35 

Al-Baƒr{n| narrates a beautiful tradition from Im{m Zayn al-ÝÀbid|n 

� which describes the situation of Im{m al-Íusayn � and his 

brilliant companions before their departure from this world when the 

situation intensified as follows: 

JJJÿæ{{{{şÒÿá^<ĞÖ]Łv{{{{ÿŠłéŁà<�<ÿæÿe{{{{łÃŁ̃<{{{{ÿÚłà<ÿÚ{{{{ÿÃŁä<{{{{ŽÚłà<
ÿ}ÿ’Žñ^{{{Ž’Žä<ŁiŁiŁiŁi{{{ł�{{{ł�{{{ł�{{{ł�&†&†&†&†ŁÑŁÑŁÑŁÑ<<<<ş_ş_ş_ş_<{{{ĞÖ<{{{ĞÖ<{{{ĞÖ<{{{ĞÖÿçÿçÿçÿçŁÞ]ŁÞ]ŁÞ]ŁÞ]ŁãŁãŁãŁãłÜłÜłÜłÜÿæ<Hÿæ<Hÿæ<Hÿæ<Hÿiÿiÿiÿi{{{łã{{{łã{{{łã{{{łãÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚₣_₣_₣_₣_<<<<<{{{ÿq<{{{ÿq<{{{ÿq<{{{ÿqÿçÿçÿçÿç&…]&…]&…]&…]ŁuŁuŁuŁuŁãŁãŁãŁã<HÜ<HÜ<HÜ<HÜ
ÿæÿæÿæÿæÿiÿiÿiÿiłŠłŠłŠłŠ₣Ó₣Ó₣Ó₣ÓŁàŁàŁàŁà<<<<ŁÞŁÞŁÞŁÞ₣Ë₣Ë₣Ë₣ËłçłçłçłçŁ‰Ł‰Ł‰Ł‰ŁãŁãŁãŁãłÜłÜłÜłÜJJJJJJJJJJJJ< << << << <

...while the situation of al-Íusayn � and some of 

those with him, would be such that their colors 

                                                 

35 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 24, p. 93 
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would shine, the parts of their bodies would be 

composed, and their spirits would be in the state of 

serenity...36 

Having known the subtle meaning of ibnu Am|r al-mu’min|n as the 

edifice of the possessor and bestower of tranquility, our aspiration 

should be to uplift ourselves and realize the characteristics of a tranquil 

soul.  

ÝAll{ma Majlis| in his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r narrates: 

{{{{{ÿÂłà<ş_{{{{{ÿÞ{{{{{łe<‹ÿÚ<à{{{{{ŽÖ^{{{{{şÎ<ÔÿÙ^<<V{{{{{şÎÿÙ^<ÿ…{{{{{Ł‰łçŁÙ<Ž�]<
�V�ş]%ÖŽ„łèÿà<ÿÚa<{Łßłçÿæ<]ÿiŞ<{ÿÛŽòćà<₣Î<{₣×łçŁeŁãłÜ<<{ŽeŽ„ĞÒ&†<Ž�]<ş_ş÷<
ŽeŽ„ĞÒ&†<Ž�]<ÿiŞÿÛŽòĆà<ĞÖ]₣Ï₣×łçh�<Vş_ÿił‚&…łë<ÿÚłà<ŁâłÜ<ÿèłe]<^ÿà<
₣_flÝ<₣Î<[Üé×‰Ğ×Łk<VÿÚłà<ŁâłÜ<ÿèÿ…<^<{Ł‰łçÿÙ<Ž�][<<{şÎÿÙ^<VÿÞ<{łvŁà<
ş_łâŁØ<ĞÖ]ÿfłéŽk<ÿæŽ�łéÿÃŁjÿß^J< <

Anas bin M{lik is reported to have said: The 

Messenger of All{h recited “And those who have 

faith and their hearts are tranquil by the 

remembrance of All{h...” (13:28) and said: Do you 

know who they are, O son of Umm Sulaym? I said: 

Who are they, O Messenger of All{h? He � said: 

They are we and our Sh|Ýa.37  

 

 

 

                                                 

36 Al-Baƒr{n|, Al-ÝAw{lim, pp. 350-351. 

37 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 35, p. 405 
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�� 
ينْ� ... ي�� د� الوْص� ي�� ابْن� س�  و�

...and the son of the Leader of the SuccessorsLeader of the SuccessorsLeader of the SuccessorsLeader of the Successors    

�� 

Here, as in the previous cases, نبا ‘ibn’ bears two different messages: 
Im{m al-Íusayn � is the son of sayyid al-wa‚iyy|n, as well as his 

spiritual product. And because he is the spiritual product of the master 

of all the past successors of the prophets of All{h, he likewise excels 

them and is embellished with the attributes of his father. The word 

‘sayyid’ literally means ‘leader’. Its correlatives are the verbs s{d{-yas}du 

(he led, he is leading). That which makes Im{m ÝAl| � to be sayyid al-

wa‚iyy|n is his capability to succeed the Leader of the Apostles (sayyid 

al-rusul), who bore the most comprehensive message of All{h, the 

QurÞ{n, which is introduced as al-Muhaymin. Consider the following 

verse of the Holy QurÞ{n: 

�<<<<<<^{{ÿÛ�Ö<^ğÎñ‚{{ÿ’ŁÚ<ñÐÿvĞÖ^{{Že<ÿh^{{ÿjŽÓĞÖ]<şÔ{{łéşÖ&c<^{{ÿßĞÖÿ̂ Þş_ÿæ<ÿàłé{{ÿe
<Žh^ÿjŽÓĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<Žäłèÿ‚ÿèŽäłéş×ÿÂ<^⁄ßŽÛłéÿãŁÚÿæŽäłéş×ÿÂ<^⁄ßŽÛłéÿãŁÚÿæŽäłéş×ÿÂ<^⁄ßŽÛłéÿãŁÚÿæŽäłéş×ÿÂ<^⁄ßŽÛłéÿãŁÚÿæ<<<^{ÿÛŽe<ÜŁãÿßłéÿe<Ü₣Ółu^şÊ

<<<<<<ÿà{{{{ŽÚ<şÕð^{{{{ÿq<^{{{{ĆÛÿÂ<łÜŁâð]ÿç{{{{łâş_<łÄ{{{{ŽfĆjÿi<ş÷ÿæ<Łä{{{{�×Ö]<ÿÙÿ̂ {{{{Þş_
ñÐÿvĞÖ]JJJ�< <

We have sent down to you the Book with the truth, 

confirming what was before it of the Book and as a 

guardian (muhayminan) over it. So judge between 

them by what God has sent down, and do not follow 

their desires against the truth that has come to you. 

(5:48) 

No Divine Messenger (ras}l) or Successor (wa‚|) can bear the message of 

the Holy Prophet � save Im{m ÝAl| and his successors, for every 
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Prophet � enjoys the station of the Book that was revealed unto him. 

Therefore because the Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � are the bearers of 

the QurÞ{n (ƒamalat kit{bilL{h) they excel the other prophets and their 

successors and are rightly known as s{dat al-aw‚iy{’. Consider the 

following narrations: 

Žä%×Ö]<ŁÙçŁ‰ÿ…<ÿÙ^şÎ<�V<<<<ÿ°ñé{ŽfĆßÖ]<Ł‚ñé{ÿ‰<^ÿÞş_<<<Ł‚ñé{ÿ‰<êñé{Ž‘ÿæÿæ<<<Ł‚ñé{ÿ‰<êñé{Ž‘ÿæÿæ<<<Ł‚ñé{ÿ‰<êñé{Ž‘ÿæÿæ<<<Ł‚ñé{ÿ‰<êñé{Ž‘ÿæÿæ
ş÷]<₣ìÿ�^ÿ‰<ŁåŁõ^ÿéŽ‘łæş_ÿæ<ÿ°ñéŽ‘ÿçĞÖ]ş÷]<₣ìÿ�^ÿ‰<ŁåŁõ^ÿéŽ‘łæş_ÿæ<ÿ°ñéŽ‘ÿçĞÖ]ş÷]<₣ìÿ�^ÿ‰<ŁåŁõ^ÿéŽ‘łæş_ÿæ<ÿ°ñéŽ‘ÿçĞÖ]ş÷]<₣ìÿ�^ÿ‰<ŁåŁõ^ÿéŽ‘łæş_ÿæ<ÿ°ñéŽ‘ÿçĞÖ]ð^ÿéŽ‘łæð^ÿéŽ‘łæð^ÿéŽ‘łæð^ÿéŽ‘łæ    

The Apostle of All{h, upon whom and whose 

immaculate progeny be peace, said: ‘I am the leader 

of the Prophets and my successor is the leader of all my successor is the leader of all my successor is the leader of all my successor is the leader of all 

the successors, and his successors are the leaders of the successors, and his successors are the leaders of the successors, and his successors are the leaders of the successors, and his successors are the leaders of 

all the successorsall the successorsall the successorsall the successors.38 

æ<<<<<<Žä{%×Ö]<ŁÙç{Ł‰ÿ…<ÿÙ^{şÎ<ÿÙ^{şÎ<AŒ^{ĆfÿÂ<&àłe]<&àÿÂ�VVVV<<̂ {ÿÞş_<<<Ł‚ñé{ÿ‰
]şùÿÛĞÖ]<ÿà{{{{{{ŽÚ<ŁØ{{{{{{ÿ–ĞÊş_ÿæ<ÿ°Ž×{{{{{{ÿ‰ł†ŁÛĞÖ]ÿæ<Žð^{{{{{{ÿéŽfłÞşø<Ží{{{{{{şÓŽñ

<ÿ°ŽeĆ†{{{{{şÏŁÛĞÖ]<<Žð^ÿé{{{{{Ž‘łæş_<₣ìÿ�^{{{{{ÿ‰<êŽñ^ÿé{{{{{Ž‘łæş_ÿæ<<Žð^ÿé{{{{{Ž‘łæş_<₣ìÿ�^{{{{{ÿ‰<êŽñ^ÿé{{{{{Ž‘łæş_ÿæ<<Žð^ÿé{{{{{Ž‘łæş_<₣ìÿ�^{{{{{ÿ‰<êŽñ^ÿé{{{{{Ž‘łæş_ÿæ<<Žð^ÿé{{{{{Ž‘łæş_<₣ìÿ�^{{{{{ÿ‰<êŽñ^ÿé{{{{{Ž‘łæş_ÿæ<<<ÿ°ñé{{{{{ŽfĆßÖ]
<<<ÿ°ñé{{{{{{ŽfĆßÖ]<Žl^{{{{{{Ćèñ…Łƒ<ŁØ{{{{{{ÿ–ĞÊş_<ê{{{{{{ŽjĆèñ…Łƒÿæ<ÿ°Ž×{{{{{{ÿ‰ł†ŁÛĞÖ]ÿæ

ÿ°Ž×ÿ‰ł†ŁÛĞÖ]ÿæJJJ 

Ibn ‘Abb{s is reported to have said: The Holy 

Prophet � said: ‘I am the leader of the Prophets and 

Apostles, and better than the angels nearmost to 

All{h, and my successors are the the leaders of the and my successors are the the leaders of the and my successors are the the leaders of the and my successors are the the leaders of the 

successorssuccessorssuccessorssuccessors of the other prophets and apostles, and 

my lineage is the best of the lineages of the Prophets 

and Apostles of All{h.39 

                                                 

38 Shaykh al-Ó}s|, Man l{ Yaƒ~uruhu al-Faq|h, v.4, p. 174 

39 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.8, p. 22 
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And in the proximity of the radiant dome of Im{m al-Íusayn �, 

Im{m al-Ñ{diq � tells his companion Ñafw{n that all the Divine 

prophets and their sucessors visit Im{m al-Íusayn �, including the 

Im{m � himself. He � says 

JJJŽð^{{{{{{{ÿéŽfłÞş÷]<ŁØ{{{{{{{ÿ–ĞÊş]<fi‚{{{{{{{ĆÛÿvŁÚÿæ<<ŁØ{{{{{{{ÿ–ĞÊş]<Łà{{{{{{{łvÿÞÿæ<ŁØ{{{{{{{ÿ–ĞÊş]<Łà{{{{{{{łvÿÞÿæ<ŁØ{{{{{{{ÿ–ĞÊş]<Łà{{{{{{{łvÿÞÿæ<ŁØ{{{{{{{ÿ–ĞÊş]<Łà{{{{{{{łvÿÞÿæ
Žð^ÿéŽ‘łæş÷]Žð^ÿéŽ‘łæş÷]Žð^ÿéŽ‘łæş÷]Žð^ÿéŽ‘łæş÷]JJJ< <

...[including] Muƒammad the best of the Prophets the best of the Prophets the best of the Prophets the best of the Prophets 

and we, the best successorsand we, the best successorsand we, the best successorsand we, the best successors...40 

In the first volume of his well-known thematic exegesis of QurÞ{n, the 

grand Àyatull{h Jaw{d| Àmul| (may the Almighty protect his noble self) 

says: 

‘Inasmuch as the Noble QurÞ{n is muhaymin 

(supervisor and protector), the Seal of the Apostles is 

also muhaymin over the prophets, for every Apostle 

invites his community to the station of his book, 

and the station of every prophet is the same as the 

station of his book, and the station of the Messenger 

of All{h � is the same as the station of the Message 

that he brought.41 

And when trying to establish how Im{m al-Íusayn � is the Leader of 

martyrs, Àyatullah Jawad| Àmul| in his Shek}faieye ÝAql says: 

Íusayn � is the leader and superior to all the 

martyrs of the universe. And this station is due to 

his company with the reality of the Holy QurÞan 

which is a guardian over all other heavenly 

scriptures. In other words: 

                                                 

40 Ibid., v.101, p. 60 

41 Àyatull{h Jawad| Àmul|, QurÞ{n dar QurÞ{n, p. 292 
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1- The reality of the Prophet �’s progeny is at par 

with the Holy QurÞan. 

2- The reality of QurÞan, apart from verifying the 

previous books has a supervisory role over them. 

3- Every prophet is at par with the heavenly book 

given to him. 

4- When the Progeny of the Holy Prophet � is 

equal to the noble QurÞan, they [obviously] are 

guardians over the great divine men of the past. 

This same evidence can be employed to prove that Im{m al-Í}sayn � 

is among the leaders of all the sucessors of the previous prophets of 

All{h (sayyid al-wa‚iyy|n). 

�� 
ابْن� ... د�  و� ي�� ينْ�  س� ي��  الوْص�

...and the son of the Leader of the SuccessorsLeader of the SuccessorsLeader of the SuccessorsLeader of the Successors    

�� 

The word wa‚iyy|n is the plural of wa‚| and it literally means [the] 

‘trustee’ to whom one entrusts his will (wa‚iyya). In the present context, 

however, it refers to the Divine Trustee who is entrusted with a Divine 

Will, which is to govern the Islamic state and rule according to the 

Divine Laws. And Im{m ÝAl| � was entrusted with this Divine Will 

before the demise of the Holy Prophet � on several occasions, the 

fundamental of which was in Ghad|r Khumm, where he � announced 

Im{m ÝAl| � as his successor and sought confirmation from others 

too. Therefore, when we say that Im{m al-Íusayn � is the edifice, 

product, and inheritor of the Leader of the Divine successors and 

trustees, we are also implying that he has inherited the qualities of such 

successorship. And in rising against an illegal government that would 
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ruin and demolish the material and spiritual felicity of the believers, he 

practically manifested his trustworthiness and successfully undertook 

his mission of Divine leadership. 

 
 
 
 





 

CHAPTER 4 

    

 َ َ لامَُ لسَّ أ   مَةَ طبنَْ فاَ ا�لَيَكَْ ي

َ ءِ آنِسَ سَيدَِّةِ   مِينَْ ـالعْاَل
 

Peace be on you, O son of F{„ima – the leader of 
the women of the worlds 





 

 � � أ 	 ع� لس� �م �الا � بْن� ف ة طل�يْك� يا   م�
�س�  ة� & د� ي�� ينْ� آس� �م� ال   ء� الْع�

Peace be on You, O son of Fa„ima- 
the Leader of the Women of the Worlds<

 

    
COMMENTARY 

�� 
 � � أ 	 لس� �م �الا � بْن� ف ل�يْك� يا ةطع�  م�

Peace be unto you, O son of F{„ima 

�� 

This verse is one of the most radiant verses of Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{’, for it 

reveals the pleasant origin of Im{m al-Íusayn � and his utter purity. 

Not only is the Im{m � a physical offspring of the sublimest example 

of purity and goodness, he is her spiritual artifact (bin{’) as well. One of 

the appellations of Ía~rat F{„ima � is al-Óayyiba (the pleasant one). 

In a well-known Ziy{rat of the Holy Prophet � we supplicate as 

follows: 

JJJş]%×Ö{{{{{{{{{{ŁãĆÜ<{{{{{{{{{{ÿ‘ñØ<ÿÂÿî{{{{{{{{{{×<^şÊ^şÊ^şÊ^şÊ����şí{{{{{{{{{{ÿÛşí{{{{{{{{{{ÿÛşí{{{{{{{{{{ÿÛşí{{{{{{{{{{ÿÛ<<Ö]Ö]Ö]Ö]ŞŞŞŞñéñéñéñé{{{{{{{{{{ÿf{{{{{{{{{{ÿf{{{{{{{{{{ÿf{{{{{{{{{{ÿfŽíŽíŽíŽí<
Ö]{{{{{{{{{{{{{ŞŽâ^ÿ†Žì<ĞÖ]ŁÛŞ{{{{{{{{{{{{{Ćãÿ†Žì%Ö]<H{{{{{{{{{{{{{Žjłê<łÞ]ÿjÿrłfÿj{{{{{{{{{{{{{ÿã<^
ÿæ�Ćãł†ÿi{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{ÿãÿæ<^<şÊ{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{Ć–Ğ×ÿjÿãÿÂ<^ÿî{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{×<ŽÞ{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{ÿŠŽð^<
ĞÖ]ÿÃşÖ^ŽÛłéÿàJJJ< <

...O All{h, bless F{„ima, the pleasant one (al-

Óayyiba), the pure, the purified, whom You chose, 

purified and preferred over all the women of the 
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worlds...1 

Im{m al-Íusayn � being the offspring of a pure mother the like of al-

Óayyiba, also inherits utter purity. Small wonder it is that one of his 

appellations is al-Óayyib: Ab} Shibl narrates:  

şù<ŁkĞ×₣ÎŽä%×Ö]<Ž‚łfÿÂ<êŽe�<<&àłé{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ÿ†łfşÎ<Ł…æŁ‡ş_�<<<ÿÙ^{şÎ
łÜÿÃÿÞ<<<<Ö]<&…Ł‡Ö]<&…Ł‡Ö]<&…Ł‡Ö]<&…Ł‡ŞŞŞŞ<ÿgñé<ÿgñé<ÿgñé<ÿgñéşøĆ’Ö]<ĆÜŽiş_ÿæäéŽÊ<şìJJJ 

I said to Im{m al-Ñ{diq �: I visit the grave of al-

Íusayn � He � said: Yes, visit al-Óayyib2 (the 

pleasant one), and pray the complete prayer (and not 

qa‚r) near him...3 

In another tradition, Ab} SaÝ|d al-Mad{’in| says: I entered in the 

presence of Ab} ‘Abdill{h [al-Ñ{diq �], and I said: May I be made 

your ransom. Should I visit the grave of al-Íusayn �? He (‘a) said: 

<<<<<&àłé{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ÿ†{łfşÎ<Žk{łñ]<ž‚éŽÃ{ÿ‰<^{ÿeş_<^ÿè<łÜÿÃÿÞ�<<<<&Ùç{Ł‰ÿ…<&à{łe]
<Žä{{%×Ö]�<ş_ş_ş_ş_����]<Žg{{ÿé]<Žg{{ÿé]<Žg{{ÿé]<Žg{{ÿéşùşùşùşù����ş_ÿæ<ÿ°Žf{{ÿéş_ÿæ<ÿ°Žf{{ÿéş_ÿæ<ÿ°Žf{{ÿéş_ÿæ<ÿ°Žf{{ÿé����Ö]<&†{{ÿãÖ]<&†{{ÿãÖ]<&†{{ÿãÖ]<&†{{ÿã{{Ş{{Ş{{Ş{{Ş<ÿàè&†Žâ^<ÿàè&†Žâ^<ÿàè&†Žâ^<ÿàè&†Žâ^<ñ†{{ÿeş_ÿæ
]şù<<ÿæ<ğ̂{{ŠłÛÿ}<Žä{{Že<şÔ{{şÖ<Łä{{%×Ö]<ÿg{{ÿjşÒ<Łä{{ÿił…Ł‡<]ÿƒ&c<şÔ{{ĆÞ&dşÊ<&…]ÿ†{{łe

ğíĆrÿu<ÿàè&†ł�ŽÂJ< <
Yes O Ab{ SaÝ|d, visit the grave of al-Íusayn �, 

the offspring of the Messenger of All{h�, the most the most the most the most 

                                                 

1 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.98, pp.262-263 

2 The root meaning of al-„ayyib is ‘that which is desirable, in which there is no kind of 
apparent or hidden dirt…’ [See Mu‚„afaw|’s al-Taƒq|q, v.7, p. 151]. Al-I‚fah{n| confers a 
similar definition in his Al-Mufrad{t. He says: ‘wa a‚l al-„ayyib m{ tastalidhhuhu al-
ƒaw{s, wa m{ tastalidhhuhu al-nafs’ (and the root meaning of al-„ayyib is that by which 
the senses take pleasure, and that which the soul takes pleasure [See Al-Mufrad{t of Al-
I‚fah{n|, , p. 527.] 

3 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, al-K{f|, v.4, p. 587 
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pleasant of the most pleasant ones and the most pleasant of the most pleasant ones and the most pleasant of the most pleasant ones and the most pleasant of the most pleasant ones and the most 

pure of the pure onespure of the pure onespure of the pure onespure of the pure ones, and the most righteous of the 

righteous ones; for surely if you visit him, All{h will 

write for you the reward of twenty five pilgrimages 

(ƒajjs).4 

In the well-known Ziyarat al-J{mi’a al-Kab|ra there is a statement that 

alludes to the process of the transfer of purity. We are taught to address 

the Ahl al-Bayt � in the following way: 

JJJÿæÿş_<<ÿæ<łÜ₣Òÿ…ç{{ŁÞÿæ<łÜ{{₣Óÿu]ÿæł…ş_<Ćá�<<Đìÿ‚{{{Žu]ÿæ<łÜ₣Óÿj{{ÿßé
����ÿæ<łkÿe^ÿæ<łkÿe^ÿæ<łkÿe^ÿæ<łkÿe^����łlÿ†Łãłlÿ†Łãłlÿ†Łãłlÿ†Łã<<<<˜łÃÿe<łàŽÚ<^ÿãŁ–łÃÿe˜łÃÿe<łàŽÚ<^ÿãŁ–łÃÿe˜łÃÿe<łàŽÚ<^ÿãŁ–łÃÿe˜łÃÿe<łàŽÚ<^ÿãŁ–łÃÿeJJJ 

...and that your spirits, your light, and your nature 

are one; they became pleasant and purified some 

from others...5 

In another tradition where the basis of transfer is clearly depicted, the 

Holy Prophet � presents a Divine law: 

JJJłáş_<îÿeş̀ şÊ<Łèł~-†ÿt<ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<Ö]Ö]Ö]Ö]ŞŞŞŞñéñéñéñéŽgŽgŽgŽg<<<<-c-c-c-c4÷4÷4÷4÷<<<<Ö]Ö]Ö]Ö]ŞŞŞŞñéñéñéñéÿgÿgÿgÿg< <
...And He [All{h] did not allow to produce from a 

pleasant entity save a pleasant entity.6 

In a beautiful conversation with Kumayl bin Ziy{d al-Nakha’| Am|r al-

mu’min|n ÝAl| � narrates the Prophet � as saying: 

<ŁäłßŽÚ<ÿë^ÿßłe]ÿæ<êñßŽÚ<čêŽ×ÿÂÖ]ÿæÖ]ÿæÖ]ÿæÖ]ÿæŞŞŞŞ<ŁÜŁâÿæ<łÜŁãłßŽÚ<^ÿÞş_ÿæ<êñßŽÚ<ÿáçŁfñé<ŁÜŁâÿæ<łÜŁãłßŽÚ<^ÿÞş_ÿæ<êñßŽÚ<ÿáçŁfñé<ŁÜŁâÿæ<łÜŁãłßŽÚ<^ÿÞş_ÿæ<êñßŽÚ<ÿáçŁfñé<ŁÜŁâÿæ<łÜŁãłßŽÚ<^ÿÞş_ÿæ<êñßŽÚ<ÿáçŁfñé
Ö]Ö]Ö]Ö]ŞŞŞŞłÜ-ãñÚ₣_<ÿ‚łÃÿe<ÿáçŁfñéłÜ-ãñÚ₣_<ÿ‚łÃÿe<ÿáçŁfñéłÜ-ãñÚ₣_<ÿ‚łÃÿe<ÿáçŁfñéłÜ-ãñÚ₣_<ÿ‚łÃÿe<ÿáçŁfñé<Łâÿæ<łàÿÚÿæ<^ÿrÿÞ<^ÿãÿfŽÒÿ…<łàÿÚ<ĐíÿßéŽËÿ‰<łÜ

                                                 

4 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.98, pp. 41 

5 Shaykh al-Ó}s|, Man L{ Yaƒ~uruhu al-Faq|h, v.2, p. 613 

6 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.65, p. 24 
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ïÿçÿâ<^ÿãłßÿÂ<ÿÌ4×ÿ~ÿiJJJ 

ÝAl| is from me, and my two sons are from him, and 

the „ayyib}n [a reference to the A’imma �] are 

from me, and I am from them, and they are the 

tayyib}n (pleasant ones) after their mother, and they 

are the Ark upon which whoever boards is 

emancipated, and whosoever lags behind, falls...7 

Readers are requested to reflect on the phrase “wa hum al-„ayyib}n 

ba’da ummihim” (and they are the pleasant ones after their mother) 

which subtly alludes to the root and transfer of their purity. 

In order to understand better the transfer of purity, let us consider the 

following verses and narrations: 

1- The Holy QurÞ{n presents a parable of universal significance: 

�<<<<<<ğøÿn{{ÿÚ<Łä{{4×Ö]<ÿhÿ†{{ÿ•<ÿÌ{{łéşÒ<ïÿ†{{ÿi<łÜ{{şÖş_<ğí{{ÿÛŽ×şÒ<ğí{{ÿÛŽ×şÒ<ğí{{ÿÛŽ×şÒ<ğí{{ÿÛŽ×şÒ����<ğí{{ÿfñé<ğí{{ÿfñé<ğí{{ÿfñé<ğí{{ÿfñé
<žìÿ†ÿr{{{{{{ÿ�şÒ<žìÿ†ÿr{{{{{{ÿ�şÒ<žìÿ†ÿr{{{{{{ÿ�şÒ<žìÿ†ÿr{{{{{{ÿ�şÒ����ží{{{{{{ÿfñéží{{{{{{ÿfñéží{{{{{{ÿfñéží{{{{{{ÿfñé<<ê{{{{{{ŽÊ<^{{{{{{ÿãŁÂł†şÊÿæ<fik{{{{{{Že^ÿm<^ÿã₣×{{{{{{ł‘ş_

Žð^ÿÛĆŠÖ]J<Łh-†ł–ÿèÿæ<^ÿãñeÿ…<-áłƒ-dŽe<T°Žu<ĆØ₣Ò<^ÿãş×₣Ò₣_<êŽiłöŁi
ÿáæŁ†4Òÿ„ÿjÿè<łÜŁã4×ÿÃşÖ<-Œ^Ćß×ŽÖ<ÿÙ^ÿnłÚşù]<Łä4×Ö]� 

Don’t you see how All{h sets forth a parable? A A A A 

pleasant wordpleasant wordpleasant wordpleasant word8888 (kalima „ayyiba) is like a goodly tree, 

whose root is firmly fixed, and its branches (reach) 

to the heavens, It brings forth its fruit at all times, 

by the leave of its Lord. So All{h sets forth parables 

                                                 

7 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.74, p. 278 

8 Unlike the word of man which is expressed by the tongue, kalima with regard to 
Almighty Allah refers to His creation. His creation is His speech. Therefore kalima 
„ayyiba refers to a being of purity. Prophet ‘I‚{ � in the Holy QurÞ{n is referred to as 

“…wa kalimatuhu alq{ha il{ Maryam…” (and His Word that He cast toward Mary) 

(4:171) 
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for men, in order that they may receive admonition. 

(14:24)  

This verse must be understood in light of the fact that All{h’s word is 

different from the word of the human being. According to a radiant 

expression of Am|r al-mu’min|n ÝAl| � in Nahj al-Bal{gha, All{h’s 

words are His very creations. He � says: ‘And surely His speech is the 

action that He originates...’9 Therefore when we speak of kalima „ayyiba 

we refer to a pleasant and good being. And among the fundamental 

requisites of such an entity, as depicted in the above verse, is a firm and 

powerful origin. One who is born to parents of firm knowledge and 

action, would always inhabit the skies of spiritual elevation, and benefit 

others every moment by the permission of their Lord. In a tradition 

Im{m al-B{qir � says the following about the aforementioned verse: 

JJJJJJJJJJJJŁàłvÿÞŁàłvÿÞŁàłvÿÞŁàłvÿÞ<<<<�]<Ù^Î<łêŽj4Ö]<₣ìÿ†ÿrĆ�Ö]�]<Ù^Î<łêŽj4Ö]<₣ìÿ†ÿrĆ�Ö]�]<Ù^Î<łêŽj4Ö]<₣ìÿ†ÿrĆ�Ö]�]<Ù^Î<łêŽj4Ö]<₣ìÿ†ÿrĆ�Ö]    <ÿ±ş̂Ãÿi<ÿ±ş̂Ãÿi<ÿ±ş̂Ãÿi<ÿ±ş̂Ãÿi�<fikŽe^ÿm<̂ ÿã₣×ł‘ş_<fikŽe^ÿm<̂ ÿã₣×ł‘ş_<fikŽe^ÿm<̂ ÿã₣×ł‘ş_<fikŽe^ÿm<̂ ÿã₣×ł‘ş_
<Žðş̂Û{ĆŠÖ]<êŽÊ<^ÿãŁÂł†şÊæ<Žðş̂Û{ĆŠÖ]<êŽÊ<^ÿãŁÂł†şÊæ<Žðş̂Û{ĆŠÖ]<êŽÊ<^ÿãŁÂł†şÊæ<Žðş̂Û{ĆŠÖ]<êŽÊ<^ÿãŁÂł†şÊæ�H<łÃŁÞ<Łà{łvÿÞ<{Ş<<^ÿßÿjÿÃé{Ž�<ê<̂ {ÿÚ<<<Łð^{ÿ�ÿÞ

ŽÚ^ÿßŽÛĞ×ŽÂ<łà 

We are the tree about which Almighty All{h said 

“...whose root is firmly fixed, and its branches 

(reach) to the heavens” (14:24). We are the ones who 

give our Sh|’as what we want from our knowledge...10 

2. Im{m Am|r al-mu’min|n ÝAl| � alluding to the reality that the fruit 

depends on the water of the plant says: 

JJJ<ş÷<žl^{ÿfÿÞ<ĆØ₣Òÿæ<Hfil^ÿfÿÞ<TØÿÛÿÂ<ĆØ₣Ò<Ćáş_<łÜş×łÂ]ÿæ<<<î{ÿßŽÆ
<<<<<HĐí{{şËŽ×ÿjł~ŁÚ<Łå^{{ÿéŽÛĞÖ]ÿæ<HŽð^{{ÿÛĞÖ]<-à{{ÿÂ<Žä{{Že<^{{ÿÛşÊ<^{{ÿÛşÊ<^{{ÿÛşÊ<^{{ÿÛşÊ{{�{{�{{�{{�<ŁäŁéĞÏ{{ÿ‰<ÿh^<ŁäŁéĞÏ{{ÿ‰<ÿh^<ŁäŁéĞÏ{{ÿ‰<ÿh^<ŁäŁéĞÏ{{ÿ‰<ÿh^

                                                 

9 Im{m ‘Al| �, Nahj al-Bal{gha, sermon 228 

10 Qu„b al-D|n al-R{wand|, Al-Khar{’ij wa al-Jar{yiƒ, v.2, p. 596 
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����ŁäŁ‰ł†şÆ<ÿh^ŁäŁ‰ł†şÆ<ÿh^ŁäŁ‰ł†şÆ<ÿh^ŁäŁ‰ł†şÆ<ÿh^łkş×ÿuÿæ<H<<<ÿo{Łfÿ}<ŁäŁéĞÏÿ‰<ÿoŁfÿ}<^ÿÚÿæ<HŁäŁiÿ†ÿÛÿm
äŁiÿ†ÿÛÿm<łlĆ†ÿÚş_ÿæ<HŁäŁ‰ł†şÆ. 

...and know that every action is a plant, and every 

plant is not needless of water, and waters are of 

different kinds. And if the water of a plant is pure 

and pleasant, its growth would be pleasant and its 

fruit sweet. And if the water of a plant is dirty and 

unpleasant, its growth would be unpleasant and its 

fruit bitter.11 

3. Alluding to the fundamental importance of the land where the plant 

grows, the Holy QurÞ{n says:  

�ÿæÿæÿæÿæĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]Ö]<Ł‚ş×ÿfÖ]<Ł‚ş×ÿfÖ]<Ł‚ş×ÿfÖ]<Ł‚ş×ÿfŞŞŞŞŁgñéŁgñéŁgñéŁgñé<<ş÷<ÿoŁfÿ}<ëŽ„4Ö]ÿæ<Žäñeÿ…<-áłƒ-dŽe<ŁäŁi^ÿfÿÞ<ŁtŁ†ł~ÿè
]⁄‚ŽÓÿÞ<4÷-c<ŁtŁ†ł~ÿè� 

The good landThe good landThe good landThe good land its vegetation comes out by the 

permission of its Lord, and as for that which is bad, 

it does not come out except sparsely. (7:58) 

4. In a well-known Ziy{rat when addressing the Im{ms of the Baq|Ý 

cemetery in Ma~ina we say: 

JJJ����ÿæ<łÜŁjłfÿæ<łÜŁjłfÿæ<łÜŁjłfÿæ<łÜŁjłf����Ü₣ÓŁjŽfłßÿÚ<ÿh^Ü₣ÓŁjŽfłßÿÚ<ÿh^Ü₣ÓŁjŽfłßÿÚ<ÿh^Ü₣ÓŁjŽfłßÿÚ<ÿh^JJJ< <
You are pleasant and the place of your growth too is 

pleasant and pure...12 

5. Alluding to the pleasant growth of Ía~rat Maryam � Almighty 

All{h says: 

                                                 

11 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.29, p. 600 

12 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.4, p. 559 
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�<TàÿŠÿu<TÙçŁfşÏŽe<^ãćeÿ…<^ãş×ĆfşÏÿjşÊğ̂ßÿŠÿu<ğ̂i^fÿÞ<^ãÿjÿfłÞş_ÿæğ̂ßÿŠÿu<ğ̂i^fÿÞ<^ãÿjÿfłÞş_ÿæğ̂ßÿŠÿu<ğ̂i^fÿÞ<^ãÿjÿfłÞş_ÿæğ̂ßÿŠÿu<ğ̂i^fÿÞ<^ãÿjÿfłÞş_ÿæJJJ� 
Thereupon her Lord accepted her with a beautiful 

acceptance, and caused her to grow as a lovely 

plant...(3:37) 

6. Im{m al-Íusayn � says in his well-known supplication of ÝArafa: 

Žh]ÿ†ćjÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<êŽßÿjĞÏş×ÿ}H<<<<ğ̂{ßŽÚa<ÿhşø{ł‘şùĞ]<êŽßÿjłßşÓł‰ş_<flÜŁm
<<<-…łçŁâć‚{Ö]<ŽÍşøŽj{ł}-cÿæ<-áłç{ŁßÿÛĞÖ]<ÿgłèÿ†ŽÖH<<<<ğ̂ {ßŽÂ^ş¾<łÙÿ‡ş_<łÜ{ş×şÊ<<<ğ̂ {ßŽÂ^ş¾<łÙÿ‡ş_<łÜ{ş×şÊ<<<ğ̂ {ßŽÂ^ş¾<łÙÿ‡ş_<łÜ{ş×şÊ<<<ğ̂ {ßŽÂ^ş¾<łÙÿ‡ş_<łÜ{ş×şÊ

<<<Žíÿé{{{Ž•^ÿÛĞÖ]<-Ý^{{{Ćèşù]<-ÝŁ�^{{{şÏÿi<łê{{{ŽÊ<TÜ{{{Žuÿ…<±-c<žgĞ×{{{Ł‘<łà{{{ŽÚ<<<Žíÿé{{{Ž•^ÿÛĞÖ]<-Ý^{{{Ćèşù]<-ÝŁ�^{{{şÏÿi<łê{{{ŽÊ<TÜ{{{Žuÿ…<±-c<žgĞ×{{{Ł‘<łà{{{ŽÚ<<<Žíÿé{{{Ž•^ÿÛĞÖ]<-Ý^{{{Ćèşù]<-ÝŁ�^{{{şÏÿi<łê{{{ŽÊ<TÜ{{{Žuÿ…<±-c<žgĞ×{{{Ł‘<łà{{{ŽÚ<<<Žíÿé{{{Ž•^ÿÛĞÖ]<-Ý^{{{Ćèşù]<-ÝŁ�^{{{şÏÿi<łê{{{ŽÊ<TÜ{{{Žuÿ…<±-c<žgĞ×{{{Ł‘<łà{{{ŽÚ
^ÿ~ĞÖ]<-áłæŁ†₣ÏĞÖ]ÿæ^ÿ~ĞÖ]<-áłæŁ†₣ÏĞÖ]ÿæ^ÿ~ĞÖ]<-áłæŁ†₣ÏĞÖ]ÿæ^ÿ~ĞÖ]<-áłæŁ†₣ÏĞÖ]ÿæŽíÿéŽÖŽíÿéŽÖŽíÿéŽÖŽíÿéŽÖ< <

...You created me from clay, then established me in 

loins safe from the unpredictable turn of destiny 

and the difference of times; then I have been shifting then I have been shifting then I have been shifting then I have been shifting 

from the loin to the womb along the course of the from the loin to the womb along the course of the from the loin to the womb along the course of the from the loin to the womb along the course of the 

bygone days and the past centuriesbygone days and the past centuriesbygone days and the past centuriesbygone days and the past centuries.’13 

Here Im{m al-Íusayn � is trying to teach us of a profound reality: 

the question of transfer of purity or impurity is not necessarily from 

the immediate parents. Generations are responsible. 

7. In the well-known Ziy{rat al-W{rith we address Im{m al-Íusayn � 

in the following way: 

<<ê{ŽÊ<ğ]…łçŁÞ<şÔĆÞş_<Ł‚ÿãł�ş_<<Žíÿ~ŽÚ^{Ć�Ö]<Žhşø{ł‘ù]<<Žíÿ~ŽÚ^{Ć�Ö]<Žhşø{ł‘ù]<<Žíÿ~ŽÚ^{Ć�Ö]<Žhşø{ł‘ù]<<Žíÿ~ŽÚ^{Ć�Ö]<Žhşø{ł‘ù]    <<-Ý^{ÿuł…ù]ÿæ<<-Ý^{ÿuł…ù]ÿæ<<-Ý^{ÿuł…ù]ÿæ<<-Ý^{ÿuł…ù]ÿæ
ŁÛĞÖ]ŁÛĞÖ]ŁÛĞÖ]ŁÛĞÖ]ŞŞŞŞŽìÿ†ĆãŽìÿ†ĆãŽìÿ†ĆãŽìÿ†Ćã Že<₣íĆéŽ×Žâ^ÿrĞÖ]<şÔłŠñrÿßŁi<łÜşÖÿş̀^ÿãŽ‰^ÿrłÞ JJJ< <

Surely I bear witness that you were aaaa light in the light in the light in the light in the 

great loins and the pure wombsgreat loins and the pure wombsgreat loins and the pure wombsgreat loins and the pure wombs, the [age of] 

                                                 

13 Sayyid Ra~| al-D|n bin Ó{w}s al-Íasan|, Iqb{l al-AÝm{l, v.2, p.74 
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ignorance did not taint you with its dirt...14 

Here again notice the words al-a‚l{b (loins) and al-arƒ{m (wombs) are in 

the plural form, which means that Im{m al-Íusayn � is the edifice of 

a whole generation, and not mere one ‚ulb (loin) and raƒim (womb). 

8. In his address to the disobedient K}fans on the plains of Karbal{ he 

alluded to his pure origin saying: 

ş]ş÷<Ž]Ćá<Ć‚Ö]ŽÂflê<łeÿà<Ć‚Ö]ŽÂflê<şÎł‚<ÿ…şÒÿ̂<<{ÿełéÿà<łm]ÿß<{ÿjłé<{ÿe<Hàłéÿà<
ĞÖ]ŽÏ4×Ží<ÿæfl„Ö]sÖŽíÿæ<HÿâłéÿãÿÚ<l^<^aŁ}Ł„<Ć‚Ö]ŽÞfléş]<Hí₣�]<îe<ÿƒŽÖşÔ<
ÿæÿ…Ł‰łç₣ÖŁä<HÿæÿæÿæÿæŁqŁqŁqŁqŁ‚Ł‚Ł‚Ł‚łæłæłæłæfi�fi�fi�fi�<<<<����ÿe^ÿe^ÿe^ÿe^łkłkłkłk<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæŁuŁuŁuŁuŁrŁrŁrŁrłçłçłçłçfi…fi…fi…fi…<<<<����ŁãŁãŁãŁãÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†łlłlłlłlÿæ<H₣]<{ŁÞłçfiÍ<
ÿuŽÛĆéĐí<ÿæŁÞ₣ËłçfiŒ<ş]ŽeĆéĐíJJJ  

Beware the illegal offsping, product of the illegal 

offspring, has made me to choose between the two: 

fighting with my few men and accepting the 

degradation [of paying oath of allegiance to Yaz|d]; 

This [i.e.accepting the latter] is farfetched; I will 

never accept degradation; All{h and His Messenger 

and pleasant grandparents and pure bossoms and pleasant grandparents and pure bossoms and pleasant grandparents and pure bossoms and pleasant grandparents and pure bossoms and 

leaders of valor leaders of valor leaders of valor leaders of valor and and and and protective soulsprotective soulsprotective soulsprotective souls do not allow 

that...15 

The aforementioned quotations teach us that in order for one to be 

bestowed with an offspring the like of Im{m al-Íusayn �, one is 

required to travel through a similar spiritual chain. Obviously a 

completely indentical chain is impossible to attain, but one can 

establish the foundation of a chain that nurtures the values of the 

lineage of Im{m al-Íusayn �. There is always time for rectification 

and change. The Holy QurÞ{n says: 
                                                 

14 Sayyid Ra~| al-D|n bin Ó{w}s al-Íasan|, al-Luh}f f| Qatl{ al-Óuf}f, p.6 

15 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.45, p.9 
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�<<ÿk{ñéÿÛĞÖ]<Łt-†{ł~Łèÿæ<ŽkñéÿÛĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ĆêÿvĞÖ]<Łt-†ł~Łè<<ÿk{ñéÿÛĞÖ]<Łt-†{ł~Łèÿæ<ŽkñéÿÛĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ĆêÿvĞÖ]<Łt-†ł~Łè<<ÿk{ñéÿÛĞÖ]<Łt-†{ł~Łèÿæ<ŽkñéÿÛĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ĆêÿvĞÖ]<Łt-†ł~Łè<<ÿk{ñéÿÛĞÖ]<Łt-†{ł~Łèÿæ<ŽkñéÿÛĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ĆêÿvĞÖ]<Łt-†ł~Łè<<<<ñê{ÿvĞÖ]<ÿà{ŽÚ
]<êŽéłvŁèÿæşùÿáçŁqÿ†ł~Łi<şÔŽÖÿ„şÒÿæ<^ÿãŽiłçÿÚ<ÿ‚łÃÿe<ÿšł…� 

He brings forth the living from the dead and brings 

forth the dead from the living, and gives life to the 

earth after its death, and thus shall you be brought 

forth. (30:19) 

Im{m al-Ñ{diq � explaining the phrase ‘He brings forth the living 

from the dead and brings forth the dead’ in a tradition says: 

{{{{şÊĞÖ^ÿvş]<flêĞÖ{{{{ŁÛłöŽÚŁà<{{{{4Ö]Ž„łë<ÿi{{{{ł~Ł†Łt<�łéÿß{{{{ŁjŁä<{{{{ŽÚłà<�łé{{{{ÿßŽí<
ĞÖ]{{{şÓŽÊ^-†JÿæĞÖ]ÿÛ{{{flŽéŁk<{{{4Ö]Ž„łë<ÿè{{{ł~Ł†{{{ŽÚ<tÿà<ĞÖ]{{{ÿvñê<<<ÿç{{{Łâ
ş]ĞÖşÓŽÊ^Ł†<Ž„sÖ]łë<ÿèł~Ł†Łt<ŽÚłà<�łéÿßŽí<ĞÖ]ŁÛłöŽÚ-à.< <

The living is the believer whose clay comes out from 

the clay of a disbeliever, and the dead that comes out 

from the living is a disbeliever, who comes out from 

the clay of a believer.16 

Therefore if we firmly resolve to purify our beliefs and actions and 

unite with the spirit of tawƒ|d, we can serve as the foundation of a 

powerful generation to come17. This is where determining issues such as 

‘the formation of the worldview of the youth’, ‘spouse selection and its 

correct criteria’, ‘etiquette of spousal interaction’, ‘prenatal care in both 

the physical as well as spiritual dimensions’, ‘child upbrining’,’the 

importance of the temperament of the wetnurse during breastfeeding’ 

etc. come into focus. Modern science has partially contributed in 

                                                 

16 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.2, p. 5 

17 One of the interpretations given for kalima „ayyiba is kalimat L{ il{ha illa Allah. If 
the parents purify themselves and make their foundations of belief and action firm, 

they would serve as origins of those human beings who truly personify L{ il{ha illa 
All{h. 
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showing how some of these factors determine the felicity and happiness 

of the child. 

The Canadian Psychiatrist, Dr. Thomas Verny, well-known as the 

world’s leading expert on the effects of the prenatal and the early post-

natal environment on personality development in his ‘The Secret Life of 

the Unborn Child’ has interesting information to reveal. He says: 

... a woman is her baby’s conduit to the world. 

Everything that affects her, affects him. And nothing 

affects her as deeply or hits with such lacerating 

impact as worries about her husband (or partner). 

Because of that, few things are more dangerous to a 

child, emotionally and physically, than a father who 

abuses or neglects his pregnant wife...  

An equally vital factor in the child’s emotional well-

being is his father’s commitment to the marriage. 

Any number of things can influence a man’s ability 

to relate to his partner, from the way he feels about 

his wife or his own father to his job pressures or his 

own insecurities. (Ideally, of course, the time to 

work out these problems is before conceiving, not 

during a pregnancy.)18 

(The mother’s) thoughts and feelings are the material 

out of which the unborn child fashions himself. 

When they are positive and nurturing, the child can 

... withstand shocks from almost any quarter. But 

the fetus cannot be misled either. If he is good at 

sensing what is on his mother’s mind generally, he is 

even better at sensing her attitude towards him...19 

                                                 

18 Dr. Thomas Verny, The Secret Life of the Unborn Child, p.25 

19 Ibid., p. 43 
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Certainly exemplifying the method of how to prepare the foundation of 

a powerful generation would require a separate work in itself. One of 

the very important secrets for the success of the future child is the 

perfection of the preparatory causes. If both the spouses enjoy a sound 

temperament and spiritual purity, and both consume the right foods 

before and after copulation, and both maintain an environment of 

serenity and Divine love, they would always serve as foundations of 

powerful generations to come. The Holy QurÞ{n cites a beautiful 

parable showing that Divine Grace is abundantly showered to all. The 

limitations of the receptacles, however, determine the nature of their 

bodies and spirits. The more deficient the receptacle, the more 

deificient the result. This also pertains to physical beauty. Hence you 

may find some children with excellent physical features, but poor moral 

traits, and vice versa. The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�^ÿâ-…ÿ‚şÏŽe<ĐíÿèŽ�łæş_<łkşÖ^ÿŠşÊ<⁄ð^ÿÚ<Žð^ÿÛĆŠÖ]<łàŽÚ<ÿÙÿ̂ Þş_JJJ�< <
He sends down water from the skies, and the 

channels flow, each according to its measure...(13:17) 

Philosophically explaining the differences in quality of the off-springs 

born, the late Im{m al-Khumayn| in his book ‘al-Óalab wa al-Ir{da says: 

<g{{q]æ<á^{{Ò<^{{4¹<l]Ć„{{Ö^e<�ç{{qçÖ]<g{{q]æ<Ćá_<Ü×Â^{{Ê
<<<<<<ä{é×Â<Ä{ßjµ<l^{Ćéné£]æ<l^{ã¢]<Ä{é¶<àÚ<�çqçÖ]
<‚{{Ãe<ä{{–fÎ<Ćá-d{{şÊ<Ø{{e^ÏÖ]<Åç{{•ç¹]<à{{Â<˜é{{ËÖ]<˜f{{Î
<<<<Ø{{{e^ÏÖ]<g{{Þ^q<»<T“{{{ÏÞ<Ý‚{{Âæ<�]‚Ãj{{{‰÷]<í{{ĆéÚ^³

<»<T“Ïß{{{Ö<ŁÝˆ×j{{{ŠÚ<<<<ä{{{éÊ<Tá^{{{ÓÚ]<í{{{ãq<æ_<Ø{{{Â^ËÖ]
<ä{ßÂ<±^Ãi<J<<<<<<Ý‚{Â<Ýæˆ{×Ò<hç{qçÖ]æ<Ýæˆ{×Ö]<]„{âæ

<<<<<<<ćë…^{éj}]<ä{ßÂ<Ü{×¿Ö]<…æ‚{‘<Å^{ßjÚ]æ<xé{fÏÖ]<…æ‚‘
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<<<<<<]ÿƒ-d{{şÊ<ğ]…Ž�^{{şÎ<ğ]…^{{j§<ğ]‚{{è†Ú<ä{{ÞçÓe<ć†{{Ł–è<÷<ćë�]…]
<l^•çéËÖ]<k–éÊ_<Øe]çÏÖ]<»<l]�]‚Ãj‰ý]<kĆÛÿi

<í{{{{éÖ^ÃÖ]<ë�^{{{{f¹]<à{{{{Ú<l]�ç{{{{qçÖ]æ<J{{{{•^şÊ-c<^{{{{flÚş_æ<í
<<<�]ç{¹]<í{é×e^Îæ<�]‚Ãj‰÷]<…]‚Ï²<ë�çqçÖ]<˜éËÖ]

<<<Ö]<g{{éÒ�×Ö<ì…ç{{’Ö]æ<ì�^{{¹]<°{{e<g{{‰^j×ÖŞ<ê{{Ãéf
Ö]<ì…ç‘<^�çfÎ<àÓµ<÷<^Ûãßée<ë�^�ý]<{Ş<<à{Ú<Ì

<<^{{{flÛÂ<^{{{ãÃßÚ<à{{{Óµ<÷<^{{{ÛÒ<^â�]‚Ãj{{{‰]<î{{{–jÏÚ
äÖ<lĆ‚ŽÃŁj‰]JJJ< <

Then be it known to you that because the Essentially 

Necessary Being is necessary in every dimension, it is 

impossible to withhold grace from the receptacle of 

grace. This is because withholding it while the latter 

enjoys complete receptivity or does not have any 

deficiency, necessitates the imperfection of the 

Provider of grace or His contingent nature, exalted is 

He from such attributions. And such kind of 

necessity [when we say that it is impossible to 

withhold Divine Grace] is similar to the essential 

impossibility of evil and oppression issuing from 

God, which is something volitional and does not 

contradict His possession of free will and power. 

Hence when there exists complete receptivity in the 

receptacles, grace is bestowed from higher causes. 

And as for bestowing existential grace in proportion 

to the receptivity of potency of the receptacle (al-

m{dda), it is because there is a specific coherence 

between the potency of a receptacle (al-m{dda) and 

the actuality of its form (al-‚}ra), due to a united 
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natural composition between them, and thus the 

receptacle cannot accept a subtler and more perfect 

form than the requisite of its aptitude. Similarly it is 

impossible to deprive it from that which it can 

potentially accept. 

Therefore there is no stinginess or favoritism from the All-Gracious. He 

bestows abundance of grace to every human being from the onset. The 

receptacles, however, are deficient, and thus limit or hamper the grace. 

The doors, however, are never closed. The temporal life of this world is 

an opportunity to change. The human being, from which ever land it 

starts developing, is in possession of an unsullied innate nature. It is the 

parents that blemish their attitudes and direct them to the path of 

spiritual destruction.  

Im{m al-Ñ{diq � is reported to have said: 

-c<Ł‚{{şÖçŁè<ž�ç{{₣ÖłçÿÚ<łà{{ŽÚ<^{{ÿÚş÷<ŽËĞÖ]<î{{ş×ÿÂ{{Ş<-á]ÿ„{{4×Ö]<Łå]ÿçÿeş̀ {{şÊ<Žìÿ†
ŽäŽÞ^ÿŠñrÿÛŁè<ÿæ<ŽäŽÞ]ÿ†ñ’ÿßŁè<ÿæ<ŽäŽÞ]ÿ�ñçÿãŁè 

No baby is born save with the sound nature (fi„ra). 

Thereafter it is his parents that change him into a 

Jew, a Christian, or a Magian.20 

�� 
 � � أ ل� لس� 	 ع� �م �ا ايْك� ي� لا ة� طبْن� ف  م�

Peace be unto you, O son of F{„imaF{„imaF{„imaF{„ima    

�� 

Ibnu F{„ima is a matronym worthy of contemplation. In order to 

understand it well it is imperative for us to look at the origins of the 

name F{„ima. According to traditions of the Ahl al-Bayt �, the name 

                                                 

20 Shaykh Ñad}q, Man l{ Yaƒ~uruhu al-Faq|h, v.2, p. 49 
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‘F{„ima’ has various derivatives. Some of them are as follows: 

1. Her weaning (fi„{m) was concurrent with Divine inspiration and she 

was detached from impurity (fu„imat Ýan al-tamth): 

Im{m Ab} JaÝfar [al-B{qir �] is reported to have said: 

<̂ şÊ<łlÿ‚{ŽÖŁæ<^ĆÛşÖ�<<₣í{ÿÛ�<<<<<<łÞş̀ {şÊ<žÔ{ş×ÿÚ<î{şÖ-c<Łä{4×Ö]<î{ÿułæş_Ş<ÿÐ
<<<ž‚{{ĆÛÿvŁÚ<ÿá^{{ÿŠŽÖ<Žä{{Že�<^şÊ<^ÿâ^ĆÛ{{ÿŠşÊ�<<<<ê{{ñÞ-c<ÿÙ^{{şÎ<ĆÜ{{Łm<şí{{ÿÛ

şÊŞşÊÿæ<-ÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ^{{Že<ŽÔ{{ŁjłÛŞÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<ŽÔ{{ŁjłÛŞ<<ç{{Łeş_<ÿÙ^{{şÎ<ĆÜ{{Łm<Žo{{łÛ
†{{{{şËłÃÿq�<şÊ<ł‚{{{{şÏşÖ<Žä{{{{4×Ö]ÿæŞ<^{{{{ÿãÿÛ<-à{{{{ÿÂÿæ<-ÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ^{{{{Že<Łä{{{{4×Ö]

Ö]Ş-Ñ^ÿnéŽÛĞÖ]<êŽÊ<ŽołÛ 

When Fatima � was born, All{h sent down a 

revelation to an angel, who thereupon made the 

tongue of Muƒammad � speak whereupon he 

named her Fatima �. Then All{h i said: Indeed I 

detached you [from ignorance] through knowledge 

(fa„amtuki bi al-’ilm) and detached you from 

menstruation (fa„amtuki min al-tamth). Thereafter 

Abu JaÝfar � said: I swear by All{h, indeed All{h 

detached her [from ignorance] through knowledge 

and detached her from menstruation during the 

Divine covenant (fi al-m|th{q).21 

Commenting on this, ÝAll{ma Majlis| in his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r says: 

á^{{{ée<VÊŞ<<<<<î{{{ju<Ü×ÃÖ^{{{e<ÔjÃ{{{•…_<ë_<Ü×ÃÖ^{{{e<Ô{{{jÛ
Êæ<kéßÇj{{‰]ŞÎ<æ_<Hk{{ÛŞ<<gf{{Še<Ø{{ã¢]<à{{Â<Ô{{jÃ

<Ê<k{{×Ãq<æ_<Ü{{×ÃÖ]Ş<<<<<Ü×ÃÖ^{{e<^{{Þæ†ÏÚ<®{{×Ö]<à{{Ú<Ô{{Ú^
                                                 

21 Al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.1, p. 460 
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»<^{{ãÞçÒ<à{{Â<í{{è^ßÒ<Ê<æ‚{{eŞ<Ýç×ÃÖ^{{e<í{{¹^Â<^{{ãi†
í{{{éÞ^e†Ö]<J<<<<<î{{{ßÃ²<Ø{{{Â^ËÖ]<á^{{{Ò<†è�^{{{ÏjÖ]<î{{{×Âæ

ÑçÊ‚¹]<îßÃ²<ÐÊ]‚Ö^Ò<ÙçÃË¹] 

Exposition: Fa„amtuki bi al-Ýilm (I detached you 

through knowledge) means ar~a’tuki bi al-Ýilm (I fed 

you with knowledge) until you were satisfied and 

weaned. Or it means “I detached you from ignorance 

by means of knowledge”, or “I made your weaning 

from milk accompany knowledge”, which alludes 

that from the very beginning of her inner makeup 

she was endowed with the Divine knowledge (Ýul}m 

Rabb{niyya). In the aforesaid possibilities, the active 

participle (f{Ýil) is in the meaning of the passive 

participle (mafÝ}l) such as al-d{fiq in the meaning of 

al-madf}q (86:6)22 

Considering Im{m al-Husayn � as ibnu F{„ima, we conclude that he 

is an offspring of one who was free from physical impurities and 

endowed with Divine knowledge even before her descent to this worldly 

life. Consequently he (Im{m �) also possesses similar qualities: his 

birth did not accompany any kind of impurity and he was endowed 

with Divine knowledge from the very onset. Following are traditions 

worthy of contemplation: 

• In a tradition narrated in al-K{f|, Im{m al-B{qir � enumerating 

some of the characteristics of an infallible Im{m says: 

JJJŁÚ<Ł‚şÖçŁèŁÚ<Ł‚şÖçŁèŁÚ<Ł‚şÖçŁèŁÚ<Ł‚şÖçŁèŞŞŞŞğ]†Ćãğ]†Ćãğ]†Ćãğ]†Ćã<ğ̂ÞçŁjł~ÿÚ<]<îş×ÿÂ<ÿÄşÎÿæ<]ÿƒ-cÿæşù<ÿÄşÎÿæ<-šł…
                                                 

22 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 43, p. 13. All{ma is trying to simply say that the 
word F{„ima which is in the pattern of an active participle signifies the meaning of a 

passive participle. This is because she is “cut off from ignorance” and “cut off from 

impurity”. So in this case she is the passive participle. 
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-àłéÿiÿ�^ÿãĆ�Ö^Že<Łäÿiłçÿ‘<ğ̂ÃŽÊ]ÿ…<ŽäŽjÿu]ÿ…<îş×ÿÂJJJ 

...He [the infallible Im{m �] is born pure and 

circumcised, and when he descends on the ground 

he falls on his arms, while he loudly declares the 

shah{datayn...23 

• In another tradition narrated from Ía~rat Ñafiyya Bint ÝAbd al-

Mu„„alib, where the specific details of the pure birth of Im{m al-Íusayn 

� is mentioned we read: 

şÏÿ‰<^ĆÛşÖ¼<^şÊ<Łàłe<ŁàłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]�şíÿÛ�<<<^ÿãłèÿ‚{ÿè<ÿàłéÿe<Łkłß₣Ò
<ćêŽfĆßÖ]<ÿêŽÖ<ÿÙ^şÏşÊ�<<<ÿÙç{Ł‰ÿ…<^ÿè<ŁkĞ×₣ÏşÊ<Ćêÿßłe^Že<ĆêşÖ-c<êñÛ₣×ÿâ

<<<<<<ćê{ŽfĆßÖ]<ÿÙ^{şÏşÊ<Ł‚{łÃÿe<Łä{ĞË�¿ÿßŁÞ<łÜ{şÖ<^ĆÞ-c<Žä4×Ö]�<<<Łä{ÿßéŽË�¿ÿßŁi<ÿk{łÞş_<<<<
<ł‚şÎ<ÿä4×Ö]<Ćá-c<ł‚şÎ<ÿä4×Ö]<Ćá-c<ł‚şÎ<ÿä4×Ö]<Ćá-c<ł‚şÎ<ÿä4×Ö]<Ćá-cÿæ<ŁäşË4¿ÿÞÿæ<ŁäşË4¿ÿÞÿæ<ŁäşË4¿ÿÞÿæ<ŁäşË4¿ÿÞ����Łåÿ†ĆãŁåÿ†ĆãŁåÿ†ĆãŁåÿ†ĆãJJJ 

When al-Íusayn �, the son of F{„ima �  

descended to the ground, I was near F{„ima �. 

Thereupon the Prophet � said to me: Bring to me 

my son. I said: O Messenger of All{h, we have not 

yet cleaned him. So the Prophet � said: Do you 

think you would clean him? Indeed All{h has 

cleaned and purified him...24 

• With regard to Im{m al-Íusayn �’s knowledge even prior to his 

descent in this material world, we have ample traditions that reveal that 

the Ahl al-Bayt � possessed knowledge even prior to their birth. One 

of these that speak of this reality is as follows: 

<Žä{{{4×Ö]<ŁÙç{{{Ł‰ÿ…<ÿÙ^{{{şÎ�<^şÊÿæ<čê{{{Ž×ÿÂÿæ<^{{{ÿÞş_�<Łà{{{ÿŠÿvĞÖ]ÿæ<₣í{{{ÿÛ
                                                 

23 Al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.1, p. 388 

24 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 43, p. 256 
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<Łàłé{{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]ÿæ<-÷ł†{{{ÿÃĞÖ]<-ÑŽ�]ÿ†{{{Ł‰<ê{{{ŽÊ<^{{{Ćß₣Ò<-÷ł†{{{ÿÃĞÖ]<-ÑŽ�]ÿ†{{{Ł‰<ê{{{ŽÊ<^{{{Ćß₣Ò<-÷ł†{{{ÿÃĞÖ]<-ÑŽ�]ÿ†{{{Ł‰<ê{{{ŽÊ<^{{{Ćß₣Ò<-÷ł†{{{ÿÃĞÖ]<-ÑŽ�]ÿ†{{{Ł‰<ê{{{ŽÊ<^{{{Ćß₣Ò<<ÿä{{{4×Ö]<Łxñf{{{ÿŠŁÞ
ÿÛĞÖ]<ŁxñfÿŠŁiÿæşø<<<<<ÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<Łä{4×Ö]<ÿÐ{ş×ÿ}<łáş_<ÿØ{łfşÎ<^ÿßŽvéŽfłŠÿjŽe<₣íşÓŽñ

TÝ^ÿÂ<łêşËĞÖş̀ Že<ÿÝÿ�a<ĆØÿqJJJ< <
The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: I, ÝAl|, 

F{„ima, Íasan and Íusayn, were in the pavilion of 

the Divine Throne glorifying All{h, and the angels 

would glorify through our glorification. This was 

two thousand years before All{h created Adam... 

This tradition speaks of their light which was prior to their earthly 

descent. The fact that they resided in the pavilion of Divine Throne 

reveals their vast knowledge already. This is because in other traditions 

the ÝArsh is translated as Divine Knowledge: 

Im{m al-Ñ{diq � is reported to have said: 

JJJŁÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿçŁâ<Ł÷ł†ÿÃĞÖ]ÿæŁÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿçŁâ<Ł÷ł†ÿÃĞÖ]ÿæŁÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿçŁâ<Ł÷ł†ÿÃĞÖ]ÿæŁÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖ]<ÿçŁâ<Ł÷ł†ÿÃĞÖ]ÿæ<<ëŽ„4Ö]ş÷<Łåÿ…ł‚şÎ<fi‚ÿuş_<Ł…Ž‚ĞÏÿè< <
...And the throne is knowledge which none can 

measure...25 

2. She and 2. She and 2. She and 2. She and hhhher followers are detached from the Hell Fireer followers are detached from the Hell Fireer followers are detached from the Hell Fireer followers are detached from the Hell Fire    

The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said to Ía~rat F{„ima � in 

the presence of Im{m ÝAl| �: 

{{{{ÿèşÊ<^^�{{{{ÿÛ₣í<ş_{{{{ÿił‚-…łèÿà<{{{{ŽÖÿÜ<{{{{Ł‰ñÛłéŽk<şÊ^�{{{{ÿÛşÊ<[í{{{{şÏÿÙ^<
ÿÂ{{Ž×čê�<V{{ÿèÿ…<^{{Ł‰łçÿÙ<Ž�]<{{ŽÖÿÜ<{{Ł‰ñÛÿéłk{{şÎ<[ÿÙ^<VşùşùşùşùĆÞĆÞĆÞĆÞ{{ÿã{{ÿã{{ÿã{{ÿã<^<^<^<^
₣Ê₣Ê₣Ê₣ÊŞŞŞŞÿÛÿÛÿÛÿÛłkłkłkłk<<<<ŽâŽâŽâŽâÿêÿêÿêÿê<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæŽ�Ž�Ž�Ž�łéłéłéłéÿÃÿÃÿÃÿÃŁjŁjŁjŁjÿãÿãÿãÿãŽÚ<^ŽÚ<^ŽÚ<^ŽÚ<^ÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<ĆßÖ]ĆßÖ]ĆßÖ]ĆßÖ]-…^-…^-…^-…^J 

O F{„ima, do you know why you were named 

                                                 

25 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 4, p. 89 
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F{„ima? Im{m ÝAl| � said: O Messenger of All{h, 

why was she named F{„ima  �? He � said: 

Because she and her Sh|’as are detached from the 

Hell Fire.26 

Im{m al-Íusayn �, who is the offspring and fruit of F{„ima �  

likewise enjoys the same characteristic: in sacrificing whatever he had 

for the emancipation of the entire humanity, he serves as a radiant 

signpost of detaching those who follow his noble footsteps from 

Hellfire. In fact, in visiting his grave and expressing our salutation to 

his noble self there is emancipation from Hellfire. Ibn Q}lawayh 

narrates in his masterpiece collection K{mil al-Ziy{r{t: 

<<�]<‚{{{fÂ<ç{{{e_<Ù^{{{Î�<V{{{ÿÚłà<ş_{{{ÿişÎ<î<{{{łfÿ†<ş_{{{Žełê<ÿÂ<{{{łfŽ‚<
�]�<şÊ{{{{{{şÏł‚<ÿæ{{{{{{ÿ‘ÿØ<ÿ…{{{{{{Ł‰łçÿÙ<Ž�]<�<ÿæÿæ<{{{{{{ÿ‘ş×ÿß<^
ÿæÿuŁ†ÿÚłk<ŽÆłéÿfŁjŁä<ÿæÿæÿæÿæÿuÿuÿuÿuŁ†Ł†Ł†Ł†ÿÝÿÝÿÝÿÝ<<<<şÖşÖşÖşÖłvłvłvłvŁÛŁÛŁÛŁÛŁäŁäŁäŁä<<<<ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂÿî×ÿî×ÿî×ÿî×<<<<ĆßÖ]ĆßÖ]ĆßÖ]ĆßÖ]-…^-…^-…^-…^JJJ< <

Im{m al-Ñ{diq � said: Whosoever comes to the 

grave of Ab} ‘Abdill{h [al-Íusayn �], has indeed 

established contact with the Messenger of All{h � 

as well as us, and backbiting him is forbidden and 

his flesh is forbidden on the Hellis forbidden on the Hellis forbidden on the Hellis forbidden on the Hell----FireFireFireFire...27 

On the day of ÝÀshur{Þ while addressing Im{m al-Íusayn � as our 

host, we request him to ask All{h to emancipate us from Hell Fire: 

<<<<<<Žä{{4×Ö]<Ł…^{{ÿqÿæ<şÔ₣Ëłé{{ÿ•ÿæ<Žä{{4×Ö]<ŁÌłé{{ÿ•<^{{ÿÞş_<Žä{{4×Ö]<Ž‚{{łfÿÂ<^{{ÿeş_<^{{ÿè
<<<<<<<]ÿ„{ÿâ<ê{ŽÊ<ÿë]ÿ†{ŽÎÿæ<ï⁄†{ŽÎ<T…^{ÿqÿæ<žÌłé{ÿ•<ñØ₣ÓŽÖÿæ<şÕŁ…^ÿqÿæ

<<<<îşÖ^{{ÿÃÿiÿæ<ŁäÿÞ^ÿvłf{{Ł‰<ÿä{{4×Ö]<ÿÙş̀ {{łŠÿi<łáş_<Žk{{ĞÎÿçĞÖ]<ê{{ŽßşÎŁ‡ł†ÿè<łáş_<ê{{ŽßşÎŁ‡ł†ÿè<łáş_<ê{{ŽßşÎŁ‡ł†ÿè<łáş_<ê{{ŽßşÎŁ‡ł†ÿè<łáş_
                                                 

26 Ibid., v. 43, p. 14 

27 Ibnu Q}lawayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, p. 127 
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-…^{{ĆßÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<ê{{ŽjÿfşÎÿ…<şÕ^{{şÓşÊ-…^{{ĆßÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<ê{{ŽjÿfşÎÿ…<şÕ^{{şÓşÊ-…^{{ĆßÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<ê{{ŽjÿfşÎÿ…<şÕ^{{şÓşÊ-…^{{ĆßÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<ê{{ŽjÿfşÎÿ…<şÕ^{{şÓşÊ<{{Ö]<ŁÄéŽÛ{{ÿ‰<Łä{{ĆÞ-c<fig{{è-†şÎ<Žð^ÿÂć‚
géŽrŁÚ<J< <

O Ab{ ÝAbdill{h, I am the guest of All{h and your 

guest, and the refugee of All{h and your refugee; and 

for every guest there is a hospitable reception; and 

the hospitable reception I need from you at this 

moment is that you ask All{h, to provide me with 

emancipation from Hell Fire. Surely He listens to 

prayers and is near to us.28 

We must try to understand this tradition carefully. What we seek from 

Im{m al-Íusayn � is not prayer for future safety but current 

emancipation. And emancipation presumes that we are already burning 

in Hell Fire. Scholars of gnosis tell us that due to our inner blindness, 

we cannot perceive our inner pathetic state. Otherwise, if the curtains of 

darkness were unveiled from our hearts we would comprehend the fire 

that is in us. 

3. She was severed and detached from evil  

Y}nus bin Úaby{n is reported to have said: Ab} ÝAbdill{h [al-Ñ{diq] 

� said: 

ş_ÿił‚-…łë<ş_ćë<<{ÿ�žðłê<ÿiĞË<{ŽŠłéŁ†<şÊ^�<{ÿÛ₣Î<[í<{Ğ×ŁkV<ş_ł}Žfł†<{ŽÞłê<<{ÿè<^
ÿ‰ñéŽ‚łëşÎ<HÿÙ^<V₣Ê₣Ê₣Ê₣ÊŞŞŞŞÿÛÿÛÿÛÿÛłkłkłkłk<<<<ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<Ć�Ö]Ć�Ö]Ć�Ö]Ć�Ö]ñ†ñ†ñ†ñ†J< 

Do you know what is the meaning of the name 

F{„ima? I said: Inform me, O master. He � said: 

[It means that] she was detached from evil (sharr)....29 

And sharr (lit. evil) is interpreted by some scholars as sin. The Holy 

                                                 

28 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 4, p. 89 

29 Shaykh Ñad}q, Al-Khisal, p. 414 
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QurÞ{n sometimes also employs it for the same meaning: 

�Łåÿ†ÿè<ğ]†łéÿ}<žìĆ…ÿƒ<ÿÙ^ÏłnŽÚ<łØÿÛłÃÿè<łàÿÛşÊJ<ÿÙ^ÏłnŽÚ<łØÿÛłÃÿè<łàÿÚ<ÿæ
Łåÿ†ÿè<]Č†ÿ�<žìĆ…ÿƒ� 

So whoever does an atom’s weight of good will see it, 

and whoever does an atom’s weight of evil will see it. 

(99:78) 

Observe that the word “sharr” here is employed to denote an evil 
action, which is “sin” itself. 

Hence F{„ima � was maÝ‚}ma (infallible). Her offspring and the fruit 

of her noble being, who is Im{m al-Íusayn � likewise was free from 

sin. This is because he is among the Ahl al-Bayt � whom All{h i 

Himself purified from sin and indecency. 

The Holy QurÞ{n says in S}rat al-Aƒz{b: 

�JJJ<ÿØ{{łâş_<ÿ‹łqñ†{{Ö]<ŁÜ₣Ółß{{ÿÂ<ÿgŽâł„{{ŁéŽÖ<Łä{{4×Ö]<Ł‚{{è†Łè<^{{ÛĆÞ-c
Łè<ÿæ<ŽkłéÿfĞÖ]Şÿi<łÜ₣Òÿ†ñãŞğ]�ã� 

...Indeed All{h desires to repel all impurity from 

you, O People of the Household, and purify you 

with a thorough purification. (33:33) 

4. Her lovers are detached from Hellfire 

The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: 

^şÊ<êŽjÿßłe]<ŁkłéĆÛÿ‰<êñÞ-c�<şíÿÛ<<<<şÊ<ĆØ{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<ÿä{4×Ö]<Ćáş̀ {ŽÖ<<<<şÊ<ĆØ{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<ÿä{4×Ö]<Ćáş̀ {ŽÖ<<<<şÊ<ĆØ{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<ÿä{4×Ö]<Ćáş̀ {ŽÖ<<<<şÊ<ĆØ{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<ÿä{4×Ö]<Ćáş̀ {ŽÖŞŞŞŞ<<^{ÿãÿÛ<<^{ÿãÿÛ<<^{ÿãÿÛ<<^{ÿãÿÛ
şÊÿæşÊÿæşÊÿæşÊÿæŞŞŞŞ-…^ĆßÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<^ÿãĆfÿuş_<łàÿÚ<ÿÜ-…^ĆßÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<^ÿãĆfÿuş_<łàÿÚ<ÿÜ-…^ĆßÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<^ÿãĆfÿuş_<łàÿÚ<ÿÜ-…^ĆßÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<^ÿãĆfÿuş_<łàÿÚ<ÿÜ    

Indeed I named by daughter as F{„ima because 

All{h, the Invincible and Exalted, detached her and detached her and detached her and detached her and 
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those who love her from the Hellthose who love her from the Hellthose who love her from the Hellthose who love her from the Hell----Fire.Fire.Fire.Fire.30 

According to a universal principle conveyed by the Holy QurÞ{n, a true 

lover is a sincere follower:  

�<łØ₣Î<<êÞçŁÃŽfĆi^{şÊ<ÿä{4×Ö]<ÿáçćfŽvŁi<łÜŁjłß₣Ò<łá-c<<êÞçŁÃŽfĆi^{şÊ<ÿä{4×Ö]<ÿáçćfŽvŁi<łÜŁjłß₣Ò<łá-c<<êÞçŁÃŽfĆi^{şÊ<ÿä{4×Ö]<ÿáçćfŽvŁi<łÜŁjłß₣Ò<łá-c<<êÞçŁÃŽfĆi^{şÊ<ÿä{4×Ö]<ÿáçćfŽvŁi<łÜŁjłß₣Ò<łá-c<<<]<ŁÜ₣Ółf{ŽfłvŁè<<Łä{4×Ö
fiÜéuÿ…<fi…ç₣ËşÆ<Łä4×Ö]<ÿæ<łÜ₣ÓÿeçŁÞŁƒ<łÜ₣ÓşÖ<ł†ŽËłÇÿèÿæ� 

Say, “If you love All{h, then follow me; All{h will 

love you and forgive you your sins, and All{h is all-

forgiving, all-merciful.” (3:31) 

Therefore those who sincerely follow the footsteps of Ía~rat Zahr{’ �  

and hence enjoy true love for her, would obviously be detached from 

Hell Fire. In a very beautiful tradition Im{m al-B{qir � says: 

4÷-c<Łàèñ‚Ö]<-Øÿâÿæ<ćgŁvĞÖ] 

And is religion other than love?31 

Im{m al-Íusayn � in this sense being ibnu F{„ima � likewise is one 

whose love emancipates one from Hell Fire. In fact there is a narration 

that pertains to the true love of all the Ahl al-Bayt �. The Holy 

Prophet � is reported to have said: 

ŽíÿÚ^ÿéŽÏĞÖ]<ÿÝłçÿè<ğ̂ßŽÚa<Łä4×Ö]<Łåÿ†ÿ�ÿu<ŽkłéÿfĞÖ]<ÿØłâş_<^ÿßĆfÿuş_<łàÿÚ 

Whosoever loves us the Ahl al-Bayt, All{h would 

raise him in the state of protection on the Day of 

Judgment.32 

5. She is an intermediary of Divine Grace 

                                                 

30 ‘Allama Majlisi, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 43, p. 12 

31 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.8, p. 79 

32 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 27, p. 79 
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In different traditions we are told that All{h derived the name F{„ima 

from His Name F{„ir al-sam{w{ti wa al-ar~ (6:79) (The Cleaver of the 

heavens and the earth). The name al-F{„iru comes from the word fa„r 

which means to “cleave”. Here it means one who cleaves and breaks 

non-existence and brings about existence. In conclusion, as some 

scholars have written in their works, it means ‘The Originator’. Observe 

the following traditions: 

• In a lengthy tradition, where the Ahl al-Kis{’ � were present, the 

Holy Prophet � at one point addresses Ía~rat F{„ima � saying: 

JJJ<̂şÊ<^{{{ÿè<ŽÔ{{{şÖ<ĆÐ{{{ÿ�ÿæ�<<ŽäŽñ^ÿÛ{{{ł‰ş_<łà{{{ŽÚ<ğ̂Û{{{ł‰]<₣í{{{ÿÛ<ÿç{{{ŁãşÊ<ÿç{{{ŁãşÊ<ÿç{{{ŁãşÊ<ÿç{{{ŁãşÊ
^şËĞÖ]^şËĞÖ]^şËĞÖ]^şËĞÖ]����ÿæ<Ł†ÿæ<Ł†ÿæ<Ł†ÿæ<Ł†ÿş_ÿş_ÿş_ÿş_^şÊ<ŽkłÞ^şÊ<ŽkłÞ^şÊ<ŽkłÞ^şÊ<ŽkłÞ����íÿÛíÿÛíÿÛíÿÛ< <

...And He derived for you O F{„ima a name from 

His Names, for He is al-F{„iru (the Originator), and 

you are F{„ima.33 

• Almighty All{h in a conversation with prophet Adam � 

introduces the light of F{„ima � as follows: 

JJJ^şÊ<ŽåŽ„{{ÿâÿæ�<<̂ {{şÊ<^{{ÿÞş_ÿæ<₣í{{ÿÛ�]ÿæ<Žl]ÿæ^ÿÛ{{ĆŠÖ]<Ł†ÿşù<-šł…
^{{{şÊ�<<<<̂ {{{ÿ–şÎ<-Ø{{{ł’şÊ<ÿÝłç{{{ÿè<ê{{{ŽjÿÛłuÿ…<łà{{{ÿÂ<êŽñ]ÿ‚{{{łÂş_<ŁÜ<êŽñ
^şÊÿæ�<łÜŁãŁßéŽ�ÿèÿæ<łÜ-ãè-†ÿjłÃÿè<^ĆÛÿÂ<êŽñ^ÿéŽÖłæş_<ŁÜ<<<^{ÿãşÖ<ŁkĞÏşÏ{ÿ�şÊ<<<^{ÿãşÖ<ŁkĞÏşÏ{ÿ�şÊ<<<^{ÿãşÖ<ŁkĞÏşÏ{ÿ�şÊ<<<^{ÿãşÖ<ŁkĞÏşÏ{ÿ�şÊ

êŽÛł‰]<-àŽÚ<ğ̂Ûł‰]êŽÛł‰]<-àŽÚ<ğ̂Ûł‰]êŽÛł‰]<-àŽÚ<ğ̂Ûł‰]êŽÛł‰]<-àŽÚ<ğ̂Ûł‰]<<<<    
...and this is F{„ima while I am the F{„ir al-sam{w{ti 

wa al-ar~ (Originator of the heavens and the earth), 

F{„imu a’d{’| min Raƒmat| yawma fa‚li qa~{’| (the 

Severer of My enemies from My mercy on the day of 

My judgment), and F{„imu awliy{’| ‘amm{ 

                                                 

33 Ibid., v. 37, p. 47 
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ya’tar|him wa yash|nuhum (the Relinquisher of 

affliction and disgrace from those near to me). So I 

derived for her a name from My Name. 

• In a supplication taught by Angel Jibr{’|l � to Prophet Adam � 

we read as follows: 

<<<�ê{{Ž×ÿÂ<ñÐ{{ÿvŽe<êŽÖ^{{ÿÂ<^{{ÿè<ž‚{{ĆÛÿvŁÚ<ñÐ{{ÿvŽe<Ł‚{{éŽÛÿu<^{{ÿè^{{şÊ<^{{ÿè^{{şÊ<^{{ÿè^{{şÊ<^{{ÿè^{{şÊ<^{{ÿè����<Ł†<Ł†<Ł†<Ł†
^şÊ<ñÐÿvŽe^şÊ<ñÐÿvŽe^şÊ<ñÐÿvŽe^şÊ<ñÐÿvŽe����íÿÛíÿÛíÿÛíÿÛJJJ< <

O praised one, I swear by the station of Muƒammad, 

O Exalted One, I swear by the station of ÝAl|, O 

Originator, I swear by the station of F{„ima �...
34 

Readers must understand that this tradition does not speak simply of 

the method of derivation that we commonly know. F{„ima � plays a 

fundamental role in the creation and origination of the heavens and the 

earth. She unites with the Muƒammadan Light which is the first Divine 

Creation, from which proceeds every good. 

Im{m al-Íusayn �, being ibnu F{„ima �, also manifests the 

attribute of al-F{„iru. This is also because he is united with the 

Muƒammadan Reality (al-N}r al-Muƒammad|), which is the 

intermediary of Divine grace. 

Other traditions also indicate that they - the Ahl al-Bayt � - are the 

intermediaries (was{’i„) between All{h and the creation. For example, in 

one of his brilliant messages, our 12th Holy Im{m � is reported to 

have said: 

^ÿßŁÃŽñ^ÿßÿ‘<Ł‚łÃÿe<ŁÐ×ş¤]æ<^ßñeÿ…<ŁÄŽñ^ßÿ‘<Łà©< <
We are the actions of our Lord, and the creation 

                                                 

34 Ibid., v.44, p.245 
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thereafter are our actions.35 

And in a lengthy tradition, the Holy Prophet � tells Im{m ÝAl| �: 

JJJ<ćêŽ×ÿÂ<ş̂èÿæş÷łçşÖ<4×Ö]<ÿÐş×ÿ}<^ÿÚ<ŁàłvÿÞş÷ÿæ<ÿÝÿ�a<Łä<ş÷ÿæ<ÿð]Ćçÿu<
ş÷ÿæ<şíĆßÿrĞÖ]<ş÷ÿæ<ÿ…^ĆßÖ]<ş÷ÿæ<ÿð^ÿÛĆŠÖ]<]ÿşùšł…JJJ< <

...O ÝAl|, and was it not for us (the Ahl al-Bayt �), 

All{h would not have created Adam, nor Íaw{’, nor 

Paradise, nor Hell Fire, nor the sky, nor the earth...36 

Commenting on this tradition, Im{m Khumayn| in his book of gnosis, 

Mi‚b{ƒ al-Hid{ya says:  

<äÖçÎ�EE<VÿÝÿ�a<₣�]<ÿÐş×ÿ}<^ÿÚ<ŁàłvÿÞ<ş÷łçşÖ<DDå†}a<±c<J<J<J<J
ñ^{{{‰æ<Ü{{{ãÞùñ^{{{‰æ<Ü{{{ãÞùñ^{{{‰æ<Ü{{{ãÞùñ^{{{‰æ<Ü{{{ãÞù¼¼¼¼<<<<Ð{{{£]<°{{{eÐ{{{£]<°{{{eÐ{{{£]<°{{{eÐ{{{£]<°{{{e<<<<Ð{{{×¤]æÐ{{{×¤]æÐ{{{×¤]æÐ{{{×¤]æ<{{{e]æ…æ¼<<°{{{e

<ì†{{{nÓÖ]æ<í{{{–�]<ì‚{{{uçÖ]<ì†{{{–£]<<Wíé×é{{{’ËjÖ]
<<<̂ {{{‰æ<á^{{{ée<ì†{{{ÏËÖ]<å„{{{â<»æ�<<Ø{{{‘_<g{{{Š�<Üãj

<<<<�{Ö]<í{éÞ^·†Ö]<í{·†Ö]<†ã¿Ú<ÜãÞçÒæ<H�çqçÖ]
�çqçÖ]<Ø‘_<˜éËÚ<êâJJJ< <

The Holy Prophet � said: ‘Was it not for us All{h 

would not create Adam...’ This is because they (the 

Ahl al-Bayt �) are intermediaries (was{’i„) between 

God and the creation, and links between the 

Presence of Sheer Unity (al-ƒa~ra al-waƒda al-maƒ~a) 

and separative plurality (al-kathra al-taf‚|liyya); and 

this part of the tradition explains their intermediary 

                                                 

35 Ibid., v.53, p. 178 

36 Ibid., v.18, p. 345 
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role in terms of existence, and that they are 

manifestations of the All-comprehensive Mercy of 

All{h, which confers existence itself...37 

6. The creation cannot comprehend her reality 

In the well-known QurÞ{nic commentary of Fur{t al-K}f| we read the 

following tradition narrated from Im{m al-S{diq � about the chapter 

al-Qadr: 

<<<<Žä{4×Ö]<Ž‚{łfÿÂ<ê{Žeş_<łà{ÿÂ�<<<ÿÙ^{şÎ<Łä{ĆÞş_<�<<<<<Ží{ş×łéşÖ<ê{ŽÊ<Łå^{ßĞÖÿ̂ łÞş_<^{ĆÞ-c
-…ł‚şÏĞÖ]�<^şÊ<₣íş×łé4×Ö]�<̂şÊ<ÿÍÿ†{ÿÂ<łàÿÛşÊ<Łä4×Ö]<Ł…ł‚şÏĞÖ]ÿæ<₣íÿÛ�<<şí{ÿÛ

<ł‚{{şÏşÊ<^{{ÿãŽjşÊ-†łÃÿÚ<ĆÐ{{ÿu<<-…ł‚{{şÏĞÖ]<şí{{ş×łéşÖ<şÕÿ…ł�ş_<łkÿéñÛ{{Ł‰<^{{ÿÛĆÞ-cÿæ<łkÿéñÛ{{Ł‰<^{{ÿÛĆÞ-cÿæ<łkÿéñÛ{{Ł‰<^{{ÿÛĆÞ-cÿæ<łkÿéñÛ{{Ł‰<^{{ÿÛĆÞ-cÿæ
^şÊ^şÊ^şÊ^şÊ����₣Ê<ÿÐĞ×ÿ~ĞÖ]<Ćáş̀ ŽÖ<şíÿÛ₣Ê<ÿÐĞ×ÿ~ĞÖ]<Ćáş̀ ŽÖ<şíÿÛ₣Ê<ÿÐĞ×ÿ~ĞÖ]<Ćáş̀ ŽÖ<şíÿÛ₣Ê<ÿÐĞ×ÿ~ĞÖ]<Ćáş̀ ŽÖ<şíÿÛŞŞŞŞ^ÿãŽjşÊ-†łÃÿÚ<łàÿÂ<]çŁÛ^ÿãŽjşÊ-†łÃÿÚ<łàÿÂ<]çŁÛ^ÿãŽjşÊ-†łÃÿÚ<łàÿÂ<]çŁÛ^ÿãŽjşÊ-†łÃÿÚ<łàÿÂ<]çŁÛ < <

Im{m Ab} ÝAbdill{h al-S{diq � is reported to 

have said that in the verse ‘Indeed we sent it on the 

laylat al-qadr” the word al-layla refers to F{„ima � 

and the word al-qadr refers to All{h. Therefore 

whosoever knows F{„ima � the way she must be 

known, then indeed he has comprehended the laylat 

al-qadr. And surely she was named F{„ima because 

the creation was detached from comprehending her 

reality (li anna al-khalqa fu„im} ‘an ma’rifatih{). 

Readers should understand that the Im{m � is referring to the 

esoteric and inner meaning of this verse.38 

Expounding on this tradition39, the saintly scholar, Àyatull{h ÝAl| 

SaÝ{dat Parwar (may All{h elevate his noble spirit) in his brilliant 

                                                 

37 Im{m Khumayn|, Mi‚b{h al-Hid{ya, p. 78 

38 Al-K}f|, Tafs|r Fur{t, p. 581 

39 In order to understand the core of this tradition which is beyond the scope of this 

work, readers are requested to refer to pp. 11-112 of the Persian treatise Jelweye N}r. 
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treatise on the spiritual status of Ía~rat F{„ima � Jelweye N}r says 

that this tradition is understandable after we believe that the reality of 

the entire Holy QurÞ{n was received all at once by the heart of the Holy 

Prophet � on the night of grandeur. This is because F{„ima � similar 

to her father enjoys a receptacle that can contain the Divine message. 

Hence it is proper to call her Laylat al-Qadr. 

Bearing the aforesaid in mind, the matronym Ibnu F{„ima � implies 

that the creation is likewise detatched from knowing the exalted status 

and sanctity of Im{m al-Íusayn �. 

In a lengthy conversation, Im{m ÝAl| � says to Ab} Dharr: 

JJJ<łÜ₣ÓĆÞ-dşÊş÷<₣×łfÿiş÷ÿæ<^ÿßéŽÊ<^ÿÚ<ÿäłß₣Ò<ÿáçŁÇ<äÿjÿè^ÿãŽÞ<< <
...for surely you will not attain the zenith or of our 

station, nor its ultimate state...40 

And in a brilliant tradition, Im{m al-Ri~{ �, defining the station of 

an infallible Im{m � says: 

]Ž-ýŁÝ^{{ÿÚ<ş÷<Žå-†{{łâÿ�<Ł‚{{Žu]ÿæ<ÿæ<fi‚{{ÿuş_<Žä{{éŽÞ]ÿ‚Łèş÷<<fiÜŽÖ^{{ÿÂ<Łä{{₣ÖŽ�^ÿÃŁè
ÿæş÷<ÿæ<fiÙÿ‚ÿe<ŁäłßŽÚ<Ł‚ÿqçŁèş÷<<<ÿæ<fiØ{łnŽÚ<Łä{şÖş÷<<fi�{Ž¿ÿÞJJJ<<]ÿƒ<łà{ÿÛşÊ

<<<<<ÿl^{ÿãłéÿâ<ŁåŁ…^{ÿéŽjł}]<Łä{ŁßŽÓłÛŁè<łæş_<-Ý^{ÿÚ-dĞÖ]<şíşÊ-†łÃÿÚ<ŁÈ₣×łfÿè<ëŽ„4Ö]
ÿl^ÿãłéÿâJJJ 

The Im{m is unique in his time. None can come 

closer to him in rank, and no scholar equals him, 

and he has no subtitute, nor does he have an 

example or peer...Who then can attain the 

knowledge of Im{m or is able to venture into 

knowing him? It is indeed farfetched! It is indeed 

                                                 

40 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 26, p. 1 
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farfetched!...41 

�� 
�ا اي�  ة� طبْن� ف ة�  م� د� ي�� �س� س� ينْ� ء� آ� ال�م�  الْع�

O son of Fa„imah, the Mistress of the Women of the Universe 

�� 

If we ponder over the appellation that follows the name F{„ima � we 

come to understand another very important implication of this verse. 

Ía~rat F{„ima � is known as Sayyidatu nis{’ al-Ý{lam|n (Mistress of 

the women of the worlds), which reveals her presiding status (siy{da) 

over all other women, past, present, and future. The word sayyida is the 

feminine form of the noun sayyid, which confers the connotation of 

presidence and mastership. 

In order to understand the root meaning of mastership (siy{da), some 

authoritative scholars like Àyatullah Jaw{d| Amul| refer to the 

following tradition of Am|r al-mu’min|n �: 

Žłu^eŽjÿÛ-Ù^<ĞÖ]ŁÛÿöá<<<<ÿèÿèÿèÿèŽrŽrŽrŽrŁgŁgŁgŁg<<<<łöflŠÖ]łöflŠÖ]łöflŠÖ]łöflŠÖ]Ł�Ł�Ł�Ł����� 
By shouldering responsibilities mastership becomes 

essential. 

In this sense, all the fourteen infallibles are s{d{t, for they are the 

fundamental beings who have shouldered the heaviest responsibility any 

being can ever shoulder. In the ontological and existential sense they 

represent the middle link between All{h and His creation. Therefore 

every good is sourced through their light. Hence they have mastership 

over the entire caravan of the creation. 

Shaykh Ñ{d}q narrates in his masterpiece collection ÝIlal al-Shar{yiÞ 

from Im{m al-Ñ{diq �: 

                                                 

41 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.1, p. 201 
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<<<Žä{{4×Ö]<Ž‚{{{łfÿÂ<ê{{Žeş_<łà{{ÿÂ�<<ÿÙ^{{şÎV<<̂ şÊ<łkÿéñÛ{{Ł‰<^{{{ÿÛĆÞ-c�<₣í{{{ÿÛ
<ÿÛĞÖ]<Ćáş̀ {{ŽÖ<ğí{{ÿmĆ‚ÿvŁÚşø<<Žf{{łãÿi<łk{{ÿÞ^şÒ<şí{{şÓŽñ¼<<<Žð^ÿÛ{{ĆŠÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ

<<<<<<<<^{ÿè<ŁÙç{₣ÏÿjşÊ<ÿá]ÿ†{łÛŽÂ<ÿk{łßŽe<ÿÜÿèł†{ÿÚ<ëŽ�^{ÿßŁi<^{ÿÛşÒ<^ÿãèŽ�^ÿßŁjşÊ
^şÊ�<<{ł‘]<ÿä{4×Ö]<Ćá-c<₣íÿÛŞÿæ<ŽÕ^Ë�<ŽÕÿ†{Ćã<<{ł‘]ÿæŞ<î{×ÿÂ<ŽÕ^Ë<<

^şÊ<^{{{ÿè<ÿ°ŽÛşÖ^{{{ÃĞÖ]<Žð^{{{ŠŽÞ�<ëŽ‚Łr{{{ł‰]ÿæ<ŽÔ{{{ñeÿ†ŽÖ<ê{{{ŽjŁßĞÎ]<₣í{{{ÿÛ
<^ÿãÿÞçŁmñ‚{{{{ÿvŁèÿæ<łÜŁãŁmñ‚{{{{ÿvŁjşÊ<ÿ°ŽÃŽÒ]Ć†{{{{Ö]<ÿÄ{{{{ÿÚ<ê{{{{ŽÃşÒł…]ÿæ
<<<Žð^{{ÿŠŽÞ<î{{ş×ÿÂ<₣íş×{{Ć–şËŁÛĞÖ]<Žk{{ÿŠłéşÖ<ş_<ží{{ş×łéşÖ<ÿl]ÿƒ<łÜ{{ŁãşÖ<łk{{şÖ^şÏşÊ

łÛŽÂ<ÿkłßŽe<ÿÜÿèł†ÿÚ<ÿ°ŽÛşÖ^ÿÃĞÖ]<<łk{ÿÞ^şÒ<ÿÜÿèł†ÿÚ<Ćá-c<]ç₣Ö^şÏşÊ<ÿá]ÿ†
<^ÿãŽÛşÖ^ÿÂ<Žð^ÿŠŽÞ<şìÿ‚ñéÿ‰<<<<<<şìÿ‚ñé{ÿ‰<ŽÔ{ş×ÿÃÿq<ĆØ{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<ÿä{4×Ö]<Ćá-cÿæ<<<<<<şìÿ‚ñé{ÿ‰<ŽÔ{ş×ÿÃÿq<ĆØ{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<ÿä{4×Ö]<Ćá-cÿæ<<<<<<şìÿ‚ñé{ÿ‰<ŽÔ{ş×ÿÃÿq<ĆØ{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<ÿä{4×Ö]<Ćá-cÿæ<<<<<<şìÿ‚ñé{ÿ‰<ŽÔ{ş×ÿÃÿq<ĆØ{ÿqÿæ<Ć̂ {ÿÂ<ÿä{4×Ö]<Ćá-cÿæ

<<<<]<Žð^{{{ÿŠŽÞ<şìÿ‚ñé{{{ÿ‰ÿæ<^{{{ÿãŽÛşÖ^ÿÂÿæ<ŽÔ{{{ŽÛşÖ^ÿÂ<Žð^{{{ÿŠŽÞ<<<<]<Žð^{{{ÿŠŽÞ<şìÿ‚ñé{{{ÿ‰ÿæ<^{{{ÿãŽÛşÖ^ÿÂÿæ<ŽÔ{{{ŽÛşÖ^ÿÂ<Žð^{{{ÿŠŽÞ<<<<]<Žð^{{{ÿŠŽÞ<şìÿ‚ñé{{{ÿ‰ÿæ<^{{{ÿãŽÛşÖ^ÿÂÿæ<ŽÔ{{{ŽÛşÖ^ÿÂ<Žð^{{{ÿŠŽÞ<<<<]<Žð^{{{ÿŠŽÞ<şìÿ‚ñé{{{ÿ‰ÿæ<^{{{ÿãŽÛşÖ^ÿÂÿæ<ŽÔ{{{ŽÛşÖ^ÿÂ<Žð^{{{ÿŠŽÞşùşùşùşù<<ÿæ<ÿ°{{{ŽÖĆæ<<ÿæ<ÿ°{{{ŽÖĆæ<<ÿæ<ÿ°{{{ŽÖĆæ<<ÿæ<ÿ°{{{ŽÖĆæ
ÿàè-†Ž}bĞÖ]ÿàè-†Ž}bĞÖ]ÿàè-†Ž}bĞÖ]ÿàè-†Ž}bĞÖ]    

F{„ima � was known as Muƒaddatha (one spoken 

to by the angels) because the Angels would descend 

from the heaven and call her the way they would call 

Maryam, daughter of ÝImr{n. They would say: 

Indeed All{h has chosen you and purified you and 

chosen you over the women of the worlds. O Fatima 

be obedient to your Lord and prostrate and bow 

down with those who bow down. So she would 

speak to them and they would speak to her. One 

night she said to them: isn’t the one who has more 

merit over all the women of the world Maryam, the 

daughter of ‘Imr{n? They said: Indeed Maryam was 

the Mistress of her world, and indeed All{h, the 

Invincible and Magnificent made you the Mistress 

of the women of your and her world as well as the 
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Mistress of the preceding and succeeding women.42 

The word al-Ý{lam|n confers the meaning that her mistressship envelops 

all the worlds, and she presides every woman whatsoever. This is because 

when the article ‘al’ precedes a plural noun, it refers to all the extensions 

of the noun. 

Im{m al-Íusayn � being ibnu F{„imati Sayyidati nis{’ al-Ý{lam|n, and 

hence a product and fruit of the mistress of the women of the world, 

also enjoys qualities of mastership.  

Im{m Zayn al-ÝÀbid|n � reports from Im{m al-Íusayn �: 

<<<Žä{{4×Ö]<ŁÙç{{Ł‰ÿ…<ÿá^{{şÒ�<<<{{Ć�ÿe<^{{ÿÛéŽÊ<ŁÙç{{₣ÏÿèŽä{{Že<êŽÞÿ†V<<^{{ÿè<^{{ÿè<^{{ÿè<^{{ÿè
Žìÿ�^ĆŠÖ]<çŁeş_<Ž‚ñéĆŠÖ]<Łàłe]<Ł‚ñéĆŠÖ]<ÿkłÞş_<ŁàłéÿŠŁuŽìÿ�^ĆŠÖ]<çŁeş_<Ž‚ñéĆŠÖ]<Łàłe]<Ł‚ñéĆŠÖ]<ÿkłÞş_<ŁàłéÿŠŁuŽìÿ�^ĆŠÖ]<çŁeş_<Ž‚ñéĆŠÖ]<Łàłe]<Ł‚ñéĆŠÖ]<ÿkłÞş_<ŁàłéÿŠŁuŽìÿ�^ĆŠÖ]<çŁeş_<Ž‚ñéĆŠÖ]<Łàłe]<Ł‚ñéĆŠÖ]<ÿkłÞş_<ŁàłéÿŠŁu<JJJ< <

Among the glad tidings that the Messenger of All{h 

� would give me, is: O Íusayn, you are the master 

(sayyid), son of the master (sayyid), father of masters 

(sayyids)...43 

And in the well-known Ziyarat al-ArbaÝ|n Im{m al-Ñ{diq � teaches us 

to address Im{m al-Íusayn � as follows: 

Žìÿ�^ĆŠÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ğ]‚ñéÿ‰<ŁäÿjĞ×ÿÃÿqÿæŽìÿ�^ĆŠÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ğ]‚ñéÿ‰<ŁäÿjĞ×ÿÃÿqÿæŽìÿ�^ĆŠÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ğ]‚ñéÿ‰<ŁäÿjĞ×ÿÃÿqÿæŽìÿ�^ĆŠÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ğ]‚ñéÿ‰<ŁäÿjĞ×ÿÃÿqÿæ<Žìÿ�^şÏĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ğ]‚Žñ^şÎÿæJJJ< <
...and He (All{h) made you a sayyid from the 

sayyids, and a leader from the leaders...44 

The Path towards MastershipThe Path towards MastershipThe Path towards MastershipThe Path towards Mastership    

When we try to to address Im{m al-Íusayn � with mastership, we 

must struggle to embark on a spiritual journey to attain a color of the 

                                                 

42 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 14, p. 206 

43 Ibid., v. 36, p. 344 

44 Ibid., v. 98, p. 331 
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same. The Ahl al-Bayt � whose light presides over the creation have 

also taught us the path towards siy{da (mastership).  

One of the fundamental criteria of mastership is generosity and open-

handedness (j}d). Consider the following narrations: 

1. Im{m al-Íusayn � is reported to have said: 

�^ÿ‰<ÿ�^ÿq<łàÿÚ�^ÿ‰<ÿ�^ÿq<łàÿÚ�^ÿ‰<ÿ�^ÿq<łàÿÚ�^ÿ‰<ÿ�^ÿq<łàÿÚ<ÿÙŽƒÿ…<ÿØŽ~ÿe<łàÿÚÿæ< <
Whosoever bestows generously reigns supreme, and 

one who is stingy becomes ignoble.45 

2. The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: 

-ÝłçşÏĞÖ]<Ł‚ñéÿ‰-ÝłçşÏĞÖ]<Ł‚ñéÿ‰-ÝłçşÏĞÖ]<Ł‚ñéÿ‰-ÝłçşÏĞÖ]<Ł‚ñéÿ‰<łÜŁãŁÚŽ�^ÿ}< <
The sayyid of a nation is their servant.46 

3. Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said: 

ŽeŽeŽeŽeĞÖ^ĞÖ^ĞÖ^ĞÖ^ŁrŁrŁrŁrłçłçłçłçŽ�Ž�Ž�Ž�<ÿi₣ÓłçŁá<ñŠÖ]ÿéÿ�^₣ì< <
Mastership comes about through open-handedness.47 

4. Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said: 

<Žìÿ�^ÿéñŠÖ]<Łgÿfÿ‰Łð^ÿ~ĆŠÖş]Łð^ÿ~ĆŠÖş]Łð^ÿ~ĆŠÖş]Łð^ÿ~ĆŠÖş]< <
Generosity is the cause of mastership.48 

5. Im{m ÝAl| � is reported to have said: 

                                                 

45 Shaykh B{qir Shar|f al-Qarash|, Íay{t al-Im{m al-Íusayn �, v.1, p. 157 

46 Man L{ Yaƒ~uruhu al-Faq|h, v.4, p. 378 

47 Al-Àmad|, Ghurar al-Íikam, p.378 

48 Al-W{si„|, ‘Uy}n al-Íikam wa al-Maw{’i³, p. 281 
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<<<şÔ{{şÖ<ŁØ{{ŁÛĞÓÿi<Ží{{şÖłæĆ‚Ö]<ÿÄ{{ÿÚ<łà{{ŽŠłuş_ÿæ<Žìÿ…ł‚{{₣ÏĞÖ]<ÿÄ{{ÿÚ<ł‡ÿæ^{{ÿrÿi
₣ìÿ�^ÿéñŠÖ]< <

Forgive in power and do good in fortune, your 

mastership will turn perfect.49  

Considering the aforesaid narrations which speak of generosity and 

open-handedness as the criteria of mastership, let us consider the 

following narration that speaks of the best kind of open-handedness:  

The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: 

ÿş_ÿæÿş_ÿæÿş_ÿæÿş_ÿæÿÚ<-Œ^ĆßÖ]<ÿ�ÿçłqÿÚ<-Œ^ĆßÖ]<ÿ�ÿçłqÿÚ<-Œ^ĆßÖ]<ÿ�ÿçłqÿÚ<-Œ^ĆßÖ]<ÿ�ÿçłqŽäŽŠĞËÿßŽe<ÿ�^ÿq<łàŽäŽŠĞËÿßŽe<ÿ�^ÿq<łàŽäŽŠĞËÿßŽe<ÿ�^ÿq<łàŽäŽŠĞËÿßŽe<ÿ�^ÿq<łà<Žä4×Ö]<-ØéŽfÿ‰<êŽÊ<ŽäŽÖ^ÿÚÿæ 

...And the most openhanded of all people, is one 

who generously bestows his self and his wealth in the 

way of All{h.50 

And Im{m al-Íusayn � was that sayyid who sacrificed everything that 
he had for the sake of All{h. Therefore he has al-siy{da al-Ýu…m{ (The 
greatest mastership). 

Hil{l bin N{fiÝ reports: 

Ù^Î<ÄÊ^Þ<àe<Ùøâ<ïæ…æ<V<<<<h^v{‘_<Ä{Ú<Ì{Î]çÖ<êÞc
<<?…^{{‘<?†{{‘<ƒc<‚Ã{{‰<àe†{{ÛÂ<V<<<�{{Ú÷]<^{{ãè_<†{{�e_

<<Ù^{{Î<H°{{Š£]<Ø{{jÎ<‚{{Î<†{{�<]„{{ãÊ<V<°{{e<k{{q†~Ê
<×Â<k{{ËÎçÊ<°Ë{{’Ö]<ä{{é<ä{{ŠËße<�ç{{réÖ<ä{{Þcæ<ä{{ŠËße<�ç{{réÖ<ä{{Þcæ<ä{{ŠËße<�ç{{réÖ<ä{{Þcæ<ä{{ŠËße<�ç{{réÖ<ä{{Þcæ<<�]ç{{Ê

{{{{Î<k{{{{è_…^Ú¼<<<ä{{{{ßÚ<à{{{{Šu_<ä{{{{Ú‚e<^~Û{{{{–Ú<øé{{{{jÎ
<Ù^{{{¶æ<ä{{{ãqæ<…ç{{{Þ<�×Ç{{{�<‚{{{ÏÖæ<H^{{{ãqæ<…ç{{{Þ_÷æ

                                                 

49 Al-W{si„|, ÝUy}n al-Íikam wa al-Maw{’i³, p. 200 

50 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 73, p. 12 
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Ö]<àÂ<äjféâÓË<ä×jÎ<»<ì†JJJ 

Hil{l bin N{fiÝ reports: I stood with the 

companions of ÝUmar bin SaÝd, when a caller 

shouted: Glad tidings to you, O Am|r, for this is 

Shimr, who has already killed al-Husayn �. Hil{l 

says: I left between the two ranks and stood besides 

him (al-Íusayn �) while surely he was giving away 

his life; I swear by All{h I never saw a killed man 

smeared in his blood more beautiful and more 

sparkling in face than him. And indeed the light of 

his face and the beauty of his awe-inspiring 

appearance occupied me from thinking about his 

martyrdom...51 

�� 
�ا اي�  ة� طبْن� ف ة�  م� د� ي�� �س� س� ينْ� ء� آ� ال�م�  الْع�

O son of Fa„imah, the Leader of the Women of the Worlds 

�� 

Some commentators of Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ52 have defined siy{da as shar{fa 

wa Ýulluw al-martaba. In other words, when we say Ía~rat F{„ima � is 

Sayyidatu nis{’ al-Ý{lam|n, we mean she is the most high-ranking of all 

women, past, present, and future: 

Shaykh Ñad}q in his al-Am{l| narrates a lengthy tradition from the 

Holy Prophet �, who at one point says: 

şÊş̀{{ĆÚŽ]<^łeÿß{{ŽjşÊ<ê^�{{ÿÛşÊ<í{{-ãÿê<{{ÿ‰{{ÿ‰{{ÿ‰{{ÿ‰ñéñéñéñéÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚₣ì₣ì₣ì₣ì<<<<ŽÞŽÞŽÞŽÞ{{ÿŠ{{ÿŠ{{ÿŠ{{ÿŠŽð^Žð^Žð^Žð^<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]{{ÿÃ{{ÿÃ{{ÿÃ{{ÿÃşÖ^şÖ^şÖ^şÖ^ŽÛŽÛŽÛŽÛłéłéłéłéÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<{{ŽÚ{{ŽÚ{{ŽÚ{{ŽÚÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<
şù]şù]şù]şù]ĆæĆæĆæĆæ{{{ŽÖ{{{ŽÖ{{{ŽÖ{{{ŽÖłéłéłéłéÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæ{{{Ž}û]{{{Ž}û]{{{Ž}û]{{{Ž}û]-†-†-†-†łèłèłèłèÿàÿàÿàÿàÿæ<H-cĆÞ{{{ÿãşÖ<^ÿj{{{₣ÏłçŁÝ<{{{ŽÊłê<ŽÚłvÿ†Že]{{{ÿã<^

                                                 

51 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 45, p. 57 

52 Shaykh ÝAl| Íaydar MuÝayyad, A~w{’ Ýal{ Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ, p. 131 
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şÊŁé{{{ÿŠ�×ŁÜ<ÿÂş×łé{{{ÿã{{{ÿ‰<^łfŁÃłçÿá<ş_{{{ĞÖÿÚ<Ì{{{ş×žÔ<{{{ŽÚÿà<ĞÖ]ÿÛşøŽñ{{{şÓŽí<
ĞÖ]ŁÛşÏĆ†Žełéÿàÿæ<HŁèÿßÿ�^łæÿÞÿãŽe<^ÿÛÿÞ<^ÿ�^łl<ŽeŽä<ĞÖ]ÿÛşøŽñ<{şÓ₣í<<{ÿÚł†ÿèÿÜ<
şÊÿé₣Ïłç<{{₣Öłçÿá<V<{{ÿèşÊ<^^�<{{ÿÛ₣í<�-cĆá<ş�]<<{{ł‘]ŞşËŽÕ^<ÿæ�{{{Ćãÿ†ŽÕ<
ÿæł‘]ŞşËŽÕ^<ÿÂÿî×<ŽÞÿŠŽð^<ĞÖ]ÿÃşÖ^ŽÛłéÿà<�< <

As for my daughter F{„ima, she is the Mistress of the 

women of the worlds from the foremost and latter 

ones, and surely she stands in her place of prayer, 

whereupon seventy thousand angels close to All{h, 

send their salutations to her, and call her with what 

the angels called Maryam. So they say: “O F{„ima, 

indeed All{h chose you and purified you, and chose 

you over the women of all the worlds.”53 

Therefore Im{m al-Íusayn � who is the son and edifice of Sayyidatu 

nis{’i al-Ý{lam|n also is among the most elevated of people. We have 

already mentioned traditions that clearly distinguish Im{m al-Íusayn 

� as sayyid. However, because we defined the word sayyid here to 

mean shar|f, let us consider the following verse of the well-known 

salutational recital of Ziy{rat al-J{miÝa al-Kab|ra: 

ÿæ�Ğ̀�łÜ₣ÓŽÊÿ†ÿ�ŽÖ<žÌłè-†ÿ�<ćØ₣Ò<ş̀<JJJ< <
And every shar|f (one who enjoys an elevated status) 

bows down before your elevated status (li 

sharafikum)...54 

This clearly informs us that the Infallible Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � 

enjoy the highest stations, and therefore all of them are sayyids in 

relation to the people. 

                                                 

53 Shaykh Ñad}q, Al-Am{l|, p. 575 

54 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 99, p. 132 
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�� 
�ا اي�  ة� طبْن� ف ة�  م� د� ي�� �س� س� ينْ� ء� آ� ال�م�  الْع�

O son of Fa„imah, the Mistress of the Women of the Universe 

�� 

Another possible meaning of Sayyidat al-Nis{, as understood from a 

tradition, is that she is mufr}~{t al-„{’a (one who must be obeyed) with 

regard to all the women. That is, whatever she commands must be 

obeyed, and her words and deeds are are proof for them. Rather 

according to a tradition, she has this position with regard to all: 

Im{m Muƒammad al-B{qir � is reported to have said: 

ÿæşÖşÏł‚<şÒÿÞ^łk<�<ÿÚÿÚÿÚÿÚĞËĞËĞËĞËŁ†Ł†Ł†Ł†łæłæłæłæÿ•ÿ•ÿ•ÿ•şíşíşíşí<<<<Ö]Ö]Ö]Ö]ŞŞŞŞÿÂ^ÿÂ^ÿÂ^ÿÂ^ŽíŽíŽíŽí<<<<ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂÿî×ÿî×ÿî×ÿî×<<<<ÿqÿqÿqÿqŽÛŽÛŽÛŽÛłéłéłéłéTÄTÄTÄTÄ<<<<<{ŽÚ<{ŽÚ<{ŽÚ<{ŽÚłàłàłàłà<<<<
ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}{{{Ğ×{{{Ğ×{{{Ğ×{{{Ğ×-Ð-Ð-Ð-Ð<<<<Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]<<<<{{{ŽÚ{{{ŽÚ{{{ŽÚ{{{ŽÚÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]{{{Žr{{{Žr{{{Žr{{{Žrñàñàñàñà<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæ-ý]-ý]-ý]-ý]{{{łÞ{{{łÞ{{{łÞ{{{łÞ-‹-‹-‹-‹<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæÖ]Ö]Ö]Ö]ŞŞŞŞ{{{łé{{{łé{{{łé{{{łé-†-†-†-†<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæ{{{ĞÖ]{{{ĞÖ]{{{ĞÖ]{{{ĞÖ]ÿçÿçÿçÿçłułułułu-�-�-�-�<<<<
ÿæÿæÿæÿæşù]şù]şù]şù]łÞłÞłÞłÞŽfŽfŽfŽfÿéÿéÿéÿéŽð^Žð^Žð^Žð^<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ÿÛÿÛÿÛÿÛüüüüŽñŽñŽñŽñşÓşÓşÓşÓŽíŽíŽíŽíJJJJ< <

And indeed she � was one to be compulsorily one to be compulsorily one to be compulsorily one to be compulsorily 

obeyed by all the creobeyed by all the creobeyed by all the creobeyed by all the creation: the Jins, the human ation: the Jins, the human ation: the Jins, the human ation: the Jins, the human 

beings, the birds, the wild animals, the prophets and beings, the birds, the wild animals, the prophets and beings, the birds, the wild animals, the prophets and beings, the birds, the wild animals, the prophets and 

the angelsthe angelsthe angelsthe angels.55 

And mafr}~at al-„{Ýa (one who must be obeyed) in this tradition should 

not be merely taken as one who must be obeyed by all through their 

volitions. Rather it also speaks of wil{ya takw|niyya (ontological 

presidence), which means that she has Divinely bestowed power and can 

control or lay effect on their entities of existence. This definition of 

mistressship is an inspiration from the following tradition: 

ÝAll{ma Majlis| narrated the following tradition in Biƒ{r al-Anw{r: 

                                                 

55 Al-Sh{hr}d|, Mustadrak Saf|nat al-Biƒ{r, v.6, p. 208 
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<ćêŽfĆßÖ]<ÿÙ^şÎÿæ�V<<<<<^{ÿè<₣í{ÿ�Žñ^ÿÂ<łk{şÖ^şÏşÊ<Žhÿ†ÿÃĞÖ]<Ł‚ñéÿ‰<čêŽ×ÿÂ
<<<Žhÿ†{ÿÃĞÖ]<ÿ‚ñé{ÿ‰<ÿk{łŠşÖş_<Žä4×Ö]<ÿÙçŁ‰ÿ…[<<<<<<Ž‚{ĞÖŁæ<Ł‚ñé{ÿ‰<^{ÿÞş_<ÿÙ^{şÎ

<<Žhÿ†{ÿÃĞÖ]<Ł‚ñé{ÿ‰<čêŽ×ÿÂÿæ<ÿÝÿ�aJ<şÏşÊ<<₣í{ÿ�Žñ^ÿÂ<łk{şÖ^V<<<<ÿÙç{Ł‰ÿ…<^{ÿè
<Ł‚ñé{ĆŠÖ]<^ÿÚÿæ<Žä4×Ö][<<<ÿÙ^{şÎ<V<<<łk{ÿ•-†ŁjĞÊ]<-à{ÿÚ�<<<^{ÿÛşÒ<Łä{ŁjÿÂ^
<łkÿ•-†ŁjĞÊ]�êŽjÿÂ^J< <

The Prophet � said: ÝAl| is the Sayyid of the Arabs. 

So ÝÀÞisha asked: O Messenger of All{h, aren’t you 

the Sayyid of Arabs? He � said: I am the Sayyid of 

the children of Adam, and ÝAl| is the Sayyid of the 

Arabs. So ÝÀÞisha asked: O Messenger of All{h, and 

who is a sayyid? He � said: One whose obedience is 

made compulsory, the way my obedience is made 

compulsory.56 

And the traditions of the Ahl al-Bayt � are clear that all the Im{ms 

are muftara~ al-„{’a. There are clear expressions about that in some 

interesting traditions. Observe the following traditions: 

Al-ÝÀmil| in his Was{Þil al-Sh|Ýa narrates: 

ÿÑŽ�^{{Ć’Ö]<Ćáş_<ÿë-æŁ…ÿæ<ÿÙ^{{şÎ�<<<Łåÿ‚{{łßŽÂ<łà{{ÿÚ<ÿ†ÿÚş̀ {{şÊ<ÿš-†{{ÿÚ
<<<<-†{{{{{łfşÎ<ÿ‚{{{{{łßŽÂ<Łä{{{{{şÖ<çŁÂł‚{{{{{ÿè<ğ]�{{{{{Žqş_<Łä{{{{{şÖ<]æŁ†ŽqĞ̀ ÿj{{{{{łŠÿè<łáş_

-àłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]�<<<<<^{ÿÞş_<ÿÙ^{şÏşÊ<şÔ{ŽÖÿƒ<ŁäşÖ<]ç₣Ö^şÏşÊ<^ğ×Łqÿ…<]æŁ‚ÿqÿçşÊ
Ö]<Łšÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<fiÝ^ÿÚ-c<ÿàłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ĆàŽÓşÖÿæ<êŽ–łÚş_Ö]<Łšÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<fiÝ^ÿÚ-c<ÿàłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ĆàŽÓşÖÿæ<êŽ–łÚş_Ö]<Łšÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<fiÝ^ÿÚ-c<ÿàłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ĆàŽÓşÖÿæ<êŽ–łÚş_Ö]<Łšÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<fiÝ^ÿÚ-c<ÿàłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ĆàŽÓşÖÿæ<êŽ–łÚş_ŞŞŞŞ<ÿçŁâÿæ<ŽíÿÂ^<ÿçŁâÿæ<ŽíÿÂ^<ÿçŁâÿæ<ŽíÿÂ^<ÿçŁâÿæ<ŽíÿÂ^

<Ö]<Łšÿ†{{ÿjĞËŁÚ<fiÝ^{{ÿÚ-c<Ö]<Łšÿ†{{ÿjĞËŁÚ<fiÝ^{{ÿÚ-c<Ö]<Łšÿ†{{ÿjĞËŁÚ<fiÝ^{{ÿÚ-c<Ö]<Łšÿ†{{ÿjĞËŁÚ<fiÝ^{{ÿÚ-cŞŞŞŞ<Ží{{ÿÂ^<Ží{{ÿÂ^<Ží{{ÿÂ^<Ží{{ÿÂ^<-ÑŽ�^{{Ć’Ö]<î{{şÖ-c<]ç{{ŁÃÿqÿ†şÊ�<
<<<<Ćáş_<ÿÍÿ†{ÿÂ<^{ÿÚ<ş_<łà{ŽÓşÖ<ÿæ<ÿÙ^şÎ<^ÿÛşÒ<ÿçŁâ<ÿÙ^şÏşÊ<ŁåæŁ†ÿfł}ş_ÿæ

                                                 

56 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.4, p.198 
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<<<<<<<<₣í{ÿÃĞÏŁfĞÖ]<şÔ{Ğ×ŽjşÊ<Łð^ÿÂć‚{Ö]<^{ÿãéŽÊ<Łh^ÿrÿj{łŠŁè<ğ̂{Â^şÏŽe<îşÖ^{ÿÃÿi<Žä4×ŽÖ
-Å^şÏŽfĞÖ]<şÔĞ×Ži<łàŽÚJ< <

It is narrated that Im{m al-Ñ{diq � once got ill, 

and ordered someone who was near him to to tell 

his people to hire someone, so that he may pray for 

him near the grave of al-Íusayn �. So they found 

a person, and told him to do what is required. He 

said: I will go, but albut albut albut al----ÍÍÍÍusayn usayn usayn usayn ����    is an is an is an is an Im{mIm{mIm{mIm{m    who who who who 

must be compulsorily obeyed (muftara~ almust be compulsorily obeyed (muftara~ almust be compulsorily obeyed (muftara~ almust be compulsorily obeyed (muftara~ al----„{„{„{„{ÝÝÝÝa) and a) and a) and a) and 

he (i.e. he (i.e. he (i.e. he (i.e. Im{mIm{mIm{mIm{m    alalalal----ÑÑÑÑ{diq {diq {diq {diq ����) [likewise] is an Im{m ) [likewise] is an Im{m ) [likewise] is an Im{m ) [likewise] is an Im{m 

whowhowhowho    must be compulsorily obeyedmust be compulsorily obeyedmust be compulsorily obeyedmust be compulsorily obeyed.[Aren’t they equal 

in status?] So they went to Im{m al-Ñ{diq � and 

informed him what the person had said. The Im{m 

� said: What he said is correct. However, is he not 

aware that All{h has places, wherein supplications 

are accepted. And that spot [i.e. near the grave of al-

Íusayn �] is among those places.57 

ÝAll{ma Majlis| narrates the following tradition in his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r: 

<<<<<<<<<<<Ž‚{łfÿÂ<ê{Žeş_<ÿ‚{łßŽÂ<Łk{łß₣Ò<ÿÙ^{şÎ<-Ø{ł–şËĞÖ]<-à{łe<Žä{4×Ö]<Ž‚{łfÿÂ<łà{ÿÂ
Žä4×Ö]�<<-Øłâş_<łàŽÚ<fiØŁqÿ…<Žäłéş×ÿÂ<ÿØÿ}ÿ‚şÊ<{�<<Łä{şÖ<ÿÙ^{şÏşÊ<ÿŒçV<

<<<<<<<Žä{{4×Ö]<Ž‚{{łfÿÂ<ê{{Žeş_<ÿ†{{łfşÎ<ÿ…]ÿ‡<łà{{ÿÛŽÖ<^{{ÿÚ<Žä{{4×Ö]<-Ùç{{Ł‰ÿ…<ÿà{{łe]<^{{ÿè
�êŽ×ÿÂ<-àłe<-àłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]�[<ŁäşÖ<ÿÙ^şÏşÊV<ÿèÿèÿèÿè<^<^<^<^����<<ÿ…]ÿ‡<łà{ÿÚ<ćêŽ‰ç<<ÿ…]ÿ‡<łà{ÿÚ<ćêŽ‰ç<<ÿ…]ÿ‡<łà{ÿÚ<ćêŽ‰ç<<ÿ…]ÿ‡<łà{ÿÚ<ćêŽ‰ç

�êŽ×ÿÂ<-àłe<-àłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<Žä4×Ö]<Ž‚łfÿÂ<êŽeş_<ÿ†łfşÎ�êŽ×ÿÂ<-àłe<-àłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<Žä4×Ö]<Ž‚łfÿÂ<êŽeş_<ÿ†łfşÎ�êŽ×ÿÂ<-àłe<-àłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<Žä4×Ö]<Ž‚łfÿÂ<êŽeş_<ÿ†łfşÎ�êŽ×ÿÂ<-àłe<-àłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<Žä4×Ö]<Ž‚łfÿÂ<êŽeş_<ÿ†łfşÎ����<<<<<ŁäĆÞş_<ŁÜş×łÃÿè<ÿçŁâÿæ<ŁäĆÞş_<ŁÜş×łÃÿè<ÿçŁâÿæ<ŁäĆÞş_<ŁÜş×łÃÿè<ÿçŁâÿæ<ŁäĆÞş_<ŁÜş×łÃÿè<ÿçŁâÿæ
Ö]<Łšÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<Žä4×Ö]<ÿàŽÚ<fiÝ^ÿÚ-cÖ]<Łšÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<Žä4×Ö]<ÿàŽÚ<fiÝ^ÿÚ-cÖ]<Łšÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<Žä4×Ö]<ÿàŽÚ<fiÝ^ÿÚ-cÖ]<Łšÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<Žä4×Ö]<ÿàŽÚ<fiÝ^ÿÚ-cŞŞŞŞŽíÿÂ^ŽíÿÂ^ŽíÿÂ^ŽíÿÂ^<<<<<<Łä{4×Ö]<ÿ†{şËşÆ<Ž�^{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<î{ş×ÿÂ

                                                 

57 Al-ÝÀmil|, Was{Þil al-Sh|Ýa, v.14, p. 537 
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<<<<ê{{ŽÊ<ŁäÿjÿÂ^şË{{ÿ�<ÿØ{{ŽfşÎÿæ<ÿ†Ć}ş̀ {{ÿi<^{{ÿÚÿæ<Žä{{ŽfłÞÿƒ<łà{{ŽÚ<ÿÝĆ‚{{şÏÿi<^{{ÿÚ<Łä{{şÖ
<<<<<<<Žå-†{{łfşÎ<ÿ‚{{łßŽÂ<Ć̂ {{ÿÂÿæ<ĆØ{{ÿq<ÿä{{4×Ö]<-Ùş̀ {{łŠÿè<łÜ{{şÖÿæ<ğ̂fŽÞł„{{ŁÚ<ÿ°ŽÃłf{{ÿ‰

-c<ğíÿq^ÿuş÷<ŁäşÖ<^ÿâ^ÿ–şÎJ< <
ÝAbdull{h bin al-F{~l is reported to have said: I was 

with Ab} ÝAbdill{h [al-Ñ{diq �], and a person 

from the inhabitants of Ó}s came in his presence. 

He said to the Im{m �: O son of the Messenger of 

All{h, what reward is there for one who visits the 

grave of Ab} ÝAbdill{h al-Íusayn bin ÝAl| �? The 

Im{m � said to him: O Óus|, whosoever visits the O Óus|, whosoever visits the O Óus|, whosoever visits the O Óus|, whosoever visits the 

grave of Ab} grave of Ab} grave of Ab} grave of Ab} ÝÝÝÝAbdill{h alAbdill{h alAbdill{h alAbdill{h al----ÍÍÍÍusayn bin usayn bin usayn bin usayn bin ÝAl|ÝAl|ÝAl|ÝAl|    ����    while while while while 

he knows that the Im{m he knows that the Im{m he knows that the Im{m he knows that the Im{m ����    is one who is is one who is is one who is is one who is 

compulsorily to be obeyed (compulsorily to be obeyed (compulsorily to be obeyed (compulsorily to be obeyed (muftara~ almuftara~ almuftara~ almuftara~ al----„{„{„{„{ÝÝÝÝaaaa) by the ) by the ) by the ) by the 

servants of servants of servants of servants of All{hAll{hAll{hAll{h, All{h would forgive him his past 

and future sins, and would accept his intercession 

for seventy sinners, and he would not ask any need 

from All{h near the Im{m’s grave save that All{h 

would fulfil his need.58 

‘Allama Majlis| narrates the following tradition in his Biƒ{r al-Anw{r: 

<<<<<<<<<Ž‚{{{łfÿÂ<ç{{{Łeş_<ÿÙ^{{{şÎ<ÿÙ^{{{şÎ<T†{{{ł’ÿÞ<-à{{{łe<Ž‚{{{éŽÛÿvĞÖ]<Ž‚{{{łfÿÂ<łà{{{ÿÂ
Žä{{{{4×Ö]�V<]<ÿáæŁ†{{{{ŽÓłßŁèŽ-ý<Ö]<ÿšÿ†{{{{ÿjĞËŁÛĞÖ]<ÿÝ^{{{{ÿÚŞ<Ží{{{{ÿÂ^

<ŽäŽe<ÿáæŁ‚ÿvłrÿèÿæ]<êŽÊ<^ÿÚ<Žä4×Ö]ÿæ]<êŽÊ<^ÿÚ<Žä4×Ö]ÿæ]<êŽÊ<^ÿÚ<Žä4×Ö]ÿæ]<êŽÊ<^ÿÚ<Žä4×Ö]ÿæÿşùÿşùÿşùÿşù<ÿ‚łßŽÂ<ÿÜş¿łÂş_<ĐíşÖ-̂ łßÿÚ<-šł…<ÿ‚łßŽÂ<ÿÜş¿łÂş_<ĐíşÖ-̂ łßÿÚ<-šł…<ÿ‚łßŽÂ<ÿÜş¿łÂş_<ĐíşÖ-̂ łßÿÚ<-šł…<ÿ‚łßŽÂ<ÿÜş¿łÂş_<ĐíşÖ-̂ łßÿÚ<-šł…
-šÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<łàŽÚ<Žä4×Ö]-šÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<łàŽÚ<Žä4×Ö]-šÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<łàŽÚ<Žä4×Ö]-šÿ†ÿjĞËŁÚ<łàŽÚ<Žä4×Ö]<<<<Ö]Ö]Ö]Ö]ŞŞŞŞŽíÿÂ^ŽíÿÂ^ŽíÿÂ^ŽíÿÂ^<JJJ< <

ÝAbd al-Íami~ bin Na‚r reports: Ab} ÝAbdill{h 

[Im{m al-Ñ{diq] � said: They deny the Im{m who 

                                                 

58 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.4, p.198 
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must be compulsorily obeyed and reject him. I swear I swear I swear I swear 

by by by by All{hAll{hAll{hAll{h    there is no station in the earth greater near there is no station in the earth greater near there is no station in the earth greater near there is no station in the earth greater near 

All{hAll{hAll{hAll{h    then one who must be compulsorily then one who must be compulsorily then one who must be compulsorily then one who must be compulsorily 

obeyedobeyedobeyedobeyed...59 

                                                 

59 Ibid., v.25, p.141 



 

CHAPTER 5 

    

 َ َ أ لا  �لَيَكَْ مُ لسَّ

 َ  وَابنَْ ثاَرِ�ِ ي ِ    ا ثاَرَ اّ�َ
 

Peace be unto you, O blood of All{h and the son 
of the blood of All{h 





 

 � � أ لا � ه� لس� ار� ابْن� ث� � و� � ار� االله� ا ث� ل�يْك� ي� 	 ع�  م

Peace be unto You, O Blood of All{h and 
the son of the Blood of All{h 

 

COMMENTARY 

�� 
 	 لام � ل�يْك�  الس� ا ع� ار�  ي� �  ث� �  االله�

Peace be unto You, O possessor of the blood venerated by All{h 

�� 

The word th{r َارث  in the Arabic language has been employed for 
different meanings: avenging for blood, rancour, blood, the slain, etc.  

Many commentators of Ziy{rat ÝÀshur{Ý have rendered the phrase ‘th{r 

All{h’ as ‘blood of All{h’. ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þ| likewise is reported to 

have said the same thing when asked about its meaning1.  

In order for this verse to be comprehensible, a mu~{f (first particle of a 

genetive construction) is taken to be elliptical and hidden before the 

word th{r. The sentence would originally read “y{ ‚{hiba th{rill{h” (O 

possessor of the blood of All{h’. Therefore when we say “y{ th{r All{h”, 

we actually mean “y{ ‚{ƒiba th{rill{h”. 

Obviously All{h is free from any kind of anthropomorphic attribute 

(QurÞ{n, 42:11), and thus the meaning of ‘blood of All{h’ should not be 

taken as ‘the blood that is a part of All{h’, far is He from any kind of 

imperfection whatsoever. The possibility that th{r All{h means ‘the 

blood owned by All{h’ is although correct in the real sense, for 

Almighty All{h has absolute ownership over every entity (QurÞ{n, 

3:189), it is not meant in the present case. This is because the appellation 

‘th{r All{h’ here denotes a distinct characteristic of al-Íusayn � 

                                                 

1 Muƒammad Íusayn Rukhsh{d, Dar Mahzare ÝAllameye Óab{tab{Þ|, p. 177 
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whereas ‘th{r All{h’ in its general sense refers to every human being. 

Unless, however, we would like to express the nobility (shar{fa) of the 

blood of Im{m al-Íusayn �, which was sacrificed in the way of All{h. 

We do have similar instances in the Arabic language such as baytull{h 

(house of All{h), r}ƒull{h (spirit of All{h), n{qatall{h (camel of All{h: 

91:13), etc. Annexing the name All{h in such instances is in order to 

reveal the nobility of the first particle of the genetive construction. In 

short, when we say ‘y{ th{r All{h’ we mean ‘O one whose blood is the 

blood that All{h venerated and preferred over the blood of others.’2 

�� 
 � � أ لا � 	 لس� ل�يْك�  م ا ع� ار�  ي� �  ث� �  االله�

Peace be unto you, O the spilled blood, whose avenger is All{h 

�� 

One of the most clear expositions3 for th{r All{h is that it refers to that 

blood that has been spilled in falsehood and injustice, and is attributed 

to the wal| al-dam (one who has the right to avenge for the blood). 

Therefore when we say th{r All{h we mean ‘the spilled blood that 

belongs to All{h’, and He alone is the avenger of the same. This 

meaning can be understood in other salutational recitals as well. For 

example in one of the ziy{r{t of Im{m al-Íusayn � we address him as 

follows: 

JJJş]ÿæĆÞşÔ<ÿmŁ…^<Ž�]<ŽŽÊê<]ş÷ł…-š<ÿæÿæÿæÿæĆ‚Ö]Ć‚Ö]Ć‚Ö]Ć‚Ö]ŁÝŁÝŁÝŁÝ<<<<<{sÖ]Ž„łë<ş÷<<{Łèł‚-…₣Õ<
ÿmÿ…^Łå<ş]ÿufi‚<ŽÚłà<ş]łâ-Ø<]ş÷ł…-š<ÿæÿæÿæÿæş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ŁèŁèŁèŁèł‚ł‚ł‚ł‚-…-…-…-…₣Ò₣Ò₣Ò₣ÒŁäŁäŁäŁä<<<<4÷c4÷c4÷c4÷c<<<<₣�]₣�]₣�]₣�]<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæłułułułuÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚ŁåŁåŁåŁå 

...and that you are the blood of All{h (th{r All{h) in 

the earth and the bloodthe bloodthe bloodthe blood that none of the inhabitants 

of the earth can avenge, and none save All{h alone 

                                                 

2 Hab|bull{h K{sh{n|, Sharƒu Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ, p. 45 

3 Sayyid Mahd| M|r B{qir|, Ñabr-e-Jam|l Sayr o Sul}k b{ ÝÀsh}r{Þ, pp. 75-76 
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can avenge it.4 

This, however, does not contradict those salutational recitals and 

supplications that encourage us to ask Almighty All{h to enable us 

avenge the blood of Im{m al-Íusayn � with our present Im{m �, 

for he is a vicegerent of All{h on earth and His medium, and can thus 

serve as All{h’s representative in avenging the blood of Im{m al-Íusayn 

�. 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�{{4Ö]<ÿ‹ĞËĆß{{Ö]<]ç{{₣×ŁjĞÏÿi<÷ÿæ<<<ñÐÿvĞÖ^{{Že<4÷-c<Łä{{4×Ö]<ÿÝĆ†{{ÿu�<łà{{ÿÚÿæ<łà{{ÿÚÿæ<łà{{ÿÚÿæ<łà{{ÿÚÿæ
Ğ×Ł‰<ŽäñéŽÖÿçŽÖ<^ßĞ×ÿÃÿq<ł‚şÏşÊ<ğ̂Úç₣×Ğ¿ÿÚ<ÿØŽj₣ÎĞ×Ł‰<ŽäñéŽÖÿçŽÖ<^ßĞ×ÿÃÿq<ł‚şÏşÊ<ğ̂Úç₣×Ğ¿ÿÚ<ÿØŽj₣ÎĞ×Ł‰<ŽäñéŽÖÿçŽÖ<^ßĞ×ÿÃÿq<ł‚şÏşÊ<ğ̂Úç₣×Ğ¿ÿÚ<ÿØŽj₣ÎĞ×Ł‰<ŽäñéŽÖÿçŽÖ<^ßĞ×ÿÃÿq<ł‚şÏşÊ<ğ̂Úç₣×Ğ¿ÿÚ<ÿØŽj₣ÎŞŞŞŞğ̂Þ^ğ̂Þ^ğ̂Þ^ğ̂Þ^�<<<łÍ-†{łŠŁè<øşÊ
<ğ]…çŁ’łßÿÚ<ÿá^Ò<ŁäĆÞ-c<-ØłjşÏĞÖ]<êŽÊ 

Do not kill a soul [whose life] All{h has made 

inviolable, except with due cause, and whoever is 

killed wrongfully, We have certainly given his heir 

an authority. But let him not commit any excess in 

killing, for he enjoys the support [of law.] (17:33) 

Al-Baƒr{n| in his Tafs|r al-Burƒ{n, while commenting on the above 

verse narrates the following tradition: 

{{ÿÂłà<ŁÚÿv{{ĆÛ-à{{e<‚<{{Ž‰ÿß{{ÿÂ<Há^łà<ÿ…{{ŁqTØ{{şÎ<HÿÙ^<V{{ÿ‰ş̀ĞÖŁk<ş_{{ÿe<^
ÿÂ{{łfŽ‚<Ž�]�<{{ÿÂłà<şÎłç{{ŽÖŽä<ÿi{{ÿÃÿ±^<V<<<ğ̂{{Úç₣×Ğ¿ÿÚ<ÿØ{{Žj₣Î<łà{{ÿÚÿæ

<<Ğ×{Ł‰<Žä{ñéŽÖÿçŽÖ<^ßĞ×ÿÃÿq<ł‚şÏşÊŞ<<<<<<Łä{ĆÞ-c<-Ø{łjşÏĞÖ]<ê{ŽÊ<łÍ-†{łŠŁè<ø{şÊ<ğ̂Þ^
<ğ]…ç{{Ł’łßÿÚ<ÿá^{{Ò.Ù^{{Î<Vÿƒÿƒÿƒÿƒ{{ŽÖ{{ŽÖ{{ŽÖ{{ŽÖşÔşÔşÔşÔ<<<<{{şÎ{{şÎ{{şÎ{{şÎŽñ^Žñ^Žñ^Žñ^ŁÜŁÜŁÜŁÜ<<<<-Ùa-Ùa-Ùa-Ùa<<<<ŁÚŁÚŁÚŁÚÿvÿvÿvÿv{{ĆÛ{{ĆÛ{{ĆÛ{{ĆÛž‚ž‚ž‚ž‚����<H<H<H<H

ÿèÿèÿèÿèł~ł~ł~ł~Ł†Ł†Ł†Ł†ŁtŁtŁtŁt<<<<şÊşÊşÊşÊÿéÿéÿéÿéĞÏĞÏĞÏĞÏŁjŁjŁjŁjŁØŁØŁØŁØ<<<<ŽeŽeŽeŽeÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚ÿ‚-Ý-Ý-Ý-Ý<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ŁvŁvŁvŁvÿŠÿŠÿŠÿŠłéłéłéłé-à-à-à-à<<<<����JJJ< <

                                                 

4 Ibn Q}lawayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, v.1, p. 216 
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Muƒammad bin Sin{n narrates from a person who 

said: I asked Ab{ ÝAbdill{h [al-Ñ{diq �] about the 

verse “and whoever is killed wrongfully, We have 

certainly given his heir an authority”, and he said: 

That is the Q{That is the Q{That is the Q{That is the Q{ÞÞÞÞim of the progeny of Muƒammad im of the progeny of Muƒammad im of the progeny of Muƒammad im of the progeny of Muƒammad 

����. He will come out and rise to avenge the blood . He will come out and rise to avenge the blood . He will come out and rise to avenge the blood . He will come out and rise to avenge the blood 

of alof alof alof al----ÍÍÍÍusayn usayn usayn usayn ����............5 

We also read in the supplication of al-Nudba: 

ş]łèÿà<Ö]ŞŽÖ^Łg<Žeÿ‚-Ý<ĞÖ]ÿÛĞÏŁjłç-Ù<ŽeşÓł†ÿeşøŽð 

Where is the one who would avenge the blood of the 

one who was killed in Karbal{’...6 

Therefore whether we say that All{h Himself will avenge the blood of 

Im{m al-Íusayn � or the present Im{m � will do the same, there is 

no difference. This is because the Im{m � is an entirely submissive 

servant of Almighty All{h and whatever he does is whatever All{h 

wants. 

�� 
 � � أ لا � 	 لس� ل�يْك�  م ا ع� ار�  ي� �  ث� �  االله�

Peace be unto you, O one whose blood is the blood of All{h 

�� 

One of the possible meanings of the phrase y{ th{r All{h is ‘y{ man 

th{ruhu th{r All{h’ (O one whose blood is the blood of All{h)7. Here 

the z{’ir declares that Im{m al-Íusayn � enjoys the lofty spiritual 

state of al-baq{Ý bi All{h baÝd al-fan{Ý (survival in All{h after 

                                                 

5 Al-Baƒr{n|, Al-Burh{n f| Tafs|r al-QurÞ{n, v.3, p. 528 

6 Al-Mashhad|, al-Maz{r, p. 579 

7 Hab|bull{h K{sh{n|, Sharƒu Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ, p. 45 
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dissolution in Him) which the mystic-scholars expound in their works. 

Due to the comprehensive and profound meaning it entails, we would 

not like to go into the details of this reality here.  

Those who have attained heights of human perfection through 

supererogatory worship and obedience (naw{fil) come to a station 

where they vision and comprehend that every act of theirs is done 

through Almighty All{h. In other words, Almighty All{h becomes their 

means of action. In a sacred tradition [had|th al-quds|], Almighty All{h 

is reported to have said: 

ÿÚÿè<^ÿjşÏŁhfl†<-cÿÂ<flîşÖłffi‚<ŽÚłà<ŽÂÿfŽ�^łë<Že<{ÿ�łê<žð<ş]<{ÿućg<-c<ŽÚ<flî{şÖ<<^{flÛ
ĞÊ]ÿjÿ†{{ł•Łk<ÿÂş×{{łéŽä<Jÿæ-cŁä{{flÞ<şÖÿéÿj{{şÏflĆ†Łh<-cŽe<flî{{şÖŽÊ^flßÖ^{{ş×Ží<ÿu<ê{{flj
₣]ŽuŁäflfşÊ<HŽ̂ÿƒ<]ş]łuÿfłfŁjŁä₣Ò<HłßŁk<Ž]ÿ‰<ğ]ƒłÛÿÃŁä<Ž„sÖ]łë<ÿè<{łŠÿÛŁÄ<<{ŽeŽä<
ÿæÿeÿ’ÿ†Łå<4Ö]Žjłê<ÿèłfŁ’Ł†<Žeÿãÿæ<^ŽÖ<{ÿŠÿÞ^Łä<<Ž„{sÖ]łë<ÿèłß<{ŞŁÐ<<{ŽeŽä<ÿæ<{ÿèÿ‚Łå<
ŽjsÖ]łê<ÿèłfŞŁ�<Žeÿã-c<H^łá<ÿ�ÿÂŽÞ^łê<ş]ÿqłfŁjŁäJ< <

My servant does not draw near to me with anything 

more lovable to Me than what I have made 

obligatory on him. And surely he never ceases to 

draw near to Me through supererogatory acts until I 

love him. And when I love him, I am his hearing 

through which he hears, his sight through which he 

sees, his tongue through which he speaks, his hand 

through which he grasps. When he calls on Me I 

respond to him. 

This tradition speaks of two fundamental kinds of proximity: (a) 

proximity attained through obligatory deeds (qurb al-far{’i~), and (b) 

proximity attained through supererogatory deeds (qurb al-naw{fil). 

Th{r All{h refers to the first level. In this level it is the servant who 

becomes the instrument of All{h. Almighty All{h Sees, Hears, and 
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Speaks through His servant. This should not lead one to conjecture that 

All{h is in need of His servant, for the latter’s very existence as well as 

subsistence entirely depend on All{h’s volition. Being an instrument of 

All{h rather shows the utter obedience of the servant and his unity with 

Divine volition. Perhaps Im{m al-Íusayn �’s well-known dictum 

‘Ri~a All{h Ri~{n{ Ahl al-Bayt’ (The pleasure of All{h is our pleasure, 

the Ahl al-Bayt �8 refers to this very state. The servant in this state 

becomes عياالله ن  ‘aynull{h (the eyes of All{h), َيااللهد  yadull{h (the hand of 

All{h) or  َثااللهار ”th{rull{h” (blood of All{h), which means that He 

employs these intermediaries of the elevated human being to do what 

He decides. H{shim bin ÝUm{ra narrates: I heard Am|r al-mu’min|n 

ÝAl| � say: 

ÿÿæ<Žä4×Ö]<ŁàłéÿÂ<^ÿÞş_ş_Žä4×Ö]<Łh^ÿe<^ÿÞş_ÿæ<Žä4×Ö]<Łgłßÿq<^ÿÞş_ÿæ<Žä4×Ö]<Ł‚ÿè<^ÿÞ 

I am the eye of All{h, and I am the hand of All{h; 

and I am the side of All{h and I am the door of 

All{h.9 

And Aswad bin SaÝ|d reports: I was with Ab} JaÝfar �, and he said: 

<<<<<<<Žä{{4×Ö]<Łá^{{ÿŠŽÖ<Łà{{łvÿÞÿæ<Žä{{4×Ö]<Łh^{{ÿe<Łà{{łvÿÞÿæ<Žä{{4×Ö]<₣í{{ĆrŁu<Łà{{łvÿÞ
<Žä4×Ö]<Łäłqÿæ<ŁàłvÿÞÿæŽäŽÏĞ×ÿ}<êŽÊ<Žä4×Ö]<ŁàłéÿÂ<ŁàłvÿÞÿæJJJ< <

We (the Ahl al-Bayt) are the proof of All{h, we are 

the door of All{h, and we are the tongue of All{h, 

and we are the face of All{h, and we are the eye of 

All{h in His creation...10 

Scholars of insight when expounding this exalted state also refer to the 

following verse of the Holy QurÞ{n: 

                                                 

8 Im{m Khumayn|, Glosses on the Commentary of Fu‚}‚ al-Íikam, pp. 281-282 

9 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.1, p. 145 

10 ‘Allama Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.25, p. 384 
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�<<łƒ-c<ÿk{{{łéÿÚÿ…<^{{{Úÿæ<łÜŁãş×ÿj{{{şÎ<ÿä{{{4×Ö]<Ćà{{{ŽÓÖÿæ<łÜŁâç{{{₣×ŁjĞÏÿi<łÜ{{{ş×şÊ
<<î{Úÿ…<ÿä{4×Ö]<ĆàŽÓÖÿæ<ÿkłéÿÚÿ…<<<<<<ø{ÿe<Łä{łßŽÚ<ÿ°ßŽÚłö{ŁÛĞÖ]<ÿê{Ž×łfŁéŽÖÿæ<⁄ð
fiÜé×ÿÂ<fiÄéÛÿ‰<ÿä4×Ö]<Ćá-c<ğ̂ßÿŠÿu� 

You did not kill them; rather it was All{h who killed 

them; and you did not throw when you threw, rather 

it was All{h who threw, that He might test the 

faithful with a good test from Himself. Indeed All{h 

is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.(8:17) 

This verse speaks of the Battle of Badr. The Holy Prophet � asks Im{m 

ÝAl| � to give him a handful of pebbles, whereafter he � throws 

them at the faces of the polytheists of Quraysh.11 Almighty All{h 

describes this as His own action. In other words, the Holy Prophet � 

was All{h’s agent and medium. He is told: You did not throw when you 

threw, but All{h threw. In reality no kind of selfhood remained in the 

Prophet �. His entire being manifested the Divine. 

Th{r All{h, according to some Divine scholars, refers to this very kind 

of perfection. Im{m al-Íusayn �’s entire movement and sacrifice 

manifested the attributes of All{h. 

Scholars of insight, considering the reality that Im{m al-Íusayn � is 

th{r All{h say that the compensatory price of the blood of al-Íusayn 

� therefore is All{h Himself. The late scholar Àyatull{h M}ƒammad 

Ri~{ Rabb{n| in his Jalaw{t-e-Rabb{n| says: 

آن حضرت مقام ثاراللهي را واجد است و بهمين جهـت  
 خونبهاي او خود خداستاست كه 

That Ía~rat occupies the station of th{r All{h and 

for this very reason his compensatory price is God 

                                                 

11 Shaykh al-Baƒr{n|, Al-Burh{n f| Tafs|r al-QurÞ{n, v.2, p. 662 
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Himself.12 

And in his comments over ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þi’s translation of th{r 

All{h as ‘blood of All{h’ Shaykh Rukhsh{d, a former student of 

ÝAll{ma says: 

خداوند متعال خـود خونبهـاي امـام    منظور اين است كه 
؛ زيرا در برابر شـهادت  مي باشد –عليه السلام  –حسين 

نعمتي از نعمتهـاي آخرتـي   چ و فداكاري آن حضرت هي
  .گرفتقرار نمي  گارروردپ جز ديدار

This implies that Almighty God Himself is the 

compensatory price of the blood of Im{m al-Íusayn 

�. This is because in exchange for the Im{m’s 

martyrdom and sacrifice, there was no blessing of 

the Hereafter other than the vision of God.13 

Perhaps the reason why the compensatory price of al-Íusayn � is 

All{h Himself is the Im{m’s state of utter dissolution in the Beloved 

and survival by Him (al-fan{Ý f| All{h wa al-baq{Ý bihi)14. As we said 

earlier, Im{m al-Íusayn �, due to his very exalted station, was a 

medium of All{h’s works. Therefore, like the Prophet � who is told 

‘you did not throw when you threw, rather it was All{h who 

threw’(8:17), Im{m al-Íusayn did not fight gallantly when he fought 

gallantly in the plains of Karbal{’ but All{h fought gallantly in the 

plains of Karbal{’. This is because every element of Im{m al-Íusayn 

                                                 

12 Àyatull{h Muƒammad Ri~{ Rabb{n|, Jalaw{t-e-Rabb{n|, v.1, p.305 

13 Muƒammad Íusayn Rukhsh{d, Dar Mahzare ÝAll{meye Óab{tab{Þ|, p. 177 

14 One should not misconceive such kind of unity being a kind of compositional unity 

(ittiƒ{d) or incarnation (ƒul}l); far is All{h from every kind of deficiency whatsoever. 
Those endowed with a sharp vision say that such a state is nothing but ‘the unveiling of 

the reality.’ The utterly submissive human being understands that he is nothing but an 

action of All{h. 
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� was for All{h. Hence he can rightly be known as ‘aynull{h (eye of 

All{h), yadull{h (hand of All{h), lis{null{h (tongue of All{h), th{rull{h 

(blood of All{h), etc.  

Mentioning the lofty station of Im{m al-Íusayn � and his 

companions, al-Nar{q| in his Mathnaw|-e-Ó{qd|s says: 

اين فناي بنده در مولا بدو  
  دوب اين فنا از صد بقا اولي  

بقا كويِ اين عدم باشد ره  
  فهم آن خواهي برو تا كربلا  

This is the dissolution of the servant in his Master 

This dissolution is better than a hundred lives 

This dissolution is a path towards the alley of 

survival 

If you would like to know its reality go upto 

Karbala.15 

Although the compensatory price for the horrendous massacre cannot 

be paid, the meaning of ‘avenging the blood of Im{m al-Íusayn �’, as 

we shall come to understand later in this Ziy{rat, would in reality be a 

struggle to eradicate all those enemies who are openly against a Divine 

government being established, where the laws of All{h are executed and 

the religion is practised in the best possible manner, so that an 

environment for human perfection is facilitated for every human being. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

15 Mawl{ al-Nar{q|, Mathnawi-e-Ó{qd|s, p. 273 
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�� 

ار� االله�  ا ث�   ي�
O one who has been killed for the sake of All{h 

�� 

Th{r has also been translated as qat|l (the one who is killed). And when 

All{h is annexed to the word th{r, it confers the meaning qat|lull{h (the 

one killed for All{h or in His way). The expression qat|lu All{h has 

come in different ziy{r{t related to Im{m al-Íusayn �. For example 

in a Ziy{rat taught by Im{m al-Ñ{diq � we address the Im{m � 

saying: 

ş_ĆŠÖşø<<<Žä{Ž×éŽjşÎ<ÿà{łe]ÿæ<Žä4×Ö]<ÿØéŽjşÎ<^ÿè<şÔłéş×ÿÂ<ŁÝş_<şø{ĆŠÖ<ŁÝ<<şÔ{łéş×ÿÂ
Žå-…^ÿm<ÿàłe]ÿæ<Žä4×Ö]<ÿ…^ÿm<^ÿè 

Peace be unto you O martyr, the son of a martyr, 

peace be unto you, O blood of All{h, the son of the 

blood of All{h...16 

Observe that the phrase ‘th{r All{h wabna th{rih’ has also come in this 

Ziy{rat. Does it mean therefore that th{r All{h has a different meaning 

from qat|l All{h? Obviously in this place it is possible. However we can 

also take th{r All{h as an emphasis of qa„|l All{h. In our case, i.e. in 

Ziy{rat ‘Àshur{’, however, it is possible that this phrase would like to 

confer the meaning of both the phrases depicted in the above 

quotation. And All{h is All-Knowing.  

 

 

 

                                                 

16 ÝAllama Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.98, p. 151 
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 ��  
ه ار� ابْن� ث�  و�

And the offspring of the blood of All{h 

�� 

This phrase talks about Im{m ÝAl| � also occupying the exalted 

station of th{r All{h. Perhaps it would like us to know that Im{m al-

Íusayn � being the product (ibn) of a th{r All{h inherited the same 

appellation from his father.  





 

CHAPTER 6 

<<<<

 الوِْترَْ المْوَْتُورَ 
 

The exceptionally unique    





 

�ور�  وْت تْر� المْ�  الوْ�

The Exceptionally Unique    

    
COMMENTARY 

�� 
�ور�  وْت تْر� المْ�  الوْ�

The Exceptionally Unique 

�� 

The original meaning of al-witr in the Arabic language is al-fard (single) 

and man l{ th{niya lah (one who does not have a second)’1. And al-

mawt}r which is an adjective of al-witr also means the same, but is 

brought as an emphasis2 in this case. A similar example3 has come in the 

QurÞ{n with regard to ƒijr (forbidden) and maƒj}r (prohibited), the 

latter being an emphasis of the former: 

�ÿÛĞÖ]<ÿáłæÿ†ÿè<ÿÝłçÿèşø<<şí{şÓŽñş÷<<<<<ÿ°ŽÚ�†{łrŁÛĞ×�Ö<ž„{ŽòÿÚłçÿè<ïÿ†{ł�Łe
<ÿáç₣Öç₣Ïÿèÿæ]⁄…çŁrłvĆÚ<]⁄†łrŽu]⁄…çŁrłvĆÚ<]⁄†łrŽu]⁄…çŁrłvĆÚ<]⁄†łrŽu]⁄…çŁrłvĆÚ<]⁄†łrŽu� 

On the day when they shall see the angels, there shall 

be no joy on that day for the guilty, and they shall 

say: It is a forbidden thing totally It is a forbidden thing totally It is a forbidden thing totally It is a forbidden thing totally prohibitedprohibitedprohibitedprohibited. (25:22) 

                                                 
1 Sayyid Íusayn al-Hamad{n|, Sharƒ al-Asm{’ al-Íusn{, p.143 

2 This variable has been discussed by great scholars like al-Nar{q| in his Mushkil{t al-
Akhb{r (p. 301) and al-Shubbar in his Ma‚{b|ƒ al-Anw{r (p. 341). ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þi 

also translated al-witr al-mawt}r as ‘the unique one’ (Rukhsh{d, Dar Maƒzar-e-
ÝAll{meye Óab{„ab{’|, p. 184) 

3 Other examples that have come in Arabic literature are: bardun b{rid, shi’run sh{’ir, 
etc. 
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And in the well-known supplication of al-Ñab{ƒ, Am|r al-mu’min|n ÝAl| 

� tries to emphasize al-layl (the night) with the adjective al-alyal 

(nightly): 

<<<<şÔ{{{łéşÖ�c<�ØéŽÖĆ‚{{{Ö]<î{{{ş×ÿÂ<ĆÜ{{{Łã3×Ö]<ñØ{{{ÿ‘<]<�Ø{{{łé3×Ö]<ê{{{ŽÊ<]<�Ø{{{łé3×Ö]<ê{{{ŽÊ<]<�Ø{{{łé3×Ö]<ê{{{ŽÊ<]<�Ø{{{łé3×Ö]<ê{{{ŽÊşùşùşùşùØ{{{ÿéĞÖØ{{{ÿéĞÖØ{{{ÿéĞÖØ{{{ÿéĞÖ<
ĞÖ]ÿæ]<ŽÍÿ†Ć�Ö]<�ØłfÿvŽe<şÔŽe^ÿfł‰ş_<łàŽÚ<ŽÔŽ‰^ÿÛşù�Ùÿç 

Bless, oh All{h, the guide to You in the darkest 

night, him who, of Thy ropes, clings to the cord of 

the longest nobility...4 

Some scholars opine5 that al-witr refers to Im{m al-Íusayn �’s unique 

spiritual status which the Holy Prophet � and the Infallible Im{ms of 

the Ahl al-Bayt � also possess. Hence, in relation to the rest of the 

creation an infallible leader (al-im{m al-ma’‚um) the like of Im{m al-

Íusayn � occupies a unique station, and hence is al-witr al-mawt}r.  

Am|r al-mu’min|n ÝAl| � describing an Infallible Im{m as: 

ş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<fiØéŽnÿÚ<ŁäşÖ<Ł‚ÿqçŁèfiØéŽnÿÚ<ŁäşÖ<Ł‚ÿqçŁèfiØéŽnÿÚ<ŁäşÖ<Ł‚ÿqçŁèfiØéŽnÿÚ<ŁäşÖ<Ł‚ÿqçŁè<ÿæş÷<ØèŽ‚ÿe<ŁäşÖ<ŁÝç₣Ïÿè 

He is peerlessHe is peerlessHe is peerlessHe is peerless, no substitute can represent him.6 

And in another tradition, Im{m al-Ri~{ � describing the qualities of 

an infallible Im{m, says: 

]Ž�ý<Žå�†łâÿ�<Ł‚Žu]ÿæ<ŁÝ^ÿÚş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ŁèŁèŁèŁè‚ÿuş_<ŽäéŽÞ]ÿ‚‚ÿuş_<ŽäéŽÞ]ÿ‚‚ÿuş_<ŽäéŽÞ]ÿ‚‚ÿuş_<ŽäéŽÞ]ÿ‚fi 
The Im{m is unique in his time. None can come None can come None can come None can come 

closer to him in rankcloser to him in rankcloser to him in rankcloser to him in rank......7 

                                                 
4 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 84, p. 339 

5 I heard this opinion from Àyatull{h An‚{r| Sh|r{z|, from whom I would study the 9th 

volume of the magnum opus al-Asf{r of Mull{ Ñadr{. 

6 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 25, pp. 169-170 

7 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.1, p. 201 
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We may also say that Im{m al-Íusayn � is a manifestation of the 

Divine Name al-Witru. The Holy Prophet �, after speaking about the 

Divine Names, is reported to have said: 

�cĆÞŁä<�æłifi†H<ŁèŽvćg<�çÖ]łiÿ†< <
Surely He [All{h] is Unique, and He Loves the 

unique8 

Expounding the meaning of Y{ Witru in his commentary on the 

supplication of al-Jawshan al-Kab|r, Mull{ H{d| Sabzaw{r| says: 

EEEEÿèÿèÿèÿè�æ<^�æ<^�æ<^�æ<^<{łi<{łi<{łi<{łiŁ†Ł†Ł†Ł†DDDD<]łë<<ä{Þ]<<<<é{ŠfÖ]<Í†{’Ö]<�ç{qçÖ]¼<<<÷<ï„{Ö]
Ö^−{{{Ş<Ú<à{{{Ú<†{{{}]<�ß{{{‰<ä^<<æ_<ìç{{{Î<æ_<ì�^{{{Ú<æ_<í{{{éâ

�]‚Ãj‰]JJJ< 
Y{ Witru means that He is Sheer Existence, which is 

Simple [Non-composite], and nothing accompanies 

it like quiddity (m{hiyya), matter (m{dda), 

potentiality (quwwa) or potential (isti’d{d)...9  

The corollary of being ‘sheer existence’ (al-wuj}d al-‚irf) and ‘non-

compositeness’ (al-bas{„a) is uniqueness. This is because it is impossible 

for a non-composite entity to have a second. Hence, no entity can be 

likened to His Sacred Essence, nor can any entity be compared to Him.  

Im{m ÝAl| � explaining the meaning of the phrase All{hu Akbar says: 

ÿèłÃ<{{Žßłê<ş]ĞÖÿç{{{Žu]Ł‚<ş÷]<{{ÿuŁ‚<{{{3Ö]Ž„łë<<{{şÖłéÿ‹<şÒŽÛłn{{{Ž×Žä<{{{ÿ�fiðłê<ş÷<
ŁèşÏŁŒ^<Žeÿ�žðłêJJJ< <

It means that He is One, Non-composite, the like of 

                                                 
8 ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þ|, al-M|z{n, v.8, p. 359 

9 Mull{ H{d| Sabzaw{r|, Sharƒ al-Asm{’ al-Íusn{, p. 722 
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which there is nothing, and nothing can be 

compared to Him...10 

The Ahl al-Bayt �, being the most perfect manifestations of the 

Divine Names, enjoy such an exalted station near All{h, that non can be 

compared to them. They undoubtedly are manifestations of the Divine 

Name al-Witr, which means لَه لاَ ثَانِي نم (One who does not have a 

second). In a tradition narrated from Zur{ra, Im{m al-B{qir � says: 

<^ĆÞ�cÿæş÷<<<<<<ŁÜŁãłß{ÿÂ<Łä{3×Ö]<ÿÄ{şÊÿ…<fiÝłç{şÎ<ŁÌÿ‘çŁè<ÿÌłéşÒÿæ<ŁÌÿ‘çŁÞ
ÔĆ�Ö]<ÿçŁâÿæ<ÿ‹łqñ†Ö] 

And surely we cannot be described, and how can a 

people be described from whom All{h has removed 

impurity, which is doubt...11 

Apparently the doubt that is spoken about in this tradition is related to 

the realities of the Creator and His creation. The Ahl al-Bayt �, due to 

their lofty spiritual status, transcend the lower levels of conviction and 

enjoy the level of ƒaqq al-yaq|n or even higher. Therefore the absence of 

doubt should not be conjectured to be merely in the conceptual level. 

�� 
�ور�  وْت تْر� المْ�  الوْ�

The Exceptionally Unique 

�� 

Some commentators give the possibility that this verse refers to Im{m 

al-Íusayn �’s uniqueness with regard to everyone, including Prophet 

Muƒammad � and the other members of his infallible progengy �. 

                                                 
10 Shaykh al-Ñad}q, ÝIlal al-Shar{ÝiÞ, v.2, p. 320  

11 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, al-K{f|, v.2, p. 182 
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This however is not because his spiritual station is higher than theirs, 

for all of them unite in the Muƒammadan Light (al-N}r al-

Muƒammad|). In a conversation with Salm{n and Jundub, Im{m ÝAl| 

� says: 

ş]{{{ÿÞ₣]<^łu{{{Žéÿæ<ê₣]ŽÚ{{{łéŁk<{{{ŽeŽ̂łƒ�á<ÿ…{{{flełê<Hş]{{{ÿÞ₣]<^ÿÞ{{{flfŁò₣ÓłÜ<Že{{{ÿÛ<^
{{ÿiĞ̂₣Ò₣×łçÿá<ÿæ{{ÿÚ^<{{ÿifl‚Ž}Ł†łæÿá<{{ŽÊłê<Łe{{ŁéłçŽi₣ÓłÜ<{{ŽeŽ̂łƒ�á<ÿ…{{flełê<H
ÿæş]{{ÿÞ{{ÿÂ<^ŽÖ^fiÜ<Že{{ÿ–ÿÛŽñ^�†<₣Î{{₣×łçŽe₣ÓłÜ<ÿæù]Žñ{{flÛ{{ŽÚ<íłà<ş]łæş÷Ž�łë<

�<ÿèłÃş×{{ŁÛłçÿá<ÿæÿèĞËÿÃ{{₣×łçÿá<{{ÿâÿ„�c<]ÿƒ<]ş]ÿu{{ćfłçÿæ<]ş]ÿ…Ł�]łæş÷<]{{flÞ<^
₣Òj×ÿßÿæ<^Žu]fi‚<Hş]ş]ş]ş]ĆæĆæĆæĆæ₣Ö₣Ö₣Ö₣ÖÿßÿßÿßÿßŁÚ<^ŁÚ<^ŁÚ<^ŁÚ<^ÿvÿvÿvÿvflÛflÛflÛflÛfi‚fi‚fi‚fi‚<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæŽ}aŽ}aŽ}aŽ}aŁ†Ł†Ł†Ł†ÿÞÿÞÿÞÿÞŁÚ<^ŁÚ<^ŁÚ<^ŁÚ<^ÿvÿvÿvÿvflÛflÛflÛflÛfi‚fi‚fi‚fi‚<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæş]ş]ş]ş]łæłæłæłæ<{ÿ‰<{ÿ‰<{ÿ‰<{ÿ‰ŞŞŞŞÿßÿßÿßÿß<^<^<^<^
ŁÚŁÚŁÚŁÚÿvÿvÿvÿvĆÛĆÛĆÛĆÛfi‚fi‚fi‚fi‚<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæ₣Ò₣Ò₣Ò₣Òj×j×j×j×ÿßÿßÿßÿßŁÚ<^ŁÚ<^ŁÚ<^ŁÚ<^ÿvÿvÿvÿvflÛflÛflÛflÛfi‚fi‚fi‚fi‚<<<<şÊşÊşÊşÊşøşøşøşø₣Îñ†şËŁi₣Îñ†şËŁi₣Îñ†şËŁi₣Îñ†şËŁiłçłçłçłçÿe<]ÿe<]ÿe<]ÿe<]łéłéłéłéÿßÿßÿßÿßÿßÿßÿßÿß^̂̂̂JJJJJJJJJJJJ< <

I revive the dead, and make the living ones die by my 

Lord’s permission; I can inform you about what you 

eat and what you store in your homes by my Lord’s 

permission; and I know what is hidden in your 

hearts; and the Im{ms from my progeny � can 

[also] know this and do the aforesaid if they desired 

and wanted, because all of us are one: : : : the first the first the first the first 

among us is Muƒammad, the middle one among us among us is Muƒammad, the middle one among us among us is Muƒammad, the middle one among us among us is Muƒammad, the middle one among us 

iiiissss    Muƒammad, the last among us iMuƒammad, the last among us iMuƒammad, the last among us iMuƒammad, the last among us issss    Muƒammad, Muƒammad, Muƒammad, Muƒammad, 

and all of us are Muƒammad; therefore do not and all of us are Muƒammad; therefore do not and all of us are Muƒammad; therefore do not and all of us are Muƒammad; therefore do not 

differentiate between usdifferentiate between usdifferentiate between usdifferentiate between us.12 

The reason, as some great scholars like the late ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þ|13 

and Àyatull{h SaÝ{dat Parwar (may All{h elevate their noble spirits) 

expound14, why Im{m al-Íusayn � occupies a unique station, is his 

                                                 
12 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.26, p.6 

13 Muƒammad Íusayn Rukhsh{d, Dar Mahzare ‘Allameye Óab{tab{’|, p. 184 

14 Àyatull{h Sa’{dat Parwar, Fur}gh-e-Shah{dat, p.40 
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utilization of the greater opportunity to manifest his perfect qualities 

by carrying out his great movement and sacrificing everything he had 

for the sake of the Only Beloved. The Holy QurÞ{n says that for 

everyone are stations according to what they did: 

�<<]ç{{₣×ŽÛÿÂ<^{{ĆÛñÚ<fil^{{ÿqÿ…ÿ�<mØ{{₣ÓŽÖÿæ<<]ç{{₣×ŽÛÿÂ<^{{ĆÛñÚ<fil^{{ÿqÿ…ÿ�<mØ{{₣ÓŽÖÿæ<<]ç{{₣×ŽÛÿÂ<^{{ĆÛñÚ<fil^{{ÿqÿ…ÿ�<mØ{{₣ÓŽÖÿæ<<]ç{{₣×ŽÛÿÂ<^{{ĆÛñÚ<fil^{{ÿqÿ…ÿ�<mØ{{₣ÓŽÖÿæ<<<łÜŁãşÖ^{{ÿÛłÂş_<łÜŁãÿé�Êÿç{{ŁéŽÖÿæ
ÿáçŁÛş×Ğ¿Łè<ş÷<łÜŁâÿæ� 

And for all are degrees according to what they did, 

and that He may pay them back fully their deeds 

and they shall not be wronged. (46:19) 

If the other Im{ms � faced the same conditions that Im{m al-Íusayn 

� had encountered, they too would have done what he did. The 

opportunity however was gifted to Im{m al-Íusayn � and 

accordingly he acquired a station that is unparalleled. The following 

tradition refers to a unique station for Im{m al-Íusayn �: 

Ł…�æÿë<{{{{ÿÂ�à<Ć†Ö]{{{{Ł‰łç�Ù<ş÷]łÂ{{{{ş¿�Ü<�<{{{{şÎÿÙ^<ŽÖÿ̂łæÿq{{{{ŽjŽä<₣]flÝ<
ÿ‰ş×ÿÛí<Vş]łæ₣�]<êu<ÿÂĆ̂<ÿæÿqĆØ<şÖcĆê<ş]Ćá<<{şÖŁä<Eş]łë<ŽÖĞ×Łv<{ÿŠłé�à<D
ÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿqÿqÿqÿqğíğíğíğí<<<<ş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ÿèÿèÿèÿèÿßÿßÿßÿß₣Ö^₣Ö^₣Ö^₣Ö^ÿãÿãÿãÿãş]<^ş]<^ş]<^ş]<^ÿuÿuÿuÿufi‚fi‚fi‚fi‚<<<<ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ÿÛÿÛÿÛÿÛł~ł~ł~ł~₣×₣×₣×₣×łçłçłçłçŽÎŽÎŽÎŽÎłéłéłéłéÿàÿàÿàÿàJJJJ< << << << <

The Most Noble Messenger � said to his wife Umm 

Salama: All{h Revealed unto me that verily he (al-

Íusayn) has a station which none of the creation 

would attain.15 

And Im{m al-Íusayn � just before his departure from Mad|na sees 

the Prophet � in his dream saying to him: 

žl^ÿqÿ…ÿ�<ŽíĆßÿrĞÖ]<êŽÊ<şÔşÖ<Ćá�c<ÿæ<ş÷<�c<^ÿã₣Ö^ÿßÿiş÷<ìÿ�^ÿãĆ�Ö^Že 

                                                 
15ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 44, p.225 
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And indeed you have stations in the Paradise that 

you shall not attain save with martyrdom.16 

A Peerless Contingent BeingA Peerless Contingent BeingA Peerless Contingent BeingA Peerless Contingent Being    

In his masterpiece Jalaw{t-e-Rabb{n| Àyatull{h Muƒammad Ri~{ 

Rabb{ni (may All{h elevate his spirit) believes and tries to establish that 

Im{m al-Íusayn � is a peerless contingent being (mumkin al-wuj}d 

bil{ shar|k). At one place he says: In our book Tawƒ|d-e-Rabb{n| we 

have comprehensively explained the meaning of the magnificent name 

All{h. One of its meanings is, “aliha al-khalq Ýan darki m{’iyyatih wal 

iƒ{„a bikayfiyyatih” (The creation is baffled in comprehending His 

whatness and apprehending His howness)17, which the cleaver of the 

knowledge of the disciplines of the foremost and latter ones and the 

fifth brilliant star of Divine Leadership and Guardianship, Ía~rat 

Im{m al-B{qir � has mentioned. Im{m al-B{qir � has said that 

All{h is that God before Whose Essence and Attributes the intellects of 

the entire creation are bewildered, confounded and mystified. 

SaÝd|, the Persian poet says: 

     جهان متفق بر الهيتش

 .فرو مانده در كنه ماهيتش 

The entire creation is unanimous in his Godhood 

Unable to apprehend the Essence of His Being 

Thereafter Rabban| says that Im{m al-Íusayn �, who is a 

manifestation of the Name All{h, likewise, confounds the intellects and 

overcomes the human beings with perplexity and amazement. 

áçÓÖ]<íeçrÂ_<^è<ÔéÊáçÓÖ]<íeçrÂ_<^è<ÔéÊáçÓÖ]<íeçrÂ_<^è<ÔéÊáçÓÖ]<íeçrÂ_<^è<ÔéÊ<ğøé×Ò<†ÓËÖ]<]‚ÆJ<<kÞ_
                                                 
16 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 58, p.182 

17 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.3, p. 222 
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÷çÏÃÖ]<k×f×eæ<g×Ö]<ëæƒ<l†fléu<J 

O the marvel of existence, the intellect is exhausted 

in You; You confounded people of insight and 

confused the intellects 

 كه عالم همه ديوانه اوست اين حسين كيست

 چه شمعي است كه جانها همه پروانه اوست اين

Who is this Husayn, that the entire world is mad 

after him; What candle is this, that all the souls are 

its moth(s)? 

Im{m Husayn � not only puzzled and astounded the human world 

and realm of humanity, but also made the most exalted angels and the 

residents of the Divine throne as well as the entire chain of the sacred 

intellects, astonished at his display of intense love and self-sacrifice in 

the path of the Eternal and Infinite Beloved.18 

�� 
�ور� و� الْ  وْت  تْر� المْ�

The martyr, whose near ones have been killed, but their blood have not 
been avenged for 

�� 

Lexicologists like al-Óurayƒ| in his MajmaÝ al-Baƒrayn, have defined the 

word mawt}r as one whose near one has been unjustly killed but his 

blood has not been avenged for as yet19. And since he is mawt}r, he 

necessarily is the th{’ir (avenger of the blood) as well. Muƒammad bin 

Muslima in the battle of Khaybar employs a similar expression when he 

                                                 
18 Àyatullah Muƒammad Ri~{ Rabb{n|, Jalaw{t-e-Rabb{n|, v.1, pp. 278-279. 

19 Shaykh al-Óurayƒ|, Majma’ al-Baƒrayn, v.4, p. 463 
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tells the Holy Prophet �: 

ŁiłçÿÛĞÖ]<^ÿÞş_Ł†Žñ^ĆnÖ]<Ł…łç< <
I am one whose kin has been unjustly killed but his 

blood not yet avenged, and I am the avenger.20 

The word witr also signifies ‘the blood that has been spilled unjustly’21. 

Therefore when we address Im{m al-Íusayn � as al-witr al-mawt}r we 

mean he is the martyr whose near ones and companions were unjustly 

killed, but their blood has not been avenged for. Hence he is the 

avenger of their blood. Some commentators opine that if we consider 

the Im{m � to be the one who would avenge the blood of his near 

ones, then that would transpire during his return to this world (rajÝa). 

With regard to rajÝa, Íamr{n narrates from Im{m Muƒammad al-B{qir 

�: 

<<<Łàłé{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ŁÜ₣ÒŁ…^{{ÿrşÖ<ŁÄ{{Žqł†ÿè<łà{{ÿÚ<ÿÙĆæş_<Ćá�c�<<<₣Ô{{Ž×łÛÿéşÊ
�†ÿfŽÓĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<ŽäłéÿßłéÿÂ<îş×ÿÂ<Łå^ÿfŽq^ÿu<ÿÄşÏÿi<îĆjÿu< <

Indeed the first one to return is your refuge al-

Íusayn �, who will rule [for so many years] until 

his eyebrows would hang over his eyes, out of old 

age.22 

�� 
�ور�  وْت تْر� المْ�  الوْ�

The Alone who was Rendered Solitary 

�� 

                                                 
20 Al-Zubayd|, T{j al-’Ar}s, v.7, p. 582 

21 M|rza Tehr{n|, Shif{’al-Ñud}r, p. 165 

22 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.53, p.43 
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Sometimes the word witr is translated as ‘alone’, whereas the word 

mawt}r as ‘one whose relation is slain, and so is separated from him 

and rendered solitary’.23 Im{m al-Íusayn � was rendered solitary after 

he lost his near ones and noble companions and stood alone to fight 

against the forces of evil.  

Some analysts of this radiant Ziy{rat believe that the enemies of Islam 

right from the time of the Holy Prophet � planned how to isolate and 

make people be indifferent of the household of the Holy Prophet �. 

The word al-witr can also allude to this situation that the Im{m � 

experienced. Therefore he was the lonely one, whose relation was slain 

and who was rendered solitary. 

We must understand that the Im{m �, due to his sublime rank was 

even lonlier than his companions and family members in the plains of 

Karbal{. The station of Im{mate is unique and has no parallel. In this 

sense he was not only from the strangers (ghurab{’) like his 

companions, but also ghar|b al-ghurab{’ (the stranger of the strangers). 

In a Ziy{rat narrated from Im{m al-Ñ{diq � we address Im{m al-

Íusayn � as follows: 

ĆŠÖ]şø<şÔłéş×ÿÂ<ŁÝð^ÿeÿ†ŁÇĞÖ]<ÿgè�†şÆ<^ÿèð^ÿeÿ†ŁÇĞÖ]<ÿgè�†şÆ<^ÿèð^ÿeÿ†ŁÇĞÖ]<ÿgè�†şÆ<^ÿèð^ÿeÿ†ŁÇĞÖ]<ÿgè�†şÆ<^ÿè 

Peace be unto you, o stranger of the strangers.24 

In this state of intense ghurba, the enemies did not spare the lives of his 

noble family members and companions, and rendered him solitary and 

alone. It is in these moments that he cried from the depths of his heart: 

ÿâłØ<ŽÚłà<ÿÞŽ‘^!†<ÿèłß{Ł’Ł†<ć„Ö]ñ…Ćèşí<şù]�ÿãÿâ<H…^łØ<ŽÚłà<ŁÚłrłé!†<
şù{{{{łe{ÿßŽð^<ĞÖ]ÿf{{{{Łjłç�Ùÿâ<H{{{{{{łØ<{{{{ŽÚłà<ÿƒ4h]<{{{{ÿèŁ„ćh<{{{{ÿÂłà<{{{{ÿuÿ†�Ý<

                                                 

23 Al-Zubayd|, T{j al-’Ar}s, v. 7, p.583 

24 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.98, p.230 
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Ć†Ö]Ł‰łç�Ù<[< <
Is there any helper to help the immaculate progeny? 

Is there any protector for the children of al-Bat}l 

�? Is there any defender to guard the sanctuary of 

the Messenger of All{h? 

Perhaps Im{m al-Íusayn � summed up his message to his lovers in 

these short, but very meaningful expressions. The call was made to ‘the 

future’ and every receptive heart can hear it every moment. Im{m al-

Íusayn � was the epitome of Islam, and his call was the call for the 

emancipation of Islam. If we are receptive enough to hear his call, then 

every step of ours must be geared towards assiting Islam. If we struggle 

to eradicate sin and try to perfect ourselves as well as others and revive 

Islam, then we do respond to his call. Otherwise we should not be 

surprised if we also rank among those who left him alone. May All{h 

protect us from being among those who leave him alone. 

�� 
�ور� و� لْ ا وْت  تْر� المْ�

The Alone and Deprived 

�� 

Sometimes the word al-mawt}r is employed to mean ‘one who is 

deprived’ (al-manq}‚). The following tradition of the Holy Prophet � 

is translated taking this meaning into consideration: 

ş_<Ł…çŁiłçÿÛĞÖ]ş_<Ł…çŁiłçÿÛĞÖ]ş_<Ł…çŁiłçÿÛĞÖ]ş_<Ł…çŁiłçÿÛĞÖ]Łä₣Ö^ÿÚÿæ<Łä₣×łâŁä₣Ö^ÿÚÿæ<Łä₣×łâŁä₣Ö^ÿÚÿæ<Łä₣×łâŁä₣Ö^ÿÚÿæ<Łä₣×łâ<ÿ‘<ÿÄĆéÿ•<łàÿÚşø�†ł’ÿÃĞÖ]<şì 

One who is deprived of his family and wealth is one 

who wastes the prayer of ‘A‚r25 

                                                 
25 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.80, p.28 
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Therefore if we take the word witr to mean ‘alone’, the phrase would 

mean ‘the alone who was deprived of his hometown, family and wealth’. 

 
 



 

CHAPTER 7 

    

 َ َ أ لا   رْوَاحِ لأَ ا �لَيَكَْ وَ�َ�ٰ مُ لسَّ

 التيَِّ حَلتَّْ بفِنِاَئِكَ 
 

Peace be unto you and unto the spirits who 
descended in your courtyard 

 





 

 � �م لا � �لس� �أ ع� ل�يْك� و� اح� رْ لأ� ا ع� �ت�  و� ن�ا��ك�  ىال� ف� �تْ ب� ل�  ح�

Peace be unto you and unto the spirits who 
descended in your courtyard 

 

 

COMMENTARY 
 

�� 
 � �م لا � �لس� �أ ع� ل�يْك� و� اح� لأ�رْ ا ع�   و�

Peace be unto you and unto the spirits... 

�� 

In this verse not only do we declare that Im{m al-Íusayn � is in the 

state of sal{m, but also bear witness that his noble companions who 

sacrificed their lives for All{h and attained the great station of 

martyrdom, also enjoy the state of peace and protection from 

calamities. And if we take the verse to be invocative, then we also pray 

for higher states of sal{m for them.  

�� 
 �� ع� اح� الا و�  رْو�

And unto the spirits (arw{ƒ) 

�� 

The word arw{ƒ in the above phrase is the plural of r}ƒ. And the word 

r}ƒ (spirit) comes from the word r|ƒ (wind)1. R}ƒ has the quality of r|ƒ, 

which moves (mutaƒarrik) and makes things move (muƒarrik). The ruƒ 

likewise moves and makes the body move. In a tradition narrated in al-

K{f|, Im{m al-Ñ{diq � tells Muƒammad bin Muslim: 

                                                 
1 Al-Mu‚„afaw|, Al-Taƒq|q f| Kalim{t al-QurÞ{n al-Kar|m, v.4, p. 254 
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�cĆá<ć†Ö]łæÿ|<ŁÚÿjÿvñ†ĐÕ<şÒñ†Ö^łè�x<ÿæ�cĆÞÿÛ<^<{Ł‰<{Ł‰<{Ł‰<{Ł‰ñÛñÛñÛñÛÿêÿêÿêÿê<<<<Ł…Ł…Ł…Ł…łæłæłæłæ<{⁄u<{⁄u<{⁄u<{⁄uşù<^şù<^şù<^şù<^<{ĆÞ<{ĆÞ<{ĆÞ<{ĆÞŁäŁäŁäŁä<<<<
ł�]ł�]ł�]ł�]ŁjŁjŁjŁjĆÐĆÐĆÐĆÐ<<<<Ž]Ž]Ž]Ž]ł‰ł‰ł‰ł‰ŁÛŁÛŁÛŁÛŁäŁäŁäŁä<<<<ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<ñ†Ö]ñ†Ö]ñ†Ö]ñ†Ö]łèłèłèłè�x�x�x�xJJJ< <

Indeed r}ƒ (spirit) is in motion like r|ƒ (lit. wind), 

and it was named r}ƒ because its name was gotten it was named r}ƒ because its name was gotten it was named r}ƒ because its name was gotten it was named r}ƒ because its name was gotten 

from alfrom alfrom alfrom al----r|ƒr|ƒr|ƒr|ƒ............2222 

In fact the entire universe, constantly moves and travels towards All{h, 

for the Holy QurÞ{n explicitly tells us that every entity does tasb|h, 

which, according to authoritative lexicographers like R{ghib al-I‚fah{n|, 

fundamentally means: 

Ž�]<Žìÿ�^ÿfŽÂ<łêŽÊ<ŁÄłè�†ĆŠÖ]<ć†ÿÛĞÖş]< <
“...to travel swiftly in the path of Divine worship.”3 

Almighty All{h says 

�<<<]ÿæ<ŁÄłf{{ĆŠÖ]<Łl]æ^Û{{ĆŠÖ]<Łä{{şÖ<Łxñf{{ÿŠŁişù<<Ćà�ãé{{Ê<łà{{ÿÚÿæ<Łšł…
<łê{{ÿ�<łà{ŽÚ<łá�cÿæ<łê{{ÿ�<łà{ŽÚ<łá�cÿæ<łê{{ÿ�<łà{ŽÚ<łá�cÿæ<łê{{ÿ�<łà{ŽÚ<łá�cÿæ<<<<<ŽåŽ‚{{łÛÿvŽe<Łxñf{ÿŠŁè<3÷�c<žð<ŽåŽ‚{{łÛÿvŽe<Łxñf{ÿŠŁè<3÷�c<žð<ŽåŽ‚{{łÛÿvŽe<Łxñf{ÿŠŁè<3÷�c<žð<ŽåŽ‚{{łÛÿvŽe<Łxñf{ÿŠŁè<3÷�c<žð<<<÷<łà{ŽÓÖÿæ<ÿáç{{ŁãşÏĞËÿi

ğ]…ç₣ËşÆ<ğ̂Ûé×ÿu<ÿá^Ò<ŁäĆÞ�c<łÜŁãÿvéfłŠÿi� 
The seven heavens glorify Him, and the earth [too], 

and whoever is in them. There is not a thing but that 

it glorifies Him with praise, but you do not 

understand their glorification. Indeed He is all-

forbearing, all-forgiving. (17:44) 

SpiritSpiritSpiritSpirit----    A Higher Level of the BodyA Higher Level of the BodyA Higher Level of the BodyA Higher Level of the Body    

Some of us conjecture that the human being is “composed”- in the 

physical sense- of a body and a spirit, and that the spirit comes down to, 

                                                 
2 Thiqat al-Isl{m al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v. 1, p. 133 

3 Al-I‚fah{n|, Al-Mufrad{t f| Ghar|b al-QurÞ{n, p. 392 
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and settles in the body as a separate thing. This stereotype is incorrect, 

for the human being is a unit of different levels of reality, the spirit 

being one of them. The spirit is a higher reality of the very body, and 

the body serves as a lower manifestation of the spirit. Observe the 

following verse of the QurÞ{n which talks about how the human spirit 

is blown: 

�ÿæşÖ<{{şÏł‚<ÿ}ş×ĞÏ{{{ÿß�ý]<^łÞ<{{ÿŠÿá^<{{{ŽÚłà<{{{Ł‰şøşÖží<<{{ŽÚłà<{{{�łé�à<J{{{ŁmĆÜ<
ÿqÿÃĞ×{{ÿßŁå^<ŁÞŞ{{şËğí<{{ŽÊłê<{{şÎÿ†�…]<ÿÚ{{ŽÓłé�àJ<{{ŁmĆÜ<ÿ}ş×ĞÏ{{ÿßćßÖ]<^Ş{{şËşí<
ÿÂş×şÏğí<şÊÿ~ş×ĞÏ<{ÿß^<]ĞÖÿÃş×<{şÏşí<ŁÚ<{ł–ÿÇğí<şÊÿ~ş×ĞÏ<{ÿßĞÖ]<^ŁÛ<{ł–ÿÇşí<ŽÂş¿<{⁄Ú^<^
şÊşÓ{{{ÿŠłçÿÞĞÖ]<^ŽÃ{{{ş¿ÿÝ^<şÖłv{{{⁄Û<^{{{Łm{{{Łm{{{Łm{{{ŁmĆÜĆÜĆÜĆÜ<<<<ş_ş_ş_ş_łÞłÞłÞłÞ{{{ÿ�{{{ÿ�{{{ÿ�{{{ÿ�Ğ̀Ğ̀Ğ̀Ğ̀ÿÞÿÞÿÞÿÞŁå^Łå^Łå^Łå^<<<<ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}ÿ}Ğ×Ğ×Ğ×Ğ×{{{ğÏ{{{ğÏ{{{ğÏ{{{ğÏ{{{ÿ}a<^{{{ÿ}a<^{{{ÿ}a<^{{{ÿ}a<^ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†<
şÊÿjÿfÿ…^şÕ<₣�]<ş_łuÿŠÿà<ĞÖ]ÿ~ŽÖ^ŽÏłéÿà�< <

And certainly We created man of an extract of clay, 

Then We made him a small seed in a firm resting-

place, Then We made the seed a clot, then We made 

the clot a lump of flesh, then We made (in) the lump 

of flesh bones, then We clothed the bones with flesh, 

then We made it another creationWe made it another creationWe made it another creationWe made it another creation, so blessed be 

All{h, the best of the creators. (23:12-14) 

Here Almighty All{h explicitly tells us that it is the very body that He 

creates in another form: thumma ansha’n{hu khalqan {khara (then we 

made it it it it another creation). In this verse the third person pronoun “hu” 

refers to the material body. In other words, All{h perfects the very body 

and brings it to a higher state. 

The great philosopher and mystic, Mull{ H{d| Sabzaw{r|, in his 

poetical masterpiece al-Man…}mah says: 

ş]ĆßÖĞËŁ‹<ŽÊĞÖ]<êŁvŁ‚łæŽp<ŽqłŠÿÛŽÞ^Đíflé<<<<<<<< <
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ÿæŽÊĞÖ]<êÿfşÏÿi<^₣ÓłçŁá<Ł…łæÿuŽÞ^flé{{{{{{{{{{{í 

The soul in its origination is material, 

but in its survival is spiritual.4 

Perhaps the first person to expound this body-spirit relation in a logical 

manner was Ñadr al-Muta’allih|n. Al-Kharraz|5 writes: 

Mull{ Ñadr{ believes that soul is created corporeally. 

That is, there exists at first corporeal soulless matter. 

Then, under certain conditions, soul comes into 

being gradually through matter and its substantial 

motion. When the fetus settles in its place it starts its 

evolution on the strength of trans–substantial 

motion. The fetus first takes a natural mineral shape. 

Then, because of further evolution, it takes a 

vegetative form. At this stage, the corporeal matter is 

mature enough to take on perception; but as long as 

it is devoid of sense under the influence of 

environment, there exists no room for soul therein. 

After having found vegetative form within the 

womb, and been influenced both by external factors, 

and their stimulants, the corporeal matter passively 

takes on sense, and then the earliest form of 

perception takes place. Thus, the first manifestation 

of soul occurs. Here it could be said that soul is 

created out of corporeal matter... (Mull{ Ñadr{, 

Asf{r, vol.9, p. 112) 

                                                 
4 Mull{ H{d| Sabzaw{r|, Sharƒ al-Man³uma, v.5, p. 113 

5 Kam{l Kharr{z|, Mulla Sadra’s Idea of Soul-Body Relation and its Consquences in 
Psychology, 
http://www.mullasadra.org/New_Site/English/Paper%20Bank/Anthropology/kamal%2

0Kharazi.htm 
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There is a tradition from Im{m ÝAl| � worthy of contemplation: 

{{{ÿÚş_<^{{{ł•ÿÛÿ†<ş_{{{ÿufi‚<{{{ÿ�łé⁄òŽ]<^3÷<ş¾{{{ÿãÿ†<{{{ŽÊłê<şÊş×{{{ÿjŽl^<ŽÖ{{{ÿŠŽÞ^Žä<
ÿæÿ‘şËÿvŽl^<ÿæłq�ãŽä< <

No one hides anything save that it appears in the 

lapses of his tongue and the cheeks of his face.6 

This shows a unity between the outer side of the human being which is 

his physical structure and his inner side which is the spirit. The physical 

can only reveal what is hidden of the spiritual if it is united with the 

latter.  

�� 
 �� ع� اح� الا و�  رْو�

And unto the spirits (al-arw{ƒ) 

�� 

Some commentators of this sacred Ziy{rat have given the possibility 

that the arw{ƒ mentioned in this verse refers to the angels who live 

around the radiant raw~a of Im{m al-Íusayn �. Explaining the 

reality of angels, Shaykh al-Óabras| in his Tafs|r Majma’ al-Bay{n says: 

ÿæÿæÿæÿæĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ÿÛÿÛÿÛÿÛşøşøşøşøŽñŽñŽñŽñşÓşÓşÓşÓ₣í₣í₣í₣í<<<<Ł…Ł…Ł…Ł…łæłæłæłæ<{ÿu<{ÿu<{ÿu<{ÿuŽÞ^ŽÞ^ŽÞ^ŽÞ^ćéćéćéćéłçłçłçłçÿáÿáÿáÿá<Ł}Ž×<{₣Ïłç<{ŽÚ<]ÿà<<ñ†{Ö]łè�x<<{ŽÊ<{şÎ<êłç�Ù<
ÿełÃŽ–�ãłÜÿæ<HŽÚćßÖ]<àłç�…<ŽÊłê<şÎłç�Ù<ĞÖ]ÿv<{ÿŠ�àş÷<H<ÿèÿjÿß<{ÿ‰^₣×łçÿá<
ÿæş÷<ÿèŞÿÃŁÛłçÿá<ÿæş÷<ÿèł�ÿ†ŁełçÿáJ< <

And angels are spiritual entities (r}ƒ{niyy}n). They 

were created from al-r|ƒ (the wind) according to 

some, and from light (al-n}r) according to al-Íasan, 

                                                 
6 Im{m ‘Al| �, Nahj al-Bal{ghah, v.4, p. 7 
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they neither mate, not eat, nor drink.7 

We should note however that words like al-r|ƒ and al-n}r must not 

quickly transport us to their material extensions. Words, as has been 

established in its own place, have been coined for the spirits of their 

meanings. Therefore these terms have a subtler meaning, the discussion 

of which is beyond the scope of this work. One should however at least 

understand that they do not necessarily refer to the wind that we can 

feel, or the physical light that we can vision. 

According to authoritative scholars like M|r D{m{d and Mull{ H{d| 

Sabzaw{r|, al-r}h{niyy}n (the spiritual entities) are the highest of the 

classes of the angels. In his Sharƒ al-Asm{’ Sabzaw{r| says: 

JJJ{{{{{{şÊşù^łÂ<î×�ÿf{{{{{{şÏğí<ş]{{{{{{3ÖŽ„łèÿà<�{{{{{{ÿÃŁÚ^ŁãłÜ<ĆjÖ]{{{{{{łŠŽfłéŁx<
ÿæÿ�ÿ†Łe]ŁãĆjÖ]<ÜĞÏŽ‚łèŁ‹<ş]ş]ş]ş]ć†Öć†Öć†Öć†ÖłæłæłæłæÿuÿuÿuÿuŽÞ^ŽÞ^ŽÞ^ŽÞ^ćéćéćéćéłçłçłçłçÿáÿáÿáÿáJJJJ< <

...The angels of the highest level, whose food is 

glorification (al-tasb|ƒ) and whose drink is 

sanctification (al-taqd|s), are the r}ƒ{niyy}n...8 

There are ample traditions that explicitly mention the existence of so 

many angels in the proximity and neighborhood of the grave of Im{m 

al-Íusayn �. The following is an example: 

ÿÂłà<ŁÚÿvflÛłe<‚ÿÚ<àł†ÿæÿÂ<Há]łà<ş_Žełê<ÿÂłfŽ‚<Ž�]�<{şÎ<H^ÿÙ<V
ÿ‰ŽÛłÃŁjŁä<ÿè₣ÏłçŁÙ<VŁ‡łæŁ…łæĞÖ]<]Łv<{ÿŠłéÿà�<ÿæ<{şÖłç<<{₣ÒćØ<<{ÿ‰ÿß<Hí
şÊŽ̂Ćá<₣ÒĆØ<ÿÚłà<ş_ÿiŁå^<ÿÂ�…^ğÊŽe<^ÿv�ÏŽä<şÆ<{łéÿ†<ÿq<{Žu^ž‚<<{şÖłÜ<ÿè<{₣Ółà<
şÖŁä<ŽÂÿçfiš<şÆłéŁ†<ĞÖ]ÿrĆßŽíÿæ<HŁ…�‡ÿÑ<�…ł‡ğÎÿæ<^Ž‰]⁄Ãÿæ<H^ş_<{ÿiŁå^<₣�]<

                                                 
7 Shaykh al-al-Óabras|, Majma’ al-Bay{n f| Tafs|r al-QurÞ{n, v.1, p. 190 

8 Mull{ H{d| Sabzaw{r|, Sharƒ al-Asm{’ al-Íusn{, v.2, p. 51 
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ŽeşËÿ†vt<ÿÂŽq^vØ<HŽ]Ž]Ž]Ž]ĆáĆáĆáĆá<<<<ş�]ş�]ş�]ş�]<<<<ÿæÿæÿæÿæ3Ò3Ò3Ò3ÒÿØÿØÿØÿØ<<<<ŽeŽeŽeŽeşÏşÏşÏşÏłfłfłfłf�†�†�†�†<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ŁvŁvŁvŁvÿŠÿŠÿŠÿŠłéłéłéłé�à�à�à�à<<<<<{łe<{łe<{łe<{łe�à�à�à�à<<<<ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂ<{Ž×<{Ž×<{Ž×<{Ž×mêmêmêmê<<<<
����<<<<ş_ş_ş_ş_ł…ł…ł…ł…ÿeÿeÿeÿeÿÃÿÃÿÃÿÃşíşíşíşí<<<<ş÷aş÷aş÷aş÷aÿÚ<ÍÿÚ<ÍÿÚ<ÍÿÚ<Íş×ş×ş×ş×žÔžÔžÔžÔ<₣Ò�×ŁãłÜ<ÿèłf₣ÓłçÿÞŁä<ÿæŁèÿ�ñéŁÃłçÿá<ÿÚłà<
ÿ‡ÿ…]Łå<�cş_<±łâŽ×ŽäşÊ<HŽ̂łá<ÿÚ�†ÿš<ÿÂŁ�^łæŁåÿæ<HŽ]łá<ÿÚÿl^<<{ÿ��ãŁ‚<]æ
ÿqÿßÿ‡^ÿiŁä<ŽeŽ÷^ł‰ŽjłÇşË�…^<şÖŁä<ÿæĆjÖ]ÿ†ću�Ü<ÿÂş×łéŽä<< <

Muhammad bin Marw{n is reported to have said: I 

heard him [Im{m al-Ñ{diq �] say: Visit al-Íusayn 

�, even if it is once a year, for whosoever comes to 

him, with knowledge of his station, and not a non-

believer, would not be given other than Paradise, and 

he would be bestowed with extensive sustenance, and 

All{h would quickly relieve him (from his 

problems). Indeed Indeed Indeed Indeed All{hAll{hAll{hAll{h    entrusted four thousand entrusted four thousand entrusted four thousand entrusted four thousand 

angels on the grave of alangels on the grave of alangels on the grave of alangels on the grave of al----ÍÍÍÍusaynusaynusaynusayn, all of who weep for 

him. They accompany the visitor until he returns to 

his family, and if the visitor gets sick they visit him, 

and if he dies, they witness his bier and seek for his 

forgiveness and mercy.9 

Therefore sal{m can also be expressed for these spirits who accompany 

the grave of al-Íusayn �. In another ziyara of bidding farewell to 

Im{m al-Íusayn � we explicitly send our sal{ms to the angels. Al-

Mashhad| in his al-Maz{r narrates the following Ziy{rat: 

ş]ĆŠÖşøŁÝ<ÿÂş×łé₣ÓłÜ<ÿèÿÚ<^şøŽñşÓşí<ÿ…ñe<êĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ŁÛŁÛŁÛŁÛŽÏŽÏŽÏŽÏłéłéłéłéŽÛŽÛŽÛŽÛłéłéłéłéÿàÿàÿàÿà<<<<ŽÊŽÊŽÊŽÊłêłêłêłê<<<<ÿâÿâÿâÿâÿ„ÿ„ÿ„ÿ„<]<]<]<]
ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ÿvÿvÿvÿvÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†�Ý�Ý�Ý�Ý< <

Peace be on you o angels of my Lord, who inhabit who inhabit who inhabit who inhabit 

                                                 
9 Ibn Q}lawayh, K{mil al-Ziy{r{t, pp. 175-176 
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this sanctuarythis sanctuarythis sanctuarythis sanctuary.10 

According to this nondescript, the most probable meaning of al-arw{h 

refers to the companions, but there is no harm if we intend the angels 

too. 

�� 
�ت� ... ن�ا��ك�  يال� ف� �تْ ب� ل�  ح�

...who descended in your courtyard 

�� 

The past tense verb لَّتح ‘ƒallat’ means لَتزن ‘nazalat’ (they came down, or 

descended). And the word fin{’ in the phrase “bi fin{’ik” means ‘open 

space in front or at either side of the house’ or ‘the courtyard’. The 

above phrase indicates that the spirits of the companions of al-Íusayn 

� enjoy his company and neighborhood after their martyrdom. The 

implication that the word ‘ƒallat’ gives, as some commentators have 

stated, is that the station of the companions is lower than that of the 

Im{m �, a reality which by now is quite clear to the readers, for the 

Im{m � is in an apex which none can comprehend and fathom. 

Outstanding Qualities of the Companions of Im{m al-Íusayn � 

It would not be without benefit to mention some of the outstanding 

qualities of the companions of Im{m al-Íusayn �, for that would 

make us understand better their sanctity and elevated spirits: 

1. The Best Companions (Khayru A‚h{b) 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�<Łh^ÿvł‘ş_<ŽíĆßÿrĞÖ]<Łh^ÿvł‘ş_ÿæ<�…^ĆßÖ]<Łh^ÿvł‘ş_<ë�çÿjłŠÿè<ş÷
ÿáæŁ̂ Žñ^şËĞÖ]<ŁÜŁâ<ŽíĆßÿrĞÖ]� 

                                                 
10 Al-Mashhad|, Al-Maz{r, p. 426 
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The companions of Hell Fire and the companions 

of the Paradise are not alike; the companions of the 

Paradise are the achievers. (59:20) 

Im{m al-Íusayn � is reported to have said about his noble 

companions: 

<HîşÊłæş]<ğ̂e^ÿvł‘ş]<ŁÜş×łÂş]<ş÷<łêŽÞ�cŽe^ÿvł‘ş]<łàŽÚ<ğ]†łéÿ}<ş÷ÿæŽe^ÿvł‘ş]<łàŽÚ<ğ]†łéÿ}<ş÷ÿæŽe^ÿvł‘ş]<łàŽÚ<ğ]†łéÿ}<ş÷ÿæŽe^ÿvł‘ş]<łàŽÚ<ğ]†łéÿ}<ş÷ÿæłêłêłêłê 
‘Surely I do not know companions more faithful 

and better than my companions’.11 

In one of the radiant ziy{r{t, we address the companions of Im{m al-

Íusayn � as follows: 

ĆŠÖ]şøŁÝ<ÿÂş×łé₣ÓłÜ<ÿèÿèÿèÿèÿ}<^ÿ}<^ÿ}<^ÿ}<^łéłéłéłéÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†<<<<ş_ş_ş_ş_łÞłÞłÞłÞÿ’ÿ’ÿ’ÿ’v…^v…^v…^v…^JJJ< <
Peace be unto you O best helpers. 

It is important for us to know the literal meaning of a‚ƒ{b, so that we 

can understand the traditions narrated about the a‚ƒ{b of lofty 

personalities like Im{m al-Íusayn �. There has been a tendency 

among many people to conjecture that a‚h{b merely refers to those who 

physically accompany someone. For example, those who physically 

accompanied the Holy Prophet � are known as a‚h{bu Ras}lill{h �. 

Although such usage of the word is common, it is not always meant. 

Before we establish our contention, let us consider the meaning of 

a‚h{b: R{ghib al-I‚fah{n| in his lexicon of QurÞ{n under the discussion 

of the root word صحب “‚ ƒ b” says: 

<<<^{Þ^ÓÚ<æ_<^{Þ]çéu<æ_<á^Ò<^Þ^ŠÞc<Ý‡ø¹]<gu^’Ö]
<<á‚{{fÖ^e<äjfu^{{’Ú<áç{{Ói<á_<°{{e<Ñ†{{Ê<÷æ<^{{Þ^Ú‡<æ_

                                                 
11 Shaykh al-Muf|d, Kit{b al-Irsh{d, p. 43 
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<<<]„{â<î{×Âæ<íÛ�]æ<íè^ßÃÖ^e<æ_<†nÒ÷]æ<Ø‘÷]<çâæ
Ù^ÎV 

şÖŽòłà<ŽÆłfŽk<ÿÂłà<ÿÂłéŽßłê      şÖÿÛŽÆ<^łfŽk<ÿÂłà<şÎĞ×Žfłê 
 

Al-‚{ƒib [pl. a‚ƒ{b] is one who accompanies whether 

a human being, an animal, a place or an age. And it 

makes no difference whether his company is with his 

body, which is primarily and mostly the case, or 

through concern and ambition. And based on this it 

is said: 

If you hide from my eyes 

You cannot hide from my heart.12 

In verse 59:20 quoted in the beginning, we observed that the noun a‚ƒ{b 

is annexed to Paradise and Hell Fire. The literal import of the verse, 

which also is an established reality, reveals that despite their physical 

existence in this corporeal world, the a‚ƒ{b, depending on their state, 

either spiritually accompany Paradise or Hell Fire. Therefore the criteria 

of sharing the company of someone or something is not always physical 

and material. 

A well-known tradition narrated by some Muslims to establish the 

purity of all those who physically accompanied the Holy Prophet � is 

as follows: 

ş]ł‘ÿvŽe^łê<şÒflßÖ^Łrłç�Ý<Žeş̂flè�ãłÜ<Ž]ĞÎÿjÿ‚łèŁjłÜ<Ž]łâÿjÿ‚łèŁjłÜ 
My companions are like stars, whosoever among 

them were you to follow, you will be guided.13 

                                                 
12 Al-R{ghib al-I‚fah{n|, Mufrad{tu Alf{… al-QurÞ{n, p. 475 

13 Al-ThaÝlab|, Tafs|r al-ThaÝlab|, v.3, p. 334 
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The Holy QurÞ{n, traditions of the Holy Prophet �, the intellect as 

well as history falsifies this tradition if we were to interpret the word 

a‚h{b to merely mean ‘whosoever met the Holy Prophet � or 

physically accompanied him’. For the sake of brevity, we would not like 

to explain this matter here. Interested readers may refer to a host of 

scholarly books written on this subject, especially sparkling works like 

the outstanding masterpieceÝAbaq{t al-Anw{r of the esteemed Indian 

scholar Sayyid M|r Í{mid al-Íusayn| al-Hind|.  

Weren’t the enemies who fought against Im{m Am|r al-Mu’min|n ÝAl| 

� in the battle of Jamal and Ñiff|n not among those who physically 

accompanied the Holy Prophet �? And what about the battle of Ñiff|n? 

Can MuÝ{wiya, who did meet and share the company of the Holy 

Prophet � but fought against the Divinely appointed leader of the 

time, be considered as a najm (a star) through which one can achieve 

guidance? It is absurd to attribute something like this to the Holy 

Prophet � or misinterpret what he � said. 

There is another tradition narrated by Sh|Ý| sources however, that is 

somewhat similar to the abovementioned traditon, but sound and more 

meaningful: Im{m al-B{qir � narrates from the Holy Prophet �: 

ÿÚÿæ<^ÿqł‚ŁiłÜ<ŽÊłê<ŽÒÿjŽh^<Žäj×Ö]<ÿÂÿæ<fl̂<{ÿqşÊ<flØĞÖ^ÿÃ<{ÿÛŁØ<<{ŽeŽä<ş÷�‡fiÝ<
ş÷<ŁÂł„ÿ…<şÖ₣ÓłÜ<ŽÊłê<ÿił†ŽÒŽäÿæ<HÿÚşÖ<^łÜ<ÿè₣Ółà<<{ŽÊłê<ŽÒ<{ÿjŽh^<
Žäj×Ö]<ÿæşÒÿÞ^łk<ŽÊ<{łéŽä<<{Ł‰fi<íflßŽÚ<{ñßê<ş÷<<{ŁÂł„ÿ…<şÖ<{₣ÓłÜ<<{ŽÊłê<<{ÿił†ŽÕ<
{{{Ł‰Žjflßłêÿæ<H{{{ÿÚ{{{şÖ<^łÜ<ÿè{{{₣Ółà<ŽÊ{{{łéŽä<{{{Ł‰Đíflß<ŽÚ{{{flßłê<şÊ{{{ÿÛ{{{şÎ<^ÿÙ^<
ş]<{{{ł‘ÿvŽe^łê<şÊ<{{{Ł~Ł„łæŁåşÊ<H�d{{{{ÿÛflÞÿÚ<^<{{{ÿnŁØ<ş]<{{{ł‘ÿvŽe^<łê{{{{ŽÊłé₣ÓłÜ<

şÒÿÛ{{ÿn�Ø<<{{ŁrflßÖ]łç�ÝŽe<Hş̂<{{ÿãflè<^₣]<{{Ž}ÿ„<łâ]<{{ŁjŽ‚ÿë<şÊ<{{Žfflëş̂<ş]şÎ�æ^<{{łè�Ø<
ş]{{{ł‘ÿvŽe^łê<ş]{{{ÿ}ł„ŁiłÜ<Ž]łâ{{{ÿjÿ‚łèŁjłÜÿæ<HŽ]{{{ł}ŽjşøŁÍ<ş]{{{ł‘ÿvŽe^łê<
şÖ₣ÓłÜ<ÿ…łu<{ÿÛĐí<HŽÎŽÎŽÎŽÎ<{łé<{łé<{łé<{łéÿØÿØÿØÿØ<V<V<V<V<{ÿè<{ÿè<{ÿè<{ÿèÿ…<^ÿ…<^ÿ…<^ÿ…<^<{Ł‰<{Ł‰<{Ł‰<{Ł‰łçłçłçłçÿÙÿÙÿÙÿÙ<<<<<Žä{j×Ö]<Žä{j×Ö]<Žä{j×Ö]<Žä{j×Ö]<<<<<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚłàłàłàłà<<<<ş]ş]ş]ş]<{ł‘<{ł‘<{ł‘<{ł‘ÿvÿvÿvÿvŁe^Łe^Łe^Łe^şÔşÔşÔşÔ<[<[<[<[
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şÎşÎşÎşÎÿÙ^ÿÙ^ÿÙ^ÿÙ^<V<V<V<Vş]ş]ş]ş]łâłâłâłâŁØŁØŁØŁØ<<<<ÿeÿeÿeÿełéłéłéłéŽjŽjŽjŽjłêłêłêłê    
It is essential to act according to what you find in 

the Book of All{h; and you have no excuse to 

abandon it. Likewise you have no excuse to abandon 

whatever is not in the Book but there is a tradition 

about it from me. And when there is no tradition 

about something from me, then take whatever my 

a‚h{b say. For surely the example of my a‚ƒ{b 

among you is like the example of stars (kamathal al-

nuj}m), from whosoever among them advice is 

taken, guidance is achieved; therefore whichever 

statements of my a‚h{b you take, you would get 

guided; and frequenting my a‚h{b is a mercy for 

you. The Holy Prophet � was asked: ‘‘‘‘O Apostle of O Apostle of O Apostle of O Apostle of 

All{h, who are your All{h, who are your All{h, who are your All{h, who are your a‚ƒ{ba‚ƒ{ba‚ƒ{ba‚ƒ{b? He ? He ? He ? He ����    said: said: said: said: ‘‘‘‘My My My My 

progenyprogenyprogenyprogeny’’’’.14 

Here the meaning of a‚ƒ{b is used very aptly because the essence of the 

human being is in his spirit and not his body. The Ahl al-Bayt � 

being in the heights of perfection and united in the Muƒammadan 

Spirit, truly accompany the Holy Prophet � even if the confines of 

time and place were to separate them. Hence they really are stars 

perpetually radiating light. 

The aforesaid discussion was to illustrate the meaning of a‚ƒ{b when 

Im{m al-Íusayn � said:  

Že^ÿvł‘ş]<łàŽÚ<ğ]†łéÿ}<ş÷ÿæ<îşÊłæş]<ğ̂e^ÿvł‘ş]<ŁÜş×łÂş]<ş÷<łêŽÞ�cłê 
‘Surely I do not know companions more faithful 

and better than my companions’15 

                                                 
14 Shaykh al-Ñad}q, Ma’{n| al-Akhb{r, p. 156 

15 Shaykh al-Muf|d, Kit{b al-Irsh{d, p. 43 
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Here the Im{m � is not merely referring to their physical presence, 

but also alludes to their spiritual sanctity. In fact their apparent 

presence in the ranks of Im{m al-Íusayn � in the plains of Karbal{ 

and their physical company depicted nothing but their spiritual 

company as well. This is because it required exalted spirits to remain 

steadfast in the ranks of the Im{m � despite the knowledge about 

their ephemeral end. 

2. The Most Loyal Companions (al-awf{) 

As earlier mentioned, the Im{m clearly said: 

<ğ̂e^ÿvł‘ş]<ŁÜş×łÂş]<ş÷<łêŽÞ�cîşÊłæş]îşÊłæş]îşÊłæş]îşÊłæş]<Že^ÿvł‘ş]<łàŽÚ<ğ]†łéÿ}<ş÷ÿæłê 
‘Surely I do not know companions more loyalcompanions more loyalcompanions more loyalcompanions more loyal and 

better than my companions’16 

Here the word awf{ is employed thus showing that they were the most 

loyal of all companions. Whenever loyalty is talked about, there is 

always a pledge behind it. Perhaps the best expression of their state is 

conferred by the following verse of the QurÞ{n: 

�<<<<<<Žä{łéş×ÿÂ<ÿä{3×Ö]<]æŁ‚{ÿâ^Â<^{Ú<]ç₣Îÿ‚{ÿ‘<fiÙ^q�…<ÿ°ßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ
î–şÎ<łàÿÚ<łÜŁãłßŽÛşÊ<<łÜŁãłßŽÚÿæ<ŁäÿfłvÿÞ<<<<<<]ç₣ÖĆ‚{ÿe<^{Ú<ÿæ<Ł†{Ž¿ÿjłßÿè<łà{ÿÚ

ğøè‚łfÿi� 
Among the faithful are men who fulfill what they men who fulfill what they men who fulfill what they men who fulfill what they 

have pledged to have pledged to have pledged to have pledged to All{hAll{hAll{hAll{h. Of them are some who have 

fulfilled their pledge, and of them are some who still 

wait, and they have not changed in the least. (33:23) 

One of the places where the loyalty of the companions of Im{m al-

Íusayn � was radiantly manifested was on the night of ‘Àsh}r{’ 

                                                 
16 Ibid.  
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when Im{m al-Íusayn � said to them that the enemies were after him 

and that they were free to leave. All of the loyal companions in unison 

expressed their loyalty and said that they would never leave the Im{m 

� and were ready to be martyred with him.  

3. Intense Lovers of All{h (‘Ushh{q) 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�JJJ<Ğ]çŁßÿÚa<ÿàèŽ„�Ö]ÿæ^ČfŁu<ć‚ÿ�ş_^ČfŁu<ć‚ÿ�ş_^ČfŁu<ć‚ÿ�ş_^ČfŁu<ć‚ÿ�ş_<Žä�×�ÖJJJ� 

...and those who believe are more intense in their 

love for All{h... (2:165) 

It is narrated from Im{m al-B{qir �: 

 {{{{ÿ}ÿ†ÿt<ÿÂ{{{{Ž×flê<�<ÿè{{{{ŽŠłéŁ†<Že{{{{ĆßÖ^+Œ^<ÿu{{{{Ćj+c<îÿƒ{{{{şÒ<]ÿá^<
ŽeşÓł†ÿeşøŽð<ÿÂ×ÿî<ÿÚłéş×łé+à<ş]łæ<ÿÚłé6Ø<ÿişÏĆ‚ÿÝ<ÿełéÿà<ş]łèŽ‚łè+ãłÜ<ÿu<{Ćj<î
{{�ÿÍ^<ŽeÿÛ{{şÓ6á^<Łè{{şÏŁÙ^<şÖ{{ÿã<^ĞÖ]ŽÛ{{ĞÏÿ„şÊ+á^<şÊ{{şÏÿÙ^<₣Î{{ŽjÿØ<ŽÊłé{{ÿã<^
ŽÚÿñ^ÿjÿÞ<^Žfflê<ÿæŽÚÿñ^ÿjŽ‰<^łf¼<₣ÒH×ŁãłÜ<Ł�ÿãÿ‚ÿæ<ð]ÿÚÿßŁ?^<Ł…�Òžh^<
ÿæÿÚÿ’+…^ŁÅ<ŁÂfl�6Ñ^<Ł�ÿãÿ‚ş÷<ð]<ÿè<{łŠŽf₣ÏŁãłÜ<<{ÿÚłà<<{şÒÿá^<<{şÎłfş×ŁãłÜ<
ÿæş÷<ÿèĞ×ÿv₣ÏŁãłÜ<ÿÚłà<ÿełÃÿ‚ŁâłÜ 

[Im{m] ÝAl| � went out with some people until he 

reached a place one or two miles near Karbal{’, 

whereupon he went forward and circumambulated 

around a place known as al-miqdhaf{n, and said: 

‘This is the place where two hundred Prophets and 

their grandsons were killed, all of who were martyrs; 

and it is the halting place of horsemen and the battle 

ground of intense lovers (‘ushsh{q) and martyrs, 

whom neither those who came before them or will 
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come after them can prevail [in status].17 

The word اقشع ‘ushsh{q that is employed in the above tradition is 

worthy of consideration. It is the plural of the word ‘{shiq (passionate 

lover), which is known to be derived from قَةشع ‘ashaqa a plant that coils 

around a tree from its roots to its branches, and thus envelops it the 

way passionate love embraces one’s entire heart18. Ibn ‘Arab| translates 

‘ishq as follows: 

<<<<<<íÏ{�ÃÖ]<à{Ú<ƒç}`{Ú<g{×ÏÖ^e<ä{Ê^ËjÖ]<çâæ<Ð�ÃÖ]<Üm
<<<<<<<<í{{fßÃÖ]<ì†r{{�<î{{×Â<Ì{{j×i<�{{Ö]<íÒç{{�¹]<í{{eøf×Ö]
<<<<<<<à{{Â<ä{{éÛÃè<î{{ju<g{{�]<g{{×Ïe<Ì{{j×è<ç{{ãÊ<^{{�^nÚ_æ

Ö]<äeçf¦<�Æ<±c<†¿ß 

Then comes Ýishq which is when love coils the heart; 

it is gotten from al-Ýashaqa, which is the thorned 

convolvulus (or bindweed), that, twisting in a spiral, 

wraps around the grapevine and other similar plants. 

In this way, blinding love (Ýishq) wraps around the 

heart of the lover, blinding him so that he can see 

no one other than his beloved.19  

In the well-known Ziy{rat al-Shuhad{’ we address the companions of 

Im{m al-Íusayn � as follows: 

ş]şøĆŠÖłæş_<bÿè<łÜ₣Ółéş×ÿÂ<ŁÝ<Ž�]<ÿðbéŽÖŁåÿðbflfŽuş_ÿæŁåÿðbflfŽuş_ÿæŁåÿðbflfŽuş_ÿæŁåÿðbflfŽuş_ÿæ 

Peace be unto you, O friends and beloveds of All{hbeloveds of All{hbeloveds of All{hbeloveds of All{h20 

                                                 
17 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.41, p. 295 

18 Sayyid al-Jaz{’ir|, al-Anw{r al-Nu’m{niyya, v.3, p. 166 

19 Ibn ÝArab|, al-Fut}ƒ{t al-Makkiyya, v.4, p. 259 

20 Al-Mashhad|, al-Maz{r, p. 464 
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This verse has so much to reveal. The word aƒib{’ is the plural of the 

word ƒab|b, which is commonly translated to mean maƒb}b (beloved). 

However, its linguistic form fa’|l ( فعيل ) can confer both the meanings of 

an active participle (فاعل) and a passive participle (مفعول), which means we 

can employ the word ƒab|b either to means ‘the lover’21 or ‘the beloved’ 

or both. If we only take the common meaning, however, and translate 

the word ƒab|b as maƒb}b, the result is the same. This is because 

whosoever is the beloved of All{h, is necessarily His lover. The Holy 

QurÞ{n says: 

�<<<<<<<<Žä{{ŽßèŽ�<à{{ÿÂ<łÜ₣Óß{{ŽÚ<Ć‚{{ÿił†ÿè<à{{ÿÚ<Ğ]ç{{ŁßÿÚa<ÿàèŽ„{{3Ö]<^{{ÿãćèş_<^{{ÿè
êŽiĞ̀ {{ÿè<ÿÍłç{{ÿŠşÊ<<vÝłç{{şÏŽe<Łä{{j×Ö]Łä{{ÿÞçćfŽvŁèÿæ<łÜŁãćf{{ŽvŁèŁä{{ÿÞçćfŽvŁèÿæ<łÜŁãćf{{ŽvŁèŁä{{ÿÞçćfŽvŁèÿæ<łÜŁãćf{{ŽvŁèŁä{{ÿÞçćfŽvŁèÿæ<łÜŁãćf{{ŽvŁè<<î{{ş×ÿÂ<ží{{3ÖŽƒş_

<<<<<ê{{{ŽÊ<ÿáæŁ‚{{{Žâ^ÿrŁè<ÿàè�†ŽÊ^{{{şÓĞÖ]<î{{{ş×ÿÂ<žìĆ̂ {{{ŽÂş_<ÿ°ŽßŽÚłö{{{ŁÛĞÖ]
<<<<<Žä{{j×Ö]<ŁØ{{ł–şÊ<şÔ{{ŽÖÿƒ<vÜ{{Žñû<şí{{ÿÚłçşÖ<ÿáç₣Ê^{{ÿ~ÿè<ş÷ÿæ<Žä{{j×Ö]<�ØéŽf{{ÿ‰

fiÜéŽ×ÿÂ<fiÄŽ‰]ÿæ<Łäj×Ö]ÿæ<ð^ÿ�ÿè<àÿÚ<ŽäéŽiłöŁè� 
O you who believe! whoever from among you turns 

back from his religion, then All{h will bring a 

people, He shall love them and they shall love HimHe shall love them and they shall love HimHe shall love them and they shall love HimHe shall love them and they shall love Him,,,, 

lowly before the believers, mighty against the 

unbelievers, they shall strive hard in All{h’s way and 

shall not fear the censure of any censurer; this is 

All{h’s grace, He gives it to whom He pleases, and 

All{h is Ample-giving, Knowing. [5: 54] 

Furthermore the linguistic pattern faÝ|l (����) is both a hyperbolic form 

(‚|gha mub{ligha), which gives the connotation of abundance and, an 

assimilate epithet22 (‚|fa mushbiha), which confers the sense of 

                                                 
21 Al-Zubayd|, T{j al-ÝAr}s, v.1, p. 393 

22 Pierre Cachia (University of Edinburgh), “THE MONITOR, A Dictionary of Arabic 
Grammatical Terms”, p. 107, published in 1973 by Longman Group Ltd. 
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continuity. Therefore, the companions of the Im{m � were 

abundantly and perpetually in love of All{h. 

If we try to study the origin of the word ƒab|b, we may be able to 

unravel other noteworthy secrets. Expounding on the etymology of the 

word ‘ƒubb’ Sayyid al-Jaz{’ir| in his ethical masterpiece al-Anw{r al-

NuÝm{niyya says: 

<{£]<êfl�<<<<<<<ê{â<�{Ö]<g{×ÏÖ]<í{flfÿu<±c<äÖç{‘çÖ<^{fu<g
<<Ø{{’i]<]ƒcæ<Hì^{{é£]<Ä{{fßÚ<<<<»<ì^{{é£]<Ä{{Ú<ï†{{‰<^{{ãe

<<<<ì…ç{{{‘<ðˆ{{{q<Ø{{Ò<»<k{{{fm]æ<á‚{{fÖ]<ð]ˆ{{{q]<Ä{{é¶
hçf�]< <

The infinitive noun ‘ƒubb’ (lit. love) was called ƒubb 

because it reaches the ƒabbat al-qalb (the seed of the 

heart), which is the source of life. And when it 

reaches the seed of the heart it penetrates with life to 

all the parts of the body and leaves the picture of the 

beloved in every part.23 

And the only Master who plants, splits, and makes germinate the seed 

of love is the F{liq al-ƒabbi wa al-naw{ (the Splitter of the grain and the 

pit- 6:95), and it is He alone who rears this love and leads it to its 

perfection, for it is He alone who is Rabb al-falaq (the Lord of splitting- 

113:1). 

Another interesting expression we employ when we address the 

companions is the following: 

ş]ĆŠÖşøŁÝ<ÿÂş×łé₣ÓłÜ<ÿèş_<^ł‘ŽËÿéÿð^<Ž�]<ÿæÿæÿæÿæş_ş_ş_ş_�æ�æ�æ�æĆ�Ć�Ć�Ć�ÿð]ÿð]ÿð]ÿð]ŁåŁåŁåŁå< << << << <
Peace be unto you, O chosen ones of All{h and His 

                                                 
23 Al-Jaz{’ir|, Al-Anw{r al-NuÝm{niyya, v.3, p. 161 
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loversloversloverslovers24 

The word awidd{’ is the plural of ديدو wad|d25 in the linguistic pattern 

of fa’|l (فعيل) which, as discussed above, gives the connotations of 

permanence and abundance. In addition, it also confers the meaning of 

both the active participle (f{Ýil) and the passive participle (mafÝ}l), 

which means that there is constant mutual love between the lovers and 

the Beloved. Also, the origin of the word wad|d and other words of the 

same family, is watad (nail), which confers the meaning of stable and 

constant love. 

H{’ir| in his Muqtaniy{t al-Durar says: 

]<àÚ<kfm_<çâæ<‚içÖ]<àÚ<fl�çÖ]<Ø‘_æíflf�< <
...and the origin of al-wudd is al-watad (nail) and it is 

more firm than al-maƒabba (germinal love)...26 

And in his Tafs|r Ruƒ al-Bay{n Íaqq| says: 

<<<<à{Ú<äÎ^Ïj{�÷<í{f�]<àÚ<g×ÏÖ]<š…_<îÊ<kfm_<�çÖ]
‚içÖ] 

Al-wudd is more firm in the earth of the heart than 

al-maƒabba, because it is derived from al-watad 

(nail)...27 

Having known that the companions of Im{m al-Íusayn � were 

among the intense lovers of All{h, let us briefly look at the origin of 

their intense love. What actually makes one a lover for another? 

Every sound conscience will agree that knowledge for perfection would 
                                                 
24 Al-Shah|d al-Awwal, al-Maz{r, p. 129 

25 Al-Zubayd|, T{j al-’Ar}s, v.5, p. 306 

26 H{’ir|, Muqtaniy{t al-Durar wa Multaqa„{t al-Thamar, v.12, p. 115 

27 Íaqq|, Tafs|r R}ƒ al-Bay{n, v.10, p. 393 
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reap love and attachment for the same. So long as one is ignorant of 

another, one cannot develop love for him. It is after acquiring 

knowledge about the perfect qualities of a certain person that one 

develops love and attachment for the beloved. Furthermore, love 

requires the lover to be naturally inclined to the qualities of the 

beloved, otherwise the knowledge of the attributes of the beloved would 

not reap love. If a person, for example, has no inclination towards 

physical beauty, despite his knowledge of the physically beautiful, he 

would not develop love for the physically beautiful. It is when the heart 

naturally loves and appreciates beauty that when the beautiful is beheld, 

the spark of love is ignited and a raging fire follows. 

The noble companions of Im{m al-Íusayn �, having retained their 

innate nature, were natural lovers of Absolute Perfection (al-kam{l al-

mu„laq) and also enjoyed the ma’rifa of Almighty All{h, and that is 

what made them crave to meet their Only Beloved.  

Knowledge of All{h is sometimes classified into two: 

• Conceptual & Acquired Knowledge (al-Ýilm al-ƒu‚}l|) 

• Presential & Divinely Endowed Knowledge (al-Ýilm al-ƒu~}r|) 

Conceptual knowledge is very limited and a kind of narration of what 

is behind the curtain. Presential knowledge, on the contrary, is to lift 

the curtain from the face of the Beloved28. In clearer terms, it is to 

beautify oneself with the attributes of the Beloved. Between the 

conceptual appreciation of the Beloved and lifting the veil of the 

Beloved there is utter remoteness. It is the presential knowledge of All{h 

that makes one perpetually an amorous lover. Such a lover manifests 

the love of the Only Beloved in every move he makes. Expressions like 

the following reveal how intense was the love that glowed in the hearts 

of the Im{m �’s companions: 

                                                 
28 In more accurate terms, the Beloved has no veil. We are full of veils. We must 

therefore struggle to eradicate the veils from our side so that we can vision the face of 

the Only Beloved. 
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ÿæ{{şÎÿÝ^<�cşÖ{{łéŽä<ÿ…{{ŁqfiØ<Łè{{şÏŁÙ^<{{şÖŁä<Ł‡ÿâ{{łéş]<à{{e<†ĞÖ{{şÏłéş]<àĞÖÿf{{Ž×r<Hê
şÊ{{{şÏÿÙ^<<V{{{ÿè{{{łe<^ÿà<ÿ…{{{Ł‰łç�Ù<<H�]ÿæÿæÿæÿæÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ł�ł�ł�ł�ŁlŁlŁlŁl<ş]{{{flÞłê<₣ÎŽj{{{Ğ×Łk<{{{ŁmflÜ<
ŁÞŽ�ł†ŁlŁm<HflÜ<₣ÎŽjĞ×Łk<ŁmflÜ<ŁÞ<{Ž�ł†Łl<{Łm<HflÜ<₣ÎŽj<{Ğ×Łk<<{ŁmflÜ<ŁÞ<{Ž�ł†Łl<
ŽÊłéşÔ<ÿæŽÊjÖ]<êŽ„łèÿà<ÿÚÿÃşÔ<ŽÚÿñ^şí<şÎłjş×í< <

A man called Zuhayr bin al-Qayn al-Bajl| came to 

the Im{m � and said: ‘O son of the Apostle of 

All{h, I wish I would be martyred and then 

resurrected and again be killed and resurrected, and 

again be killed and resurrected in your way and in 

the way of those who are with you, a hundred 

times.29 

All this fervor shows nothing but passionate love for Almighty All{h, 

for sacrificing oneself for al-Íusayn � who is a manifestation of 

All{h’s Attributes is nothing but to sacrifice oneself for All{h, the Only 

Beloved. 

The following verse of the Holy QurÞ{n also depicts the reality of which 

we have so far spoken: 

�<łØ₣Î<<êŽÞçŁÃŽfĆi^{şÊ<ÿä{j×Ö]<ÿáçćfŽvŁi<łÜŁjß₣Ò<á�c<<êŽÞçŁÃŽfĆi^{şÊ<ÿä{j×Ö]<ÿáçćfŽvŁi<łÜŁjß₣Ò<á�c<<êŽÞçŁÃŽfĆi^{şÊ<ÿä{j×Ö]<ÿáçćfŽvŁi<łÜŁjß₣Ò<á�c<<êŽÞçŁÃŽfĆi^{şÊ<ÿä{j×Ö]<ÿáçćfŽvŁi<łÜŁjß₣Ò<á�c<<<<Łä{j×Ö]<ŁÜ₣Ółf{ŽfłvŁè
fiÜéŽuĆ…<fi…ç₣ËşÆ<Łäj×Ö]ÿæ<łÜ₣ÓÿeçŁÞŁƒ<łÜ₣ÓşÖ<ł†ŽËłÇÿèÿæ� 

Say: If you love All{h, then follow me, then follow me, then follow me, then follow me, All{hAll{hAll{hAll{h    will will will will 

love youlove youlove youlove you and forgive you your faults, and All{h is 

Forgiving, Merciful. (3:31) 

We should remember that it is only after embellishing ourselves with 

the Attributes of All{h, that our actions would be according to what 

All{h and His messenger wants. 

                                                 
29 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.44, p. 316 
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4. Sharp Inner Vision (Kushifa lahum al-Ghi„{’) 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�<<<<<<]ÿ„{{ÿâ<łà{{ñÚ<ží{{ş×ĞËşÆ<ê{{ŽÊ<ÿk{{ß₣Ò<ł‚{{şÏşÖ<<şÔ{{ßÿÂ<^ÿßĞË{{ÿ�şÓşÊ<<şÔ{{ßÿÂ<^ÿßĞË{{ÿ�şÓşÊ<<şÔ{{ßÿÂ<^ÿßĞË{{ÿ�şÓşÊ<<şÔ{{ßÿÂ<^ÿßĞË{{ÿ�şÓşÊ
ŽÆŽÆŽÆŽÆŞŞŞŞşÕð^şÕð^şÕð^şÕð^<fi‚èŽ‚ÿu<ÿÝłçÿéĞÖ]<şÕŁ†ÿ’ÿfşÊ� 

Certainly you were heedless of it, but now We have 

removed from you your veil, so your sight today is 

sharp. (50:22) 

Ibn ‘Am{ra reports from his father who reports: 

₣Î{{Ğ×Łk<{{şÖŁä<ş]ł}Žfł†{{ŽÞłê<{{ÿÂłà<ş]{{ł‘ÿvŽh^<ĞÖ]Łv{{ÿŠłé�à<ÿæ�c{{ĞÎÿ‚ŽÚ]�ãłÜ<
ÿÂş×î<ĞÖ]ÿÛłçŽl<şÊşÏÿÙ^V<�c�c�c�cflÞflÞflÞflÞ<{Łã<{Łã<{Łã<{ŁãłÜłÜłÜłÜ<<<<₣Ò₣Ò₣Ò₣Ò<{Ž�<{Ž�<{Ž�<{Ž�şÖ<ÌşÖ<ÌşÖ<ÌşÖ<Ì<{Łã<{Łã<{Łã<{ŁãŁÜŁÜŁÜŁÜ<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ŽÇŽÇŽÇŽÇ<{Ş<{Ş<{Ş<{ŞbbbbŽðŽðŽðŽð<ÿu<{fljî<
ÿ…ş]łæÿÚ<]ÿß�‡^şÖŁãłÜ<ŽÚÿà<ĞÖ]ÿrĆßŽíJJJ 

I asked Im{m al-Ñ{diq �: Tell me about the 

companions of al-Íusayn � and how they would 

advance to their death, and he said: ‘Indeed the Indeed the Indeed the Indeed the 

curtain was unveiled for themcurtain was unveiled for themcurtain was unveiled for themcurtain was unveiled for them, until they saw their 

dwellings in Paradise...30 

In one of the ziy{r{t, we address the companions of Im{m al-Íusayn 

� in the following manner: 

JJJş_ł�ÿãŁ‚<şÖşÏł‚<şÒşÒşÒşÒÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ÿ�ÿÌÿÌÿÌÿÌ<<<<₣�]₣�]₣�]₣�]<<<<şÖşÖşÖşÖ₣Ó₣Ó₣Ó₣ÓŁÜŁÜŁÜŁÜ<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ŽÇŽÇŽÇŽÇŞŞŞŞbbbbÿðÿðÿðÿðJJJ 

...I bear witness that most surely All{h unveiled for 

you the curtain...31 

Sharp inner vision is attainable by every human being who purifies his 

                                                 
30 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.44, p.297 

31 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 45, p.70 
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spirit. The reason why many of us do not enjoy this kind of vision, is 

the murkiness of our hearts. Following is a tradition narrated from the 

Holy Prophet � worthy of reflection: 

şÖłçş÷<ÿiĞÓŽnłéfi†<ŽÊłê<şÒşøŽÚ₣ÓłÜ<ÿæÿi<{łÛ�†łèfis<<{ŽÊłê<₣Î<{₣×łçŽe₣ÓłÜ<
şÖÿ†ş_łèŁjłÜ<ÿÚş_<^ÿ…ÿæ<ïşÖÿŠŽÛłÃŁjłÜ<ÿÚş_<^ł‰ÿÛŁÄ 

Was it not for your loquaciousness and confusion in 

your hearts, you would have surely seen what I see, 

and you would have surely heard what I hear.32 

In fact the faithful human being is required to behold the kernel of the 

universe. Almighty All{h says: 

�<łÜ{{şÖÿæş_<łÜ{{şÖÿæş_<łÜ{{şÖÿæş_<łÜ{{şÖÿæş_»<]æŁ†{{₣¿łßÿè»<]æŁ†{{₣¿łßÿè»<]æŁ†{{₣¿łßÿè»<]æŁ†{{₣¿łßÿè<<<<<<<<]<ÿæ<Žl]æ^Û{{ĆŠÖ]<Žlç{{₣Óş×ÿÚ]<ÿæ<Žl]æ^Û{{ĆŠÖ]<Žlç{{₣Óş×ÿÚ]<ÿæ<Žl]æ^Û{{ĆŠÖ]<Žlç{{₣Óş×ÿÚ]<ÿæ<Žl]æ^Û{{ĆŠÖ]<Žlç{{₣Óş×ÿÚşùşùşùşù�šł…�šł…�šł…�šł…<
<<<łê{{ÿ�<łà{{ŽÚ<Łä{{3×Ö]<ÿÐ{{ş×ÿ}<^{{Úÿæ<î{{ŠÿÂ<łáş_ÿæ<žð<<<<Ž‚{{şÎ<ÿáç{{₣Óÿè<łáş_

ÿáçŁßŽÚłöŁè<Łåÿ‚łÃÿe<žoè‚ÿu<ñëş̀ ŽfşÊ<łÜŁã₣×ÿqş_<ÿhÿ†ÿjĞÎ]� 
Have they not contemplated the dominions of the Have they not contemplated the dominions of the Have they not contemplated the dominions of the Have they not contemplated the dominions of the 

heavens and the earthheavens and the earthheavens and the earthheavens and the earth, and whatever things All{h has 

created, and that maybe their time has already drawn 

near? So what discourse will they believe after this?! 

(7:185) 

5. Immersed in God (Rabb{niyy}n) 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�<Ğ]çŁÞç₣Ò<àŽÓ{şÖÿæÿ°ñéŽÞ^Ćeÿ…ÿ°ñéŽÞ^Ćeÿ…ÿ°ñéŽÞ^Ćeÿ…ÿ°ñéŽÞ^Ćeÿ…� 
But be godly people...(3:79) 

And in one of the salutational recitals we address the companions of 

                                                 
32 ÝAll{ma al-Óab{„ab{Þ|, Tafs|r al-M|z{n, v.5, p. 270 
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Im{m al-Íusayn � in the following way: 

<łÜ₣Ółéş×ÿÂ<ŁÝşøflŠÖş]áçfléÞ^efl†Ö]<^ÿãflè]áçfléÞ^efl†Ö]<^ÿãflè]áçfléÞ^efl†Ö]<^ÿãflè]áçfléÞ^efl†Ö]<^ÿãflè]    

Peace be unto you, O Rabb{niyy}nO Rabb{niyy}nO Rabb{niyy}nO Rabb{niyy}n...33 

This verse talks about the great spiritual status of the noble companions 

of Im{m al-Íusayn �. Rabb{niyy}n is the plural of Rabb{n|, which 

according to some lexicographers like al-Óurayh| denotes ‘one who is 

perfect in both knowledge and action’34 Others translate ‘Rabb{n|’ more 

accurately and say: 

Ö]<<<<<<<Ì{{{Ö÷]<ì�^{{{è‡æ<hfl†{{{Ö]<±]<hç{{{Šß¹]<ç{{{â<êŽÞ^{{{fle†
<<<áç{{ÓjÊ<íf{{ŠßÖ]<ê{{ŽÊ<í{{ÇÖ^f¹]<ê{{×Â<Ù‚{{i<ä{{éÊ<áç{{ßÖ]æ

î{{{{ßÃ¹]<V<á^{{{{Ò<à{{{{Ú<<h†Ö^{{{{e<”^{{{{’j}÷]<‚è‚{{{{�
<<ä{i�^fÂæ<ä{jè�çfÃe<Ù^Çj�÷]<�nÒæ<<<^{–è]<‡ç{«æ<H

<Ù‚éÊ<ï…‚’¹]<å^ßÃ²<hfl†Ö]<±]<^eçŠßÚ<áçÓè<á]
Üâ�e‚iæ<Œ^ßÖ]<íée†i<îŽÊ<íÇÖ^f¹]<ê×ÂJJJ 

Rabb{n| �ْ�ِ��	َر is one who is attributed to َب the’ا�

Lord’ and the additional ‘alif’ and ‘n}n’ in the word 

is to denote intensification in attribution, and hence 

the meaning of the word would be: One who is 

intensely attributed to the Lord and absorbed in His 

submission and worship; and the word can also be 

related to ا�بّ  the Lord in its infinitive (ma‚dar) 

sense, so that it would mean intensity in training the 

                                                 
33 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.4, p. 574 

34 Al-Óurayƒ|, Tafs|r Ghar|b al-QurÞ{n, p. 100 
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people and controlling their affairs...35  

And both the meanings can be true together. 

6. Spiritual Sovereignty  

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�ÿÜéŽâ]ÿ†łe�c<îş×ÿÂ<^⁄Úşøÿ‰ÿæ<]⁄�ł†ÿe<êŽÞç₣Ò<Ł…^ÿÞ<^ÿè<^ÿßĞ×₣Î� 
We said: O fire! be a comfort and peace to Ibrahim! 

(21:59) 

J{bir narrates from Im{m al-B{qir �:  

şÎÿÙ^<ĞÖ]Łv<{ÿŠłéŁà<<{łeÿÂ<à<{Ž×flê<�<ş÷<{ł‘ÿvŽe^Žä<şÎ<{łfÿØ<ş_łá<ŁèĞÏ<{ÿjÿØ<V
�cĆá<ÿ…{{Ł‰łçÿÙ<Ž�]<�<{{şÎÿÙ^<V{{ÿèŁe<^{{ÿßĆê<�c{{ĆÞşÔ<ÿ‰Łj{{ÿŠŁÑ^<�c{{şÖ<î
ĞÖ]{{{{{ŽÃÿ†�Ñ]ÿæ<H{{{{{Žâÿê<ş_ł…fiš<{{{{{şÎł‚<Ž]ĞÖÿj{{{{{şÏŽe<î{{{{{ÿãĆßÖ]<^Žf{{{{{ćéłçÿá<H
ÿæş_łæŽ‘ÿéŁð^<ĆßÖ]Žfñéłéÿàÿæ<HŽâÿê<ş_ł…fiš<<{Łił‚<îÂZÿÂ<{ŁÛłçÿ…]X<ÿæ�c<{ĆÞşÔ<
ŁiłŠÿjł�ÿãŁ‚<Žeÿãÿæ<^ŁèłŠÿj<{ł�ÿãŁ‚<ÿÚ<{ÿÃşÔ<ÿqÿÛ<{ÿÂ^Đí<<{ŽÚłà<ş_ş_ş_ş_<{ł‘<{ł‘<{ł‘<{ł‘ÿvÿvÿvÿvŽe^Že^Že^Že^şÔşÔşÔşÔ<<<<
ş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ÿèÿèÿèÿè<{Žr<{Žr<{Žr<{ŽrŁ‚Ł‚Ł‚Ł‚łæłæłæłæÿáÿáÿáÿá    ş_ş_ş_ş_<{şÖ<{şÖ<{şÖ<{şÖÿÜÿÜÿÜÿÜ<<<<<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚ<{ÿÚñ‹ñ‹ñ‹ñ‹<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ÿvÿvÿvÿvŽ‚Ž‚Ž‚Ž‚<{łè<{łè<{łè<{łè‚‚‚‚ŽH ÿæ<{ÿişø<V�₣Î₣Î₣Î₣ÎĞ×Ğ×Ğ×Ğ×<{ÿß<{ÿß<{ÿß<{ÿß<{ÿè<^<{ÿè<^<{ÿè<^<{ÿè<^<{ÿÞ<^<{ÿÞ<^<{ÿÞ<^<{ÿÞ<^Ł…^Ł…^Ł…^Ł…^<<<<

{{{₣Ò{{{₣Ò{{{₣Ò{{{₣ÒłçłçłçłçŽÞŽÞŽÞŽÞłêłêłêłê<<<<{{{ÿe{{{ÿe{{{ÿe{{{ÿeł†ł†ł†ł†⁄�⁄�⁄�⁄�ÿæ<]ÿæ<]ÿæ<]ÿæ<]{{{ÿ‰{{{ÿ‰{{{ÿ‰{{{ÿ‰şøşøşøşø⁄Ú⁄Ú⁄Ú⁄ÚÿÂ<^ÿÂ<^ÿÂ<^ÿÂ<^{{{ş×{{{ş×{{{ş×{{{ş×�c<î�c<î�c<î�c<î{{{łe{{{łe{{{łe{{{łeÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†Žâ]Žâ]Žâ]Žâ]łéłéłéłéÜÜÜÜ�<<<<ÿi{{{₣ÓłçŁá<
ĞÖ]ÿvł†Łh<ÿÂş×łéşÔ<ÿæÿÂş×łé�ãłÜ<ÿeł†⁄�ÿæ<]<ÿ‰şø⁄Ú^ 

Before his martyrdom, Im{m al-Íusayn bin ÝAl| 

said to his companions: Indeed the Apostle of All{h 

� said [to me]: O my dear young son, surely you 

will be led to ‘Ir{q; it is a land where Prophets of 

All{h and Successors of the Prophets have met; It is 

                                                 
35 Àyatullah Sayyid Maƒm}d Óaleq{n|, Partuw| az QurÞ{n, v.5, p. 185 
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a land called ‘Am}r{. And indeed you shall be 

martyred there together with a group among your with a group among your with a group among your with a group among your 

companions who would not sense the pain of the companions who would not sense the pain of the companions who would not sense the pain of the companions who would not sense the pain of the 

touch of irontouch of irontouch of irontouch of iron. Then Im{m al-Íusayn � read the 

verse: ‘O Fire, be cool and peaceful for Ibr{h|m’ 

(21:59). The war will be cool and peaceful on you and 

them.36 

Explaining this situation of the Im{m, the grand Àyatull{h Jawad| 

Àmul| says: 

<<<Ñ^{{{{{fÖ]<Ý^{{{{{Ú÷]<í{{{{{è]æ†Ö<^{{{{{ÏÊææ�<<<<<<�ç{{{{{ßq<ád{{{{{Ê<<�ç{{{{{ßq<ád{{{{{Ê<<�ç{{{{{ßq<ád{{{{{Ê<<�ç{{{{{ßq<ád{{{{{Ê
°Š£]°Š£]°Š£]°Š£]����<<<<<]æ†Ã�jŠè<]çÞçÓè<�<ð]…ç�bÂ<Ýçè<]æ†Ã�jŠè<]çÞçÓè<�<ð]…ç�bÂ<Ýçè<]æ†Ã�jŠè<]çÞçÓè<�<ð]…ç�bÂ<Ýçè<]æ†Ã�jŠè<]çÞçÓè<�<ð]…ç�bÂ<Ýçè

Ö]æ<h†{{{–Ö]<Ý÷aÖ]æ<h†{{{–Ö]<Ý÷aÖ]æ<h†{{{–Ö]<Ý÷aÖ]æ<h†{{{–Ö]<Ý÷aŞŞŞŞ<<<<å‚{{{Öçi<^{{{²<÷c<|]†{{{¢]<æ<à{{{Ã<<<<å‚{{{Öçi<^{{{²<÷c<|]†{{{¢]<æ<à{{{Ã<<<<å‚{{{Öçi<^{{{²<÷c<|]†{{{¢]<æ<à{{{Ã<<<<å‚{{{Öçi<^{{{²<÷c<|]†{{{¢]<æ<à{{{Ã
v�_<àÚ<í‘†ÏÖ]v�_<àÚ<í‘†ÏÖ]v�_<àÚ<í‘†ÏÖ]v�_<àÚ<í‘†ÏÖ]<JJJ<JJJ<JJJ<JJJ<]ƒ^{¹<]ƒ^{¹<]ƒ^{¹<]ƒ^{¹<<<<…‚{’Ú<ê{â<|æ†{Ö]<áù<[
|†ËÖ]æ<�ù]<Jçe<†Ã�éÊ<Üâ‚u]<Ýç’è<{�<<`{Û¿Ö]<ì`
Åç{{{{¢]<æJJJ<<<<÷c<ä{{{{éÊ<ï†{{{{Þ<ø{{{{Ê<†{{{{}û]<Ýç{{{{’è<æ

^�ßÖ]½<<t^{ãje÷]æJJJ<<<<í{éñ^èˆéËÖ]<Íæ†{¿Ö]<k{ŠéÖ]
<°ß{møÖ<íèæ^ŠjÚJJJ<<ßè<æ<Ùæ÷]<h„{Ãjè<]ƒ^{Û×ÊŞ<<Ð{×

[†}û]<=<<<ÏÞ<±]<ì�æ‚{�Ú<êŽÞ^{nÖ]<ë‚{Ö<|æ†Ö]<flá÷<{Ş<í
<<<í{{è�^¹]<Íæ†{{¿Ö]<à{{Â<ì‚{{éÃe<J<<e]<á^{{Ò<‚{{ÏÖ<æ<{{Ş<Ù^

<<<<<ì…ç{{{{{ãf¹]<í{{{{{Ûé¿ÃÖ]<|æ†{{{{{Ö]<Ô{{{{{×i<à{{{{{Ú<ðøe†{{{{{Ò
géÇÖ^eJJJ<< <

According to a tradition from According to a tradition from According to a tradition from According to a tradition from Im{m alIm{m alIm{m alIm{m al----B{qir B{qir B{qir B{qir ����    

                                                 
36 Qu„b al-D|n al-R{wand|, al-Khar{’ij wa al-Jar{yiƒ, v.2, p. 848 
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the army of althe army of althe army of althe army of al----Íusayn Íusayn Íusayn Íusayn ����    did not feel the pain of did not feel the pain of did not feel the pain of did not feel the pain of 

the blows and wounds on the the blows and wounds on the the blows and wounds on the the blows and wounds on the ‘‘‘‘Àshur{Àshur{Àshur{Àshur{’’’’    day save a day save a day save a day save a 

pinchpinchpinchpinch............why is that?why is that?why is that?why is that? This is because the spirit is the 

origin of pain and happiness. One of you may fast 

and feel the pangs of hunger and thirst...whereas 

another would fast but we would find in him 

nothing but happiness and high-spiritedness...aren’t 

the physical conditions similar for both? So why is 

the first in torment while the second does not feel 

anything? This is because the spirit of the second is 

attached to a realm distant from the material 

conditions. Indeed the gallant warriors of Karbal{’ 

were among those great spirits overcome by the 

unseen plane of existence.37 

7. Worshippers through Awareness (al-ÝUbb{d) 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�<<<<î{{{{ş×ÿÂ<ð]Ć‚{{{{Ž�ş_<Łä{{{{ÿÃÿÚ<ÿàèŽ„{{{{3Ö]ÿæ<Žä{{{{3×Ö]<ŁÙç{{{{Ł‰Ć…<fi‚{{{{ĆÛÿvćÚ
<<<<ÿáç{ŁÇÿjłfÿè<]⁄‚Ćr{Ł‰<^{⁄Ã3ÒŁ…<łÜŁâ]ÿ†ÿi<łÜŁãÿßłéÿe<ð^ÿÛÿuŁ…<�…^3Ë₣ÓĞÖ]
<<<<<<łà{ñÚ<Ü�ãŽâç{ŁqŁæ<ê{ŽÊ<łÜŁâ^ÿÛé{Ž‰<^⁄Þ]ÿç{ł•�…ÿæ<Žä3×Ö]<ÿàñÚ<^ğ×ł–şÊ

<<<<ÿæ<Žì]ÿ…łç{{ĆjÖ]<ê{{ŽÊ<łÜŁã₣×ÿn{{ÿÚ<şÔ{{ŽÖÿƒ<Ž�çŁr{{ćŠÖ]<�†{{ÿmş_<<ê{{ŽÊ<łÜŁã₣×ÿn{{ÿÚ
<<{{{ÿ�<ÿtÿ†{{{ł}ş_<vÅł…ÿ̂ {{{şÒ<�Ø{{{éŽ̈ ý]Ş<<şÀş×łÇÿj{{{ł‰^şÊ<Łåÿ…ÿ‡b{{{şÊ<Łåş̀

<<<<ŁÜ{{{�ãŽe<şÀé{{{ŽÇÿéŽÖ<ÿÅ]Ć…ć̂ {{{Ö]<Łg{{{ŽrłÃŁè<ŽäŽÎç{{{Ł‰<î{{{ş×ÿÂ<ïÿçÿj{{{ł‰^şÊ
<<<<<Žl^ÿvŽÖ^{Ć’Ö]<]ç{₣×ŽÛÿÂÿæ<]ç{ŁßÿÚa<ÿàèŽ„{3Ö]<Łä3×Ö]<ÿ‚ÿÂÿæ<ÿ…^3Ë₣ÓĞÖ]

^⁄ÛéŽ¿ÿÂ<]⁄†łqş_ÿæ<ğìÿ†ŽËłÇĆÚ<ÜŁãłßŽÚ� 
Muƒammad is the Messenger of All{h, and those 

                                                 
37 Àyatullah Jaw{d| Àmul|, Thawrat al-’Ishq al-Il{h|, p. 232 
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with him are firm of heart against the unbelievers, 

compassionate among themselves; you will see them 

bowing down, prostrating themselves, seeking grace 

from All{h and pleasure; their marks are in their 

faces because of the effect of prostration; that is their 

description in the Tawr{t and their description in 

the Injeel; like as seed-produce that puts forth its 

sprout, then strengthens it, so it becomes stout and 

stands firmly on its stem, delighting the sowers that 

He may enrage the unbelievers on account of them; 

All{h has promised those among them who believe 

and do good, forgiveness and a great reward. (48:29) 

Sayyid Ra~| al-D|n bin Ó{w}s al-Íasan| (may All{h elevate his noble 

spirit) in his well-known maqtal, al-Luh}f ‘al{ Qatl{ al-Óuf}f narrates: 

<<<<čë�æÿ�<łÜ{{ŁãşÖ<ÿæ<şí{{ş×łé3×Ö]<şÔ{{Ğ×Ži<ŁäŁe^ÿv{{ł‘ş_<ÿæ<Łàłé{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ÿl^{{ÿe<ÿæ<<<<čë�æÿ�<łÜ{{ŁãşÖ<ÿæ<şí{{ş×łé3×Ö]<şÔ{{Ğ×Ži<ŁäŁe^ÿv{{ł‘ş_<ÿæ<Łàłé{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ÿl^{{ÿe<ÿæ<<<<čë�æÿ�<łÜ{{ŁãşÖ<ÿæ<şí{{ş×łé3×Ö]<şÔ{{Ğ×Ži<ŁäŁe^ÿv{{ł‘ş_<ÿæ<Łàłé{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ÿl^{{ÿe<ÿæ<<<<čë�æÿ�<łÜ{{ŁãşÖ<ÿæ<şí{{ş×łé3×Ö]<şÔ{{Ğ×Ži<ŁäŁe^ÿv{{ł‘ş_<ÿæ<Łàłé{{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ÿl^{{ÿe<ÿæ
<<<<ÿæ<vÜŽñ^{{şÎ<ÿæ<ž‚Žq^{{ÿ‰<ÿæ<vÄ{{ŽÒ]ÿ…<ÿàłé{{ÿe<^{{ÿÚ<�Ø{{łvĆßÖ]<ñë�æÿ‚{{şÒ<<<<ÿæ<vÜŽñ^{{şÎ<ÿæ<ž‚Žq^{{ÿ‰<ÿæ<vÄ{{ŽÒ]ÿ…<ÿàłé{{ÿe<^{{ÿÚ<�Ø{{łvĆßÖ]<ñë�æÿ‚{{şÒ<<<<ÿæ<vÜŽñ^{{şÎ<ÿæ<ž‚Žq^{{ÿ‰<ÿæ<vÄ{{ŽÒ]ÿ…<ÿàłé{{ÿe<^{{ÿÚ<�Ø{{łvĆßÖ]<ñë�æÿ‚{{şÒ<<<<ÿæ<vÜŽñ^{{şÎ<ÿæ<ž‚Žq^{{ÿ‰<ÿæ<vÄ{{ŽÒ]ÿ…<ÿàłé{{ÿe<^{{ÿÚ<�Ø{{łvĆßÖ]<ñë�æÿ‚{{şÒ

‚ŽÂ^şÎ‚ŽÂ^şÎ‚ŽÂ^şÎ‚ŽÂ^şÎJJJJJJJJJJJJ    

‘Al-Íusayn and his companions were awake the 

whole night [of ‘Àshur{’] and their environment their environment their environment their environment 

resembled an resembled an resembled an resembled an area permeated with the sound of the area permeated with the sound of the area permeated with the sound of the area permeated with the sound of the 

humming of beeshumming of beeshumming of beeshumming of bees. [In other words all of them were [In other words all of them were [In other words all of them were [In other words all of them were 

busy in the remembrance of All{h and the sound of busy in the remembrance of All{h and the sound of busy in the remembrance of All{h and the sound of busy in the remembrance of All{h and the sound of 

their whisperings permeated the entire their whisperings permeated the entire their whisperings permeated the entire their whisperings permeated the entire 

environment.] Some were in the state of environment.] Some were in the state of environment.] Some were in the state of environment.] Some were in the state of ruk}ruk}ruk}ruk}’’’’, , , , 

others in the state of others in the state of others in the state of others in the state of suj}dsuj}dsuj}dsuj}d, so, so, so, some standing and me standing and me standing and me standing and 

others sittingothers sittingothers sittingothers sitting............ 38 

And al-Qazwin| narrates from the History of al-A’tham al-K}f|: 

                                                 
38 Sayyid Ra~| al-D|n bin Ó{w}s, al-Luh}f ‘al{ Qatla al-Óuf}f, p.91 
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c{{Þ<°{{Š£]<í{{×é×Ö]<Ô{{×i<»<Ý^{{Þ<^{{Ú<ä�<<à{{Ú<‚{{u]<÷æ
xf’Ö]<±c<äÞ]çÂ]æ<äe^v‘]. 

Surely that night neither al-Íusayn nor anyone of 

his companions and supporters slept until 

morning.39 

Worship is undoubtedly a merit when it is not reduced to mere actions 

and recitals. The companions of al-Íusayn � were men who 

worshipped Almighty All{h out of awareness and knowledge. Their 

appellations such as aƒibb{’All{h (Divine lovers), Ýushsh{q (intense 

lovers) and kushifa lahum al-ghi„{ (the curtains were unveiled for them), 

all demonstrate their knowledge and deep insight. This is because such 

qualities are essential corollaries of knowledge, without which they carry 

no meaning. It is such kind of worship that is natural and praiseworthy. 

Expression of utter humility near the Absolute Perfect Being can only 

come about naturally after one realizes whom he is infront of. Such 

realization is in stages. Sometimes one has conceptual knowledge about 

the Creator and thus he maintains a degree of humility in prayer, but 

that cannot be compared to one who has presential knowledge of All{h. 

It is such knowledge about which Im{m ÝAl| � talks in a conversation 

with a rabbi: 

{{ÿÂłà<ş]{{ŽeĞÖ]<êÿv{{ÿŠĞÖ]<àÿÛłç{{ÿ‘Ž×{{ÿÂ<êłà<ş]{{Žełê<ÿÂ{{łfŽ‚<Ž�]�<
ş̂{{ÎÿÙ<VÿàłéŽßŽÚłö{{ŁÛĞÖ]<�†{{łéŽÚş]<±�c<fi†{{łfŽu<ÿð^{{ÿq�ÿÙ^{{şÏşÊ<H<V<^{{ÿè

<<<<<<ÿÙ^{şÎ<[Łä{ÿił‚ÿfÿÂ<ÿàłé{Žu<şÔ{fleÿ…<ÿk{łèş]ÿ…<łØ{ÿâ<ÿàłéŽßŽÚłöŁÛĞÖ]<ÿ†łéŽÚş]<V
ÿÙ^{{{şÏşÊ<V<ş]<łÜ{{{şÖ<^{{{fleÿ…<ÿ‚{{{ŁfłÂşù<łà{{{₣Òş]<łÜ{{{şÖ<ĞÔ{{{ş×łèÿæÿÙ^{{{şÎ<Håÿ…<V

<<<ÿÙ^{şÎ<[Łä{ÿjłèş]ÿ…<ÿÌ{łéşÒÿæ<V<<<ê{{ŽÊ<ÿáłç{ŁéŁÃĞÖ]<Łä{₣Ò�…ł‚Łi<ş÷<ĞÔ{{ş×łèÿæ

                                                 
39 Al-Im{m al-Íusayn wa A‚ƒ{buhu, v.1, p. 264 
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<<�ÐŽñ^{{{şÏÿvŽe<Łhłç{{{₣×₣ÏĞÖ]<Łä{{{łiş]ÿ…<à{{{ŽÓÖÿæ<�…^{{{ÿ’łeş÷]<Žìÿ‚ÿâ^{{{ÿ�ŁÚ
�á^ÿÛłèŽ÷]J 

Ab} al-Íasan al-Maw‚al| narrates from Ab| 

ÝAbdill{h [al-Ñ{diq �] who said: A rabbi came to 

Am|r al-Mu’min|n �, and said: ‘Y{ Am|r al-

Mu’min|n, did you see your Lord when you 

worshipped Him? Im{m � said: ‘Woe unto you! 

Eyes do not comprehend Him in their ocular vision, 

but hearts see Him through the realities of 

conviction.40 

Worship without knowledge and awareness, on the contrary is 

insignificant and sometimes dangerous too. Consider the following 

traditions: 

a. Im{m ÝAl| � says: 

<^ÿãłéŽÊ<ÿäĞÏŽÊ<ğ÷<žìÿ�^ÿfŽÂ<êŽÊ<ÿ†łéÿ}<ş÷<ş÷ş]< <
Indeed there is no good in that worship that is 

without understanding.41 

b. Im{m Zayn al-’Àbid|n � says: 

3÷�c<şìÿ�^ÿfŽÂ<ş÷<ŽäjÏşËfljÖ^Že< <
There is no worship save with understanding42 

c. Im{m ÝAl| � says: 

                                                 
40 Al-’Àmil|, al-Fu‚}l al-Muhimma f| U‚}l al-A’imma, v.1, p.180 

41 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, al-K{f|, v.1, p. 36 

42 Shaykh al-Rayshahr|, Miz{n al-Íikma, v.3, p. 1798 
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<<<<<<î{{fljÿu<HÿáłæŁ‚{{ŁfłÃÿi<^{{ÿÚ<şí{{şÊ�†łÃÿÚ<łÜ₣Ó{{ŽŠ₣ËłÞş]<łê{{ŽÊ<]łçŁßjÓ{{ÿ‰
<<<<<<<łà{{ÿÚ<Žìÿ�^{{ÿfŽÃŽe<�|�…]ÿç{{ÿrĞÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<ÿáłç{{₣Òfl†ÿvŁi<^{{ÿÚ<łÜ₣ÓÿÃşËłß{{ÿè

ÿáłç₣Ê�†łÃÿiJ< <
Settle in your hearts the knowledge of Whom you 

worship so that the members that you move in 

worship of Whom you know can benefit you.43 

d. Im{m ÝAl| � says: 

^ÿãłéŽÊ<ÿÜĞ×ŽÂ<ş÷<žìÿ�^ÿfŽÂ<łêŽÊ<ÿ†łéÿ}<ş÷< <
There is no good in that worship which 

accompanies no knowledge.44 

It is interesting to note that the expression ‘They had the humming as 

the humming of bees’ ِلحالن وِيكَد وِيد ملَه that has come for the noble 

companions of Im{m al-Íusayn � has also come with regard to the 

Khaw{rij, who were adamant in their ignorant stance and ready to fight 

against Im{m ÝAl| � in the battle of Nahraw{n. Jundub bin Zuhayr 

al-Azd| narrates: 

When the Kh{rijites separated from Im{m ‘Ali �, 

he set out to fight against them and we set out with 

him. I reached their camps, and found that their 

environment was covered with the sound of the 

recitation of QurÞ{n. [The words used in the 

tradition is lahum dawiyyun kadawiyy al-naƒl (they 

had the sound of the humming of bee)]. Among 

them were those who wore burnoose and had 

calluses on their foreheads. When I saw that, doubt 

                                                 
43 Ibid. 

44 Ibid. 
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crept my heart; so I separated myself from them, 

descended from my horseback, fixed my lance on 

the ground, and kept my shield, and placed my 

armor over it. And I stood in prayer while I cried: 

“O All{h if fighting against them is according to 

Your desire, then show me something by which I 

know that it is the truth; and if it is not according to 

Your desire, then divert me from the battle. 

Suddenly Im{m ÝAl| came and descended from the 

horse of the Apostle of All{h, and stood in prayer, 

and then suddenly a man came and said: ‘They [the 

Kh{rijites] have crossed the river. Then another one 

came and firmly tied his mount, and said: They 

crossed it and left. Thereafter Am|r al-Mu’min|n � 

said: ‘They have not crossed the river, nor will they 

cross it, and they surely will be killed near it; this has 

been informed to me by All{h and His Apostle.’ The 

Im{m � [then] said: ‘O Jundub, do you see that 

hill?’ I said, ‘Yes.’ He said: ‘Surely the Apostle of 

All{h (upon whom be peace) narrated to me that 

they would fight near there.’ As for us, we would 

first send a messenger unto them, who would invite 

them to the Book of All{h and the Sunna of His 

Prophet, and they would shoot at his face with 

arrows, and he would be killed. Jundub says: We 

went towards them and saw them still in their army 

not yet departed or left. So the Im{m � called his 

men and gathered them, then he came near their 

ranks saying: ‘Who will take this QurÞ{n and walk 

towards these people and call them to the Book of 

All{h and the Sunna of the Prophet �? One who 

does so, would be killed and attain Paradise. None 

save a youth from Ban} ‘Àmir bin Sa’sa’a responded 

to this call. The Im{m � however, on observing 
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his young age, said: ‘Return to where you stood.’ 

Then he made the same announcement again, and 

none save the same youth responded positively to 

his call. So the Im{m � said: ‘Take it [the QurÞ{n], 

but mind you that you would be killed.’ So he 

walked with it unto them until he came to a place 

where they could hear him. He called them, and they 

shot at him with arrows, and he returned to us, 

while his face resembled a porcupine (for he was 

surrounded with arrows). So ÝAl| � said: Attack 

them! So we attacked them. Jundub says: The doubt 

[that had crept my heart earlier) came out, and I 

[fought] and slew...’45 

Therefore the yardstick to judge the truly worshipful nature of a person 

is not by the quantity of his worship, but the quality of his worship. 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�<<łÜ{{{{₣Óćèş_<łÜ₣Òÿç{{{{₣×łfÿéŽÖ<şì^{{{{ÿéÿvĞÖ]ÿæ<ÿlłç{{{{ÿÛĞÖ]<ÿÐ{{{{ş×ÿ}<ëŽ„{{{{3Ö]
ğøÿÛÿÂ<ŁàÿŠłuş_ğøÿÛÿÂ<ŁàÿŠłuş_ğøÿÛÿÂ<ŁàÿŠłuş_ğøÿÛÿÂ<ŁàÿŠłuş_<Ł…ç₣ËÿÇĞÖ]<Ł̂ è�̂ ÿÃĞÖ]<ÿçŁâÿæ� 

...Who created death and life that He may try you-- 

which of you is best in deedsbest in deedsbest in deedsbest in deeds; and He is the Mighty, 

the Forgiving. (67:2) 

Ample traditions explicitly say that the value of one’s worship is 

according to one’s understanding and intellect. Observe the following: 

a. The Holy Prophet � addressing a people who praised a man [for his 

worship] said: 

<]ç₣Ö^{şÎ<[�ØŁqfl†Ö]<ŁØĞÏÿÂ<ÿÌłéşÒ<V<<{Ł‰ÿ…<^{ÿè<<şÕŁ†{Žfł~ŁÞ<Ž�]<ÿÙłç

                                                 
45 al-R{wandi, al-Khar{’ij, v.2, p.755 
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<^ÿßÖş̂{{łŠÿiÿæ<H�†{{łéÿ~ĞÖ]<ŽÍ^ÿß{{ł‘ş]ÿæ<Žìÿ�^{{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ê{{ŽÊ<ŽåŽ�^{{ÿãŽjłqŽ]<łà{{ÿÂ
<<[Žä{{{Ž×ĞÏÿÂ<łà{{{ÿÂ<=ÿÙ^{{{şÏşÊ<V<<<Žä{{{ŽÏłÛŁvŽe<Łgłé{{{Ž’Łè<ÿÐ{{{ÿÛłuş÷]<flá�c

<<H�†Žq^{şËĞÖ]<�…łçŁr₣Ê<łàŽÚ<ÿÜş¿łÂş]<<<<<]⁄‚{şÆ<Ł�^{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ŁÄ{şËÿił†Łè<^{ÿÛflÞ�cÿæ<<<<<]⁄‚{şÆ<Ł�^{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ŁÄ{şËÿił†Łè<^{ÿÛflÞ�cÿæ<<<<<]⁄‚{şÆ<Ł�^{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ŁÄ{şËÿił†Łè<^{ÿÛflÞ�cÿæ<<<<<]⁄‚{şÆ<Ł�^{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ŁÄ{şËÿił†Łè<^{ÿÛflÞ�cÿæ
łç₣Ö^ÿßÿèÿæ<Žl^ÿqÿ…fl‚Ö]<êŽÊłç₣Ö^ÿßÿèÿæ<Žl^ÿqÿ…fl‚Ö]<êŽÊłç₣Ö^ÿßÿèÿæ<Žl^ÿqÿ…fl‚Ö]<êŽÊłç₣Ö^ÿßÿèÿæ<Žl^ÿqÿ…fl‚Ö]<êŽÊ<<<<�…ÿ‚{şÎ<ÿî{×ÿÂ<łÜ{�ãfleÿ…<łàŽÚ<îşËĞÖfl̂ Ö]<ÿá<<<<�…ÿ‚{şÎ<ÿî{×ÿÂ<łÜ{�ãfleÿ…<łàŽÚ<îşËĞÖfl̂ Ö]<ÿá<<<<�…ÿ‚{şÎ<ÿî{×ÿÂ<łÜ{�ãfleÿ…<łàŽÚ<îşËĞÖfl̂ Ö]<ÿá<<<<�…ÿ‚{şÎ<ÿî{×ÿÂ<łÜ{�ãfleÿ…<łàŽÚ<îşËĞÖfl̂ Ö]<ÿá

łÜ�ãŽÖłç₣ÏŁÂłÜ�ãŽÖłç₣ÏŁÂłÜ�ãŽÖłç₣ÏŁÂłÜ�ãŽÖłç₣ÏŁÂJJJJ< <
How is the man’s intellect? They said: O Apostle of 

All{h, we inform you about his struggle in worship 

and good actions, and you ask us about his intellect? 

Thereupon the Prophet � said: Indeed an idiot 

(aƒmaq) due to his silliness can perform something 

graver than the crimes of criminals; and surely the and surely the and surely the and surely the 

servants [of All{h] would only be elevated tomorrow servants [of All{h] would only be elevated tomorrow servants [of All{h] would only be elevated tomorrow servants [of All{h] would only be elevated tomorrow 

in stations and reach the proximity of their Lord in stations and reach the proximity of their Lord in stations and reach the proximity of their Lord in stations and reach the proximity of their Lord 

according to their intellects.according to their intellects.according to their intellects.according to their intellects.46464646 

b. Muhammad bin Sulaym{n al-Daylam| reports from his father who 

said: 

<<<<Žä{{3×Ö]<Ž‚{{łfÿÂ<ê{{Žeşù<Łk{{Ğ×₣Î�<<<<<Žä{{{ŽßèŽ�ÿæ<Žä{{Žiÿ�^ÿfŽÂ<łà{{ŽÚ<fiáşø{{₣Ê
ŽäŽ×{{ł–şÊÿæ<<<<<<ÿÙ^{{şÏşÊ<ë�…ł�ş_<ş÷<Łk{{Ğ×₣Î<Łä{{₣×ĞÏÿÂ<ÿÌ{{łéşÒ<ÿÙ^{{şÏşÊ<Ćá�c<Ćá�c<Ćá�c<Ćá�c

�ØĞÏÿÃĞÖ]<�…ł‚şÎ<îş×ÿÂ<ÿh]ÿçĆnÖ]�ØĞÏÿÃĞÖ]<�…ł‚şÎ<îş×ÿÂ<ÿh]ÿçĆnÖ]�ØĞÏÿÃĞÖ]<�…ł‚şÎ<îş×ÿÂ<ÿh]ÿçĆnÖ]�ØĞÏÿÃĞÖ]<�…ł‚şÎ<îş×ÿÂ<ÿh]ÿçĆnÖ]<JJJ 

I informed Im{m al-Ñ{diq � about the ‘ib{da and 

religiousness and merits of a certain person. 

Thereupon he asked me: how is his Thereupon he asked me: how is his Thereupon he asked me: how is his Thereupon he asked me: how is his 

intellect/understanding?intellect/understanding?intellect/understanding?intellect/understanding? I said: I do not know. So he 

said: ‘Surely reward is according to one’s 

                                                 
46 Ibn Shu’ba al-Baƒr{n|, Tuƒaf al-’Uq}l, p. 54 
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intellect/understanding.’47 

c. The Holy Prophet � is reported to have said: 

ĞÖ]<ŁÝ^ÿÚ�c<ŁÜĞ×ŽÃĞÖş]ŁäŁÃŽe^ÿi<ŁØÿÛÿÃĞÖ]ÿæ<H�ØÿÛÿÃ 

Knowledge is the leader of action and the action is 

its follower.48 

Although the Khaw{rij were well known for their excessive worship and 

recitation of QurÞ{n, their ignorance never allowed them to benefit 

from their worship or recitation. Perhaps the following verse of the 

Holy QurÞ{n aptly describes their example: 

�<<ÿáçŁf{ÿŠłvÿè<łÜŁâÿæ<^ÿéłÞć‚Ö]<Žì^ÿéÿvĞÖ]<êŽÊ<łÜŁãŁéłÃÿ‰<ĆØÿ•<ÿàèŽ„3Ö]
<<Žl^{{ÿèbŽe<]æŁ†{{şËşÒ<ÿàèŽ„{{3Ö]<şÔ{{ŽòşÖæ₣_<^⁄Ãłß{{Ł‘<ÿáçŁß{{ŽŠłvŁè<łÜ{{ŁãĆÞş_

ŽÖÿæ<łÜ{{�ãñeÿ…ŽfÿvşÊ<Žä{{Žñ^şÏ{{Ş<<ÿÝłç{{ÿè<łÜ{{ŁãşÖ<ŁÜé{{ŽÏŁÞ<şø{{şÊ<łÜŁã₣Ö^{{ÿÛłÂş_<łk
^⁄Þł‡ÿæ<ŽíÿÚ^ÿéŽÏĞÖ]� 

Those whose endeavour goes awry in the life of the 

world, while they suppose they are doing good.’ 

They are the ones who deny the signs of their Lord 

and the encounter with Him So their works have 

failed. On the Day of Resurrection We will not set 

for them any weight. (18:104-105) 

They struggled to station themselves in the surface of religion, but were 

deprived of that too. They had not understood the Holy QurÞ{n and 

thus were ready to fight against the very epitome of the QurÞ{n. When 

Im{m ÝAl| � tried to explain to them the deception that had 

                                                 
47 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, al-K{f|, v.1, p. 11 

48 Shaykh al-Rayshahr|, M|z{n al-Íikma, v.3, p. 2035 
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entangled them, they thought they understood religion more than one 

who was literally chosen by the Holy Prophet � as his wa‚| 

(vicegerent). So wild had their attitude become that they had the 

audacity to slaughter a sincere companion of the Holy Prophet � who 

was loyal to his teachings, and slit the womb of his expectant wife. The 

latter’s crime was merely loyalty to Im{m ÝAl| �.  

Although this is past history for us, the Kharij| trend has remained up 

to this day. The Wahh{b|s, due to their identical attitude, can aptly be 

known as the ‘neo-Kh{rijites’.  

What is interesting is that even Westerners have likened the Wahh{b|s 

with the Khaw{rij. For example, Jon Kyl, a Republican Senator from 

Arizona writes in the Front Page Magazine: 

Islamic extremism as an ideology is hardly new with 

the first movement that resembles today’s 

phenomenon, known as the Kharijites, appearing 

shortly after the birth of Islam in the 7th century.  

Later it was expounded on by various Islamic 

scholars, such as Ibn Taymiya in the 13th century, but 

it did not become institutionalized until the mid-

18th century when the theories promulgated by the 

radical cleric Mu¦ammad ibn ÝAbd al-Wahh{b were 

accepted and imposed as the state religion of his 

realm by the founder of the House of Saud. 49  

Esposito, in his Isl{m and Politics writes: 

“Religious zeal and military might merged in a 

religiopolitical movement that waged holy war with 

a zeal reminiscent of the early Kharijites, viewing all 

                                                 

49 Jon Kyl, Terrorism: Growing Wahhabi Influence in the United States, 
http://www.FrontPageMagazine.com, July 3, 2003 
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Muslims who resisted as unbelievers. The tribes of 

Arabia were subdued and united in the name of 

Islamic egalitarianism.”50 

The apparently worshipful attitude of the Kh{rijites, both present and 

past, should not lead one to surmise that worship in great quantity is 

not praiseworthy. Those who have attained realization would naturally 

be pulled towards constant worship. They would, in terms of a 

tradition, be ‘amorous lovers’ of worship. Consider the following 

tradition: 

<<�]<‚{{fÂ<ê{{e_<à{{Â�<Ù^{{Î<V<<Ž�]<ŁÙłç{{Ł‰ÿ…<ÿÙ^{{şÎ�<V
<�Œ^{{flßÖ]<ŁØ{{ÿ–ĞÊş]<<<<<<^{{ÿãflfÿuş]ÿæ<^{{ÿãşÏÿÞ^ÿÃşÊ<şìÿ�^{{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ÿÐ{{Ž�ÿÂ<łà{{ÿÚ<<<<<^{{ÿãflfÿuş]ÿæ<^{{ÿãşÏÿÞ^ÿÃşÊ<şìÿ�^{{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ÿÐ{{Ž�ÿÂ<łà{{ÿÚ<<<<<^{{ÿãflfÿuş]ÿæ<^{{ÿãşÏÿÞ^ÿÃşÊ<şìÿ�^{{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ÿÐ{{Ž�ÿÂ<łà{{ÿÚ<<<<<^{{ÿãflfÿuş]ÿæ<^{{ÿãşÏÿÞ^ÿÃşÊ<şìÿ�^{{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]<ÿÐ{{Ž�ÿÂ<łà{{ÿÚ

Žä{{ŽfĞ×şÏŽeŽä{{ŽfĞ×şÏŽeŽä{{ŽfĞ×şÏŽeŽä{{ŽfĞ×şÏŽe<<êŽÖ^{{ÿfŁèş÷<ÿç{{ŁãşÊ<H^{{ÿãşÖ<ÿÉfl†{{şËÿiÿæ<ŽåŽ‚{{ÿŠÿrŽe<^ÿâÿ†{{ÿ�^ÿeÿæ<H
fl‚Ö]<ÿàŽÚ<ÿxÿfł‘ş]<^ÿÚ<î×ÿÂ<[>†łŠŁè<î×ÿÂ<łÝş]<>†łŠŁÂ<ÿî×ÿÂ<^ÿéłÞ< <

Im{m al-Ñ{diq � says: The Apostle of All{h � 

said: The best of people is one who intensely loves 

worship (Ýashiqa al-Ýib{da), embraces it, loves it 

through his heart, and performs it with his body 

and occupies himself with it; Thereafter he does not 

care about the situation he faces in the world, 

whether it be difficult or easy.51 

If we reflect on some historical accounts of the Holy Prophet � and 

his Infallible Progeny � we would come to realize how abundantly 

they engaged in worship. It was their exalted state that made them 

constantly absorbed in prayer. It is reported about Ía~rat Zahr{’ � 

that she would stand in prayer so much that her feet would get 

                                                 

50 Esposito, Islam and Politics, page 36. 

51 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.2, p. 83 
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swollen52. And concerning Im{m ÝAl| � Im{m al-Ñ{diq � narrates:  

>†şËłÃÿq<çŁeş]<ÿØÿ}ÿ�<ł‚şÏşÖÿæ<<<<<<<<ÿà{ŽÚ<ÿÈ{ş×ÿe<ł‚{şÎ<ÿç{Łâ<]ÿƒ�d{şÊ<Žä{łéŽeş]<ÿî×ÿÂ
<<<<ÿà{{{ŽÚ<Łä{{{ŁÞłçşÖ<fl†şË{{{ł‘Ž]<ł‚{{{şÎÿæ<Hfi‚{{{ÿuş]<Łä{{{łÇ₣×łfÿè<łÜ{{{şÖ<^{{{ÿÚ<Žìÿ�^{{{ÿfŽÃĞÖ]
<<<<<<łlÿ†{{{fleÿ�ÿæ<HŽð^{{{şÓŁfĞÖ]<ÿà{{{ŽÚ<Łå^{{{ÿßłéÿÂ<k{{{–Ú…ÿæ<H†łã{{{flŠÖ]

Ö]<ÿàŽÚ<ŁäŁjÿãłfŽq<<<<<<<łê{ŽÊ<�Ý^{ÿéŽÏĞÖ]<ÿà{ŽÚ<Łå^ÿÚÿ‚{şÎ<łk{ÿÚfl…ÿæÿæ<HŽ�łçŁr{flŠ
Žìşøfl’Ö]<JÿÙ^şÎ<Vł†şËłÃÿq<çŁeş]<ÿÙ^şÏşÊ�<V<ÿàłéŽu<ĞÔŽ×łÚş]<łÜş×şÊ

<<HŁä{{şÖ<ğí{{ÿÛłuÿ…<Łk{{łéşÓÿfşÊ<Žð^{{şÓŁfĞÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<�Ù^{{ş£Ğ]<şÔ{{Ğ×ŽjŽe<Łä{Łjłèş]ÿ…
<łà{{{{ŽÚ<ží{{{{ÿòłéŽßÿâ<ÿ‚{{{{łÃÿe<flê{{{{şÖ�c<ÿk{{{{şËÿjĞÖ^şÊ<HŁ†{{{{ZÓşËŁè<ÿç{{{{Łâ<]ÿƒ�cÿæ<

ÿÙ^şÏşÊ<HłêŽÖłçŁ}Ł�<VłÂş]<flêÿßŁe<^ÿèŞ<<<<ŽÌŁv{fl’Ö]<şÔ{Ğ×Ži<ÿ̃ {łÃÿe<łêŽß
<<łÂş̂şÊ<Hflê{Ž×ÿÂ<₣ìÿ�^{ÿfŽÂ<^ÿãłéŽÊ<łêŽjZÖ]Ş<<<<<]⁄†łé{ŽŠÿè<^{ÿãłéŽÊ<ş]ÿ†{şÏşÊ<HŁä{Łjłé

<<<<<ÿÙ^{şÎÿæ<]⁄†flr{ÿ–ÿi<ŽåŽ‚{ÿè<łà{ŽÚ<^{ÿãşÒÿ†ÿi<flÜŁm<V<<<<ÿî{×ÿÂ<ïÿç{ĞÏÿè<łà{ÿÚ
<łêŽeş]<�àłe<flêŽ×ÿÂ<Žìÿ�^ÿfŽÂ�[gŽÖ^= 

Surely Ab} JaÝfar came to his father, while he had 

worshipped All{h so much that none would equal 

him, and due to night vigil his complexion had 

turned pale; his eyes had become sore out of 

weeping, and his forehead had sunk in due to a lot 

of prostration, and his legs became swollen out of 

standing in prayer. Im{m al-Ñ{diq � said: [Seeing 

this] Ab} JaÝfar [al-B{qir �] said: I could not 

control myself from weeping when I saw him in that 

state; so I wept in mercy for him. And suddenly he 

lay contemplating. Then after a little while, he faced 

me, and said: ‘O my dear little son, give me some of 

                                                 

52 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.43, p.84 
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those manuscripts that speak about the worship of 

ÝAl| �; so I gave him, and he read from it a little, 

and then left it in dissatisfaction and said: ‘Who can 

worship like ÝAl| bin Ab| Ó{lib �’?53 

These and many other incidents show how absorbed were the Ahl al-

Bayt � in the worship of All{h. Their worship, however, was out of 

insight and knowledge of the worship and the Worshipped One. So 

absorbed were they, that when an arrow is removed from the feet of 

Im{m ÝAl| while he is in prayer, he does not sense any pain whatsoever. 

In conclusion, it should be realized that the companions of Im{m al-

Íusayn � were worshippers who worshipped All{h as a natural 

outcome of their knowledge and vision. If such worship is done 

constantly and in abundance, it is highly recommended and 

praiseworthy. But if it is performed without knowledge, it has very little 

or no value at all. 

8. Strangers (Ghurab{’) 

The Holy QurÞ{n says: 

�<<<Žä{{{f×Ö]<�†{{{ĞÒŽƒ<à{{{ÿÂ<fiÄ{{{łéÿe<ş÷ÿæ<Đìÿ…^{{{ÿrŽi<łÜ�ãé{{{�ãĞ×Łi<ş÷<fiÙ^{{{ÿq�…
<<<<<<<Łg{f×şÏÿjÿi<^{⁄Úłçÿè<ÿáç₣Ê^{ÿ~ÿè<Žì^{şÒĆ̂ Ö]<ð^{ÿjè�cÿæ<Žìşø{Ć’Ö]<�Ý^şÎ�cÿæ

Ł…^ÿ’łeù]ÿæ<Łhç₣×₣ÏĞÖ]<ŽäéŽÊ� 
Men whom neither merchandise nor selling diverts 

from the remembrance of All{h and the keeping up 

of prayer and the giving of poor-rate; they fear a day 

in which the hearts and eyes shall turn about.54 

The Holy Prophet � was once asked about ghurab{’ (strangers in the 

                                                 

53 ÝAll{ma al-Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.46, p.75 

54 Holy QurÞ{n, 24:37 
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real sense of the word), and he � said: 

łêŽjĆßŁ‰<łàŽÚ<ŁŒ^ÿßÖ]<ÿl^ÿÚş]<^ÿÚ<ÿáłçŁéłvŁè<ÿàłèŽ„fÖş] 

They are those who will revive what the people 

ruined from my Sunna.55 

Sacrificing themselves for the revival of religion, the companions of 

Im{m al-Íusayn � steadfastly stood against the enemies. Earlier 

Im{m al-Íusayn � had permitted them to leave if they wished to, but 

they never dared to even think of deserting him. Among the rest of the 

Muslims, they were truly the ghurab{’ whose stations others never 

appreciated. Im{m al-Íusayn �, however, was even more ghar|b then 

them, for he occupied a station that even his companions never 

comprehended. It is therefore correct to call him Ghar|b al-ghurab{’ 

(The stranger among the strangers (his companions)). In one of the 

salutational recitals we address Im{m al-Íusayn � as follows: 

ş]{{{{flŠÖşøŁÝ<ÿÂÿî{{{{×<{{{{ÿ}ŽÚ^�‹<ş]{{{{ł‘ÿvŽh^<ş]{{{{łâ�Ø<ĞÖ]ŽÓ{{{{ÿŠŽð^<H
ş]ş]ş]ş]flŠÖflŠÖflŠÖflŠÖşøşøşøşøŁÝŁÝŁÝŁÝ<<<<ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂş×ş×ş×ş×şÆ<îşÆ<îşÆ<îşÆ<î�†�†�†�†łèłèłèłèŽgŽgŽgŽg<<<<ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ĞÖ]ŁÇŁÇŁÇŁÇÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿ†ÿeÿeÿeÿeð^ð^ð^ð^JJJ 

Peace be unto you O the fifth member of the people 

of the cloak, Peace be unto you, O stranger of the O stranger of the O stranger of the O stranger of the 

strangersstrangersstrangersstrangers...56 

                                                 

55 Al-Azhari, MuÝjam Tahdh|b al-Lugha, v.3, p. 2646 

56 Al-Mashhad|, al-Maz{r, p. 497 





 

CHAPTER 8 

 

 ْ  جمَِي َ عً �لَيَكُْمْ مِنيِّ  مُ االلهِ ا سَلا

 ا ماَ بقَِيتُ وَبقَيَِ الليَّلُْ وَالنهَّاَرُ أبَدًَ 
 

Upon you all I invoke the peace of All{h forever, 
as long as I  live and the night and day subsist 





 

ن��  مْ م� ل�يْ	� �يعً  يع� �� � لا دا ا س� �ب� � أ � � االله�  م

ار�  � � ��ال �يْل� و� ي� الل� ق� ب� يت� و� ق� ا ب�  م�

Upon you all I invoke the peace of All{h forever, as 
long as I live and the night and day subsist. 

 

 
COMMENTARY 

�� 
�يعً  ن��ي �� مْ م� ل�يْ	� � ع� لا � ا س� � � االله�   م

Upon you all I invoke the peace of All{h 

�� 

In this phrase the predicate Ýalaykum... (upon you...) is brought before 

the subject ‘Sal{mull{h’, thus conferring the meaning of restriction 

(ƒa‚r)1. In simple words, the z{’ir is trying to say, “Only upon you all I 

invoke the peace of All{h...”. This means that it is only for the likes of 

Im{m al-Íusayn � and his noble companions that the z{’ir invokes 

sal{m. In other words, they represent those who are worthy of such 

invocation.  

The preposition Ýal{ (على), as we came to know earlier, confers the 

meaning of encompassment. Hence we are in reality praying for All{h’s 

peace to encompass and envelop Im{m al-Íusayn � and his loyal 

companions. 

This sentence is a nominal sentence (jumla ismiyya) too, which means 

that our invocation is perpetual and permanent. A nominal sentence 

confers the connotation of continuity (al-daw{m). 

                                                 

1 One of the grammatical rules of the Arabic language is that if the predicate (khabar) of 

a sentence is brought before its subject (mubtada’), it confers the meanings that the 

‘predicate’ is exclusively for the subject. 
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�� 
ن��ي مْ م� ل�يْ	�  ع�

Upon you, I invoke... 

�� 

In the phrase minn| (from me) the first person pronoun اءي y{’ is 

attached to the preposition نم min implying that the z{’ir is the one 

who invokes the sal{m of All{h for the maz}r (the visited one). 

�� 
�يعً  ن��ي �� مْ م� ل�يْ	�  اع�

Upon you all I invoke... 

�� 

The word jam|’an (altogether) is a circumstantial expression (ƒ{l)2 for 

the second person plural pronoun “kum” in كُملَيع ‘alaykum (upon you). 

Hence the meaning is ‘Upon you altogether I invoke...’. Some 

commentators have also given the probability of another variable. They 

say that since a believer is a group in himself3, the word jami’an is not a 

circumstantial expression for the second person plural pronoun kum 

(you all) but rather for the first person4 singular pronoun y{’ affixed to 

the preposition min. It is as if the z{’ir says, “Upon you I invoke with 

all the elements of my being, the peace of All{h...”  

 

 

 

 

                                                 

2 Mawl{ Íab|bulL{h al-K{sh{n|, Sharƒu Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ, p. 52 

3 This refers to a well-known tradition that says ‘a beliver is a congregation in himself.’ 

4 Mawl{ Íab|bulL{h al-K{sh{n|, Sharƒu Ziy{rat ÝÀsh}r{Þ, p. 52 
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�� 
ن��  مْ م� ل�يْ	� �  يع� � � االله� لام �يعا س� �� 

Upon you all I invoke the peace of All{h 

�� 

Annexing the name All{h to sal{m either means that we are invoking a 

higher level of peace from All{h or the Absolute Peace that belongs to 

All{h. 

Another intricacy worthy of consideration is that the Name All{h being 

the all-comprehensive name (al-ism al-j{mi’) of God, when annexed to 

sal{m implies that we are seeking sal{m (protection and freedom from 

imperfection) in all the perfect attributes of Im{m al-Íusayn and his 

loyal companions, who are manifestations of the all-comprehensive 

name All{h. 

�� 
ار�  � � ��ال �يْل� و� ي� الل� ق� ب� يت� و� ق� ا ب� دا م� �ب�  أ

...forever, so long as I live and the night and day subsist. 

�� 

Here the z{’ir implicitly tries to say that he would always remain 

steadfast in his love and devotion for Im{m al-Íusayn �. He says that 

his invocation of salam for the Im{m � and his loyal companions is 

perpetual. It does not matter whether he is alive in this material world 

or not. Expressing this kind of statement is in reality declaring one’s 

firm and perpetual stance of loyalty to Im{m al-Íusayn �. This, 

therefore, presumes the z{’ir’s solidified unwavering resolution. 

Shaykh Muf|d (may All{h elevate his status) narrates a tradition in the 

seventeenth assembly of his work al-Am{l| that may enlighten us more 

about the meaning of having an unwavering resolution of attachment 

and devotion to the Ahl al-Bayt �: 
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Ab} Muƒammad, brother of Y}nus b. Ya’q}b narrates from his brother 

Y}nus, who said:  

₣Ò{{łßŁk<ŽeĞÖ^ÿÛŽ‚łè{{ÿßŽí<şÊ{{ł‰^ÿjĞÏÿfş×Žßłê<ÿqłÃ{{şËŁ†<{{łeŁà<ŁÚÿv{{ĆÛž‚�<
ŽÊÿe<êłÃ�̃<ş_�‡fÎŽjÿãşÊ<^<{şÏÿÙ^<Ž]łƒ<{ÿâłg<<{ÿè<{Łè<^łçŁÞŁ‹<<{şÊĆád<ŽeĞÖ^<{ÿfŽh^<
ÿ…{{Łqğø<ŽÚ{{Ćßş_<^{{łâÿØ<ĞÖ]ÿf{{łéŽk<{{şÎÿÙ^<şÊŽr{{łòŁk<�cÿ±<ĞÖ]{{ÿfŽh^<{{şÊ<]ƒd
ŽÂłéÿŠłe<î�à<ÿÂłfŽ‚<Ž�]<ÿqŽÖ^fi‹<şÊ₣ÏĞ×Łk<şÖŁä<ÿÚłà<ş_<{łÞÿk<<{şÎÿÙ^<ş_<{ÿÞ<^
ÿ…ŁqfiØ<ŽÚłà<ş_łâ�Ø<₣ÎłÜ<şÎÿÙ^<şÊş×łÜ<ÿè₣Ółà<Žeş̀ł‰ÿ†ŽÚ<Åłà<ş_łá<ş_ĞÎ<{ÿfÿØ<
ş_{{Łełç<ÿÂ{{łfŽ‚<Ž�]�<ÿÂÿî{{×<Žu{{ÿÛ>…^<{{şÊÿ‚ÿ}ÿØ<ÿÂÿî{{×<ĞÖ]Žv{{ÿÛ�…^<

⁄Ć‚Ö]ÿ…]<ŁmĆÜ<Ž]ĞÖÿjşËÿk<�cşÖłé<{ÿßşÊ<^<{şÏÿÙ^<₣]ł�<{Ł}şø<<{ŁmĆÜ<<{şÎÿÙ^<<{ÿè<{Łè<^łçŁÞŁ‹<
ş_łuÿŠŁg<ş_ĆÞşÔ<ş_łÞ<{şÓł†ÿl<<{şÎłçŽÖłê<<{şÖşÔ<�cĆá<ŽÂłé<{ÿŠ<{łe<î�à<ÿÂ<{łfŽ‚<

Ž�]<ŽÚĆßş_<^łâĞÖ]<ØÿfłéŽk<şÎÿÙ^<₣Î<{Ğ×Łk<�cłë<ÿæŽ�]<ŁqŽÃ<{Ğ×Łk<<{ŽÊÿ‚şÕ]<
şùĆá<ŽÂłé{{ÿŠ{{łe<î�à<ÿÂ{{łfŽ‚<Ž�]<ÿ…{{ŁqfiØ<{{ŽÚłà<ş_{{łâ�Ø<{{₣ÎłÜ<şÊşÓ{{łéÿÌ<
ÿè₣ÓłçŁá<ŽÚłß₣ÓłÜ<ş_łâ�Ø<ĞÖ]ÿfłéŽk<şÎÿÙ^<ÿèÿèÿèÿè<{Łè<^<{Łè<^<{Łè<^<{Łè<^łçłçłçłçŁÞŁÞŁÞŁÞŁ‹Ł‹Ł‹Ł‹<<<<ŽÂŽÂŽÂŽÂłéłéłéłé<{ÿŠ<{ÿŠ<{ÿŠ<{ÿŠ<î<î<î<î<{łe<{łe<{łe<{łe�à�à�à�à<<<<
ÿÂÿÂÿÂÿÂłfłfłfłfŽ‚Ž‚Ž‚Ž‚<<<<Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]Ž�]<<<<ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ÿ…ŁqŁqŁqŁqfiØfiØfiØfiØ<<<<ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚĆßĆßĆßĆßÿu<^ÿu<^ÿu<^ÿu<^ČéČéČéČéÿæ<^ÿæ<^ÿæ<^ÿæ<^<<<<ŁâŁâŁâŁâÿçÿçÿçÿç<<<<ŽÚŽÚŽÚŽÚĆßĆßĆßĆßÿÚ<^ÿÚ<^ÿÚ<^ÿÚ<^ñéñéñéñé⁄j⁄j⁄j⁄j^̂̂̂        

I was at Mad|na, when JaÝfar bin Muƒammad � 

met me in one of its lanes. He said: “O Y}nus, go to 

the door, for a person from us the Ahl al-Bayt is at 

the door.” He said: “I went towards the door and 

found ÝÏs{ bin ‘Abdill{h sitting there. So, I said: 

“Who are you?” He replied: “I am from Qum.” He 

said: “No sooner than he had said that, Ab} 

ÝAbdill{h appeared on a donkey and he entered the 

house riding the donkey. Then attending to us, he 

said: “Come through.” Then he said: “O Y}nus, I 

believe you were not convinced when I said that Ïs{’ 
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bin ÝAbdill{h is from us, Ahl al-Bayt?” I said: “It is 

so, may I be your ransom. For ÝIs{ bin ÝAbdill{h is 

from people of Qum, how can he be one of you Ahl 

al-Bayt?” He said: ““““O Y}nus, O Y}nus, O Y}nus, O Y}nus, ÝÝÝÝIsa bin Isa bin Isa bin Isa bin ÝÝÝÝAbdill{h is Abdill{h is Abdill{h is Abdill{h is 

from us as long as he lives, and he shall be from us from us as long as he lives, and he shall be from us from us as long as he lives, and he shall be from us from us as long as he lives, and he shall be from us 

after he has diedafter he has diedafter he has diedafter he has died.”5 

                                                 

5 Shaykh Muf|d, Al-Am{l|, 17th Assembly, p. 140. 





 

CHAPTER 9    

زِيةَُّ وَجَ ياَ أبَاَ عبَدِْ االلهِ  لتَّْ وَعَظُمَتِ  لقَدَْ عَظُمَتِ الرَّ

 ْ َ  مُص0ِبةَُ بكَِ �ل0ََنْاَ وَ�َ/ٰ ـال مِ وَجَلتَّْ جمَِيعِ أهَْلِ الإِسْلا

مَاوَاتِ �َ/ٰ  وَعَظُمَتْ مُصِي8تَكَُ فيِ  جمَِيعِ أهَْلِ  السَّ

مَاوَاتِ   السَّ
 

O Aba ÝAbdill{h, I swear by All{h, the loss is 
great; and the calamity on us and all the 

enthusiasts of Isl{m because of what befell you is 
great and severe. And the calamity that befell you 
is reckoned by all the inhabitants of the heavens 

in the heavens as great and severe. 
 

 





 

ـت�  �م� ظ ع� تْ و� �ـ ل� ج� � و� �ة ي� ز� � ت� الر� �م� ظ دْ ع� � ل�ق� � بْد� االله� ا ع� �ب� ا أ ي�
�هْل� الإ�  �يع� أ �� �. ع� ل�يْن�ا و� ك� ع� � ب� ة يب� ص� تْ المْ� �ـ ل� ج� سْلام� و�

�هْــل�  �يـع� أ ــ.� �� ات� ع� او� ـم� � �ك� في� الس� ت ــيب� ـتْ م�ص� �م� ظ ع� و�
ات�  او� م� �   الس�

O Ab{ ÝAbdillah, I swear by All{h, the loss is great; 
and the calamity on us and all the enthusiasts of 
Islam because of what befell you is great and severe. 
And the calamity that befell you is reckoned by all 
the inhabitants of the heavens in the heavens as great 
and severe. 

 
 

COMMENTARY 

�� 
 � � بْد� االله� ا ع� �ب� ا أ  ...ي�

O utterly obedient servant of All{h... 

�� 

Once again we call Im{m al-Íusayn �, although we realize that he can 

listen to us and behold our presence wherever we are. And why employ 

the vocative particle y{ to call him? We said in the beginning that y{ is 

used for a person who is quite far. The reason is that we would like to 

express our deep veneration for his exalted self. This is because although 

he may ontologically be very close to us, his exalted spirit is utterly 

remote from our inferior level. The most important thing, however, is 

to be able to see his noble self when we address him. If we purify our 

souls and behold the realm beyond this world we may be able to vision 

what most of the people are deprived of due to their accumulation of 

sins. The very fact that we address Im{m al-Íusayn � presumes that 
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the mukh{„ab (addressee) is present before us. Otherwise why don’t we 

employ the third person pronoun and invoke salam on his exalted 

being? And since the traditions of the Ahl al-Bayt � teach the 

believers to always aspire for the best, whenever we recite this salutation 

we must crave to attain the station that can facilitate a direct 

communication with Ab{ ÝAbdill{h al-Íusayn �. When such an 

encounter is made possible, the heart breaks and the rivers of tears flow 

and the believer melts down before al-witr al-mawt}r. 

�� 
 � �ة ي� ز� � ت� الر� �م� ظ دْ ع� � ل�ق� � بْد� االله� ا ع� �ب� ا أ  ي�

O utterly obedient servant of All{h, by All{h, the loss is great. 

�� 

Some commentators of this sacred Ziy{rat say that the vocative particle 

y{ is once again brought in this verse to renew the feelings of sorrow for 

what befell on Im{m al-Íusayn �. Al-Kash{n| supporting this view 

says, “Juddida nid{’uhu litajd|d al-ƒuzn...”1 (calling the Im{m was 

renewed due the renewal of sorrow...). 

�� 
 � �ة ي� ز� � ت� الر� �م� ظ دْ ع�  ل�ق�

By All{h, the loss is great. 

�� 

The letter ‘l{m’ (َل ) in لَقَد laqad is employed for taking an oath. And 

since the particle قَد ‘qad’ here appears before a past tense verb ‘a…umat 

(is great), it denotes emphasis. Hence laqad ‘a…umat would mean ‘By 

All{h, surely great has been...’. The origin of the word ‘raziyya’ ( زِرةي ) is 

the word raz|’a (ئَةزِير) with a hamza (ء) after the letter y{’. Some have 

                                                 

1 Mawl{ Hab|bulL{h Kash{n|, Sharƒu Ziy{rat ÝÀshur{Þ, p. 53 
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merely translated it as a calamity. However, it denotes a specific kind of 

calamity: calamity due to loss. Al-Kash{n| in his commentary says that 

it specifically refers to the calamity of the loss of the dear and beloved 

ones2. However, it is also used for a calamity of loss in the general sense. 

Before his departure from this mortal world, the Holy Prophet � in 

his state of illness sought a paper and pen to write something very 

important for the Muslim Umma. An ignorant man nearby said, 

“Indeed pain has overtaken the Messenger of All{h, and you have the 

QurÞ{n with you. The Book of All{h is sufficient for us”. This followed 

a difference of opinion among people near the Holy Prophet �. On 

seeing this chaotic state of affairs, he told them to disperse from there. 

‘Abdull{h bin ‘Abb{s in reference to the impediment that hampered the 

Holy Prophet � to write down the important direction, would employ 

the word raziyya and say: 

�c�c�c�cĆáĆáĆáĆá<<<<Ć†Ö]Ć†Ö]Ć†Ö]Ć†Ö]�‡�‡�‡�‡ĆèĆèĆèĆèşíşíşíşí<<<<₣Ò₣Ò₣Ò₣ÒĆØĆØĆØĆØ<<<<Ć†Ö]Ć†Ö]Ć†Ö]Ć†Ö]�‡�‡�‡�‡ĆèĆèĆèĆèíííí<ÿÚÿu<^ÿÙ^<ÿełéÿà<ÿ…Ł‰łç�Ù<Ž�]<ÿ‘f×<î
₣�]<ÿÂş×{{{{{łéŽä<ÿæ{{{{{ÿ‰f×ÿÜ<ÿæ{{{{{ÿełéÿà<ş_łá<ÿèĞÓ{{{{{Łjÿg<şÖ{{{{{ŁãłÜ<ÿƒ{{{{{ŽÖşÔ<
ĞÖ]ŽÓÿjŁh^JJJ 

Surely the calamity, a total calamity hindered the 

Messenger of All{h from writing for them that 

testament..3 

The verb رءَز  raza’a or razi’a literally means ‘he lessened’ or ‘he 

diminished’4. Al-F|r}z{b{d| in his al-Q{m}s al-Muƒ|„, giving an 

example of how this verb is used, says:  

ŁäŁjł’şÏÿÞ<^ÿÚ<�†łŠşÓĞÖ^Žłe<ŁäŁjłñ�‡ÿ…<^ÿÚ 

                                                 

2 Ibid. 

3 Al-Óabar|, Al-Mustarshid, p. 682 

4 E.W. Lane, E.W. Lane Arabic-English Lexicon, under the root word raza’a 
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M{ razi’tuhu means I have not lessened5 

Therefore laqad ‘a…umat al-raziyya means ‘By All{h, indeed the loss is 

great.’ 

This phrase talks about the greatness and intensity of the calamity that 

the believers faced by losing an Infallible Im{m of the Ahl al-Bayt � 

who enjoyed a very exalted rank near All{h and represented All{h on 

earth. Only those who comprehend the greatness of such a Divine 

leader can tangibly feel the loss. Am|r al-mu’min|n ÝAl| � says in a 

meaningful tradition: 

şÊ<łê{{Ć�Ö]<Ł…ł‚{{şÎ<ÿÜ{{₣¿ÿÂ<^{{ÿÛf×₣Ó<<Žä{{éŽÊ<�‹şÊ^{{ÿßÿjŁÛĞÖ]<Žð<Žk{{ÿÛ₣¿ÿÂ<Žk{{ÿÛ₣¿ÿÂ<Žk{{ÿÛ₣¿ÿÂ<Žk{{ÿÛ₣¿ÿÂ
åŽ‚ĞÏşËŽÖ<₣íĆè�‡Ć†Ö]åŽ‚ĞÏşËŽÖ<₣íĆè�‡Ć†Ö]åŽ‚ĞÏşËŽÖ<₣íĆè�‡Ć†Ö]åŽ‚ĞÏşËŽÖ<₣íĆè�‡Ć†Ö]< <

...so, the greater the value of the envied entity the 

greater the calamity of its loss. 

And since the sanctity of Im{m al-Íusayn � is such that its essence is 

incomprehensible, the gravity of losing his personality is likewise 

incomprehensible. In addition, the difficult circumstances that Im{m 

al-Íusayn � and his noble progeny faced and the manner in which 

their sanctity was violated leave such wounds in the hearts of his lovers 

that make them tearful forever. Ibr{h|m bin Ab| Maƒm}d narrates 

from Im{m al-Ri~{Þ �:  

Ž]Ćá<ÿèłçÿÝ<ĞÖ]ŁvÿŠłé�à<ş]ĞÎÿ†ÿ|<Łq₣ËłçÿÞÿßÿæ<^ş]<{ł‰ÿfÿØ<Ł�ŁÚłçÿÂ<{ÿßÿæ<^ş]ÿƒĆÙ<
ÿÂ�̂łèÿ̂ÿÞH^<Žeş̂ł…�š<<{şÒł†žh<ÿæ<{ÿeşøžðÿæ<Hş]łæÿ…ÿmłj<{ÿßĞÖ]<^<{şÓł†Łh<
ÿæ{{{ĞÖ]ÿfşøŁð<Ž]{{{ÿè<±łç�Ý<łÞ÷]ŽÏ{{{ÿ–Žð^şÊ<HÿÃ{{{ş×ŽÚ<î{{{łn�Ø<ĞÖ]Łv{{{ÿŠłé�à<
şÊĞ×ÿéłfŽÔ<ĞÖ]<{ÿf₣Ò^łçÿá<{şÊ<HŽ̂Ćá<ĞÖ]Łf<{şÓÿð^<ÿÂş×<{łéŽä<ÿè<{Łv¼<<ć„{Ö]ŁÞłçÿh<

                                                 

5 Al-F|r}z{b{d|, Al-Q{m}s al-Muƒ|„, v.1, p. 122 
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ĞÖ]ŽÃş¿ÿÝ^ 

Surely the day of al-Íusayn wounded our eyes and 

made our tears pour down and dishonored our 

venerated ones in the land of sorrow and 

tribulation, and thereby it made made made made us inherit sorrow us inherit sorrow us inherit sorrow us inherit sorrow 

and calamity until the finaland calamity until the finaland calamity until the finaland calamity until the final    daydaydayday, and therefore the 

mourners must weep for the likes of al-Íusayn, for 

surely weeping over him wipes out major sins ...6 

Im{m al-Mahd| � in his well-known Ziy{rat al-N{ƒ|ya addressing 

Im{m al-Íusayn � cries: 

şÊ{{{{{ş×Žòłà<ş]Ć}ÿ†łi{{{{{Žßć‚{{{{{Ö]<êŁâŁçŁ…ÿæHÿÂşÎ^Žßłê<{{{{{ÿÂłà<ÿÞ{{{{{ł’�†şÕ<
ĞÖ]ÿÛ{{ĞÏŁ‚łæŁ…ÿæHşÖłÜ<ş]{{₣Òłà<ŽÖ{{ÿÛłà<ÿuÿ…^{{ÿeşÔ<ŁÚÿv�…^{{⁄eH^<ÿæŽÖ{{ÿÛłà<
ÿÞ<{{{ÿ’ÿg<<{{{şÖşÔ<ĞÖ]<{{{ÿÃÿ‚ÿæ]şì<ŁÚÿß<{{{Ž‘^⁄fşÊ<H^<{{{łÞúŁ‚ÿeĆßşÔ<<{{{ÿ‘ÿf⁄u^<^
ÿæÿÚÿŠ⁄ð^H<ÿæş÷łeŽÓÿéĆà<ÿÂş×łéşÔ<ÿeÿ‚ÿÙ<<fl‚{Ö]ŁÚłç�Å<ÿ�<{⁄Úÿu<H^<{łŠÿ†ğì<
ÿÂş×{{łéşÔ<ÿæÿi{{ć‰`ğËÿÂ<^{{ş×{{ÿÚ<îÿ�<^{{ÿâşÕ^<ÿæÿiş×ćã{{ğËH^<ÿu{{Ćjş]<î{{ŁÚłçÿl<
Žeş×łçÿÂŽí<ĞÖ]ŁÛÿ’Žh^<ÿæ₣ÆĆ’Ží<ĞÒ÷]ŽjÿéŽh^< <

But as I have been hindered by the course of time 

and as (All{h’s) decree has prevented me from 

helping you, and as I could not fight those who 

fought you, and was not able to show hostility to 

those who showed hostility to you, I will, therefore, 

lament you morning and evening, and will weep 

blood in place of tears, out of my anguish for you 

and my sorrow for all that befell you, until I meet 

death from the pain of the catastrophe and the 

                                                 

6 Sayyid Ra~| al-D|n bin al-Ó{w}s, Iqb{l al-A’m{l, v.3, p. 28 
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choking grief.7 

�� 
 � �ة ي� ز� � ت� الر� �م� ظ دْ ع�  ل�ق�

By All{h, the loss is great. 

�� 

Before one tries to swear and say that the loss is great, one must have 

knowledge about the same. Although we cannot even imagine the 

magnitude of the loss that the Ahl al-Bayt � encountered in the plains 

of Karbal{, it is important for us to search for authentic information 

about the same, so that we may naturally express our sorrow as we recite 

this particular phrase. 

An Unparalleled Incident 

One of the reasons that make this calamity outstanding and unique is 

that those who joined al-Íusayn � knew very well what awaited them. 

Despite that, they chose with complete volition on their side, to 

undertake this sacred journey and meet the calamities with open arms. 

Im{m al-Íusayn � made it very clear to them when he resolved to 

embark on his journey to ‘Ir{q that martyrdom is what awaits him: 

<{ÿÚłà<<{şÒÿá^<ŽÊłé{{ÿß<{ÿe<^Žƒ^ğ÷<ŁÚłãÿr<{ÿjŁäŁÚ<Hÿç�{{⁄ß⁄Â<^<ŽÖ<î{×{{şÏŽð^<Ž�]<
ÿÞĞËÿŠŁä<şÊĞ×ÿéł†ÿułØ<ÿÚÿÃÿßşÊ<^�dflÞłê<ÿ…<{Žu]fiØ<ŁÚ<{ł’Žf⁄v�c<^łá<<{ÿ�ÿð^<₣�]<
ÿiÿÃ±^JJJ< <

Whosoever is ready to sacrifice his soul for us, and 

has stationed himself for meeting All{h, he must 

leave with us, for surely I will leave tomorrow 

                                                 

7 Muƒammad bin al-Mashhad|, Al-Maz{r, p. 500 
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morning Insh{ All{h...8 

It is such a move in complete awareness of the horrendous massacre 

that singles out the tragedy of Karbal{. The late eminent scholar 

ÝAll{ma Muƒammad Taq| JaÝfar| in response to a question asked as to 

why the Karbal{ event is the most sorrowful of all events in history, 

said:  

The important factor in the story of al-Íusayn � 

which cannot be compared to any other event 

whatsoever is that it was out of complete awareness 

and choice. At no moment did they lose their free 

will. Furthermore, historical analysis shows that even 

at the very last moment if the Im{m � would say 

‘yes’ [to Yaz|d], not only would the difficult 

situation be over, but he would be saved from that 

place, and perhaps the next era would be his era...9 

�� 
ل�يْن�ا ك� ع� � ب� ة يب� ص� ت� المْ� �م� ظ ع� �تْ و� ل� ج� �يع� و� �� �. ع� �هْل� الإ�  و�  سْلام� أ

...and the calamity on us and all the enthusiasts of Isl{m because of 
what befell on you is great and severe... 

�� 

The past tense verb لَّتج ‘jallat’ mentioned in the above phrase is 

commonly translated in the same way as the verb Ýa…umat (is great). 

Some lexicographers however state that there is a fine difference between 

the two verbs: whereas Ýa…umat can apply for both material as well as 

spiritual intensity, jallat is only correct for spiritual greatness10. 

Therefore this phrase implies that the calamity on us is spiritually great. 

                                                 

8 Al-Shaykh ‘Abdull{h al-Baƒr{n|, al-’Aw{lim (al-Im{m al-Íusayn (‘a)), p. 216 

9 Muƒammad Ri~{ Jaw{d| & ÝAl| JaÝfar|, Dar Maƒzar-e- Íak|m ‘All{meye JaÝfar|, p. 18 

10 Al-Mu‚tafaw|, Al-Taƒq|q f| Kalim{t al-QurÞ{n al-Kar|m, v. 2, p. 102 
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All that the Im{m � and his noble family members as well as sincere 

companions faced has enormously hurt our spirits and the spirit of 

every lover of Isl{m. In revealing the magnitude of the tragedy, Im{m al-

Íasan � addressing his brother says: 

ş÷<ÿèłçÿÝ<şÒÿéłçŽÚşÔ<ÿè<^ş]ÿeÿÂ<^łfŽ‚<�]< <
There is no day like your Day O Ab{ ÝAbdill{h.11 

And Im{m Zayn al-’Àbid|n � in one of his sermons says: 

ÿæÿæÿæÿæÿâÿâÿâÿâŽ„Ž„Ž„Ž„ŽåŽåŽåŽå<<<<Ć†Ö]Ć†Ö]Ć†Ö]Ć†Ö]�‡�‡�‡�‡ĆèĆèĆèĆè₣í₣í₣í₣í<fÖ]Žjłê<ş÷<ŽÚłnÿã×ÿ…<^�‡ĆèĐíJ< <
...and this is a calamity the like of which there is no 

calamity.12 

And ÝAbdull{h bin al-Fa~l narrates from Im{m al-Ñ{diq �: 

�cĆá<ÿèłçÿÝ<₣ÎŽjÿØ<ĞÖ]Łv<{ÿŠłéŁà<�<ş]ş]ş]ş]łÂłÂłÂłÂ<{ş¿<{ş¿<{ş¿<{ş¿ŁÜŁÜŁÜŁÜ<<<<ŁÚŁÚŁÚŁÚ<{Ž’<{Ž’<{Ž’<{Ž’łéłéłéłéÿfÿfÿfÿfğíğíğíğí<<<<<{ŽÚ<{ŽÚ<{ŽÚ<{ŽÚłàłàłàłà<<<<ÿqÿqÿqÿqŽÛŽÛŽÛŽÛ<{łé<{łé<{łé<{łé�Ä�Ä�Ä�Ä<<<<
ÿ‰ÿ‰ÿ‰ÿ‰Žñ^Žñ^Žñ^Žñ^�†�†�†�†<<<<ş÷]ş÷]ş÷]ş÷]flèflèflèflè�Ý^�Ý^�Ý^�Ý^JJJ< <

Indeed the day of the martyrdom of al-Íusayn is a 

day of greater calamity then all other days...13 

�� 
�هْل� الإ�  �يع� أ �� �. ع�  سْلام� و�

and on all the members of the enthusiasts of Isl{m 

�� 

The genitive construction Ahl al-Isl{m denotes ‘those who are intimate 

                                                 

11 Al-Baƒr{n|, al-ÝAw{lim (al-Im{m al-Íusayn �), p. 154 

12 Ibid.,, p. 448 

13 Ibid.,,p. 516 
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and attached to Isl{m’. The literal meaning of the word ahl according to 

some lexicographers is uns (intimacy) coupled with specific relationship 

and attachment14. The word Ah al-Bayt refers to the people of a house, 

because they are intimate, attached, and have a specific relationship to 

the house. 

Therefore when we say that the loss and calamity is great on all the Ahl 

al-Isl{m we mean that all those who really have intimacy, attachment 

and relationship with Islam suffer with great loss and calamity. This is 

where we must try to analyze ourselves and see whether we are from the 

Ahl al-Isl{m or not. 

The main reason why the Ahl al-Isl{m must express sorrow is that Im{m 

al-Íusayn � is the epitome of Isl{m. Naturally therefore, all the lovers 

of Islam would tangibly feel sorrowful when any kind of calamity 

befalls him. 

In one of his counsels to his contemporary, Im{m al-B{qir � 

describing the Ahl al-Bayt �, says: 

ÿæÿÞłvŁà<ÿÚÿçŽ•]ŁÄ<ñ†Ö]ÿ‰şÖ^Ží<ÿæÿæÿæÿæÿÞÿÞÿÞÿÞłvłvłvłvŁàŁàŁàŁà<<<<ñ‚Ö]ñ‚Ö]ñ‚Ö]ñ‚Ö]łèłèłèłèŁàŁàŁàŁà<JJJ 

And we are the places of the Divine Message, and we 

are the Religion...15 

And in another tradition, Im{m al-Ñ{diq � informs his companion 

D{w}d: 

<ÿ�Łæ]ÿ�<^ÿèĆ’Ö]<ŁàłvÿÞĆ’Ö]<ŁàłvÿÞĆ’Ö]<ŁàłvÿÞĆ’Ö]<ŁàłvÿÞşøşøşøşø₣ì₣ì₣ì₣ì<<ŁàłvÿÞÿæ<ĆØÿqÿæ<Ć̂ ÿÂ<Žäf×Ö]<Žh^ÿjŽÒ<êŽÊ
<Łà{{łvÿÞÿæ<₣ì^{{şÒĆ̂ Ö]<<Ł†łã{{Ć�Ö]<Łà{{łvÿÞÿæ<ćs{{ÿvĞÖ]<Łà{{łvÿÞÿæ<ŁÝ^ÿé{{ñ’Ö]

<<<Łà{łvÿÞÿæ<Žä{f×Ö]<₣íÿfłÃşÒ<ŁàłvÿÞÿæ<ŁÝ]ÿ†ÿvĞÖ]<Ł‚ş×ÿfĞÖ]<ŁàłvÿÞÿæ<ŁÝ]ÿ†ÿvĞÖ]

                                                 

14 Al-Mu‚tafaw|, Al-Taƒq|q f| Kalim{t al-QurÞ{n al-Kar|m, v. 1, p. 169 

15 Al-Daylam|, Irsh{d al-Qul}b, v.2, p. 418 
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äf×Ö]<₣íş×łfŽÎJJJ 

O Daw}d, we are the prayer (al-‚al{t) in the Book of 

All{h, the Invincible and Exalted, and we are the 

poor rate (zak{t), and we are the fast (al-‚iy{m), and 

we are the pilgrimage (al-ƒajj) and we are the sacred 

month (al-shahr al-ƒar{m) and we are the sacred city 

(al-balad al-ƒar{m) and we are the KaÝba of All{h 

and we are the qibla of All{h...16 

These traditions inform us that the Im{ms of the Ahl al-Bayt � were 

epitomes of religion. Therefore love for religion in the true sense is love 

for them, and vice versa. 

�� 
�ك� في�  ت يب� �ص� تْ م �م� ظ ع� �تْ و� ل� ج� ات�  و� او� م� � �يع�  الس� �� �. ات�  ع� او� م� � �هْل� الس�  أ

And the calamity that befell on you is reckoned by all the inhabitants of 
the heavens in the heavens as severe and great. 

�� 

In this phrase we confess that not only was the calamity great for the 

earth and its inhabitants, the heavens and their inhabitants likewise 

were overtaken by sorrow and grief for what transpired on a 

representative of All{h on earth. 

Im{m ÝAl| bin M}s{ al-Ri~{ � addressing to Ibn Shab|b says: 

<<<ŁÄłf{{{{{ĆŠÖ]<Łl]ÿæ^ÿÛ{{{{{ĆŠÖ]<Žk{{{{{şÓÿe<ł‚{{{{{şÏşÖÿæ<<<ŁÄłf{{{{{ĆŠÖ]<Łl]ÿæ^ÿÛ{{{{{ĆŠÖ]<Žk{{{{{şÓÿe<ł‚{{{{{şÏşÖÿæ<<<ŁÄłf{{{{{ĆŠÖ]<Łl]ÿæ^ÿÛ{{{{{ĆŠÖ]<Žk{{{{{şÓÿe<ł‚{{{{{şÏşÖÿæ<<<ŁÄłf{{{{{ĆŠÖ]<Łl]ÿæ^ÿÛ{{{{{ĆŠÖ]<Žk{{{{{şÓÿe<ł‚{{{{{şÏşÖÿæ]ÿæşù<ÿáç{{{{{Ł•ÿ…
ŽäŽ×łjşÏŽÖJJJ 

Certainly, the seven heavens and earths cried because 

of his martyrdom (i.e. of al-Íusayn �)..  

                                                 

16 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v.24, p. 303 
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And Im{m al-Ñ{diq � is reported to have said: 

ÿàłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<Žäf×Ö]<Ž‚łfÿÂ<^ÿeş_<Ćá�c�V<<îÿ–şÎ<^ĆÛşÖ<Žäłéş×ÿÂ<łkşÓÿe<Žäłéş×ÿÂ<łkşÓÿe<Žäłéş×ÿÂ<łkşÓÿe<Žäłéş×ÿÂ<łkşÓÿe
ĆŠÖ]ĆŠÖ]ĆŠÖ]ĆŠÖ]]ÿæ<ŁÄłfĆŠÖ]<Łl]ÿæ^ÿÛ]ÿæ<ŁÄłfĆŠÖ]<Łl]ÿæ^ÿÛ]ÿæ<ŁÄłfĆŠÖ]<Łl]ÿæ^ÿÛ]ÿæ<ŁÄłfĆŠÖ]<Łl]ÿæ^ÿÛşùşùşùşù<<^{ÿÚÿæ<Ćà�ãéŽÊ<^ÿÚ<ÿæ<ŁÄłfĆŠÖ]<ÿáçŁ•ÿ…<<^{ÿÚÿæ<Ćà�ãéŽÊ<^ÿÚ<ÿæ<ŁÄłfĆŠÖ]<ÿáçŁ•ÿ…<<^{ÿÚÿæ<Ćà�ãéŽÊ<^ÿÚ<ÿæ<ŁÄłfĆŠÖ]<ÿáçŁ•ÿ…<<^{ÿÚÿæ<Ćà�ãéŽÊ<^ÿÚ<ÿæ<ŁÄłfĆŠÖ]<ÿáçŁ•ÿ…

<<<<<<<^{ÿßñeÿ…<�Ð{Ğ×ÿ}<łà{ŽÚ<�…^{ĆßÖ]ÿæ<Ží{ĆßÿrĞÖ]<ê{ŽÊ<ŁgŽ×şÏłßÿè<łàÿÚÿæ<ĆàŁãÿßłéÿe<<<<<<<^{ÿßñeÿ…<�Ð{Ğ×ÿ}<łà{ŽÚ<�…^{ĆßÖ]ÿæ<Ží{ĆßÿrĞÖ]<ê{ŽÊ<ŁgŽ×şÏłßÿè<łàÿÚÿæ<ĆàŁãÿßłéÿe<<<<<<<^{ÿßñeÿ…<�Ð{Ğ×ÿ}<łà{ŽÚ<�…^{ĆßÖ]ÿæ<Ží{ĆßÿrĞÖ]<ê{ŽÊ<ŁgŽ×şÏłßÿè<łàÿÚÿæ<ĆàŁãÿßłéÿe<<<<<<<^{ÿßñeÿ…<�Ð{Ğ×ÿ}<łà{ŽÚ<�…^{ĆßÖ]ÿæ<Ží{ĆßÿrĞÖ]<ê{ŽÊ<ŁgŽ×şÏłßÿè<łàÿÚÿæ<ĆàŁãÿßłéÿe
<^ÿÚ<ÿæ<ïÿ†Łè<^ÿÚÿæ<^ÿÚ<ÿæ<ïÿ†Łè<^ÿÚÿæ<^ÿÚ<ÿæ<ïÿ†Łè<^ÿÚÿæ<^ÿÚ<ÿæ<ïÿ†Łè<^ÿÚÿæş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷<<<<ïÿ†Łèïÿ†Łèïÿ†Łèïÿ†Łè<<<<    

Indeed when Ab{ ÝAbdill{h al-Íusayn bin ÝAl| � 

left this world, the seven heavens and the seven 

earths and whatever is in and between them, and 

whososever moves in Paradise and Hell Fire from 

the creation of our Lord and what can be seen and 

what cannot be seen wept for him.17 

It should be known that it has been established in its own place that 

every existential entity has a share in comprehension (shuÝ}r), 

glorification (tasb|ƒ), laudation (ƒamd), love (Ýishq), and lamentation 

(buk{Þ). Those, however, who have not contemplated on the Holy 

QurÞ{n and the traditions of the Ahl al-Bayt � well, may consider this 

as far fetched. In order to grasp this reality intellectually, they should 

refer to works on the Transcendent Philosophy (al-ƒikmat al-mutaÞ{liya) 

propounded by leading philosophers such as Mull{ Ñadr{ and Mull{ 

H{d| Sabzaw{r| (may All{h elevate their noble spirits).  

Following is a verse of the Holy QurÞan that clearly informs us about 

the possibility of the sky weeping: 

�<<<]ÿæ<Łð^Û{{ĆŠÖ]<ŁÜ�ãłé{{ş×ÿÂ<łk{{şÓÿe<^{{ÛşÊşù<<]çŁÞ^{{Ò<^{{Úÿæ<Łšł…
ÿàè†ş¿łßŁÚ� 

So neither the sky wept for them, nor the earth; nor 

                                                 

17 Shaykh al-Kulayn|, Al-K{f|, v.4, p. 575 
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were they granted any respite. (44:29) 

Commenting on this verse, Im{m al-Ñ{diq � is reported to have said: 

{{{şÖłÜ<ÿi{{{łfŽÔ<{{{ĆŠÖ]ÿÛŁð^<ÿÂÿî{{{×<ş_{{{ÿuž‚<ŁÚ{{{łßŁ„<₣Î{{{ŽjÿØ<ÿèłv{{{ÿé{{{łe<î�à<
ÿ‡şÒ�†Ćèÿu<H^Ćj₣Î<îŽjÿØ<ĞÖ]ŁvÿŠłéŁà<�şÊ<HÿfşÓłk<ÿÂş×łéŽä< 

The sky did not cry over anyone ever since Yaƒy{ 

bin Zakariyya was slain, until al-Íusayn � was 

slain, whereupon it cried over him.18 

And Im{m Muƒammad al-B{qir � is reported to have said the 

following about the abovementioned verse: 

ÿÚÿe<^şÓŽk<ĆŠÖ]ş̂ÛŁð<ÿÂÿî×<ş_ÿuž‚<ÿe<{łÃÿ‚<ÿèłv<{ÿé<{łe<îÿà<ÿ‡şÒ�†<{Ćè<H^
�cf÷<ÿÂÿî{{×<ĞÖ]Łv{{ÿŠłé�à<{{łe�à<ÿÂ{{Ž×flê<�şÊ<H�dĆÞ{{ÿãÿe<^{{şÓłk<ÿÂş×{{łéŽä<
ş_ł…ÿeŽÃłéÿà<ÿèłç⁄Ú^< <

The sky did not cry for anyone after Yaƒy{ bin 

Zakariyy{ save on al-Íusayn bin ÝAl| �, for surely 

it cried over him for forty days.19 

The verse as well as the comments of the Ahl al-Bayt � clearly reveal 

to us that the sky manifests sorrow and expresses its lamentation as well. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

18 Al-Baƒr{n|, Al-Burh{n f| Tafs|r al-QurÞ{n, v. 3, p. 701. 

19 Ibid. 
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�� 
ات�  او� م� � �ك� في� الس� ت يب� �ص� تْ م �م� ظ ع� �تْ و� ل� ج� ات�  و� او� م� � �هْل� الس� �يع� أ �� �.  ع�

And the calamity that befell on you is reckoned by all the inhabitants of 
the heavens in the heavens as severe and great. 

�� 

The article al that precedes al-sam{w{t (السماوات) confers the meaning 

that all the heavens are taken into consideration. 

And heavens and skies should not transport us to their material 

extensions. Scholars of authority opine that they refer to the higher 

levels of the universe of contingent existence. 

The phrase ahl al-sam{w{t can refer to the angels who inhabit the 

heavens and all the exalted departed souls who witnessed or came to 

know about the tragedy of Karbal{. 

Consider the following traditions: 

Im{m al-Ri~{ � tells Ibn Shab|b: 

<]<î{{şÖ�c<ÿÙÿ̂ {{ÿÞ<ł‚{{şÏşÖÿæşùÿÛĞÖ]<ÿà{{ŽÚ<�šł…şøa<₣í{{ÿÃÿeł…ş_<Ží{{şÓŽñş÷<žÍ
<ÿØŽj₣Î<ł‚şÎ<ŁåæŁ‚ÿqÿçşÊ<Žå�†ł’ÿßŽÖ<<<<<<fi†{łf₣Æ<fiołÃ{Ł�<Žå�†{łfşÎ<ÿ‚{łßŽÂ<łÜ{ŁãşÊ<<<<<<fi†{łf₣Æ<fiołÃ{Ł�<Žå�†{łfşÎ<ÿ‚{łßŽÂ<łÜ{ŁãşÊ<<<<<<fi†{łf₣Æ<fiołÃ{Ł�<Žå�†{łfşÎ<ÿ‚{łßŽÂ<łÜ{ŁãşÊ<<<<<<fi†{łf₣Æ<fiołÃ{Ł�<Žå�†{łfşÎ<ÿ‚{łßŽÂ<łÜ{ŁãşÊ
<<ŁÜŽñ^{{{{şÏĞÖ]<ÿÝç{{{{₣Ïÿè<łáş_<î{{{{şÖ�c<<ŁÜŽñ^{{{{şÏĞÖ]<ÿÝç{{{{₣Ïÿè<łáş_<î{{{{şÖ�c<<ŁÜŽñ^{{{{şÏĞÖ]<ÿÝç{{{{₣Ïÿè<łáş_<î{{{{şÖ�c<<ŁÜŽñ^{{{{şÏĞÖ]<ÿÝç{{{{₣Ïÿè<łáş_<î{{{{şÖ�c<<<<<Žå�…^{{{{ÿ’łÞş_<łà{{{{ŽÚ<ÿáç{{{{ŁÞç₣ÓÿéşÊ

<�àłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<Žl]ÿ…^ÿnşÖ<^ÿè<łÜŁâŁ…^ÿÃŽ�ÿæ 

Four thousand angels descended on earth to aid 

him, but (when they were allowed to reach there) 

they found him martyred. So they remained at his So they remained at his So they remained at his So they remained at his 

grave, dishevelled and grave, dishevelled and grave, dishevelled and grave, dishevelled and covered with dustcovered with dustcovered with dustcovered with dust, and will , and will , and will , and will 

remain there until the rising of alremain there until the rising of alremain there until the rising of alremain there until the rising of al----Q{Q{Q{Q{’’’’im im im im (Im{m al-

Mahd| �, whereupon they will aid him. Their 

slogan will be, ‘Vengeance for the blood of al-

Íusayn �!’ 
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Im{m al-Ñ{diq � tells a companion called Fu~ayl: 

<łÜ₣ÓşÖ<^ÿÚş÷<�àłéÿŠŁvĞÖ]<ÿ†łfşÎ<êŽßłÃÿè<ŁäÿÞçŁiĞ̀ ÿi�<<<şí{ÿÃÿeł…ş_<Ćá�dşÊ<<şí{ÿÃÿeł…ş_<Ćá�dşÊ<<şí{ÿÃÿeł…ş_<Ćá�dşÊ<<şí{ÿÃÿeł…ş_<Ćá�dşÊ
aaaaş÷ş÷ş÷ş÷�Ýłçÿè<îşÖ�c<Žå�†łfşÎ<ÿ‚łßŽÂ<ÿáç₣Ółfÿè<žÔş×ÿÚ<ŽÍ�Ýłçÿè<îşÖ�c<Žå�†łfşÎ<ÿ‚łßŽÂ<ÿáç₣Ółfÿè<žÔş×ÿÚ<ŽÍ�Ýłçÿè<îşÖ�c<Žå�†łfşÎ<ÿ‚łßŽÂ<ÿáç₣Ółfÿè<žÔş×ÿÚ<ŽÍ�Ýłçÿè<îşÖ�c<Žå�†łfşÎ<ÿ‚łßŽÂ<ÿáç₣Ółfÿè<žÔş×ÿÚ<ŽÍ<<<<ŽíÿÚ^ÿéŽÏĞÖ]ŽíÿÚ^ÿéŽÏĞÖ]ŽíÿÚ^ÿéŽÏĞÖ]ŽíÿÚ^ÿéŽÏĞÖ]J< <

What is the matter with you that you do not visit 

him [the grave of Im{m al-Íusayn �]? Surely four 

thousand angels constantly weep near his grave, [and 

will do so] until the Judgment Day.20 

As for the departed souls, one of the traditions that break the hearts and 

make us realize how grave is the matter of al-Íusayn � is the 

following conversation between Im{m al-Ñ{diq � and Ab} Ba‚ir, his 

loyal companion, who had lost his physical eyesight, but was endowed 

with spiritual effulgence: 

<<<�àłé{ÿŠŁvĞÖ]<Ž‚{ĞÖŁæ<î{şÖ�c<Łlł†ş¿ÿÞ<]ÿƒ�c<>�Ž’ÿe<^ÿeş_<^ÿè�<<<êŽÞ^{ÿiş_
<^ÿÚş÷<<Ćá�c<>�Ž’ÿe<^ÿeş_<^ÿè<łÜ�ãŽÖaÿæ<łÜ�ãéŽeş_<îşÖ�c<îÿiş_<^ÿÛŽe<Łä₣ÓŽ×łÚş_
^şÊ�<şí{{{{{{ÿÛ�<<ŁÐÿã{{{{{{ł�ÿiÿæ<Žä{{{{{{éŽÓłfÿjşÖJJJ{{{{{{şÊşø<<ŁÙ]ÿ̂ {{{{{{ÿi
ÿÛĞÖ]şø<ÿ°ŽÏŽËł�ŁÚ<₣íşÓŽñ<<<ÿä{f×Ö]<ÿáçŁÂł‚{ÿèÿæ<^ÿãŽñ^şÓŁfŽÖ<ÿáç₣Ółfÿè

<<<<<<Ćá�c<şÕ]ÿ‚{ŽÊ<Łk{Ğ×ŽÃŁq<Łk{Ğ×₣Î<ÿÙ^{şÎ<łáş_<î{şÖ�c<ŽäłéşÖ�c<ÿáçŁÂĆ†ÿ–ÿjÿèÿæ
]<]ÿ„ÿâşù<<<<ŁäłÃÿÛ{łŠÿi<łÜ{şÖ<^{ÿÚ<ŁäłßŽÚ<ŁÜş¿łÂş_<ŁåŁ†łéşÆ<ÿÙ^şÎ<fiÜéŽ¿ÿÂ<ÿ†łÚ

łàÿÛéŽÊ<ÿáç₣Óÿi<łáş_<ćgŽvŁi<^ÿÚ<ş_<>�Ž’ÿe<^ÿe<^ÿè<ÿÙ^şÎ<ĆÜŁm<<<Ł‚ŽÃ{łŠŁè
^şÊ�<şí{{ÿÛ�<<<<<î{{ş×ÿÂ<Łlł…ÿ‚{{şÎ<^{{ÿÛşÊ<^{{ÿãşÖ^şÎ<ÿ°{{Žu<Łk{{łéşÓÿfşÊ

łßÿÛĞÖ]ŞşÒ<îş×ÿÂ<Łlł…ÿ‚şÎ<^ÿÚÿæ<�ÐşøŽð^şÓŁfĞÖ]<ÿàŽÚ<êŽÚJ 

Im{m al-Ñ{diq � said: O Ab{ Ba‚|r, when I look at 

                                                 

20 ÝAll{ma Majlis|, Biƒ{r al-Anw{r, v. 45, p. 222 
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the progeny of al-Íusayn �, I am overcome due to 

what happened to their father and his family; O Ab{ 

Ba‚|r, Indeed F{„ima � constantly weeps for him 

(al-Íusayn �) and sighs [out of deep sorrow]....So 

the angels constantly sympathize and weep due to 

her weeping and pray to All{h and express their 

humility to Him.... Ab} Ba‚|r said: May I be made 

your ransom. Indeed the matter is great. Thereupon 

the Im{m � said: What you have not heard other 

than this is even greater. Thereafter the Im{m � 

said: O Ab{ Ba‚|r: Don’t you want to be among 

those who assist F{„ima �? Ab} B{s|r says: When 

he said this, I started weeping and could not utter a 

word, nor could I speak due to my weeping...21 

This tradition clearly hints to us that whatever we have heard and 

known about Im{m al-Íusayn � cannot be compared to that which 

we do not know. 	 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 

21 Shaykh al-N}r|, Mustadrak al-Was{’il, v.10, p. 314 
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